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ABSTRACT 

Sayyid Qutb (d. 1966) represented one of the most outstanding Muslim writers on 
Islamic thought in the twentieth century. His importance stems from the fact that his 
writings influenced numerous generations of Egyptian Muslims and Muslims outside 
of Egypt. 

This study examines the concept of social justice as found in Qutb's F Zildl 
al-Qur'an. Chapter one is devoted to a study of the formative phase of Qutb's life 
and career before his emergence as an influential Muslim scholar. Chapter two 
discusses Qutb's socio-political thought between 1947 and 1952, prior to FT Zildl al- 
Qur'dn. In this chapter, Qutb's literary study of the Qur'an, which became a 
preparatory background for his interest in Islam, will also be examined. Chapter 
three deals with general features of F Ziläl al-Qur'an, including Qutb's approach to 
Qur'anic commentary. Chapter four examines the doctrinal bases of social justice. In 
this chapter, the nature of social justice and its foundations will be discussed in 
accordance with Qutb's understanding of the doctrinal conception of Islam (al- 
tacawwur al-i tigddi), including the divinity (uhihiyya), supreme authority 
(rubübiyya) and sovereignty (hdkimiyya) of God. Chapter five addresses the practical 
dimensions of social justice. In this chapter, the discussion will focus on Qutb's 
outlook on the implementation of social justice with respect to the practical reality of 
Muslims' lives. His discussions on the necessity of establishing an Islamic State and 
implementing proper management of the economic system according to Islamic 
principles will also be covered. The study concludes with an assessment of the 
significance of Qutb's notion of social justice and his treatment of the current social, 
economic and political problems facing the Muslim Umma and Egyptian society. 
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Transliteration 

S- ' (omitted at the beginning of a word) 
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c, \ al-, 'I- 

The diphthongs are written: ay 

aw (L9') 

The three short vowels are represented by a for fatlia, i for kasrra and it for (lamina. 

The long vowel are represented by 5, ü, i.. 

The tä' marbüta is represented by at when in construct and omitted at the end of the 

word. (except in words like _aküt and salüt which are maintained as they commonly 
appear as : akut and saht in some English texts). 
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Introduction 

The twentieth century continued to witness the decline of the Muslim world in its 

society, economy and politics as compared with the West. This phenomenon 

worsened with the appearance of corrupt political leaders in certain countries, who 

used their authority to exploit national. resources for their personal interest and that of 

their cronies among the bourgeois and autocrats without considering the needs of the 

general population. Under the guise of socialism, nationalism and democracy, these 

leaders manipulated the uncertain political situation so as to keep their countries and 

their people in their grip. In so doing, oppression and political pressure were 

sometimes used against any Muslim group attempting to revive or reform the 

countries on the basis of Islam. In addition, the West's interference in the politics and 

economy of the Muslim countries contributed towards the deterioration of the 

situation rather than solving the problems. ' 

Realizing this phenomenon, there appeared some Muslim scholars and 

thinkers in the early and mid-twentieth century, who were concerned about the 

problems and tried to find solutions from the Islamic perspective. Names like Jamäl 

al-Din al-Afghani (d. 1897), Muhammad cAbduh (d. 1905) and Rashid Ridä (d. 1935) 

were among those who saw that "something must be done" to understand the causes 

of decline so as to rectify the situation and restore Muslim countries to their proper 

place in the world. 

Sayyid Qutb (d: 1966) was one of the most important and influential Muslim 

figures of the twentieth century who focused on the problems facing the Muslim 

Uin, nü as a whole and Egyptian society in particular. The continuing dire economic 

situation of his country, the political corruption and the incessant squabbles of the 

political parties caused him to feel increasingly disillusioned and frustrated. In his 

1 Saläh ̀Abd al-Fattäh al-Khälid , 
Sa»'id Qu/b: ntin al M7Idd ild'l-Istishhäd (Damascus: Där al- 

Qalam, 1994), 414-416. See also Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, Contemporary Islam and the Challenge 
ofHistöry (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1982), 17. 
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view, the revival of the Muslim life in accordance with the teachings of the Qur'dn 

and the Surma of the Prophet, peace be upon him, was the only solution. Many books 

and articles were written by Qutb suggesting this strategy, and calling his fellow 

Muslims to return to Islam as "their own resource" to find solutions to the existing 

problems, besides restoring them to their proper place as Muslims. Al `Adäla al- 

1J1177ä1 i)y, a ft'1-Islam (1949), Mc(rakat al-Islam wa'1-Ra'smCihj)a (1951), al-Salarm 

al-`Älami iva'1-I. släm (1951), Fi Zildl al-Qur'an (1952), and Ma`älint ft'l-Tariq 

(1964), were among those of Qutb's works that clearly indicated his ideas. 

Of all these works, F Zilül al-Qur'an was the longest and, undoubtedly, the 

most widely circulated. It has enjoyed wide acceptance among Muslim scholars, 

writers and sincere seekers of the truth about Islam all over the Muslim world. In 

addition, Zilül was Qutb's commentary of the Qur'an which attempted to present a 

comprehensive picture of ! slam and to give consistent answers to Muslims facing the 

current socio-political challenges of the modem period. Furthermore, the work was a 

reflection of Qutb's thought after undergoing various experiences, including several 

Years' irn -prisonment by the Egyptian bgovernment. That was why most of Ziläl was mwritten 

while its author was serving a prison sentence. 

This study will examine the concept of social justice as described in Qutb's 

Ziläl. 2ilal has been chosen because it is Qutb's most important work and manifests 

Qutb's maturity of thought after devoting several years to studying the Qur'in and 

understanding its message, coupled with his long search for the root of the problems 

facing his country. Moreover, Qutb's discussion in the Zilal itself clearly represents 

the real phenomenon facing Muslims in the middle of the twentieth century, in 

particular, the Egyptians, and their social, economic and political decline after World 

War II. Economic disparity widened as a result of the unjust distribution of wealth in 

Egypt at that time and the increase in unemployment. This was coupled with the 

political uncertainty in the country which led to confrontation between the ruling 
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government and members of the Muslim Brotherhood (al-Ikhwän al-Muslimün). As 

Musallam writes: 

Qutb is noted for the revolutionary zeal with which he promoted what he 
considered the inevitable establishment of a true and just "Islamic society" 
(a1-M: jtama` al-Lsl7mi) ... 

Qutb's Qur'anic Commentary F-7 Zildl al-Qur'än 
(In the Shadows of the Qur'5n), 1952-1965, is universally recognised as an 
outstanding contribution to contemporary Muslim thought and culture: 
indeed, Qutb's writings have become an integral part of Islamic resurgence 
in the past thirty years which draws much of its strength, inter alia, from the 
unmitigated failures of the Arab regimes to build viable societies2 

The notion of social justice is not new in Egyptian society. In this regard, 

Qutb was one who saw the need to establish justice in social affairs of the Egyptian 

people, believing that only the "absolute justice of Islam" was the solution to the 

existing problems. The effectiveness of such justice, which is applicable to all 

aspects of human life - social, economic and political - can be perceived only when 

it is based on a belief (°agida) in God. Qutb therefore believed that it was not Islam 

that was the cause of the problems but the Muslims themselves who had distanced 

their lives from true Islam. Thus, Qutb's reaction to the crisis was to advocate a 

return to the basics of Islam - the call to the doctrinal belief 

The idea of writing this study came after realizing that none of the available 

literature had dealt extensively or exclusively with Qutb's notion of social justice, 

one of the most important aspects of his Zildl. Saläh °Abd al-Fattäh al-Kh-alidi's 

works, Madkhal ilä Zildl al-Qur'dn (1986), and F Zilal al-Qur'an J717-Mlzün (1986) 

for instance, focused on Qutb's general ideas as they appeared in the Ziläl, including 

his interpretation of terms like jdhiliyya, häkiniiyya and cubzidiyya. Questions about 

Qutb's application of such terms to social, political and economic issues are not 

discussed extensively by Khälidi. Studies on Sajyid Qurb's F Zild1 al-Qur'dn 

(1993), by Sohirin Muhammad Solihin, follows an approach similar to that of 

2 Adnan Ayyub Musallam, The Formative Stages of Sayyid Outb's Iniellectual Career and His 
Emergence as an Islamic Dä iyab (unpublished Ph. D thesis, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 
1983), 1-2. 
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Khalidi's earlier work, when general issues relating to Islam were examined in the 

light of Qutb's discussion. 

William E. Shepard's Sayyid Q 
. 
ib and Islamic Activism: A Translation and 

Critical Analysis of Social Justice in Islam (1996) is an interesting work, examining 

Qutb's development of thought from the early edition of the al-°Adäla to its sixth 

edition published few years before his death. Since it was a translation of al-`Adcila, 

Shepard's discussion concentrates on describing the changes made by Qutb, such as 

terms, corrections of misprints and grammatical errors. Detailed explanation of the 

significance of such changes in Qutb's thought as a reflection of his deeper 

understanding of the Qur'an did not attract Shepard's interest. Shepard focused 

mainly on al-cAddla for his thesis, without referring to Qutb's 7ilül, which of course 

dealt with the existing issues more convincingly as a result of Qutb's deeper 

understanding of the Qur'an and its messages which in his view were relevant to the 

existing problems. 

In Intellectual Origins of Islamic Resurgence in the Modern Arab World 

(1996), Ibrahim M. Abu Rabic examines Sayyid Qutb's socio-political thought as 

reflected in Qutb's Zilül and is closer to this study. Yet he devotes more attention to a 

general discussion of Qutb's socio-political ideas than to the form of a political 

system, including its characteristics, and aspects of economic management, which, in 

Qutb's view, were vital in creating social justice in human society as whole. 

Therefore, this study attempts to provide a more comprehensive analysis of 

Qutb's notion of social justice, including his understanding of Islamic doctrinal 

belief, and his views on political and economic issues to which the application of 

social justice, he believes, was a dictate of Islam and could not be disregarded. In this 

study, Qutb's main thought and themes on the above issues, which are scattered 

throughout the 7, ilÖl, will be examined and reorganized under relevant headings, in 

accordance with the author's priority in discussing the concept of social justice. In 
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addition, Qutb's writings prior to the 7. i1ä1, such as al-`Acläla al-Ijtima`iyya fi'1- 

Isläm, Ma`rakat al-Islam iva'l-Ra'samäliyya and al-Saläm al-`Älanii wa'1-Islcün, will 

also be studied to see how their ideas were developed as a result of the author's 

experiences in living in the contemporary Egyptian society, coupled with his 

maturity of thought on Islam after devoting almost ten years to examining the 

Qur'anic message. 

Qutb's interpretation of the Qur'anic verses relating to social justice and his 

use of terms like häkimiyya and jcihiliyya will also be evaluated, along with the views 

of some modem and traditional scholars such as al-Mawdüdi (d. 1979), Rashid Ridä 

(d. 1935), Ibn Kathir (d. 1373) and Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328). The aim is to assess the 

extent of difference and similarity between Qutb's views and those of the scholars 

and the reasons for such difference and similarity. 

This study is therefore divided into five chapters. Chapter One is devoted to 

the life of Sayyid Qutb and his formative years. Chapter Two discusses Qutb's socio- 

political thought between 1948 and 1952, prior to the writing of the Zild1. Chapter 

Three touches on the Ziläl, including its creation and Qutb's approach to it. Chapter 

Four discusses the doctrinal bases of social justice as viewed by Qutb. In this 

chapter, questions relating to God's attributes such as uhihiyya, rubübiyya and 

häkimiyya will be discussed to see how these ideas were then expanded by Qutb to 

relate them to the general foundation of social justice. Chapter Five is devoted to a 

study of the practical dimension of social justice. It discusses how faith (Iman) in 

God and His attributes, which occupies an individual's heart, must then be translated 

into action appropriate to the reality of a Muslim's life. Thus questions of the 

political system of Islam and the management of wealth will be discussed in line 

with Qutb's belief that justice will exist only when the shari a governs human affairs 

and there is an Islamic state that executes these divine laws. 
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The study will conclude with an assessment of Qutb's thought and his 

treatment of social justice to examine its relevance in this modern society where 

secular institutions have been built on the ruins of religion. 
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Chapter One 

Sayyid Qutb: The Formative Phase 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter looks at the formative phase of Qutb's career before he emerged as an 

influential figure and scholar of the twentieth century. His writings on literature and 

social and political issues as well as his Islamic solutions to the social and political 

crises facing the Muslim world in general and Egyptian society in particular, have 

attracted both Muslim and non-Muslim scholars to study his works. Moreover, as 

Abu Rabic states, Qutb's importance "stems from the fact that he has influenced 

numerous generations of Egyptian and Arab intelligentsia who seek to understand 

Islam as an ideology that leads to radical changes in the social order. ,3 

The chapter will discuss Qutb's life, his works and the environment that 

shaped his intellectual thinking. In addition, the lives of Qutb's Muslim 

contemporaries, like Ijasan al-Bannä, °Abbäs al-°Agqäd and al-Mawdüdi, will be 

analysed regarding their influence on Qutb's intellectual thinking during this 

formative phase. 

1.2 Life and Works 

Sayyid Qutb Ibrahim Ijusayn Shädhili was born in a village called Müshä in the 

Asyut District of Egypt in October 1906.4 His father, Qutb Ibrahim, was a pious and 

well-respected landowner who had, in fact joined the Nationalist Party (al-Iiizb al- 

Watani). 5 As an active member, his house became a private and public meeting-place 

3 Ibrahim Abu Rabic, "Sayyid Qutb: From Religious Realism to Radical Social Criticism, " Islamic 
Quarterly 28 (1984): 103. 

4 Saläh °Abd al-Fattäh al-Khälidi, Sayyyid Qntb: mein al Miläd ild 7-Lrtishhnd (Damascus: Dar al- 
Qalam, 1994), 15. 

S The Nationalist Party (al-Ilizb al-Watani) was founded by Musiafa KAmil in 1907. The party was 
mainly concerned with its struggle and demands for the departure of the British from Egypt. See for 
details P. J. Vatikiotis, The Modern History of Egypt (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1969), 137 
and 204-205. 
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for other party members who would come to discuss various issues and problems 

concerning their country. It was at this stage that the young Quib gradually became 

aware of the contemporary political struggle of the country and grew more 

sympathetic to anti-British national iSM. 6 

Qutb's mother, Fatima, came from a big family. Her father and two of her 

brothers were educated at al-Azhar University in Cairo. ' She was described as a 

religious woman who influenced him greatly. She loved listening to Qur'anic 

recitation and encouraged her children to memorize the Qur'än and master its 

recitation. She also implanted in her children Islamic values such as morality, 

truthfulness and sincerity. Her vision was to ensure that all her children had the best 

education and became good Muslims motivated by their faith. 8 In this regard, Qutb 

made the following special tribute to his mother, to whom he dedicated his book, a! - 

Tacw7r al-Fanni fi'l-Qur'än (Artistic Portrayal in the Qur'än): 

You hope that God might help me to memorize the Qur'än, and that He 
might give me a beautiful voice so that I might recite a particular part any 
time you wanted. Then you made me choose this new road after a part of 
your wish was fulfilled and I had memorized the Qur'än. 9 

Qutb had three sisters: Nafisa, IIamida and Amina. His only brother was 

Muhammad. 10 Among his sisters, I3amida and Amina played an active part in the 

Islamic movement following their brother Qutb. Both experienced being tortured and 

6 In his autobiography Tifl mina'1-Qarya, Qulb described how he was influenced by current 
developments in his village, where many young men attached themselves to the Nationalist Party in 
its struggle for the independence of Egypt. See Sayyid Qutb, lift mnta'1-Qarya (Cairo: Lujnat al- 
Nashr li'1-Jämiin, 1945), 133-134. 

$aläh `Abd al-Fattish al-Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb: al-Shahld al-Itayyi (Amman: Maktaba al-Aqsa, 1985), 
59. See also `Adil I1amüda, Sayyid Qutb: rnina'1-Qarya iln'1 Misbnaga (Cairo: Sinä li'l-Nashr, 1990), 
31. 

8 Khälidi, Sayyid Qulb, 60. 

9 Sayyid QuIb, al-Taswir al-Pant fi'l-Qur'an (Cairo: Där al-Ma`drif, 1994), 6. 

10 Khdlidi, Sayyid Qufb, 62. 
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imprisoned during 1954, the year of ordeal for the Ikhtivän. 11 Qutb's brother, 

Muhammad grew up to become a well-known Islamic writer and scholar. 12 His 

association with his brother Qutb in Islamic activities led to his being imprisoned 

twice, first in 1954 and again in 1965.13 

Qutb had an ordinary life, although his curiosity and love of reading 

distinguished him from the other children of Müshä. At a very young age he Evas able 

to read newspapers to the villagers who came to his house to hear the latest news. 

Qutb also spent a large amount of money on buying books from the local travelling 

bookseller, who came frequently to his village. '4 

Qutb attended the state elementary school (madrasa) instead of the traditional 

Islamic school (kuttäb) at the age of six. 15 Qutb's years at the madrasa witnessed his 

excellence in reading and writing. At a very early age, he mastered important aspects 

of traditional Arab Muslim culture, such as the knowledge of Arabic, syntax and 

morphology, which enabled him to be in the ranks of the literati (udabd') in the 

1930s and 1940s. 16 At this time also he showed his commitment by memorizing 

" Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb, 67-68. 

12 Muhammad Qutb is currently a Professor of Islamic Studies at King Abd al-Aziz University, Saudi 
Arabia. He has written many books and articles on Islamic topics, e. g. al-Insän bayna'l-Müddiyya 
wa'l-Isläm, Jähiliyyat al-Qarn al-°Ishrin and Manhaj al-7arbiyya al-Islämiyya. Some of his works 
have been translated into several other languages. See Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb, 64-66. 

13 Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb, 64. 

14 Ibid., 34. 

15 There were two parallel education systems at that time: the government school (madrasa) and the 
Qur'anic schools, or kutlnb. The Kutläb emphasized religious education and the memorization of the 
Qur'än, whereas the madrasa was a modern school and well organized in its range of subjects and its 
teachers. It should be noted that there was rivalry between these two schools as the result of a 
continuing conflict of forces of tradition and modernity in Egyptian society. See Qutb, ' j, 19-21. 

16 Adnan Ayyub Musallam, "Prelude to Islamic Commitment: Sayyid QuIb's Literary and Spiritual 
Orientation 1932-1938, " The Muslim World 80 (1990): 177. 
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some parts of the Qur'5n. 17 By the age of ten, he had committed the whole Qur'än to 

memory by himself. '8 

In 1921, Qutb was sent to Cairo at the age of thirteen for his secondary 

education. ' 9 In fact, he was supposed to leave for Cairo two years earlier, but, owing 

to the breakdown in communications caused by the Nationalist revolution of 1919,20 

the project had to be postponed until 1921.21 In Cairo, Qutb spent another four years 

living with his maternal uncle, Abmad Husayn, an Azharite and journalist. In 1925, 

he entered Kulliyat al-Mucallimin, a preparatory and secondary school. 22 Three years 

later, he joined a two-year course, al-Fusü1 al-Tamhidiyya li'l-kulliyat al-Där al- 

°Ulüm, (the Preparatory High School of Dar al-°Ulüm) before being admitted into 

Där al-`Ulüm's Teachers college. 23 Qutb successfully completed his studies in 1933 

and obtained a BA degree in Arabic Literature and the Diploma Certificate of 

Education. 24 Upon graduation, he became a teacher and inspector for the Ministry of 

17 Among the factors that effected QuIb's achievement in memorizing the Qur'än were his mother's 
encouragement and her wish to see her children having this ability, and the challenge Qutb faced from 
those students of the krrttäb who argued that the niadrasa could not produce students who had the 
ability to memorize the whole of the Qur'än. See Ilamüda, Sayyid Qrrtb, 34-35. 

18 IIamüda, Sayyid Qu(b, 34. 

19 Gilles Kepel, Muslim Extremism in Eqpt: the Prophet and ! he Pharaoh (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1984), 38. 

20The nationalist revolution of the 1919 was the result of the arrest of Sad Zaghlül, one of the 
nationalist leaders of the Wafd Party, who was later deported to Malta, after being forbidden by the 
British foreign minister to leave for London to present the Egyptian case for independence. See for 
details Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought irr the Liberal Age (1798-1939) (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1962), 211-212. 

21 Kepel, it'Iuslim Evtremism, 38. 

22 IIamüda, Sayyid Qrrtb, 49. 

23 Dar al-`Ulüm was founded in Cairo in 1872 specifically to train students as teachers of Arabic for 
the state primary and secondary schools and became the first secular institute for higher learning. 
Among those who graduated from Dar al_cUlüm was Hasan a]-Bannfit. See Ilamrada, Sayyid Qutb, 49- 
50. 

24 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 140. 



Education, to which he devoted himself for nearly eighteen years until he resigned on 

18 October 1952.25 

Qutb's interest in politics began in his early days in Cairo, when he gradually 

became a partisan of the Wafd, the party particularly associated with independence, 

parliamentary government and the Nationalist cause. 2 In this regard, it seems that 

his close association with his Uncle IHusayn's friend, 'Abbas Mahmüd al- °Aygäd 27, 

a modernist and outspoken Wafdist journalist, contributed to this development. 

Qutb's writings of the 1930s and 1940s were non-religious in nature and much more 

directed to literary interests, such as poems and articles. Those writings, however, 

were seen to be the preparation for the next phase, in which he gradually produced 

works of a critical and creative genre. In addition, he wrote on various other topics, 

such as education, politics and social issues. 

Qutb's first literary work was Muhinunat al-, Wz it fi'I-Ilayüh (The Poet's 

Function in Life), published in 1932.28 The work expounds his stand with regard to 

the contemporary debates between the new schools of poetry and the neo-classical 

school on the role of poets and their contribution to Egyptian society socially, 

economically, politically and culturally in particular. 29 The work also indicates the 

beginning of Qutb's direct participation in the literary circles of that time as a young 

literary critic. Explaining Qutb's reason for writing the work, Musallam points out: 

"he rebuts those who accused the young poets of the new school of poetry of self- 

25 IIamüda, Sayyrd Outb, 50 

26 The Wafd Party was founded by Sa`d Zaghlül in 1918. Its basic demand was the independence of 
Egypt from British rule by peaceful means and limiting the power of the king. See Khalidi, . Vai, 5 d 
Qzab, 265. 

27 ̀Abbäs Mal müd al-`Adgäd (1889-1964) was a well-known literary figure and a journalist. Details 
of his literary career and his influences on Qutb will be given in a subsequent topic. 

2X The work was based on a public lecture which he delivered at DAr al-`Ulfim in 1932. 

29 The leader of the new school of poetry was `Abbäs Mahmüd al ̀ AgqAd. The neo-classical school, 
on the other hand, was represented by figures such as Alimad Shawq (1869-1932) and I15fiz Ibr5him 
(1871-1932). See Musallam, "Prelude To Islamic Commitment, " 177-179. 
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centredness and excessive pessimism by saying that this pessimism and restlessness 

are a true reflection of the Egyptian society of this period. "30 Qutb wvrote: 

Why should the poets sing hymns of happiness and exuberance? Have we 
won a military battle against the armies of the enemies...? Have we attained 
our usurped independence? Everything in the country deserves 
complaint.... Therefore, our young poets who are complaining and in pain 
are sincere in their feelings. They will leave behind them for future 
generations a clear picture of this confusing period. 31 

Qutb's active participation in the literary circles of the 1930s and the early 

1940s, together with his continual writings on literary subjects, led him to be one of 

the well-known figures of the time. Numerous articles of his were published along 

with those of other respected figures such as al-°Agqäd, Tähä Husayn32 and several 

others. It was through his writings in magazines like al-Usbit, al-i3'ädi, al-Risdla, al- 

Da`wva and al-Ishtirükiyya that Qutb attacked and criticized other groups of poets and 

literati who, in his view, were insincere and lacked social and ethical qualities in 

their literary works. 33 In an article published in al-Usbti magazine, for instance, 

Qutb accused those of the older generation of literati of being harsh in their attacks 

on the younger generation of poets.. 14 Also in al-Risdla, Qutb, a student and a strong 

supporter of al CAgqäd, attacked al-Räf i (1880-1937) and his works such as i`jäz al- 

Qur'an (1926) and °A1ä '1-Si f rd (1929). Qutb's attack on al-Räfi i was his attempt to 

30 Musallam, "Prelude To Islamic Commitment, " 180 

31 Ibid., 181. 

32 Tähä Husayn (1889-1973) was a famous writer who also occupied high ministerial office between 
the years 1920s to late 1930s. From 1950 to 1952, he was Minister of Education in the Wafd 

government. Be wrote various books. These include The Future of Culture in Egypt and Pie-Islamic 
Poetry. His works on Islam include `A1ä t1dinish al-S'ra and al-Wad` al-Hagq. See Hourani, Arabic 
Thought in the Liberal Age, 324-339. 

33 Khälidi, Sayyid Quqb, 110. 

3; The clash between the old and the new groups of literati leading to their literary debates was mainly 
due to their differences in mentality and outlook on life. Qulb represented the new groups, following 
his mentor, ai-`Agqäd. See Musallam, "Prelude To Islamic Commitment, " 182-185. 
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defend his mentor, al LAgqäd, who had clashed with at-Räfli. 35 The dispute between 

al ̀Agqäd and al-Räfi i was due to al-cAgqdd's jealousy over the latter's work, which 

received great praise from the Wafdist leader, Sacd Zaghlül. As Musallam notes, "al- 

cAqqad became very jealous upon hearing that Zaghlül, the man to whom he had 

dedicated his life in service of the nationalist cause, had given his enemy al-Räfi i 

such praise. "36 

At this stage, Qutb's literary works, as reflected in his poetry in many ways, 

revolved around his personal experience of life, in addition to his response to the 

heated issues and literary debates of that time, In his poems, "al-Ghadd al-majhtir' 

(The Unknown Morrow) and "al-Sirr aw al-Shadirfi wadi al-maivtä" (the secret or 

the poet in the Valley of the Dead), for example, Qutb expressed his own troubled 

feelings in searching for the true meaning of life and human existence. Here he 

described himself as a man who knew nothing about the purpose of human existence 

and his relationship with life and the universe in general. All this made him afraid of 

facing the days to come. 37 

There are, in fact, many reasons for Qutb's unhappiness during this stage of 

his literary career. One should bear in mind, however, that such reasons can be 

understood only within the context of contemporary Egyptian society and Qutb's 

personal experience of life. Besides the current uncertainty of the future of the young 

intellectuals following the repressive action that they had suffered from the Egyptian 

authorities, there was also another reason for Qutb's unhappiness during this stage: 

the death of his beloved father. The heavy burden of responsibility for the welfare 

and education of his brother and two sisters therefore, fell upon his shoulders. 38 

35 Musallam, "Prelude To Islamic Commitment, " 185. See also Khälidi, Sayyid Qulb: niina'1 MiIäd, 
122-124. 

36 Musallam, "Prelude to Islamic Commitment, " 185. 

37 Ibid., 179-180. See also Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb, 258. 

33 Musallam, "Prelude To Islamic Commitment, " 181. 
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In the context of Qutb's formative stage of his career, his troubled state of 

mind in the 1930s should be seen as the beginning of his tranformation from a poet 

having a secular lifestyle to an Islamicist. 39 This is because in the continual search 

for a peaceful life, Qutb later turned to the Qur'än and studied its verses. This 

happened with the appearance in 1939 of his article "al-Taswir al-Fanni jt'1-Qur'an" 

in al-Mugtatüf magazine. Though Qutb's approach to the Qur'än as reflected in the 

article was still literary, it signified a gradual transformation in his literary career as 

the Qur'än became his new subject of research. Here, he pointed out the inimitability 

(i jdz) of the Qur'anic literary style and called for a comprehensive study of the 

4° Qur'än as a literary text. In the conclusion of the article Qutb wrote: 

my purpose in presenting [this article] is merely to show examples and to 
draw [readers'] attention... The subject [of course] is prolific and good for 
detailed studies (al-dirüsat a! -vrustafida) 

41 

Qutb further added: 

there is a hastiness in [writing] this early prolific research. Perhaps it has 
become a starting point for a further research. 42 

At this point there was clearly a change in Qutb's intellectual orientation, 

marking the beginning of his growing interest in the Qur'an and Islam itself. Though 

the study was for a literary purpose only, a few years later, his Qur'anic literary 

works appeared as books entitled al-Tastivir al-Fanni fi'1-Qur'an in 1945 and 

Mashühid a1-Qiya1na in 1947. The books, which were the result of his extensive 

study of Qur'anic imagery, indicated their author's maturity in literary criticism. 

39 A secular life style here initially refers to Qulb's life in the 1930s including his literary works, 
which generally seemed to be un-Islamic and far from religious. This of course can be traced back to 
his association with al ̀ Agqad himself, a secular modernist and outspoken Wafdist jounalist. 

40 Musallam, The Formatire Stages, 130. 

41 Khälidi, Sayyid Qufb, 269. 

42 Ibid. 
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Qutb, however, did not raise questions about the nature of the Qur'än itself; rather, 

his aim was a purely literary in the sense of describing the elements of beauty in its 

style of propagating a religious message. More importantly in these books, the seeds 

of Qutb's interest in Islam were gradually germinating when he began to discuss how 

the charm of the Qur'an had successfully influenced people like 'Umar al-KhaqRb to 

convert to Islam. Qutb wrote in al-Tasty r: 

... 
besides the charismatic personality of the Prophet that had a major effect 

on converting the first followers to Islam like Khadija, Abü Bakr, `Ali and 
Zayd, we also found that the Qur'än was the decisive factor in the process of 
conversion or perhaps became one of the important factors in [bringing] 
those of the early days of Islamic mission (da`wa) into faith... it is 
undeniable that the charm of the Qur'än has a strong impact in accelerating 
him [`Umar's conversion] to Islam. 43 

In Mashähid Qutb states: 

... 
in order to make the Qur'än look new to our eyes... As the most precious 

book the Arabic library contains, it should be re-reviewed, be given back its 
newness and be rescued from under the heaps of exegeses, whether 
philological, grammatical, jurisprudential, historical or mythical. The artistic 
side and the literary qualities should be brought forward; and attention 
should be drawn to its aspects of beauty. 44 

In Tacwir andMashdhid, one also finds that Qutb began to refer to the works 

of traditional scholars like Sira Ibn Hisham and Tafsir Ibn Kath7r in supporting his 

arguments. Though his reference to those works was minimal, it indicates his 

tendency to look back at some Islamic sources when discussing questions of Islamic 

history. 45 

43 Qutb, Ta irir, 11-13. 

44 Sayyid Qulb, Mashnhid al-Qiyama fi '1-Qur'än (Cairo: Dar al-Shurüq, 1993), 9. 

45 See, for instance, Qutb, Taswir, 12-13 and 26. In Maslrähid Qulb referred to several books of tafsir 
like al-Baydäwi, al-Räzi and al-Zamakhshan when explaining Meccan and Medinan verses of the 
Qur'än. See Qutb, Mashähid, 273. 
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Qulb's writings on political and social topics appeared in the middle of the 

1940s. 46 They were mostly articles in leading journals like al-Risüla, al-Shu't n al- 

Ijtinza iyya, al-°Alant al-`Arabi and al-Filer al-Jadid. In al-Shu'tin al-Ijti»tä iyya, for 

instance, Qutb suggested several means of solving the economic crisis facing the 

Egyptian people, a change in their outlook on society. Qutb had the view that the old 

mentality, which the Egyptians had inherited, was based on that of "masters and 

slaves". This, of course, would have a strong impact on Egyptian society, which was 

based on social classes such as the proletariat, the upper class and the bourgeoisie. 

Therefore there must be "a new mentality that accords with the legislation which 

claims that the Egyptian people are equal, and Egypt is for all, and the right to a 

better life is for all. "47 

Qutb's book, which appeared in 1945, was Jill min al-Qaiya. It described the 

peasants' circumstances with some implied criticism. Though the book was an 

autobiography of Qutb's childhood experiences, it indicated the author's concern 

with the social problems of Egypt. Qutb described in Tifl how he felt compassion 

towards some workers, called al-ghurb (the strangers), who were employed annually 

on his father's land, where in return they were given meals and some money. Qutb 

mentioned in his book how he learned many things from those workers' way of life 

and their struggle to earn enough money and food to support their families. He 

learned how meat became a rare item,, to be eaten by them only during the Islamic 

festivals. Butter, too, was unknown in their world 48 This experience, of course, made 

a deep impression on young Qutb's mind as he saw that the coming of those poor 

workers into Müshä cultivating his father's land was a kind of exploitation on them. 

46 According to Muhammad Jabr, a friend of Qutb's at Cairo University, QuIb's writing on the social 
and political issues began in 1928. However, we could not find any of Qutb's articles during that 
period which could confirm such an assertion. See cAbd al-Bag! Muhammad 1, Iusayn, Sayyid Outb: 
tiaj, dwhu waAdabithu (Mansura: Dar al-WVafli', 1993), 285. 

" flusayn, Sayyid Qufb, 289 

48 Qutb, Ti 
, 

177. 
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Qutb himself felt like an exploiter who "exploited those strangers and millions like 

them who planted the fields with gold, yet starved. If there was indeed a just law, he 

(Qutb) should be led to prison before those defined by law as thieves and 

criminals. 'A9 

Perhaps Qutb's childhood experiences, which he turned into a book in 1945, 

was a hint of his unhappiness with the social problems facing Egyptian society at that 

time. According to Musallam, Qutb's departure from Qur'anic literary study to social 

criticism was the result of his earlier examination of the imagery used in the Qur'än 

itself. In other words, the Qur'än and its dialogue left their mark upon Qutb's mind, 

as he personally acknowledged in Taslvir. The more he read the Qur'än and realized 

its artistic inimitability, the more the idea of writing an expanded study appealed to 

him. 50 Thus, the years between 1945 and 1949, before his departure for the United 

States, witnessed Qutb's open criticism of the political system of the Egyptian 

government, though, as a government officer, he was prohibited from writing on 

politics or analysing national issues. His continual activism against and criticism of 

un-Islamic governmental policies in education had also alienated him from his 

superiors in the ministry. 51 

These transformative years of Qutb's life, however, were not yet at an end. 

His interest in exposing the social and political milieu of Egyptian society motivated 

him, together with some of his close friends, to establish a journal, al-Filer al-Jadid 

(New Thought) in 1947. The journal aimed at spreading ideas and offering Islam as a 

solution to the current social problems. Qutb's main target was to expose the reality 

of the lives of those underprivileged masses who existed amid poverty and hunger in 

49 Qutb, Tl 178. 

S° Musallam, The Formative Stages, 140. 

5' Muhammad Sohirin Solihin, Studies on Sc»'id Qulb's F`t 7ildl al-Qur'an (unpublished Ph. D Thesis 
University of Birmingham, 1993), 14. 
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a society dominated by the landowning classes. 52 Among the hot topics discussed in 

the journals were: "Laisa al-Sha`b Mutasawwvilün, Faruddzi IIagqahu wa Hua 

Ghaniyyun `an Birrikuni" (Nations are not beggars. Give back their rights for they 

are in no need of your kindness) and "Yä Shabäb al-TVdc i Ta'ahhabir wa Ista`iddii" 

(0 young men of the valley, be ready and prepare yourselves! ). Perhaps it was 

because of the journal's harsh criticism of the so-called aristocrats and current 

government that irritated King Farouq, who then demanded its closure. As a result, 

only six issues were produced before its demise in 1948 under the imposition of 

martial law. 53 

On 3 November 1948, Qutb left Egypt for the United States to study modern 

systems of education and training. 54 His departure, however, was seen as a result of 

his severe criticism of the existing political authority which made the latter angry 

with Qutb. In the words of Musallam: 

the palace had become very impatient with Qutb and had ordered the Prime 
Minister, Mahmüd Fahm1 al-Nugräshi, to arrest him. But al-Nugräshi, an 
associate of Qutb in the Wafd and Sa'dist parties, manage to salvage the 
situation by ordering Qutb's superior at the Ministry of Education to send 

ss him abroad on an educational mission. 

Qutb's stay in the United States was one of the most fruitful periods in his 

life, for he started to appreciate Islamic values and way of life and to reject the 

Western way of thinking and its civilization. His article in al-Risdla, entitled Amrikd 

allati Ra'aytu (The America that I Saw), provided a clear picture of his experiences 

52 Musallam, The Tormalive Stages, 143. 

53 Ibid., 145. See also Khälidi, Sayyid Outb, 191-192. 

5; Qutb studied at Wilson's Teachers' college, Washington D. C. and later visited several other 
institutions in Colorado and California. See Ahmad Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism: 77re 
Ideological and Political Discourse of Sayyld Qutb (Beinet: American University of Beirut, 1992), 
24-25. 

55 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 190-191. See also Khälid!, Sayyid Olgb, 118-119. 
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and personal observations during his stay in that country. 56 Qutb admitted in Anirlkü 

the advancement and achievement of the Western people, and the Americans in 

particular, in science and modern technology, which had brought them great material 

success. The Americans, Qutb proclaimed, "are a nation achieving advancement and 

development in terms of science and production. "57 

However, turning to questions of moral and spiritual well-being, Qutb 

withheld his appreciation of the West, considering that the American success was not 

able to bring a peaceful life based on brotherhood and equality. In his view, the 

Americans were born in an environment of science and technology, which then 

became the main focus of their lives, and so religious principles were abandoned. 

Qutb further stated: 

When people start to close [their minds] from [focusing] on questions of 
belief in a religion, arts and spiritual values at large, there will therefore be 
no longer an authority who can activate them [again] unless into the field of 
science, technology and production and into [the field that] can bring an 
enjoyment of feeling... and this is what America has finally achieved. 58 

At this point one can see Qutb's interest in Islam develop as he began to feel 

the necessity of fulfilling spiritual and religious elements in human life in addition to 

achieving scientific breakthroughs. Although Qutb did not reject science and 

technology as achieved by the Americans, in his view it was the lack of moral and 

spiritual well-being that made them neither at rest nor at peace with themselves. In 

describing Qutb's experience of American life, Mousalli writes that it made him 

realize that: 

Western civilization was impoverished and was unable to provide fresh and 
new moral and political principles. For individual freedom was transformed 

56 Hamüda, Sa»'id Qritb, 85. 

57 Saläh `Abd al-Fattäh 'aI-Khälidi, Amrikä mina'l-Däkhil bi Miin_dr Say»'id Qrrtb (Mansura: Där al- 
Wafa', 1986), 99. 

58 Ibid., 102. 
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into the freedom to pursue lusts and desires, and equality became 
unattainable because of the economic structure of the world. Furthermore, 
Westerners did not know what real fraternity meant; for real fraternity 
required, at least, the abandonment of narrow-minded nationalism. The 
solution to humanity's problems was in its return to God. God offered 
freedom which science could not. 59 

There Evas, of course, no limit to Qutb's stay in America, for the scholarship 

granted to him was open and he could even have studied for a Ph. D if he had so 

wished. This was due to the Egyptian government's intention to impress American 

culture upon him. 0 In fact, his experience in the United States drove him closer to 

Islam, and then to the Ikhwän. 

According to Mousalli, there were two important events that made Qutb 

consider joining the Ilchwän: 

The first was the happy and joyous American reception in 1949 of the 
assassination of Ijasan al-Bannä... The second was his meeting with a British 
agent, identified by Qutb as James Heyworth-Dunne, who told him that the 
Muslim Brethren [the Ikhwän] was the only movement that stood as barrier 
to Western civilization in the East. 61 

These two incidents left a deep impression upon Qutb's mind and motivated 
him to study al-Bannä and the Ikhwän in greater depth. In addition, the Ikhwän was 

the only movement, in Qutb's view, that had a strong intellectual and political 

influence in Egypt at that time. Its struggle against British infiltration and its 

rejection of Western civilization increased Qutb's interest, for he himself had 

observed the American way of life, which he had described earlier in al-Risäla. 

Qutb returned to Egypt in 1950 after two years in the United States. His 

return to Egypt perhaps signified his symbolic return to Islam as a comprehensive 

way of life. The publication of his work al-cAdäla in 1949 clearly exemplified the 

59 Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, 26. 

611 Ibid., 125 

61 Ibid, 30. According to Khälidi, Qutb witnessed the outbursts of joy among the Americans on the 
assasination of al-Bannä while he was getting a treatment in a hospital in San Francisco. See Khälidi, 
Sayyid Qzgb, 199-200. 
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first phase of his new intellectual quest. 62 At this stage he was still independent and 

his close association with the Ikhwän in early 1951 was inspired merely by his 

sympathy towards the organization itself. Upon his return, Qutb was approached by 

Ikhwän members, who asked him to co-operate in writing some articles for the 

organization's journals such as al-Da°tiva (The Call) and al-Ikhwün al-Muslimfn 

(The Muslim Brothers). According to Kepel, Qutb ultimately devoted himself to the 

Ikhwdn late in 1951, when he was 45.63 

It is also important to note that on Qutb's return there was a close association 

between the Ikhwdn and the Free Officers in their intention of overthrowing the 

monarchy and the liberal nationalist regime. Despite different ideological principles 

(Socialism versus Islam), the growing crisis in Egyptian politics and the economy 

had led them to agree to co-operate in the struggle for unity and justice for the 

Egyptian people. In describing the social and political sphere of Egyptian society 

after World War II, Mitchell wrote that the crisis in the country grew worse and 

greatly affected the economic, political, and social life of the Egyptian people. More 

importantly, it "had manifold consequences for both the momentum and the direction 

of the national movement. "64 Therefore, "an agreement of sort" was reached later on 

between the Free Officers and the Ikhwän concerning the latter's role on the day of 

the revolution. This agreement "attempted to foresee all the possible contingencies in 

which a well-disciplined, well-trained civil army could be of use. "65 

The revolution of July 1952 saw Qutb's emergence as one of its important 

figures. He played a vital role in influencing the people of the country and gaining 

their support. According to Mahmüd al-Azab, an Egyptian military officer working 

62 Ibrahim Abu Rabi°, "Sayyid Qutb: From Religious Realism to Radical Social Criticism, " Islamic 
Quarterly 24 (1984): 106. 

63 Kepel, Muslim Extremism, 41. 

64 R. Mitchell, The Society of Muslim Brothers (London: Oxford University Press, 1969), 35. 

65 Ibid., 38. 
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at Port Said, Qutb played an instrumental role in the preparations. On the eve of the 

revolution, he commanded those military officers to be fully prepared. While 

attending the meeting held at Qutb's house, Mabmud al-Azab found that some of the 

revolutionary leaders were also there, including Jami l °Abd al-Näýir. 66 

In additions to his direct participation in the 1952 revolution, Qutb also wrote 

books and articles criticizing the corrupt royal government, feudalism and capitalism. 

His books such as Ma`rakat al-Islam %va-I-Ra'snialiyya (The Struggle between Islam 

and Capitalism) and al-Saläm al-`Älani tiva'l-Islam (World Peace and Islam) clearly 

affirmed the capacity of Islam as an appropriate and desirable ideology for the world 

of the mid-twentieth century. 67 Qutb wrote in Ma`rakat, for instance: "the 

deterioration in social conditions from which the masses of Egypt suffer cannot 

continue indefinitely... This is a fact that should be known by all. "68 

Qutb's position in the Ikhwän at this stage, however, was that of a thinker in 

the organization and editor of the Ikhwän's newspapers. His rise in the organization 

can be traced only to late 1952, when he was elected a member of the Ikhwan 

leadership council (maktab al-irshäd) and was named head of the propaganda section 

(naslzr al-da`wa). 69 This section, as Mitchell notes, was able "to make use of talent 

available to it among its professional members in the fields of law, economics, 

society, education, chemistry, engineering, and zoology. "70 

In 1954, when the central council office decided to republish the Ikhwän 

weekly journal al-Ikllwrn al-Muslimün, Qutb was chosen editor-in-chief . 
71 He also 

66 Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb, 130. 

67 Charles Tripp, "Sayyid Quib: The Political Vision, " in Pioneers of Islamic Revivals, ed. All 
Rahnema (1994), 158. 

68 Sayyid Qu1b, Ma`rakat al Islämn wa'1-Ra'smälryya (Cairo: Dar al-Shurüq, 1993), 5. 

69 Saläh Shad!, al-Shahiddni: Nasen al Banvrn wa Sa}yid Quib (Mansura: Dar al-Wafa', 1994), 55-56. 

70 Mitchell, Society, 189. 

71 Shädi, al-Shabiddni, 56. 
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represented the Ikhwän at many conferences held within and outside Egypt. 

representing the Ikhwän. In December 1953, for instance, he attended a conference 

on sociological studies as well as an Islamic Conference held in the city of Quds 

(Jerusalem). 72 

In 1954, two years after the revolution, the relationship between the Ikhwän 

and the new regime seemed to deteriorate as the Ikhwän gradually became 

disillusioned with the regime's emphasis on Egyptian nationalism rather than Islam 

as the governing system of the country. This could be seen with the arrest of a 

thousand Ikhwän members, including Qutb. The main reason given was the Ikhwän's 

conspiracy to overthrow the Nasserite government as well as their attempt to 

assassinate Nasser himself. As Kepel writes, "Whether it was a police provocation or 

a deliberate act, the attack gave the president the perfect excuse for finishing off the 

Muslim Brethren. , 73 On 13 July 1955, after a farcical trial, Qutb was sentenced to 

fifteen years in prison, during which he completed his major work, Fi Z'ildl al- 

Qur'un (In the Shade of the Qur'5n) as well as several other works. 74 

In 1964, Qutb was released after the intercession of President cAbd al-Salim 

cArif of Iraq, who was on a state visit to Egypt. Qutb was, however, rearrested a few 

months later accused of plotting against the regime. In fact, his release in 1964 was 

followed by the publication of his controversial work, Ma`d1hn fi'1-Tariq, which was 

used by the regime as the main item of evidence in his 1966 trial for conspiracy to 

overthrow the regime. On 29 August 1966, Qutb was executed along with two other 

members of the Ikhwan, °Abd al-Fattäh Ismail and Muhammad Yüsuf Hawwäsh. 

Their execution sent the Ikhwän underground for several years. 75 

72 Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb, 144. 

73 Kepel, Muslim Extremism, 41. 

74 Ibid., 41-42. 

75 Abu Rabi`, "Sayyid Qulb: From Religious Realism, " 106. 
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Qutb's death in 1966 left behind him his scholarly works, which still 

influenced new generations of Islamic intellectuals. The republication of his works 

and their translation into several languages clearly signify the importance of his 

thought and his life -within the intellectual sphere of Muslims and Western non- 

Muslims. 

Qutb's books and articles can be divided into literature, education, and socio- 

economic and religio-political thought. His works on literature were written mainly 

in the 1930s to 1940s, and include his early major works, Muhinunat al-Shair fi'l- 

Haydh (Significance of the Poet in Life) (1932) and several others such as al-Shäf' 

al-Majlu7l (The Unknown Beach) (1934), al-T aswir al-Fanni f 'l-Qur'an (Artistic 

Imagery in the Qur'an) (1945), and Mashähid al-Qiydma fi'l-Qur'dn (Scenes of the 

Day of Resurrection in the Qur'an) (1947). Qutb's works on education include al- 

Qisas al-Dni (Religious Stories), al Jadid fi'l-Lughat al-°Arabiyya (A Novelty in 

Arabic Language), Rawdat al-Tiff (The Nursery School) and al-Jadid fi'l-Ma1 f rzät 

(A Novelty in Memorized poetry). 76 

Qutb's writings on socio-economic and religio-political topics began after 

World War II, and his first Islamic work, al-°Adäla al-Ijtinzadiyya fi'1-Islämn (Social 

Justice in Islam), was published in 1948. This was followed by Ma`rakat al-Islam 

wa'l-Ra'smaliyya (Islam's Battle with Capitalism) and al-Saläm al-CÄlami wa'1- 

Islam (Islam and Universal Peace) in 1.951. These works focus mainly on Islam as 

the solution to the problems facing society such as social injustice, corruption and 

feudalism. During his period in prison between 1954 and 1964, Qutb was able to 

complete the writing of M Zildl al-Qur'an (In the Shade of the Qur'an) together with 

other Islamic books: Hädha al-Din (This Religion of Islam) (1955), al-Mustagbal li 

Hradha al-Din (The Future Belongs to This Religion) (1956) and Khasä'is al- 

Tasaivwur al-Islarni tiva Mugativwamatuh (The Characteristics and Components of the 

76 Most of these works are textbooks written for the Ministry of Education. See Musallam, The 
Formative Stage, 96. 
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Islamic Concept) (1960). Among all his scholarly works, 7_il«l, which will be 

discussed in detail in the following chapters, became the most widely circulated. 

Furthermore, Qutb's critical discussion in his Zilül covered all his previous Islamic 

orientation and ideas from the early 1940s up to the 1950s. After his release in 1964, 

his most controversial work Ma`älim fi'1-Tariq was published. This book became one 

of the most important factors that led to Qutb's execution two years later, because its 

content was said to have exhorted people to act against the current government of 

Egypt. 

1.3 Twentieth Century Muslim Thought 

1.3.1 Introduction 

This section examines the intellectual environment inside and outside Egypt which 

influenced Qutb so much during his formative years and which resulted in profound 

changes in his intellectual and political outlook. Earlier we mentioned names like al- 

°Agqäd, who became Qutb's mentor in exposing him to literature and political views. 

However, the discussion here, besides giving a detailed account of al-°Agqäd's 

influence on Qutb's intellectual thinking, will examine several other figures like al- 

Bannä and al-Mawdüdi, who shaped Qutb's intellectual and political world-view of 

the situation in contemporary Egyptian society. 

There are, in fact, numerous well-known figures of the twentieth century 

whom Qutb clearly mentioned in many of his writings. Our discussion will, however, 

be limited into the above-mentioned people, who were regarded as having a strong 

influence on Qutb's thought on literary views, socio-political issues and Islam. 

1.3.2 Al-`Agqäd and the Diwan school of poetry 

°Abbäs Mahmfid al-°Agqäd (1899-1964) was one of the most important figures in 

the first half of the twentieth century. His importance stemmed from the fact that he 

was a famous Egyptian thinker, literary critic, modernist and outspoken journalist 
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who participated in the political struggle from the 1920s to the early 1940s for 

independence from British rule. During those years, he joined the Wafd party under 

the leadership of Sa`d Zaghlül and devoted his talents to the cause of the party. His 

support of the party ended with the death of Sacd Zaghlül, for he was disillusioned 

with the new party leader, Nahhäs Pasha, whom he considered more inclined to 

demagogy than to democracy. 77 

Al 'Agqäd's early years in Aswan, where he was born, saw his exposure to 

Western language and culture. This was due to the many British communities living 

there and working on the construction of the Aswan Dam. Therefore it enabled him 

to keep in touch with them and gain access to English books and magazines. It also 

gave al CAgqäd the opportunity to learn English language and culture, which led him 

finally to be influenced by English writers like Hazlitt, Coleridge, Macaulay, Arnold 

and Darwin. 78 

Al-°Agqad distinguished himself from other Egyptian thinkers in that he 

finely believed that reason and intellect alone guided men's actions. His tendencies 

were more towards secular ideas such as individualism and liberalism, which, from 

his viewpoint, could bring to men intellectual and cultural liberty. Many of his 

writings clearly exemplified his thought, for he focused much on the significance of 

an individual and his social and political role. 9 As an Egyptian thinker striving for a 

better life for the Egyptian nation, al ̀Agqäd saw European society as the ideal. 8° 

This perhaps was the result of his long devotion to Western writing and literature 

during his early years at Aswan. 

n Kepel, Muslim Eriremism, 39. Al-`Agqäd also saw Nahlids Pasha as someone who was not sincere 
in his struggle for the Egyptian people. See Ghäz3 Tauba, al-Fikr al-Islämi al Mu`äsir (Beirut: Där al- 
Qalam, 1977), 128. 

78 Tauba, al-Fikr al-Isläm7,127. 

79 Ibid., 129-133. 

80 Ibid., 134-137. 
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In al-°Agqäd's view, the democratic system applied by Europe and the 

Western countries ought to be applied to Egyptian society because it would give 

individuals their freedom of right in the governmental system of the country and later 

bring the country towards material and intellectual development. Al-°Agqäd wrote in 

al-Risäla in 1943 of his support of the democratic system: "I [personally] support 

democracy because it protects the individual freedom and improves human life. "8' 

In his literary career, al-°Agqäd seems to have been a man of vision. He 

believed that the real function of the poet was to serve as the intermediary between 

life and its people. Therefore in his view poetry and other literary works were not a 

form of entertainment but a faithful interpretation of life. 82 Here he clearly opposed 

neo-classical poetry and its protagonists such as Alimad Shawgi (1869-1932) and 

several others who were considered static in their poetry. 83 According to al-°Agq5d, 

the poetry of Abmad Shawgi and his associates did not have characteristics that 

could bring much benefit to the public and make sense to its mind. Their poetry 

focused more on describing and comparing things, such as likening the shape or 

colour of one object to another, without giving attention to the current issues and the 

poets' personal expression of them. "A true poet", al-°Agqäd added, "is not 

necessary to show what objects look like but to express his peculiar mode of 

perception and his attitude to life. "s4 

Al-°Agqäd's condemnation of Ahmad Shawgi's poetry could be seen in his 

book al-Diwdn. Here, he quoted several verses of Shawgi's poetry to show the 

latter's weakness in poetic expression. This included the use of a functional simile by 

Shawgi, where a train was equated with rain simply because both words were 

derived from the same Arabic root (gitdr and gatr). In al cAgqäd's view, this kind of 

81 Tauba, al-Fiter al-Islämi, 134. 

82 D. Semah, Four Egyptian Literary Critics (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1974), 3. 

83 Musallam, "Prelude to Islamic Commitment, " 178. 

84 Semah, Four Egyptian literary Critics, 20. 
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simile revealed nothing and could not be understood by the ordinary men. A 

functional simile, he added, should be used in genuine poetry to communicate to 

readers the totality of the associations created by the objects being compared and to 

evoke in them the appropriate emotions. 85 

When examining Egyptian society and the literary circles in particular of the 

1920s and 1930s, one would find that al-°Agqäd's condemnation of the neo- 

classicists and their poetry was motivated by many factors. These included his 

personal background, where he received more exposure to European literature such 

as French, Italian and English, compared with his predecessors. Such exposure as 

some of them had was to French literature and did not go beyond that. An example 

was Ahmad Shawgi, who studied law in France. 86 This exposure had a strong 

influence on al-°Agqäd's way of thinking, and ideas such as liberalism and 

individualism were widely emphasized in his writings and poetry. Secondly, al- 

cAgqäd's close association with the Nationalist leaders such Sacd Zaghlül and his 

participation in the Wafd's struggle for Egyptian independence enabled him to see 

how individuals had a significant role to play in the social and political struggle of 

their country. This experience, perhaps, was not much perceived by Abmad Shawq 

in particular, whose life was closely associated with the palace, for he himself was a 

staunch supporter of the Khedive and the Ottoman Sultan. 87 

In describing the new generation of the poets represented by al-°Agqäd and 

his groups, Vatikiotis writes: 

They criticized their predecessors for being blind panegyrists of court and 
social occasions; for their emulation of the classics; for their adherence to 
and interest in the linguistic gyrations of classical Arabic forms; and 
generally for their lachrymose romanticism and oozing lyricism. The new 
school combined a new Egyptian nationalist concern with a more existential 

85 Semah, Four Egygptian Literary Critics, 20. 

86 Vatikiotis, The History of Modern Egpt, 481-482. 

87 Ibid, 481. 
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poetic approach, and an interest in expressing universal meaning-if not truth. 
Poetry was to be a personal expression of the poet, not a panegyric of 
authority or a vehicle of social preaching. Moreover, several of these new 
poets were also critics and prominent prose writers. 88 

In the view of Musallam, al-°Agqäd's Diwän school was distinguished from 

other schools of poetry in the sense that it viewed poetry as something "subjective, a 

reflection of the heart and an interpreter of the soul, not merely an outer description 

of a thing. , 89 This view was often reflected in his literary battles against his 

contemporaries, especially regarding the future of the Egyptian people at the cultural 

and intellectual level, and the intellectuals' role in guiding people towards the 

achievement of their national contribution to civilization. 

It was in the late thirties that al-°Agqäd turned to liberalism and joined with 

other literati in the religious camp. There were many reasons for the renewed interest 

among those writers in Islamic writings, among which were the rise of nationalism 

and corrupt political parties. 90 Following this development, many Islamic works were 

produced by al-°Agqad such as cAbgariyyat Muhammad, °Abgariyyat `Umar, al- 

1s1üm fi '1-Qarn al-`Isyrin, a1-Insän fi'1-Qur'an al-Karin: and so forth. 91 

Al-°Agqäd's influence on Qutb's intellectual development began in the early 

1920s when the latter moved to Cairo to live with his uncle, Husayn. There, Qutb 

was introduced to al-°Agqdd, who was already famous in both poetry and criticism. 

According to Khälidi, there are several reasons for the increase in Qutb's association 

with al-°Agqäd. Firstly, Qutb was living with his uncle, Husayn, who was already 

close friends with al-°Agqdd, for both were Wafdists and journalists. Secondly, 

Uncle Husayn's residence itself was close to al-°Agqäd's residence. This closeness of 

course enabled Qutb to visit al-°Agqäd frequently. Thirdly, a1-°Agqäd's personality 

88 Vatikiotis, The History of Modern Egypt, 482. 

89 Musallam, "Prelude to Islamic Commitment, " 178. 

90 Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, 58. 

91 Tauba, al-Fikr al-Islömi, 143-144. 
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and his talent in literary works and criticism attracted Qutb so much that he then 

began to admire al-°Agqäd and read his works. 92 

Qutb's association with al-°Agqäd also enabled him to read Western books on 

various subjects such as literature (including poetry), history, philosophy, 

psychology and education, since many of them were available in al-°Agqäd's 

personal library. 93 In addition, Qutb was a loyal reader of al-°Agqäd's writings, 

judging by his enthusiasm in reading all the articles and books written by his 

mentor. 94 Thus, al-°Agqäd's secular ideas such as liberalism, individualism and 

modernism as reflected in his writings gradually influenced Qutb's as he began to 

realize how reason and intellect could guide human action. Qutb did admit to this 

development when he stated that al-CAgqäd helped him to focus on the thought rather 

95 than the utterance (al-`inüya hi'l-fikr aktbar mina'1-lafz). 

Perhaps it was during this stage that Qutb appeared to be greatly influenced 

by the Western way of thinking and became acquainted with its civilization. This can 

be seen from his later writings in which he mentioned Western writers like T. W. 

Arnold (1864-1930), Henri Bergson (1859-1941) and the English poet Thomas 

Hardy (1840-1928). In his novel Ashtivdk, for instance, Qutb used ideas like 

existentialism, scepticism and liberalism, which indicated his Westernized 

tendencies. 96 As Haddad writes, Qutb's association with al-°Agqäd had exposed him 

to Western sources and made him "extremely interested in English literature and read 

avidly anything he could lay his hands on in translation. , 97 

92 Khälidi, Sajyid Qufb: min al Miläd, 136. 

93 Khalidi, Said Qutb, 163. 

9' Khälidi, Sa yid Qutb: min al- läd, 137. 

95 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 77. 

97 Yvonne Y. Haddad, "Sayyid Quib: Ideologue of Islamic Revival, " in Voices of Resurgent Islam, ed. 
John L. Esposito (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), 69. See also Khdlidi, Sayyid Qutb, 163. 
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Al-°Agqäd's influence on Qutb's thought had also enabled the latter to realize 

the meaning of political struggle in the country in a true sense. Although the fact that 

Qutb's concern for social and political problems had developed during his years in 

Müshä, as described in Tiff min al-Qarya, it was al-°Agqäd, who shaped and 

prepared Qutb to analyse critically the social and political situation in his country. 

Musallam noted this development, saying that when Qutb left Müshä around 1921, 

"he was a highly literate and politically conscientious young man with a mission in 

life, which had been engraved in his consciousness from the age of ten. "98 

As a student of al-°Agqäd's school, Qutb became highly impressed by the 

personality and political thought of its leader. This included al-°Agqäd's outlook on 

the Western parliamentary system and his preference for democracy to any other 

ideologies like Marxism and communism. To al-°Agqäd, democracy as applied in the 

West gave an individual a full right in the government. 99 Qutb also became 

impressed with al-°Agqäd's political role as such in the 1919-1922 revolution and 

his literary contribution to the nationalist struggle of that time, in which he aimed at 

implanting an awareness of nationalism in the minds of the Egyptians. Thus Qutb's 

years with al-°Agqäd had opened his eyes and made him realize that, as a literary 

critic, he too had a role to play in finding solutions to the problems of the Egyptian 

social and political milieu. 100 Following both his uncle and mentor, Qutb joined the 

Wafd Party and became an active member. Qutb devoted himself to working for the 

party for almost twenty years, including writing poetry and essays for the party's 

98 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 76. 

99 Tauba, al-Fikr al-IsIämi, 134-135. 

100 IIusayn, Sayyid Qutb, 61. 
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newspaper, al-Balägh. '°' Qutb left the Wafd Party in 1942 when Mustafa Nabbas 

became its leader. 102 

As mentioned earlier Qutb had been a devoted student of al-°Agqäd since his 

early years in Cairo. From the period spent at D5r al-°Ulüm to the middle of the 

1940s, Qutb joined al-°Agqäd in literary battles against the latter's literary rivals such 

as al-115f ii and several others among the neo-classicists. Qutb's critical writings 

against al-Rai i appeared mainly in al-Risäla, where his method of criticism clearly 

relied on the thought of al CAgqäd. 103 Describing al-°Agqäd's influence on his 

thought in literary work, Qutb mentioned to al-Nadwi, who visited him in 1951, that: 

There is no doubt that I am a disciple of al-`Agqäd both in literature and in 
literary style. It is to him that I owe my ability to think clearly; lie stopped 
me from imitating al-ManfalutT and al-Räfii... Al-`Agqäd is a man of pure 
intellect; he will only examine a problem through reason and intellect, so I 
proceeded to quench my thirst at other springs nearer the spirit. I then took 
the trouble to study the poetry of Orientals such as Tagore. I used to believe 
moreover that someone like al-°Agqäd, with his great wisdom and 
personality, would not submit to such necessities and confusions as the 
government and the authorities, but he reconciled himself to them. 104 

In 1946 Qutb dissociated himself completely from al CAgqäd and his school. 

Besides al-°Agqäd's apparent tolerance of the government's attitude towards social 

and political problems, Qutb's distance from his mentor was also due to his gradual 

interest in spiritual themes in poetry and other literary works. This, of course, 

differed from his mentor, al-°Agqad, who was still firmly convinced that reason and 

101 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 77. 

102 According to Khdlidi, Quib became angry with the party leadership under Mustafa Nahliäs who 
formed the new government under the shadow of British interest. See Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb: minra'1- 
Mi/ad, 265-266. On the new Wafd government and their pro-British policy-making, see Vatikiotis, 
The History of Modern Egpt, 350-356. 

103 Solihin, Studies on Sajyid Qu. ib, 23. 

104 See Sylvia G Haim, "Sayyid Qulb, " Asia,, and Africa, Studies 16 (1982): 148-149. See also 
Solihin, Studies on Sayyld Qu1b, 23. 
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intellect alone could guide men's action by ignoring spiritual values. Qutb admitted 

this new transformation in his literary career during his conversation with al-Nadwi: 

Al-°Agqäd is inclined towards using purely intellectual thought and does not 
approach specific issues or discuss them unless through intellect and reason 
alone. It was therefore my personal quest to find another mode of thinking 
which is closer to the spirit. 

los 

At this point, Qutb's latest interest might have been the result of his six years, 

work on a literary study of the Qur'an, beginning in 1939 and ending with the 

publication of his book, al-TapvTr al-Fanni fl'1- Qur'an, in 1945. This is because his 

separation from al-°Agqäd began in 1946 and signified that his literary analysis of 

artistic imagery and portrayal in the Qur'an had provided him with a new direction in 

literary work: the search for spiritual values. According to Musallam, Qutb did admit 

that "the Qur'an, more than any other single factor, was instrumental in leading him 

out of the turbulence he experienced in his fruitless search for the infinite into a 

strong belief in the Islamic way of life. "106 

1.3.3 Hasan al-Bannä and the Ikhwän al-Muslimen 

Masan al-Bannä (d. 1949) can be considered one. of the important Muslim figures 

during the formative phase of Islamic resurgence in the modern Arab world in 

general and Egypt in particular. His ideas on and contribution to the debate of the 

Islamic revivalism in the 1920s, as Abu Rabic writes, "must be understood as that of 

a religious-minded and rising middle-class intellectual of the Third World labouring 

under the impact of cultural Westernization and political weakness at home. 107 

'os See Solihin, Studies on Sa»'id Qugb, 23. 

106 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 130. 

107 Ibrahim Abu Rabi°, Intellectual Origins of Islamic Resurgence in the Modern Arab World (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 1996), 64. 
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Born in the provincial town of al-Mahmüdiyya, in the district of Rashid, al- 

Bannä started his early education at the village's religious school, the kultäb. At the 

age of twelve he began studying at the Madrasa al-Nizäniiyya before attending the 

Primary Teachers' Training School at Damanhür. In 1923, he moved to Cairo to 

complete his studies in education at Där al-cUlüm's teachers' college. In 1927, after 

graduating from Dar al-°Ulüm, al-Bannä began his career as a government teacher in 

Ismäiliyya province. 108 

During his years at Dar al-°Ulüm in Cairo al-Bannä appears to have been 

greatly influenced by the ideas of Muslim modernists such as Muhammad °Abduh 

and Rashid Ridä, especially their exposure of the danger of Westernization to 

Muslim society. 109 In describing al-Bannä's life at Där al-°Ulüm, Mitchell writes that 

it enabled him to see "the defection of `educated youth' from the Islamic way of 

life. "110 This new phenomenon facing the Egyptians and the youth in particular, was 

due to two main reasons: an imitation of the Western way of life and culture on the 

one side and the lack of the `zelamä's role in implanting Islamic awareness in society 

on the other. The situation worsened when there were publicized views of Western 

educated figures like Tähä Hussayn, Muhammad IIusayn Haykal and Salama Müsä, 

who saw a religious life to mean backwardness and opposition to a modern 

civilization. "1 

The continuing social problems facing the country had also caused al-Bannä 

to feel disillusioned with the `ulamd' of al-Azhar, who, from his viewpoint, should 

also be held responsible for all the contemporary problems facing Muslim society. In 

tos Shädi, , al-Shahidäni, 11. 

109 Selma Botman, Egypt from Independence to Revolution, 1919-1952 (New York: Syracuse 
University Press, 1987), 120. 

110 Mitchell, Society, 5. For detailed information about al-Bannä's early experiences in Cairo and his 

exposure to secularism and Westernization which had been unknown to him before, see also Lia 
Brynjar, The Society of the Muslim Brothers in Egpt (Reading: Ithaca Press, 1998), 27-30. 

111 Shädi, al-Shahrddni, 12-13. 
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this regard, they seemed to care more about their personal welfare than promoting 

the general well-being of the Egyptian Muslims, who were in need of spiritual 

guidance. 112 There were also among the `ulamä' those who chose to co-operate with 

the current government, considering that such a policy was for the social, political 

and economic betterment of the Egyptians. As Abu Rabi' notes, these Muslim 

religious authorities "had allied themselves with the colonists, and this situation 

wreaked havoc in the world of Islam... This alliance with the exploiters is just a 

reflection of their choice of selfish interests and worldly ambition over the welfare of 

the country and the nation. "1 13 

These developments gradually created doubts and suspicion in the mind of al- 

Bannä about the efficacy of the Azhar to offer even the necessary remedies to the 

afflicted Muslims. He therefore decided that it was the time to act and establish a 

new organization capable of meeting the demands of contemporary life. l 14 

In Ismäiliyya, al-Bannä began to play an active part in the social life of the 

local community. He gave religious lectures in mosques and schools, explaining to 

the local community about the existing problems facing the Muslim Uninia and later 

asking them to return to Islam as the way of life. During this time, he also became 

aware of foreign infiltration, such as the British military camp and the Suez Canal 

Company that was wholly owned by foreigners. 115 The very presence of those 

foreigners, in his view, drove Muslim people away from Islam and colonized their 

minds with the Western way of life. This could be considered among the major 

factors that led al-Banns to establish the Ikhwän al-Muslimün in 1928, with the aim 

112 Shad!, al-Shahfdäni, 14. 

113 Abu Rabi`, Intellectual Origins, 75. See also Shads, al-Shahidanri, 14. 

114 Abu Rabi`, Intellectual Origins, 75. 

115 Mitchell, Society, 7. 
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of instilling the truth, propagating Islam as a faith and an ideology and disseminating 

Islamic knowledge throughout Muslim society. 116 

In 1932, al-Bannä, who was now the supreme leader of the Ikhwän, moved to 

Cairo, where his personality and religious commitment attracted both lower and 

middle class people. His message was that Islam was both a religion and a universal 

faith with a strong sense of ideological mission. 117 In a short time, as Botman points 

out, al-Bannä successfully developed a political organization that posed a great 

challenge to the secular government and directly opposed Western standards of 

behaviour. 118 From the 1930s to the 1940s the Ikhwän was particularly strong. 

Besides taking part in demonstrations and protests against the existing authority, the 

Ikhwän also joined the Arab forces in the war between the Palestinians and the 

Israelis. 119 However it is important to note that the strength and popularity of the 

lkhwän during these years were very much due to the personality of its founder, al- 

Bannä. The assassination of al-Bannä in 1949 sent the organization underground for 

several years. 120 

The influence of al-Banns and his Ikhw5n on Qutb's Islamic thought was 

considerable, especially in the late 1940s and the early 1950s. This was the period 

when Qutb changed his career from that of a literary man into a committed Muslim 

writer and thinker who devoted the rest of his life to Islam with his writings and 

direct participation in the Ikhwän. More. importantly, Qutb also changed his secular 

lifestyle to one based on Islam, which he followed till his death in 1966. 
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There are many similarities between al-Bannä and Qutb. Both were born in 

1906, both grew up in religious families, graduated from Dar al-`Ulüm, served as 

government teachers in their early careers and devoted their lives to Islam till their 

tragic deaths. Al-Bannä was assassinated in 1949 and Qutb was executed in 1966.121 

The difference between both figures is that Qutb's commitment to Islam began in the 

late 1940s. This means that he was still immersed in the world of literature, 

defending his mentor al ' Agqäd against other literary figures, whereas al-Bannä had 

already established and was participating in various Islamic reform societies such as 

the Society of Moral Behaviour (Jann`iyyat al-Akhläq al-Islamiyya) and the Society 

for the Prevention of the Forbidden (Janf iyyat Man' al-muliarramdt). 122 

It was the personality of al-Bannä and the Ikhwän that contributed to Qutb's 

orientation to Islam. This can be seen from Qutb's dedication in his first Islamic 

work, al-`Addld: 

To the youngsters whom I see in my fantasy coming to restore this religion 
anew like when it first began... fighting for the cause of Allah by killing and 
by getting killed, believing in the bottom of their hearts that the glory 
belongs to Allah, to His Prophet and to the believers... To those youngsters 
whom I do not doubt for a moment will be revived by the strong spirit of 
Islam from past generations to future generations in the very near future. 123 

Though writers like Khälidi'24 and Musallam125 have the view that the 

dedication was not for Ikhwän members because Qutb was still taking an 

independent path during 1948, it could still be regarded as a hint of his interest in 

joining the organization. This is because in the years before leaving for America, 

121 Shädi, al-ShahldQni, 5. 

122 Ibid.. On al-Bannä's participation in Islamic activities, see Brynjar, 77re Society of the Muslim 
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Qutb had become disillusioned with the existing political parties, which, in his 

opinion, lacked a constructive policy, aimed at the realization of social justice and 

the rejuvenation of Egyptian society. In 1945, for example, Qutb wrote in al-Risdla 

that the Egyptian people were in need of new parties having a constructive mentality 

and more concern for correcting the unequal distribution of wealth through 

educational policies. 126 Therefore his mention of "youngsters" struggling for the sake 

of God should be seen as his new Islamic tendency and his pride in an Islamic 

organization promoting the reform of their society on the basis of Islam. That was 

why after its publication in April 1949, al-`Addla was immediately confiscated by 

the authorities, believing that the book was dedicated to the Ikhwän, which, at that 

time, was extremely vigorous in its activities against the government. 127 

Although Qutb never met al-Bannä, he did follow the news of al-Bannä's 

activities with the Ikhwän. Moreover, Qutb's ideas, which appeared in al-`Ada la, 

were in many ways similar to those which had been argued by al-Banns and the 

Ikhwän from the 1930s to the 1940s. That was why, upon reading al-`Addla, al- 

Bannä stated: "These are our ideas and there is no doubt that its author is one of 

us. 55128 

Qutb's official association with the Ikhwän began in 1951 after his return 

from America. In this regard, al-Bannä's personality and his assassination were 

among the major factors that led him to devote himself to the organization. Upon 

hearing of al-Bannä's death in 1949, Qutb, who was receiving medical treatment for 

a health problem in a San Francisco hospital, noticed that the hospital staff were 

overjoyed at the news. This experience propelled him in a new direction in his 

career: the need to associate with the Ikhwdn and to co-operate with them with the 

126, Adnan Musallam, "Sayyid Qutb and Social justice, 1945-1948, " Journal of Islamic Studies 4: 1 
(1993): 56-57. 
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aim of realizing his ideas of social justice. 129 The appearance of the second edition of 

al-°Adäla in 1951 indicated clearly Qutb's close association with the Ikhwän, for he 

had changed his dedication to read: 

To the youngsters whom I used to see in my fantasy coming but have found 
them in real life existing... striving for Allah with their possessions and their 
lives, believing profoundly that glory belongs to Allah and to His Prophet 
and to the believers130 

In addition to al-Bannä's assassination, Qutb's stay in America encouraged 

him to find out more about al-Bannä and the Ikhwän's activities. His meeting with 

the British writer, James Heyworth-Dunne, was clear evidence of the Western 

attitude when the latter told him that al-Banns and the Ikhwän had become a barrier 

to Western civilization in Egypt. These two events increased Qutb's interest in the 

Ikhwän and motivated him to study the organization, including its late supreme 

leader, Hasan al-Bannä. 131 

Qutb's orientation to the Ikhwän should also be examined within the context 

of the social and political development of Egyptian society. The continuing social 

problems in Egypt coupled with the failure of the existing political parties to solve 

them led Qutb to return to Islam as he did in al-°Addla. In this regard, Qutb found the 

Ikhwän had characteristics similar to those which he wished to promote in correcting 

the social and economic disparity of Egyptian society. As Tripp wrote: 

The Ikhwän's activism, both in the Palestine war and in the attacks on 
British military installations in the Suez Canal Zone, clearly impressed 
Sayyid Qutb and led him to believe that the Muslim Brotherhood combined 
the virtues that he was to extol at length in his later writings. 132 

129 Shädi, al-Shahidäiii, 7. 

130 Ibid. 

131 Khälidi, Sayyid Qutb, 136. 

132 Tripp, "Sayyid Qutb: The Political Vision, " 158-159. 
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1.3.4 Al-Mawdüdi and the Jamä`at al-Islämi Movement 

Abü'1-A°lä al-Mawdüdi (1903-1979), the founder of the Jamä`at al-Islämi movement 

in Pakistan, was another important figure of the twentieth-century Islamic 

resurgence. His ideas and thought on Islam, in addition to his political participation 

in the creation of Pakistan, had attracted attention outside the Indian Sub-continent, 

especially in other Muslim countries. 133 

Coming from a religious family, al-Mawdüdi began his early education with 

his father, who was known for his strictness in bringing up his children and his 

opposition to Western culture and education. 134 After the death of his father, al- 

Mawdüdi joined his brother in journalism in 1918. This year witnessed the 

beginnings of the National Movement in India, which encouraged al-Mawdüdi to 

take part in the nationalist struggle against British penetration. 135 

From 1924, he served as editor of several journals such as the weekly Täj and 

al-Janda 136 for about ten years before turning to devote himself to Islamic issues 

and the Muslim Umma in particular. 137 It was during the editorship of the al-Janda 

that a great change took place in him as a result of an incident in 1926. Swami 

Shardhanand, a leader of the Shudhi (an extremist Hindu revivalist movement) was 

assassinated by a Muslim. In describing the incident, Adam writes: 

The murder provoked a great public outcry, and criticisms of Islam and the 
Muslims began to appear in the public press. There were accusations that 
Islam relies upon the sword for its propagation, charges of bloodthirstiness, 

133 Charles J. Adams, "Mawdudi and the Islamic State, " Voice of Resurgent Islam, ed. J. L. Esposito 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), 99. 

134 Ibid., 100. 

135 Riaz Ahmad, The Concept of the Islamic State as found in the writings of Abu Ala Maududi (Ph. D. 
Thesis University of Durham, 1969), 39-40. 

136 The journals belonged to the `U/ama' organization of the Indian sub-continent and aimed to share 
their ideas on Islamic issues with Muslims from other countries. 

137 Adams, "Maududi and the Islamic State, " 100. 
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and repetitions of the old slander that Islam promises Paradise to those who 
13s kill an unbeliever. 

A1-Mawdüdi answered these accusations in the columns of al Jämr a. He also 

produced a series of articles on Islam's view on war, which were published as a book 

entitled al Jiliäd fi'l-Islam in 1930.139 

From this time on, al-Mawdüdi seems to have devoted himself to a deeper 

study of Islamic theology. He produced later another book on theology entitled 

Towards Understanding Islam. 140 This book was received with great acclaim from 

Muslims outside the Indian sub-continent when it was translated into Arabic and 

circulated along with other works by al-Mawdüdi's. In this regard, the al-Ikhwän al- 

Muslimün of Egypt played an important role in its translation and circulation for the 

use of fellow Muslims. '4' 

Al-Mawdüdi's decision to write seriously on Islamic issues was also 

motivated by his feeling of responsibility to expose the nature of jähiliyya 

surrounding Muslim society at that time and all the evil that it contained as the result 

of Western influences. In his opinion, Islam was a strong weapon against this danger. 

Therefore he found that it was necessary to give a clear explanation to his fellow 

Muslims of the basics of Islamic theology such as agida and Finan (faith). 142 At this 

stage his efforts were aimed primarily at the political community or the ruling elite, 

not at the person in the street. This was due to his belief that practical social change 

was impossible unless the theoretical views held by the leadership were changed 

first. 143 Thus, al-Mawdüdi's teaching was to correct the erroneous ways of thinking 

138 Adams, "Maududi and the Islamic State, " 100-101. 

139 Ibid., 101. See also Ahmad, The Concept of the Islamic State, 42. 

140 The book was originally written in Urdu entitled Risäla aI-Dim a (A Book of Theology). It was 
then translated into English in 1932. See Ahmad, 77ue Concept of the Islamic State, 43. 

`a' L Binder, Religion acrd Politics in Pakistan (Berkeley, University of California, 1965), 82. 

142 Ibid., 101. 

143 Ibid., 102. 
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among the Muslim upper classes who had been much seduced by jdhiliyya. In his 

book Towards Understanding Islam, for instance, al-Mawdüdi emphasized the 

significance of faith in God to keep Muslims away from jühiliyya elements: 

It is the knowledge of the attributes of God, which enables man to cultivate 
in him the noblest of human qualities and to fashion his life in virtue and 
godliness. If a man does not know that there is One and only One God who 
is the Creator, the Ruler, and the Sustainer of the Universe-he may fall a 
prey to false gods, and offer his homage to them to solicit their favour. But if 
he knows the divine attribute of imvfiid (oneness of God), there is not the 
least possibility of his falling a prey to this illusion. 144 

The question of the future of the Muslim minority in the Indian sub-continent 

after independence was another important factor which led al-Mawdüdi to change his 

direction of thought to Muslim welfare. He became aware of a great danger awaiting 

the Muslim community, owing to a clear stance from the Indian National Congress, 

under Ghandi's leadership, which declared that all Indians would soon constitute a 

single nation, regardless of their race, culture and religion, and that the future 

government of India would be both democratic and secular. '45 At this point, al- 

MawdGdi saw a gradual attempt by the Congress to destroy the Muslims' identity 

and their sense of nationality. The adoption of a secular government would, in his 

view, discriminate against the minority religious groups, especially Muslims, and the 

government itself would favour the Hinduism that was the religion of the majority. lab 

With the aim of protecting Muslim interests, al-Mawdndi, along with his 

close friends, founded the Jamä'at al-Islämi in August 1941. He was elected as the 

first leader and served the Jamäcat until 1972. This movement was supported by 

Muslim activists and notable `ulamü' of Sub-Indian continent such as Sayyid Abü'l- 

14' Abu'l-Alä al-Mawdüd, Towards Understanding Islam (London: U. K. Islamic Mission, 1980), 22. 

145 Adams, "Mawdudi and the Islamic State, " 102. 

146 Ibid., 103. 
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Hasan 'Ali al-Nadwi and Muhammad Manziir Nu°mäni. 147 Al-Mawdüdi and his 

Jamä°at al-Islämi were also given moral support by the Ikhwän of Egypt. This can be 

seen from the foundation and organization of the Jamä°at al-Islämi, which had some 

similarities with the Ikhwän, established earlier in 1928. In addition, many of al- 

Banna's lectures on politics and the aims of the establishment of the Ikhwän had 

been translated into Urdu by the Jamä`at al-Islämi and had continued to be 

distributed by them in the form of small tracts. '48 Thus the period from the late 1930s 

to the early 1940s saw al-Mawdüdi producing articles and essays aimed at 

propagating his ideas on Islamic issues and political matters. Besides al-Jihad fi'1- 

Isläm and Towards Understanding Islam, al-Mawdüdi wrote Tarjuman al-Qur'dnla9 

and Tajhim al-Qur än. 150 Those works were regarded as very important by many 

Muslim scholars inside and outside India. They have since been translated into other 

languages such as English and Arabic and circulated, with other works of al- 

Mawdüdi. 

When examining al-Mawdüdi's works, one finds that terms like jihad, 

jidkimiyya and jühiliyya were widely used by the author in line with the 

contemporary issues of the twentieth-century Islamic resurgence. It is possible that 

al-Mawdüdi's ideas and his theory of Islamic revivalism as the whole were enhanced 

by the painful experience of colonialism, similar to that which had been experienced 

by other Muslim countries. Thus it was not surprising that his works were warmly 

received by a large number of Muslim men of letters, particularly in Egypt where he 

147 Tripp, "Sayyid Qutb: The Political Vision, " 111. 

148 Ahmad, The Concept of the Islamic State, 46. 

149 It was a journal written in 1932 during al-Mawdüdi's stay in Hyderabad. See Adam, "Mawdudi 
and the Islamic State, " 101. 

150 This was al-Mawdüdi's first Qur'anic translation, began in 1942 and completed in 1972. See 
Tripp, "Sayyid Qu1b: The Political Vision, " 104. 
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was regarded as one of the foremost exponents and interpreters of Islam in modern 

times. 151 

Qutb's interest in al-Mawdüdi's Islamic thought can be traced to the early 

1950s, when many of the latter's scholarly works were translated into languages of 

both the Islamic and the Western worlds. Moreover, being a new member of the 

Ikhwän enabled Qutb to gain access to al-Mawdüdi's works, since the Ikhwän, as we 

noted earlier, had played an important part in translating and circulating the latter's 

ideas. 

Among al-Mawdüdi's major works which had been translated from Urdu and 

English into Arabic were Jihad in Islam, Islam and Jähiliyya and The Principle of 

Islamic Government. In 1951, al-Nadwi, a disciple and close friend of al-Mawdüdi, 

published a book in Arabic entitled What Did the World Lose Due to the Decline of 

Islam? The book expounded clearly al-Mawdüdi's thought and his views on modem 

jähil yya doctrine. Qutb's exposure to al-Mawdüdi's ideas and his Islamic activism 

was also increased by ' al-Nadwi's visit to him in the same year. It was a great 

moment for Qutb for he found that many of al-Mawdüdi's ideas were in parallel with 

the objectives for which he was struggling. As Sivan writes, "the visit had a strong 

impact on Qutb political thought when both "found their ideas to be in close 

affinity. "'52 

Many of Qutb's works written in the 1950s quoted al-Mawdüdi's Islamic 

ideas and terms such as jähiliyya, 153 inanhaj and jihad. Qutb's discussion of the 

sovereignty of God in Mustaqbal li hädhä al-din (Islam: The Religion of the Future), 

for instance, referred to al-Mawdüdi's work, The Four Terminologies in the 

151 Adams, "Maududi and the Islamic State, " 99 

152 Emmanuel Sivan, Radical Islam: Medieval Theology and Modert Politics (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1985), 23. 

153 Jö{iiliyya literally means the time of ignorance. Historically it denotes pre-Islamic poetry and 
culture. In QuIb's writings, Jähiliyya refers to any human anywhere and society at any time and place 
that which does not base its laws or principles of life on the shari a of God. 
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Qur'an. 154 Qutb's other work which quoted al-Mawdüdi's ideas at length was Pl 

7_iläl al-Qur'än. In this Qur'anic commentary the concepts of jähiliyya and 

liäkimiyya were widely used by Qutb in his analysis of contemporary society. In his 

view, Egyptian society lived in a new jähiliyya - the jähiliyya of Arab nationalism as 

represented by the Nasserite regime. Its laws, morals and behaviour were based on 

jühili concepts and were not compatible with Islam. Qutb went further and declared 

that jühiliyya was facing not only the Egyptians but also the whole Muslim umma 

where their ways of life were built on the laws laid down by their own fellow men. '55 

Qutb's concept of jahiliyya and its usage seemed to depart a little from that of 

al-Mawdüdi's concept of jähiliyya. Perhaps the different environments of these two 

figures was the main reason for their different understanding and application of the 

concept. As we noted earlier, al-Mawdüdi's definition of jähiliyya mainly referred to 

the way of life and thought of the ruling classes, those leaders of Muslim India, and 

not the person in the street. Furthermore, in al-Mawdüdi's view, there were two 

categories of jähiliyya: pure jähiliyya and mixed jähiliyya. Pure jähiliyya rejected 

God completely, whereas mixed jdhiliyya referred to those who associated religion 

with infidelity and did not rule by God's order. Qutb, on the other hand, claimed that 

the whole world was living a jähili society, which was pure jahilryya. 156 

Though Qutb differed slightly from al-Mawdüdi in defining certain terms, the 

influence of al-Mawdüdi and the Jamäat al-Isldmi upon Qutb's Islamic thought of the 

1950s was paramount. Both had the same aim in their struggle, that is, the return to 

Islam as the way of life: socially, politically and economically. 

154 Sayyid Qutb, Islam the Religion of the Future (Kuwait: IIFSO, 1992), 11-12. 

155 Sayyid Qutb, Fi7. iläl al-Qur'än (Cairo: Där al-Shurüq, 1992), 2: 891. 

156 Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, 20. 
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1.4 Conclusion 

The formative phases of Qutb's life saw the development of his intellectual career 

and emergence as one of the important Muslim figures of the twentieth century. 

Throughout those years Qutb's background, including his upbringing, education and 

the socio-political conditions of Egyptian society, were responsible for shaping his 

cultural and intellectual orientation. In addition, the intellectual environment during 

his years in Cairo was also exceptional, for Qutb appears to have been gradually 

influenced by names like al-°Agqäd and al-Bannä, who contributed to shaping Qutb's 

critical basis of thought and his outlook on the social and political situation of his 

country. More importantly, the personality of al-Bannä and his struggle under the 

banner of the Ikhwän, which was attempting to present Islam as a comprehensive 

way of life to the Egyptians, had convinced Qutb of the importance of taking part in 

Islamic activities to deal with the current problems facing his society. 

Qutb's joining the Ikhwan in 1951 was a meaningful moment in his Islamic 

activism for it enabled him to play a direct role in the political struggle in the country 

by an organized Islamic group. In addition, his association with the Ikhwän enabled 

Qutb to read al-Mawdüdi's works, which had a strong influence upon his thought 

and crystallized his understanding of Islam. Qutb's role in the Ikhwän's struggle also 

proved his sincerity in his calling people to Islam when he began by himself to 

reform his society, even though this eventually cost him his life. 
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Chapter Two 

Socio-religious commitment: Qutb's thought between 1947 and 1952 

2.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in the earlier discussion on Qutb's formative phase, this period 

witnessed his shift from the realms of literature and poetry to the analysis of social 

and political problems from the Islamic viewpoint. In fact, this new orientation of his 

thought was seen as a response to the actual Egyptian socio-political conditions 

during World War II and the post-war period, which led Egypt into a period of 

increasing violence, chaos and anarchy. According to Musallam, there was a 

breakdown of law and order between 1945 and 1952, in which strikes broke out 

everywhere, including among industrial workers, public employees and the police 

force. 157 This indicated clearly the disillusionment of the Egyptians with the 

government in power, which had failed to solve the country's pressing problems. 

They began to demand a social reform that would guarantee social justice put into 

practice. 

At the intellectual level, leading modernists such as Tähä Ijusayn, 

Muhammad IIusayn Haykal and several others focused their writings on social 

reforms for the betterment of the people of Egypt. Other members of the Western- 

educated elite, like the economist Rashid al-Barawi and the philosopher °Abd al- 

Rahmän Badawi, also shared the view of the need for such reforms, in particular, 

economic reform to bring justice to Egyptian society. 158 Thus, this new phenomenon 

within- Egyptian intellectual circles gave Qutb strong moral support and, more 

importantly, confirmed his stand on the hotly debated issues. 

Only in 1947, after his literary studies of the Qur'an, did Qutb's interest in 

religion merge with his awareness of the prevailing social and political conditions. 

15' Adnan Musallam, "Sayyid Quib and Social Justice 1945-1948, " Journal of Islamic Studies 4: 1 
(1993): 52-53. 

158 Ibid., 54-55. 
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This new phase of his thought was manifested clearly in articles that appeared in that 

year in journals such as al-`Älam al-`Arabi (The Arab World) and al-Filer al-Jadid 

(New Thought). 

Before discussing further Qutb's socio-religious commitment from 1947 to 

1952, it is important to look first at the period of his Qur'anic analysis, from which 

his commitment to the Islamic way of life began to evolve. Though Qutb's analysis 

focused mainly on the literary aspects of the Qur'än, there were some clear hints of 

the attitude that he later assumed towards Islam. 

2.2 Literary analysis of the Qur'än 

Qutb's renewed interest in the Qur'än was, perhaps, manifest with the publication in 

1939 of his earliest article entitled "al-Taswir al-Fanni fi'l-Qur'än" in Mugtataf 

magazine. In the introduction he stated: "The time has come to study the Qur'än as a 

literary book and to examine it from a completely artistic point of view. 1A59 

Throughout the discussion, Qutb put more emphasis on the literary aspect of the 

Qur'än without any elaboration on the nature of the Book itself or any other social 

and political issues. Thus, his aim was to show the elements of beauty in its style so 

that writers might be influenced by it as Western writers were influenced by the 

Bible. 160 

According to Khälidi, the seeds of Qutb's interest in the Qur'än can be dated 

from his childhood. At that stage Qutb's mother, Fatima, played an important role in 

implanting such an interest in him by making him listen carefully to Qur'anic 

recitations, especially during the month of Ramadan when a reciter of the Qur'an 

was invited to their house. It was however during Qutb's years at the Dar al cUlüm in 

the 1920s that his particular interest in the literary analysis of the Qur'an developed. 

"9 Samira Fayyad, The Study of Qutb's thought and his literature (unpublished Ph. D thesis University 

of Manchester, 1976), 34. See also Saläh `Abd al-Fattäh al-Khälidi, Madkhal i1a Zilnl al-Qur'Gnr 
(Jedda: Dar al-Manära, 1986), 36. 

160 Fayyad, The Study of Qulb's thought, 34. 
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This was due to his dissatisfaction with the institution's method of teaching the 

Qur'anic exegesis, which, according to him, was devoid of the enjoyment and 

excitement that he had experienced in his childhood. 161 Therefore, the question arose 

in his mind: "Are there two Qur'äns: that of childhood, sweet, easy and exciting, and 

that of youth, difficult, complicated and dissected? Or is it rather the fault of the 

methods of interpretation? "162 

With this new idea in mind, Qutb then undertook to study the Qur'an. It was, 

however, not for the purpose of increasing his knowledge of religious matters but to 

examine the Qur'An's artistic imagery. Qutb clearly stated this renewed interest: 

I have returned to the Qur'än by reading it, but not in the books of exegesis. 
And I have rediscovered my beloved and beautiful Qur'än, and found 
[again] my sweet and longing images - images without the original naivety 
[I attached to them]. I came now to comprehend its purposes and goals. 163 

Qutb's interest in the Qur'an did not end with the publication of his article in 

al-Mugtataf. In 1945, his second Qur'anic work, al-Tacwir al-Fanni fi'l-Qur'än was 

published. The book was an extension of his previous article, with some additions 

and modifications in line with the author's personal experience in examining the 

Qur'anic text itself. At this stage, he aimed to rediscover the artistic beauty of the 

Qur'än as it was felt by the first generation of Muslims, and thus, restore it to the 

hearts of Muslims in a way similar to that in which the Arabs first received it and 

were attracted by it. 164 

Also in Tastivir Qutb discovered that the power of the Qur'än did not lie in a 

single sentence or expression, but in the whole style and method of conveying its 

religious message. Qutb cited many examples of the Qur'än's artistic imagery at its 

161 Khälidi, Madhkhal ila Kilä!, 35. 

162 Quib, Taclvir, 8. 

163 Ibid, 7. 

164 Musallam, Formative Stage, 137-138. 
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method of personification. This includes verse 18 of Sara 81 (al-Talnvir), "wa'1-, cubh 

idlid tanaffas" (By the morning when it breathes), which, according to him, was an 

expression of the peaceful quiet life coming from the morning's breath filling all 

creatures with activity. 165 Also in verse 40 of Sara 7 (al-A`raj): 

Verily, those who believe Our revelations and treat them with arrogance, for 
them the gates of Heaven will not be opened, and they will not enter 
Paradise until the camel goes through the eye of the needle. Thus do We 
recompense the sinners. 

The abstract meaning of the Si7ra, according to Qutb, gave a sensual image in which 

the impossibility of the unbelievers entering Heaven was portrayed and likened to the 

impossibility of a camel entering a needle's 166 

More interesting was his argument that the Qur'än, despite its beautiful 

expression, was successful in propagating its message and influencing the Arabs, 

among them the two great leaders of the Quraysh, 'Umar Ibn al-Khattäb and al- 

Walid bin al-Mughira. Both accepted Islam only after marvelling at the charm of the 

Qur'an, which awakened them to its beauty and inimitability (e`jäz). 167 Indeed, these 

events which happened to the great Companions of the Prophet strongly influenced 

Qutb as did his experiences from his own Qur'anic studies. 

Following the completion of Tacw r, Qutb started writing his second book, 

Mashdhid al-Qiyanza ft'l-Qur'an, in 1947. He discussed at length the Day of 

Resurrection mentioned in the Qur'än. Here again, he clarified that his goal was to 

address Qur'anic expressions from a literary point of view and express his wonder at 

the Qur'än's literary style and inimitability as experienced by the Arabs in the early 

days of Islam. 168 Therefore, questions of history or politics in the Qur'än were not 

161 Quib, Taywir, 36. 

166 Ibid. 

167 Ibid., 50. 

168 Sayyid Qu1b, Mashähid al-Qiyämafi'! -Qrrr än (Cairo: Dar al-Shurüq, 1993), 9. 
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part of his interest. His discussion began by surveying the development of the 

doctrine of the afterlife (al-`alam al-äkhar) as it appeared in the writings of the 

ancients Egyptians, Greeks and Romans. He further elaborated this idea with 

examples from ancient religious beliefs such as Hinduism, Buddhism and 

Christianity. 169 

Turning to the Qur'anic outlook on the afterlife, Qutb contended that the 

Qur'an portrayed the doomsday scenes in a dynamic way and thus greatly affected 

the human mind. According to him, the artistic portrayal by the Qur'än of the 

afterlife was indirectly successful in convincing the Arabs to believe in heaven and 

hell. 170 At this point, Qutb started to consider the ability of the Qur'an to captivate 

the Arabs, who were renowned for their deep sensitivities and breadth of 

imagination. He then found that it was the charm of the Qur'anic literature that 

influenced them to believe in the Book and become Muslims. 171 So, there emerged a 

new aim in Qutb's mind: to study the charm of the Qur'an in its role of propagating a 

religious message. 172 Musallam noted this new interest of Qutb's, saying that despite 

Qutb's goal to focus on the artistic expression found in the Qur'anic verses, "the 

Qur'an gradually led him to take a deeper interest in its religious message, which 

eventually influenced him and guided him to faith. "173 

169 Quib, Mashähid, 13-41. 

170 Ibid., 41. 

171 Qutb also mentioned in Mashahid that although there were some Jews and Christians [who were 
informed about the afterlife from their Torah and Bible] living in the Arabian peninsular prior to the 
coming of Islam, questions relating to the afterlife were still strange matters to the Arabs. This could 
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from the Arabs who heard his message about the afterlife. See Qutb, Mashähid, 41. On the nature of 
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More significant is that Qutb's new interest in the Qur'än's artistic 

inimitability finally enabled him to understand the Book as a belief system and a 

guide for human life in all its aspects: social, economic and political. This can be 

seen with the appearance of his first Islamic book, al-°Addla al-Ijtimä iyya f'1-Islam, 

two years later in 1949. The book contained more than two hundred verses from the 

Qur'an to support his Islamic discussion covering all kinds of topics from doctrinal 

belief to social and economic questions. 

Here it seems that Qutb's eight years of devotion to the literary study of the 

Qur'an had prepared him with a new intellectual outlook: his interest in Islam as a 

way of life. Besides al-'Addla, the appearance of Qutb's other works such as al- 

Saläm al-CAlami and Ma`rakat were also a clear indication of his development of 

thought as he began to put much emphasis on God as the Supreme Power and discuss 

extensively the concept of balance and integration of the universe, life and 

humankind. When describing Qutb's new Islamic orientation and his Qur'anic 

justification in solving the current socio-political problems of his society, Abu Rabic 

stated: "Qutb's utilization of the Qur'anic text as aesthetics paves the way for a more 

general and perhaps imaginative use of the text as an ideological document in the 

1950 and 1960s. " 74 

2.3 The Islamic Answer 

From the previous pages, one is given the impression that the Qur'an was the single 

factor that led to Qutb's change of direction from literary works to the study of Islam 

as a way of life. Nevertheless, it is important to note here that the social and political 

situation in Egypt during the 1940s, especially after World War II, had also 

contributed towards his religious realism. These years, as mentioned in the earlier 

discussion, witnessed his disillusionment with the prevailing political system of the 

country. The climax of his career during this stage was his divorce from the Wafd 

174 Abu Rabic, Intellectual Origins, 106. 
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party and his pursuit of an independent literary path. Many of his articles had 

demanded social and political reforms in the country. In 1945, for example, he wrote 

an article in al-Risäla magazine, in which he criticized the leaders of the existing 

political parties, whom he considered more inclined to demagogy than to democracy 

in their programmes. Qutb also called them to focus more on social programmes, to 

correct the unequal distribution of wealth and promote social justice to benefit all 

Egyptians. 175 

Although Qutb's articles written in 1945 advocated social, economic and 

political reform, none advocated "Islamic" solutions. Only in October 1947, after his 

long study of the Qur'än coupled with a consciousness of the national crisis, did he 

establish, with some friends, a weekly journal, al- Fikr al-Jadid (New Thought). The 

journal offered Islamic solutions to the social problems facing the country. In 

addition, it attempted to bring people's attention to Islam instead of following 

capitalist and communist groups, who were active in spreading their reformative 

programmes for the Egyptians. Qutb wrote in the journal that the time had come to 

look to Islam to solve the current problems in a practical and realistic manner, in true 

harmony with both an Islamic spirit and the contemporary human situation. 176 The 

journal, however, did not describe in detail the Islamic method of achieving alising 

justice in human social and economic welfare, such as the obligation to pay zakät etc. 

Rather, it focused more on a just distribution of wealth in Egypt, relations between 

landowners and workers, and between employers and employees in regard to wages 

and working hours. 177 This lack of any comprehensive Islamic solution was perhaps 

due to the short period of its appearance: it was published for only six months 

175 See KhAlidi, Sayyid Qutb: min al-Miläd, 266. See also Musallarn, "Sayyid Qulb and Social 
Justice, " 58. 

176 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 189. See also, Khalidi, Sayyid Qutb: min al-Miläd, 105-107. 

177 Musallam, The Formative Stages, 190. 
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(October 1947 to May 1948) before being closed down owing to martial law being 

declared prior to the Palestine war. 

Despite its short life, the journal successfully achieved its goals. The reform 

programmes advocated by the journal opened the minds of the Egyptians to the need 

to stand up to the privileged elite in their society and demand social justice the 

distribution of wealth, individual ownership and so on. As Heyworth-Dunne writes: 

The journal promised to be one of the most interesting experiments of 
modem times, as it offered some real contributions by suggesting methods 
which could be employed for the solution of some of the acute social 
problems facing the Egyptian today. The editors also made it their duty to 
show up the real situation amongst the poor, both in the towns and in the 
country. He (Qutb) and his agents collected a number of detailed reports on 
the living conditions of their compatriots and published these with 
photographs. '78 

2.4 The call for an Islamic social system 

Qutb's reform programmes did not end with the demise of al-Fikr al Jadid in 1948. 

On the contrary, he continued his activities by calling the people to return to Islam 

for a solution to their current social and political problems. The appearance of his 

later books such as al-`Adäla al-Ijthna iyya ji'1-Islam (1949), Ma`rakat al-Islam 

wa'l-Ra'smüliyya (1951) and al-Saläm al-' lami wa'1-Islam (1951) are a clear 

indication of this new phase in Qutb's intellectual career. 

Apart from Qutb's general Islamic solutions to the problems of the country, 

the books exposed to the Egyptians the real enemies who had contributed to its 

social, economic and cultural deterioration. They included the imperialists such as 

the British and the French governments, whom Qutb regarded as playing a crucial 

role in Egyptian politics. British interference in this sphere could be seen, for 

instance, in the appointment of Mustafa Nahhäs as the Prime Minister in 1942. "9 

178 J. Heyworth Dunne, Religion andI'olitical Trends itnModern Eqpt (Washington D. C., 1950), 97. 

179 Khälidi, Sayyid Qigb: min al Miläd, 266. 
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The British Ambassador, with British tanks and troops surrounding the palace, forced 

King Farouq to form a new government under Mustafa Nalihäs. This led to 

frustration among Wafdists, who realized that such an appointment and formation of 

the government were based on British interests. As Vatikiotis writes: 

Nahhäs had come to power only because Britain had threatened the monarch 
with the use of armed force. Britain on her part had simply considered that at 
that critical moment of her wartime position a Wafdist government in Egypt 
was the most consonant with, and convenient to, her interest. There was no 
indication that the British government considered the Wafd the best hope of 
a government as such for Egypt. 180 

Following this event, Qutb, like some of the other Wafdists, distanced himself from 

the party and took an independent path. He clearly stated in al-Risäla the reasons for 

his departure from Wafd, among which was his view that the new government and 

those associating with Nalhhäs were people with no concern for the Egyptian nation. 

There arise feelings (among them) that Britain is a country that cannot be 
defeated and the poverty (facing the Egyptian masses) is an endemic 
disease... They are no longer thinking about reformative programmes for 
leading the new generation (to a better life). 181 

2.4.1 AI-`Ada! a al-IjtimIiyya fi'l-Islu, n (Social justice in Islam) 

Qutb's call for an Islamic social system was clearly manifest in his first book on an 

Islamic topic, al-CAdäla al-Ijtimä iyya fi'i-Isläni, published in 1949. The book dealt 

extensively with the social, economic, cultural and educational conditions and 

policies of Egypt, especially during World War II and the post-war period. 

Al-`Addla was a reflection of both the current social and political problems 

facing Egyptian society and Qutb's personal experience of living in such conditions. 

Despite the many views and ideas expressed by contemporary scholars and writers, 

especially communist ideology, to cure the social ills, Qutb chose a different path, 

180 Vatikiotis, The History ofModernr Eqpt, 350-351. 

181 See Khälidi, Sa»'id Qutb: min al MiIäd, 267. 
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taking from the Qur'an and the Sunna of the Prophet practical examples to deal with 

the current situation in Egypt. In this regard, Qutb's earlier interest in the Qur'an, as 

manifested in his various articles and books between 1939 and 1947, was very much 

apparent in al-`Adala. The verses of the Qur'an were used by Qutb to support his 

ideas, thus making the Qur'an his major source. 182 

The book could be divided into four main sections: the first was the general 

Islamic theory of justice, including an examination of the Islamic theory of the 

universe, life and humankind. The second discussed the nature of Islamic social 

justice and its foundations; the third comprised examples from the history of Islam, 

showing how Islamic justice worked in practice; and the final section took a glimpse 

at the present and future of Islam. 

In the opening remarks of al-`Adä1a, Qutb called all Muslims, and the 

Egyptians in particular, to return to what he viewed as the stored-up resources of 

Islam to seek the solution to their current social problems and to reject foreign 

ideologies derived from Western capitalism and communism. These foreign 

ideologies, Qutb contended, could not solve the problems of the Muslims since their 

principles were in contradiction to the Islamic principles of life, which combined the 

material and spiritual aspects of life based on Qur'anic teachings. Western capitalism 

and the communism, on the other hand, had divorced religion from the worldly 

affairs of individuals' lives. As a result, religion remained in ideal isolation, with no 

jurisdiction over life, no connection with its affairs, and no remedy for its social, 

political and economic problems. 183 

Turning to the Islamic concept of justice in general and social justice in 

particular, Qutb held the opinion that one must first examine the Islamic theory of 

universe, life and humankind to gain a clear understanding of the nature of social 

182 Musallam, "Sayyid Qutb and Social Justice, " 59. 

183 Sayyid Quib, al-`Adäla aI-IjIim ry}yafi'I-Islam (Cairo: Matba`a D5r al-Kitäb al-`Arabi, 1952), 10- 
20. 
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justice in Islam. "For social justice is only a branch of that great science to which all 

Islamic studies must refer. "' 84 Therefore, humans, as part of God's creation, whose 

lives constituted part of the lives of other creations in this universe, must co-operate 

with their fellow humans in their communities in the same way that they co-operated 

with other creatures of God. Qutb's point here was that a clear understanding of the 

Islamic theory of the universe, which views humankind as a harmonious unity and 

part of the larger harmony of the whole universe, would enable people to see clearly 

their role in life. "When we perceive this comprehensiveness in the nature of the 

Islamic view of the universe, life and humankind, we perceive also the basic outlines 

of social justice in Islam. 5,185 

According to Qutb, Islam was a religion of justice and unity. It united all 

humankind irrespective of difference in colour, race and class, into one faith in God. 

This means that solidarity, love, co-operation, and mutual understanding among 

human beings on the basis of faith in God was what Islam sought to achieve through 

its teachings. 186 Islamic justice in human social affairs also meant justice and equality 

in rights and punishment. Therefore, the individual, the group, the party, the nation 

are governed by one law with one goal, that the activity of the individual and the 

activity of the group may proceed freely and all can work together without conflict, 

directing their lives to God, the Creator of life. There is no favouring of one party at 

the expense of another, no favouring, of the individual at the expense of the 

community, for each has rights and each has duties in accordance with the nature of 

justice and equality prescribed in Islam. 187 

At this point, it can be said that social justice in Islam is not merely limited to 

economics but includes all aspects of human life, based on faith in God. This is, of 

184 Qutb, a1-`Addla, 21. 

185 Ibid., 28. 

186 Ibid., 25-27. 

187 Ibid., 27-28. 
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course, in accordance with the nature of Islam as "a religion of unity between 

worship and social relations, belief (`agida) and behaviour (stink), spiritual and 

material things, economic and spiritual values, this world and the afterlife, and earth 

and heaven. "188 

It seems here that Qutb's early experience of searching for spiritual fulfilment 

and the meaning of life greatly influenced the content of al-cAdäla. It compelled him 

to see that the question of the universe, life and humankind was vital, since it 

required human beings to have a clear vision about their lives and the purpose of 

their existence in this world. His strong emphasis on this question in al-`Adäla and 

other books that appeared in the following years was evidence of his new 

commitment to an Islamic way of life. Qutb, however, did not give a detailed 

explanation of what he meant behind his calling Muslims to examining the above 

Islamic theory (the universe, life and humankind). Did he mean to call his fellow 

Muslims to observe the concept of God that includes an understanding of God's 

attributes such ulfthiyya, rubtibiyya and häkimiyya and their relation to the realization 

of social justice? This remained unanswered by Qutb throughout al-`Adäla 

discussion. Perhaps his priority at this stage was to call people to return to their 

Islamic roots instead of following capitalism and communism. Since al-`Adäla was 

Qutb's first Islamic book, its content was possibly a reflection of the author's state of 

mind, for he was still seeking a deeper understanding of Islam itself, especially its 

relationship with doctrine. 

In a chapter on the foundations of social justice, Qutb outlined three general 

principles that became the basis for its successful application: freedom of conscience, 

human equality and social solidarity. He argued that the means of realizing social 

188 Qutb, al-`Addla, 28. 
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justice and maintaining its basis in society rested upon the implementation of shari a 

law189 and its spiritual guidance in the human conscience. As he stated: 

The basic principles are co-operation, mutual understanding and harmony 
within the bounds of the program of God and His laws. If someone deviates 
from these principles, he must be brought back to them by any means, 
because it is more appropriate to follow the rule of God in the universe than 
to follow the individuals and group's desires. 190 

In the section on the governmental system of Islam, Qutb argued that its 

uniqueness was based on the fact that it was neither derived from other political 

systems known to the world today nor did it depend on them. Thus, if it had 

similarities found with other systems, this, according to him, was more likely to be 

coincidental, since Islam had chosen its own characteristic path and concentrated its 

attention on all the problems of human nature. Qutb criticized some Muslim writers 

who referred only to the similarities of the Islamic political system with those of 

other political systems. Qutb also criticized writers such as Dr. Haikal, who, instead 

of accepting the uniqueness and independence of the Islamic political system, still 

regarded the Islamic world as the Islamic empire. According to Qutb, the discussion 

of Islam and its government covered not only to the number of provinces that were 

united under the central capital. There were other principles with which Islam was 

very much concerned, such as the attitude of the capital towards the provinces and 

the relationship between the two. 191 

189 The term shari a was used by Quib throughout his writings, especially when calling fellow 
Muslims to return to the path of God instead of following human-made law. Qulb defined shari a in 
his work, Ma`aiim ft'I-Tariq as, "all that God laid down for the organization of the life of humankind. 
This is embodied in the principles of the belief, the principles of government, the principles of ethics, 
the principles of behavior, and the principle of knowledge... It is embodied in the legal 
injunctions... which are usually called sfrari a in its narrow sense which does not give its real content 
in the Islamic concept. " See Sayyid Qutb, Mc(aiim fi'I-Taniq (Cairo: Dar al-Shurüq, 1980), 124. 

190 Qulb, al-`Addla, 24. 

191 Ibid., 91-94. 
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The principles of Islamic government, according to Qutb, rested on justice on 

the part of the rulers, obedience on the part of the governed, and consultation (shi7, "ö) 

between the ruler and the governed. Justice on the part of the ruler meant absolute 

impartiality in dealing with people under him, irrespective of their rank, colour, race, 

religious belief, or sex, so that all citizens could enjoy life in a just society. 192 

Obedience on the part of the governed was, however, conditional. It meant 

that the ruler was to be obeyed so long as he obeyed God and His messenger and 

manifested such obedience in practice. No obedience was due to a ruler who did not 

apply the shad a law in governing the whole Muslim community, even though he 

(the ruler) asserted that he was a devout Muslim. This is because the ruler in Islam is 

not obeyed for his own sake, but only because he submits to the authority of God. 193 

Qutb, however, did not discuss what should be done about a bad ruler who 

did not apply the shari a laws but still held on to power by forcing other people to 

obey him. Did this mean that rebellion against such a ruler to replace him with 

someone else was necessary and permissible? Who should be responsible for 

removing such a bad ruler? Was it the task of all Muslims or certain shi7rü members 

who had originally appointed him? These questions remain untouched by Qutb. 

Perhaps the situation when al-`Adäla was first published did not necessitate Qutb to 

go into further detail on the means to remove an unjust ruler in solving the current 

socio-political problems facing the country. It was also possible that his main aim in 

writing al-`Addla was to show how Islam was far superior in solving social and 

economic problems compared with the materialistic systems of capitalism and 

communism. As Musallam writes: 

Sayyid Qutb's alienation from and anger at the established order for its 
failure to solve society's problems led him to write his al-`Adüla al- 
I/Iimä i}ya fi'l-Isldin (Social Justice in Islam), in which he pressed for a 

192 Qutb, al-`Add1a, 95. 

193 Ibid., 96-97. 
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solution to the dilemmas facing society that was based on an Islamic notion 
of social justice. 194 

In his treatment of economic policy in Islam, Qutb wrote that it aimed to 

ensure the welfare of both individuals and the Muslim community. Here, he 

described in detail elaboration on the concept of individual ownership of property. 

This was permitted in Islam with some restrictions on how the owners increased and 

used their property. In this context Quib's point was that the individual acted for the 

property. Therefore, the property in the widest sense was a right which could belong 

only to the community, which in turn received it as a trust from Allah, who was the 

only true owner of everything. 195 

Qutb was of the opinion that lawful work of any kind was the only 

permissible method of acquiring property. Therefore, usury, robbery, monopoly, 

theft and all other the crimes that underlie contemporary means of exploitation were 

prohibited. Qutb saw that the obligation of zakrt was the best example to solve social 

problems and finally bring social justice to human society: 

such assistance from the zakät is the ultimate social benefit, and constitutes a 
guarantee for the man who is without resources... the needy must be helped 
in order to avoid destitution, in order to relieve him of the weight of 
necessity and the pressure of need, and then to set him free for a nobler form 

of life. 6 

It is important to note that Qutb's notion of economics was more closely 

related to the management of property in Islam, which could lead to the practical 

realization of social justice. Thus any details of the Islamic economy and its 

significance would not be given in al-`Adäla, since the nature of the topic itself, with 

which the book dealt, did not permit any further explanation. Moreover as mentioned 

earlier, Qulb's goal in writing al-`Adäla was to expose the real situation in Egyptian 

19' Musallam, "Sayyid Quib and Social Justice, " 55. 

195 Quib, al-`Adäla, 107. 

196 Ibid., 137. 
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society, which he viewed as a betrayal of Islamic principles. It is no surprise, 

therefore, to see that his notion of economics in al-`Addla had received comments 

and criticism from some non-Muslim and Muslim writers. 

W. C. Smith, for instance, disappointed at the lack of realistic construction of 

an economic system in al-`Adäla, criticized Qutb for his limited discussion on usury 

(riba), which dealt only with personal transactions between individuals and made no 

mention of industrial loans. '97 At this point, it is important to note that a detailed 

discussion of the Islamic economy would not have been appropriate in the context of 

al-"Adäla or the circumstances which led Qutb to write the book. Qutb admited the 

lack of a comprehensive review of Islamic economics: 

For social justice in Islam is a greater thing than mere economic theory, as 
we have already seen, and it seemed necessary first to discover the general 
teaching of Islam on social justice and discuss the nature, the foundations, 
and the methods of this ustice in the broadest sense before turning to the 
matter of money itself. 191 

Mousalli's view is that the economic policy described by Qutb is clearly 

socialist, for "he allows private enterprise but permits the state to control the 

economy when necessary or to dispossess its citizens when they are 

unreasonable. "199 In this context, Mousalli might be right to consider Qutb a 

proponent of socialist ideology, but in the overall discussion of al-`Adüla, Qutb 

insisted that only Islam could provide solutions to the current problems of the Umma. 

Neither Marxism nor Capitalism was suitable since they lacked the necessary 

spiritual guidance to bring social justice into being. 

In the chapter entitled "The Historical Reality of Islam" Qutb gave examples 

from early Islamic history to show how the spirit of Islam was applied in practice. In 

197 Fayyad, The Study of QuIb 's thought, 61. 

198 Qu1b, alSAdäla, 102. 

199 Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, 199. 
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his opinion, it was during the lives of the Prophet, the four caliphs and 'Umar ibn 

cAbd al-°Aziz that justice was applied socially, economically and politically in line 

with Islam as both cagida and shari a. Examples of justice on the part of the ruler 

(the Prophet and his Companions) were also given to show how their trained 

consciences compelled them to treat people fairly. Similarly, the people under their 

role, gave their total obedience to those in authority for the sake of God. 

In his treatment of the Umayyad caliphate, Qutb saw that it marked the 

beginning of the disruption in the Islamic principles of government where the right to 

the caliphate, which before was based on the free choice of the Muslims and shiird, 

was replaced by the monarchy. Qutb explained at length why social justice had been 

distorted in Islamic history and criticized Mu°äwiyya's government policy for its 

monarchic basis. Despite this disruption, however, Qutb was optimistic that the spirit 

of Islam would continue to exist in the conscience of individuals. 

Qutb ended the discussion by saying that Islam in its general principles of 

government and economic policy was always ready to meet the changing needs of all 

the societies that took it and its shari a as their legal basis. 200 The Islamic spirit, 

according to Qutb, had always been able to adapt to different circumstances. 

Therefore, the goal for each Muslim, he maintained, should be to preach the renewal 

of Islamic life, "a life governed by the spirit and the law of Islam which alone can 

produce the form of Islam which we need today. , 201 

To conclude, al-`Adü1a contains the theoretical principles and foundations of 

Qutb's Islamic thought before he joined the Ikhwän in 1952. The significance of the 

book lies in the fact that it was the first Islamic work written by Qutb to propose a 

third option to what seemed an inevitable choice between capitalism and 

communism. In his view, the justice offered by Islam in all aspects of human life was 

superior to that offered by capitalism and communism, because it combined spiritual 

200 Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, 271. 

201 Ibid., 225. 
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values and human social relations. The spiritual values, derived from a strong belief 

in God coupled with the enforcement of shari a laws, were an effective means of 

realizing social justice in human society. It is not surprising, therefore, to see many 

Qur'anic verses cited to support his search for the answer to the current situation in 

Egypt. In this context, Abu Rabic is right when he considers al-`Addla "a radical 

departure from Qutb's early work in literary, Qur'anic and social criticism. More 

important at this stage is that Qutb emerges as a social critic with a radical Islamic 

agenda. "202 

2.4.2 Ma`rakat al-Islam wa'l-Ra'smMiyya (The Battle between Islam and 

Capitalism) 

This work was written and published by Qutb in February 1951, soon after his return 

to Egypt from the United States. As noted earlier, Qutb was in the United States on 

an educational mission for two and a half years, from 1948 to 1951. His experience 

of living in this Western country enabled him to see at close quarters the enemy 

which he characterized as that of the secular, materialist, individualist and capitalist 

West. It was not surprising, therefore, that on his return, he adopted a deeper and 

more serious analysis of the whole notion of cultural colonialism rather than one of 

mere individual, moral exhortation. In this context Ma`rakat clearly refers to Qutb's 

attitude towards the Egyptian authorities and British imperialism, both of which he 

regarded as the real obstacles to attaining justice in human social affairs. 203 

As well as discussing the maldistribution of property and wealth, unequal 

opportunities, bureaucratic corruption and the consequent poor productivity, the book 

contains Qutb's attack against those oppressors and exploiters (tughüt tiva 

mustaghilin) and religious scholars (sluyz7kh) who supported exploitation and 

202 Abu Rabi`, Intellectual Origins, 120. 

2133 Ibid., 121. 
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oppression in the name of religion. 204 In his view, these so-called professional men of 

religion not only associated themselves with the dictatorial authorities of Egypt, but, 

at the same time, accused the reform groups, and Islamic groups in particular, of 

being proponents of communism, which Evas a danger to public security. 205 Qutb's 

point of departure was to purify Islam from those whom he considered the traitors of 

religion, since their idea of religion was more closely connected to their own survival 

and personal interest. 

In the chapter entitled "The Herald's Cry" Qutb attacked the parliamentary 

system of Egypt for serving the interests of foreign powers and neglecting the needs 

of the ordinary people. He saw that justice on the part of the rulers no longer existed 

in Egypt. Moreover, the association of religious scholars with the corrupt 

government only worsened the situation. He believed that exposing those who 

participated in corruption would at least open the mind of the people to their 

enemies, who had long exploited the wealth of the country in the name of religion, 

democracy and equality. These ideas had become masks which hid the real 

contradictions in Egypt. Qutb clearly stated his aims in writing the work: "The 

deterioration in social conditions from which the people of Egypt suffer cannot 

continue indefinitely... This is a fact that should be known by all. "206 

At the end of the book Qutb called on the people to end this intolerable state 

of affairs and put their trust in Islam to solve the current problems facing their 

country. Here he clarified the ambiguity that people perceive in Islamic rule: 

Islam does not mean a retreat from civilization into the primitive rule of the 
desert Arabs. Neither does it mean that the shat' la will be limited to 
medieval rules, or that power will be in the hands of shaykhs and dervishes, 
or that the government will be despotic, or that textual sources of the 
religion will be obscure. If Islam rules, it will not, as many feared, confine 

204 Qutb, Ma`rakat, 100. 

205 Ibid., 106. 

206 Ibid., 5. 
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the woman to the harem, nor will it be fanatical in its treatment of 
mmorities. 207 

At this stage Qutb's interest in Islam was genuine. His treatment of the socio- 

political issues from an Islamic point of view was clear. It should also be noted that, 

despite his awareness of the appeal of communism in the country, Qutb was more 

concerned about the direct threat of capitalism and imperialism which had spread not 

only in Egypt but also throughout the Muslim world. 

2.4.3 AI-Saläre al-c)-larI wa'l-Islän (Islam and Universal Peace) 

A few months after Ma`rakat, Qutb completed another Islamic work, focusing on 

Islam's posture towards world peace. Indeed, the publication of this book, in October 

1951, was a manifestation of the prevailing social and political phenomenon not only 

in Egypt but also throughout the world. Here, Qutb's aim was to analyse in detail the 

turmoil of international politics in the light of what he perceived to be "genuine 

Islam. " 

As humanity at present is deeply concerned about the problem of world 
peace, one should ask whether Islam has a constructive opinion in this 
matter, and what are the solutions it provides. This book is meant to answer 
this question in detail. 208 

In his introduction, Qutb stated that `agida was essential in providing the 

ways and means to overcome problems in human life. Therefore, any discussion of 

the solution of social, economic and political problems facing the tanma today must 

be based on `agida, since this religious belief enabled man to communicate with 

God, the Creator of humans, their lives and the whole universe. As Qutb stated: 

The function of `agida and its effect on man's soul is that it expands the 
powers of the believer's soul, thus enlarging his mental and physical 
faculties. This power explains the miracles that radically change daily life. It 

207 Qulb, Ma`rakat, 170. 

208 Sayyid Quib, Islam and Universal Peace (Indianapolis: American Trust Publications, 1993), 4 
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explains miracles that urge the individual to sacrifice his mortal life and gain 
eternal life, for the believer can stand against the influence of states, 
governments, wealth, and arms. Their forces will be defeated by the force of 
the belief of the faithful who derive their strength from the inexhaustible 
eternal source of power... Only `agida enables man to communicate with the 
all-powerful God and that belief endows the feeble individual with such 
strength and support that even the forces of wealth and oppression are 
unable to shake him. 209 

Qutb's emphasis on c'agida derived from his belief that only under one creed, could 

Muslims from all parts of the world be reunited and their social and political 

relations strengthened. More importantly, cagida could protect them from internal 

and external challenges: 

In our country, as in all Muslim countries, we face different kinds of 
problems and handicaps. Internally, these problems figure as social, 
economic and moral problems, while externally they figure as international 
complications. But when we confront these problems, we find ourselves 
void of energy, foresight, guidance, and goals. In fact, we are in desperate 
need of a belief that can help us consolidate our powers. We need a unified 
`agida to confront life and its problems, and ideology that will solidify our 
strength against our foreign and domestic enemies. 210 

According to Qutb, the concept of peace in Islam derived from Islam's 

outlook on the universe, life and humankind as one unit of creation wherein all are 

interrelated, illustrating the principle of peace and harmony among them. Based on 

this concept, humankind, which is part of God's creation, has to maintain the peace 

and harmony that are inherent in the system of the universe. More importantly, Qutb 

stated that there could be no grounds for dispute among believing people, because 

they were under one creed that called for complete surrender to God. 211 

From Qutb's discussion on peace in Islam, one might ask if Islam condemned 

all types of war. In other words, did Islam not allow any kind of war? Here, Qutb 

explained that Islam recognized a war in which Muslims fought against those who, 

209 Qutb, Islam and Universal Peace, 5. 
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by word or deed, challenged God's omnipotence and thus created injustice, 

oppression and all forms of corruption. However, such a war was permitted only 

when the unbelievers, who, in his view promulgated the worst kind of injustice, 

refused to accept the conditions imposed by Islam. 212 

Turning to the turmoil in global politics in the first half of the twentieth 

century, Qutb said that Islam had its solution, which could bring peace to all nations. 

The concept of peace in Islam begins in the individual's conscience, then grows in 

the family circle, then amongst the community and finally amongst nations. Qutb 

viewed that domestic and international peace would depend largely on co-operation 

and good relationships betweent individuals, families and communities at large. 

Qutb ended his discussion by stressing that only through Islam could 

universal peace be achieved, since it emphasized humanitarianism, moral conduct 

and striving for the sake of God (jihäd). As for humanitarianism, he contended that 

the unqualified tolerance practised by Islam towards all humankind enabled societies 

to avoid conflicts caused by discrimination, power struggles, self-aggrandizement 

and material exploitation. 213 Moral conduct, he said, was a characteristic of Islamic 

principles applied to international relations. Thus, prejudice and political abuse were 

not Islamic, since they ignored religious values and morality. Qutb cited the 

Prophet's tradition: "The messenger was sent to be a guide and not a tax 

collector. , 214 He also wrote that Islam permitted jihad to Muslims if they were 

challenged or oppressed. In addition, jihad was allowed for the defence of fellow 

Muslims against oppressors and for the establishment of justice in society and 

throughout the world. 

In this work, one finds that Qutb understood Islam to be an all-embracing 

system whose teachings were applicable to the past, present and future. More 

212 Quib, Islam and Universal Peace, 9. 

213 Ibid., 74. 

214 Ibid., 76. 
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interesting is that in his use of Islam to solve socio-political problems, he seemed 

more convinced by the importance of `agida as an essential element of the Muslims' 

struggle against the current challenges, than in his earlier works, al-°Adäla and 

Ma`rakat. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Qutb's socio-religious thought from 1947 to 1952 paralleled the social and political 

situation of Egyptian society itself. World War II and the post-war period were major 

factors that led the country into social, economic and political chaos and anarchy. In 

addition, the policy of the British and French governments towards Egypt had 

worsened the situation, for they not only interfered in the political affairs of the 

country but also left behind seeds of secular and Western capitalist thought to 

germinate in the minds of the Egyptians, in particular the aristocrats and bourgeoisie. 

As a result, exploitation and oppression continued throughout the country. 

Qutb, who identified himself with the social and religious concerns of the 

people, had become extremely disillusioned with the prevailing social ills and 

political system. His literary study of the Qur'an coupled with his disillusionment 

gradually compelled him to find in Islam the solution to the current problems. Al- 

`Adäla, Ma`rakat and al-Saldrn al-`Älanz were a detailed analysis of these problems 

from the Islamic viewpoint. Qutb's main goals in these works were the social and 

political reform of the country and the establishment of justice. Islam could provide 

solutions because its treatment of problems was different from that of capitalism and 

communism. 

The Islamic requirement of justice on the part of rulers, obedience on the part 

of the governed, and consultation between the rulers and the governed, would, 

according to him, not only put social justice into practice, but also strengthen the 

relationship between both parties and thus bring peace and harmony to society itself. 
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Social justice required the practice of all Islamic principles from spiritual matters to 

human social relations on the basis of faith in God. It was not merely limited to 

economics. 

From an analysis of Qutb's thought as reflected in al-'Addla, Ma`rakat and 

al-Salüm al-`Älanti, it is clear that his ideas on social and political reform and his 

solutions to the current problems were developing in line with his deepening 

understanding of Islam. The environment also contributed to shaping his thought: al- 

' düla was written before his leaving for America, whereas the other two books were 

written after his return from there. That is why these books contain similarities in 

their discussion, especially that of questions of Islamic doctrine. Qutb wrote in al- 

`Adäla, for example, that Islam was an all-embracing system. The study of Islam 

inevitably required the study of its comprehensive theory, including that of the 

universe, life and humankind. Qutb's emphasis on such a study aimed at calling his 

readers first to know their God and His creation in the true sense that included all 

living beings before they could understand other Islamic principlva relating to their 

social affairs. This is because he regarded Islam as an "indivisible whole: its worship 

and its social relations, its laws and its moral guidance. Its devotional rituals are not 

separate in their nature or their goals from its provisions for government and social 

affairs. "215 Qutb did not explain this doctrine in detail but rather encouraged his 

readers to study such concept, for it would help them to understand other Islamic 

principles including social justice. 

In al-CAddla Qutb also aimed to expose the problems facing Egyptian society 

and to remind the Muslims in particular to seek the solution in Islam instead of being 

captivated by capitalist and communist agendas. 

In Ma`rakat, Qutb continued to stress the need for social and political reform 

based on Islam. His aim here was to identify the real enemies and hurdles to putting 

justice into practice in Egyptian society and politics. His experience of living in 

215 Quib, al-`Adäla, 12. 
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America enabled him to see the enemy in its true light and realize its intrusive power: 

that of Western imperialism. Qutb also blamed the Egyptian authorities that co- 

operated with the West and their ignorance of the cries of the ordinary people living 

in poverty. In his view, in addition to the local exploiters and oppressors there were 

external factors that contributed to the calamity and destruction of Egyptian society. 

Thus arose in his mind a need to discuss the turmoil in global politics and its effect 

on Egypt and other Arab countries. Al-Saläm al-`Älami was his answer to the world 

crisis. This book indicated clearly Qutb's maturity of thought and his deeper 

understanding of Islam. His discussion of justice was no longer limited to individuals 

and the community, but now included its global aspect. ̀ Agida was the vital means to 

overcome any problems facing the Untnta internally and externally. If they were 

united in belief and ideology, Muslims could confront their challenges and achieve 

social justice. 

Qutb's demand for socio-political reforms, was more radical in al-Saläm al- 
CÄlami then in the two earlier works, al-cAddla and Ma`rakat. In this book he begins 

to use terms like jihäd, the struggle to establish God's sovereignty (liakimiyyat Allah) 

on earth. 216 These two terms, jihäd and Iiäkinziyya, are among several other new 

expressions used widely by Qutb in his writings of the 1950s. Though he used them 

to support his discussion of establishing universal peace, it seems that he borrowed 

their interpretation from al-Mawdüdi and adopted this author's idea of political 

struggle as manifested in his book Jihad in Islam. In Jihdd in Islam al-Mawdüdi 

called for the establishment of an International Revolutionary Party to wage jihad 

against tyrannical governments. Its members were called "the functionaries of God" 

and their duty consisted in eradicating out oppression, mischief, strife, immorality, 

high-handedness and unlawful exploitation from the world by force of arms. 217 

216 Qutb, Islam and Universal peace, 72. 

217 Y. M. Choueiri, "Theoretical Paradigms of Islamic Movements" Political Studies, XLI (1993), 113. 
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2.5.1 An evaluation of Qutb's Islamic thought before 1952 

We have already found that Qutb's literary study of the Qur'5n gradually led him to 

have an interest in Islam itself. Though he claimed that his examination of the 

Qur'anic verses was merely from the artistic point of view, it seems that at this stage 

(1945-1947), the seeds of his interest in Islam began to germinate. As Musallam 

states, "Despite his declared intent to deal only with the literary aspects of the 

Qur'an, it is clear that Qutb gradually began to emphasize the religious rather than 

the artistic aspect. , 218 Qutb himself admitted during his meeting with Abü'l-IIasan 

cAli al-Nadwvi that "his literary reading of the Qur'5n gradually led him to take a 

deeper interest in its religious messages, which eventually influenced him and guided 

him to faith. "219 

Between 1948 and 1952 Qutb's Islamic thought was very much apparent in 

al-`Adäla, Ma`rakat and al-Saläm al-`fllanii. There is also no doubt that al-`Adäla 

was his first book on an Islamic topic and that it was also a radical departure from his 

early Qur'anic and social works published in the middle of the 1940s such as Taswir, 

Tifl mina 'l-Qarya and Mashdhid. Clearly, in al-`Adäla Qutb began to stress Islam as 

a social and political force in the Muslim world. It is not merely a spiritual belief or a 

defunct system of morality but a concrete basis for human society, and superior to 

communism and capitalism. The other two books, Ma`rakat and al-Saläm al-`ilan17, 

were reflections of Qutb's maturity of thought and greater knowledge of Islam as a 

way of life. More interestingly, these three works produced by Qutb clearly indicate 

their author's state of mind, which was maturing against the complex literary, social, 

and political background of Egyptian society. 220 

218 Musallam, Formative stage, 142. 

219 Ibid., 146. 

220 Abu Rabi`, "Sayyid Qutb: From Religious Realism, " 106. 
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As well as giving a general analysis of the Islamic solution to Egypt's 

problems, Qutb's Islamic works influenced a generation of Arab and Muslim 

intelligentsia between 1949 and 1952. Al-`Addla, for instance, though its author was 

not yet a member of the Ikhwän at that time, expressed what the movement was 

promoting. 221 It is believed that the Ikhwän printed the book several times and 

asserted its author to be one of them. More interesting was that Qutb's social reforms 

in al-cAdäla were also welcomed by the Egyptian masses, including the army 

officers. There were reports that the latter contacted Qutb personally to point out how 

they had been influenced by his writings and to support his ideas on the need for 

greater social justice and reform. 222 

Qutb's agitation for Islamic social and political reforms in this period 

reflected his attempt to present Islam as a system superior to any other known in 

human history. He aimed to challenge the influence of the capitalist and communist 

camps that were actively propagating their ideologies as the means to solve the 

country's social ills. Moreover, Qutb realized that the current difficulties inevitably 

led the masses to be easily influenced by systems which promised them social justice 

and better living conditions: 

When the millions of labourers who have no money to spend are told that 
communism will guarantee them a sufficiency and end the insolent luxury of 
the rich, the words will work like magic on them. And when they are told 
that communism will deprive them of freedom of work, freedom of speech 
and freedom of thought, they will not realize that it will deprive them of 
property which they own. 223 

221 Chapter One describes how al-Bannä himself welcomed QuIb's work and considered him to be a 
member of the Ikhwän. 

222 Fayyad, The Study of Qutb's thought, 72. 

223 QuIb, Ma`rakat, 19. 
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Qutb believed that Islam was the only system that would free the people from 

subservience to either capitalism or communism, and provide dignity as well as 

freedom from the evils of strife and war. 224 

Though the Islamic solution proposed by him at this stage was seen by many 

as an ideal, one should accept the fact that Qutb's understanding of Islam itself was 

still general. His concern was the applicability of Islam to different situations. The 

present situation in his view was unexceptional. It was not surprising, therefore, that 

his writings received criticism from some writers and scholars who pointed out the 

lack of argument throughout his discussions. C. Tripp, for instance, in his analysis of 

Qutb's socio-political thought, held the opinion that al-`Addla "does not dwell at 

length on how power can be harnessed to Qutb's vision of the desirable Islamic 

order. , 225 Therefore, he believed that Qutb's aim in writing al-`Adüla was more to 

persuade people to accept Islam based on his own understanding. 226 

W. C. Smith and A. Mousalli, on the other hand, criticized the lack of a 

realistic construction of the economy as treated by Qutb. Smith, as already noted, 

criticized Qutb's limited discussion on usury. Mousalli was disappointed with Qutb's 

cursory description of the concept of private ownership. According to him, despite 

Qutb's emphasis on the responsibility of the community and the state to grant the 

needy some kind of ownership, he did not say how they should be helped to have a 

reasonable standard of living. 227 

Despite all the criticism, it is clear that Qutb's efforts in searching for 

spiritual fulfilment were fruitful when he finally returned to the Qur'än, studying and 

interpreting its message as an ideal which all Muslims were seeking. Abu Rabi's 

point of view seems to have some connection here, for he writes: 

223 Qutb, Ma`rakat, 34-38. 

225 Tripp, "Sayyid Qutb: The Political Vision, " 170. 

226 Ibid., 171. 

227 Mousalli, Radical Islamic F, mdamentalism, 195-196. 
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Qutb's utilization of the Quranic text as aesthetics paves the way for a more 
general and perhaps imaginative use of the text as an ideological document 
in the 1950s and 1960s... Qutb begins to understand the Qur'anic 
Weltanschauung as a belief system which is made up of the three 
interdependent categories - Metaphysics or/and theological doctrine; 
community or u, nma/i, and legal and social regulations and behavior. 228 

Qutb's constant revision of al-`Adäla till 1964 should also be considered. According 

to Shepard, "Of some 1063 paragraphs in the last edition of the book, only some 442 

are totally without change from the first edition and many of these consist of 

quotations from the Qur'än or other sources. "229 One should note, however, that 

Shepard's analysis takes account of every aspect of the changes made by Qutb, 

including the correction of grammatical errors and misprints, without giving more 

attention to Qutb's thought itself as reflected in the last edition of al-`Adüla. What is 

clear is that the modifications were mainly in his attitude towards Muäwiyya and the 

Banü Umayya. Although Qutb still blamed them for replacing the Islamic system of 

government with a monarchy, his earlier severe criticism had become rather 

restrained. The rest of the changes comprised his increased emphasis on Islam as a 

stable, distinct and inwardly consistent religio-social order. 23° 

Only after 1952 did Qutb's writings take the form of a more radical Islam. At 

this stage, his Islamic ideological commitments were clearly manifested in various 

books and articles including his masterpiece, P Zildl al-Qur'an, published in 1952. 

Also, his membership of the Ikhwän movement contributed towards his change of 

thought, thus concentrating his discussion on questions of hükimiyyat Allah (God's 

sovereignty), sulfa (power) and °zibz7diyya (servitude). In Zilül, for instance, as well 

as elaborating on those questions already discussed in his previous Islamic writings, 

228 Abu Rabi`, Intellectual Origins, 106. 

229 William E. Shepard, Sayyid Quqb and Islamic Activism: A Translation and Critical Analysis of 
Social Justice in Islam (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996), xxiii. 

230 Ibid., xxiv. 
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Qutb tackled the epistemological foundation and ideological orientation of the 

Qur'an in the light of what he saw as the needs of Muslims in the twentieth century. 

This is why it is particularly important to examine 7ilü1 to have a clear picture of 

Qutb's thought after 1952, especially his treatment of the socio-political problems 

facing the Muslims of the modem era. 
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Chapter Three 

F Ziläl al-Qur'an 
(In the Shade of the Qur'än) 

3.1 Introduction: 

This chapter will deal with the historical background to Iä Zilül al-Qur'ün, 131 

including how it came to be written and its objectives. It will also examine Qutb's 

approaches in Ziläl and how they resulted in conflicting opinions between the author 

and other Mz fassirin on certain issues mentioned in the Qur'an. 

Qutb's interpretation of the Qur'an began with the conviction that the Qur'an 

was the true guidance for all human beings and thus the only valid source to direct 

their affairs. This belief, as mentioned earlier, emerged only after his progress 

through several stages of his career coupled with the strong influence of the current 

environment. For this reason, his7_iläl is very relevant to the modem world for it 

attempts to give consistent answers to the social and political problems facing 

Muslims today. In Qutb's view, the establishment of a society in which Islamic 

teachings could be properly applied, was inevitable. 232 

Qutb's understanding of and his approach to the Qur'än as manifested in the 

Zi1ü1 discussions provoked criticism from Muslim and non-Muslim writers. Some 

even argued about the originality of Qutb's ideas: did they develop as a result of 

Qutb's long study of the Qur'dn and his deep understanding of Islam? Were these 

ideas shaped by Qutb's prison experiences? 233 It is also, therefore, the purpose of this 

study to examine the judgement of some Muslim and non-Muslim writers concerning 

7. ilä1. 

23 1 Referred to as Zrldl throughout this study. 

232 See, for instance, Qutb, 7ildl, 1: 209,304,328,597; 2: 657,673,767,795,874; 3: 1388,1735; 
4: 207; and 6: 3334,3342,3344,3345. 

233 For this second view, see, for instance, Sivan, Radical Islam, 25-26. See also Abu Rabi`, 
Intellectual Origins, 169 and 170. 
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3.2 Background to the writing of XM 

The twentieth century saw the emergence of various books of tafsir written by 

Islamic scholars in their attempt to revive Muslim society to be in line with the 

Islamic teachings. They believed that the Qur'5n was the only solution to their 

current social dilemma. Their Qur'anic exegesis was thus aimed at elaborating the 

Qur'anic principles of law and urging the Muslim umma to apply them to daily 

life. 234 Jamäl al-Din al-Afghäni (d. 1897), Muhammad cAbduh (d. 1905) and Rashid 

Ridä (d. 1935) are well known for their concern about the situation of the Muslim 

world and their efforts to solve its problems from the Qur'än's point of view. 235 

In Egypt itself various books of tafsir appeared in addition to cAbduh and 

Rashid Ridä's works. They include al-Tafsir al Marägh7 by Mustafa al-Maräghi (d. 

1945), al Jawdhir fi Tafsir al-Qur'an by Shaykh Jawhari al-Tantäwi (d. 1940) and 

al-Safwat al-`Irfa-ii ft Tafsir al-Qur'an by Muhammad Far id al-Wijd5ni. 236 These 

scholars, like CAbduh and Rashid Ridä, emphasized the need for Qur'anic reform of 

Muslim society to protect it against Western influences. 237 

Although the "return to the Qur'anic teachings" was their common priority, 

modern scholars of tafsir employed various approaches to realize their objectives. 

According to Khälidi, differences in perception of the form of changes needed, 

coupled with the scholars' various educational backgrounds, produced a range of 

methodologies, including al-Ittyüh al-Salafi (the Salafi Orientation), al-Itt jäh al- 

`Ilnti (the Scientific Orientation), al-Itttiäh al-`Agli (the Rational Orientation), al- 

234 Khälidi, Madkhal, 59-60 

235 AI-Afghäni and `Abduh, for instance, realizing the decline of the Muslim world, had called for an 
Islamic convention during the pilgrimage to Mecca in order to delineate the causes of the decline and 
initiate a design for revival. See Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, Contemporary Islam and the Challenge of 
History (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1982), 13-14. On the fear of Western influence 
among Muslim scholars and its political domination over Muslim countries, see also Khälidi, 
Madklral, 59-61. 

236 Khälidi, Madklral, 65-73. 

237 Ibid, 60. 
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Ittyäh al-Ijtimä i (the Sociological Orientation) and al-lityü1T al-Harald (the 

Movement Orientation). 238 

In his tafsir, °Abduh, for example, used al-Ittyäh al-`Agli, al-Illudh al-Ijtima` i 

and al-Ittýfüh al-Dni. According to modem researchers in tafslr, he used al-Ittijah 

al-`Agli quite often to interpret Qur'anic message. 239 Rashid Ridä, on the other hand, 

employed al-Ittijüh al-Salafi in his tafsir. His lafsir began by exposing the social and 

economics disparity of the modern period as a result of Western influence and how 

Islam might tackle the problems by emphasizing the role of Qur'än as a guide for all 

humankind. 240 The tafsir of Tantäwi, however, has been regarded as the first ever 

produced which treated Qur'anic verses in the light of modern science. He discussed 

various aspects of science, including the universe, medicine, agriculture and industry, 

and the scientific truth. According to Tantawi, this approach to the Qur'an was in 

line with the contents of the Qur'an itself the verses on science (' ulirm) constituted 

750 compared with those on jurisprudence (fqh) which comprised only 150.241 

The methodology and interpretation used by modern in fassirz n seem to have 

been greatly influenced by their environment, coupled with the search for solutions 

to the problems facing the Muslim Ummnma. As a result, the Qur'anic text was 

interpreted in a wider context as the nu fassiri7n tried to detect a universal message 

and show its relevance to the modern world. They also showed that the Qur'än was 

not a dead text comprehensible only to the learned, but a dynamic, living text 

compatible with modern life. In this regard the conclusion reached by Galford seems 

to have some merit in describing the nature of modern tafsir: 

238 Contemporary researchers in the field of tafsrr here refer to scholars like Dr Muhammad Husayn 
al-Dhahabi (al-Tafsir it'a'lMufassiri7n), Dr `Abd al-Majid al-Muhtasib (IttUälidt al-Tafsir fi '1-`Asr al- 
Iladith) and Dr Fadl `Abbäs (Tiydrdt al-Tafsir fi Misr i'a'1-Sham j7-°Asr al-Iladith). See Khälidi, 
Madkhal, 61. 

239 Khälidi, 62. 

240 Ibid., 65. 

241 Ibid., 67. 
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A number of traits mark modem (i. e., twentieth-century) tafs7r. One is a 
move away from the specific linguistic and philological study of individual 
words to a larger view of the Sara (or parts thereof) as a whole... A second 
trait is the great emphasis placed on tafsir al-Qur'dn bi'l-Qur'än 
(interpreting the Qur'an using the Qur'an). Commentators this century are 
on the whole, if not unanimously, against the use of extra-Qur'anic materials 
- at least explicitly - to elucidate the Qur'än's meaning. Two further traits, 
related to one another, mark twentieth-century tafsir. The first is that these 
commentaries make explicit ideas found in earlier works of commentary. 
Modem commentaries make binding what was never interpreted to be legal, 
compulsory, or even definite. There is one and only one correct reading of 
the Qur'an for modem interpreters. This is due partially to the second trait, 
the new emphasis that modem commentators place on the Qur'an. The 
Qur'an is to serve as the source of positive law, and as a weapon against 
Western encroachment. 242 

At this point, it seems that approaches employed by modem niufassirfrn differ 

from the traditional tafsir written by the early Qur'anic scholars. A traditional tafsir 

usually contained an explanation of the meanings and words of the Qur'än together 

with a discussions on philology and jurisprudence. Also, to some extent, the 

Prophet's traditions (ahaa7th) were mentioned in clarifying the Qur'anic meanings. 

This method of interpretation sometimes misled readers in understanding the text 

itself, since many discussions were included with the clarification of the text itself. 

As a result the discussions became "erudite, scholastic, and beyond the 

understanding of most Muslims. "243 °Abduh, for instance, realizing this trend of the 

traditional tafsir, called it something "unfortunate" for Muslims when "most of what 

has been written on taf Ir, leads the reader away from the guidance of the Qur'5n. "244 

Therefore, it became the concern of modem in fassirfin, in particular, °Abduh and 

his contemporaries, to interpret the Qur'än in a wider context and show its 

compatibility with the lives of modern Muslims. Their tafsir attempted to attract 

242 Hugh S. Galford, "Sayyid QuIb and the Qur'anic Story of Joseph: A Commentary for Today, " 
Studies irr Muslim - Jewish Relatio, r (1998): 4: 43. On the modern trend of tafsir in the twentieth 
century, see also J. M. S Baljon, Moden, Muslim Ko ra, r Interpretation (Leiden: Brill, 1961), 125. 

243 Galford, "Sayyid Qutb and the Qur'anic Story of Joseph, " 42. 

244 See FayyAd, The Study of Qigb s thought, 85. 
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Muslims' attention to look to the Qur'än as the source of religious and spiritual 

guidance. °Abduh viewed the Qur'än itself not primarily as the source of Islamic law 

or dogma, or an occasion for philologists to display their ingenuity, but as the book 

from which Muslims ought to derive their ideas about this world and the hereafter. 245 

Qutb represented the new generation of modern inufassirzin of the middle of 

the twentieth century. His7. ilä1 discussions in many ways exhibited the modern 

tendencies described above, especially that the Qur'5n was to be treated in a manner 

that suited its universal message. More importantly, he related his interpretation of 

the Qur'an to modern human society, believing that the Qur'än's wording, if 

properly analysed, had the ability to awaken human consciousness. Thus philological 

studies and jurisprudential arguments did not attract his interest. In his commentary 

on verse 3 of Sara 5 (al-Mä'fda) for instance, Qutb made it clear that jurisprudential 

argument did not form part of his style in the Ziläl. Rather, he counselled that 

whoever wanted that should find it in the appropriate sections of the figh Book. 246 

Qutb's writing of Zildl began in the middle of the twentieth century. Earlier, 

in 1951, Qutb had written some articles on Qur'anic commentary in the monthly 

magazine, al-Muslimc7n, 247 under the heading "F 7, iläl al-Qur'än" (In the Shade of 

the Qur'än). The first of his articles appeared with his commentary on "Scfra al- 

Fätiha" (The Opening) and "Stara al-Bagära" (The Cow), which was in seven 

instalments. His commentary on these two Stiras of the Qur'än was received with 

great acclaim by his readers. They praised the wisdom and versatility of the writer in 

his presentation, choice of words and style. 248 

245 J. J. G Jansen, The Interpretation of the Koran iin Modern Egjpt (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1974), 24. 

246 Qulb, ? ilül, 2: 971. 

247 
. 41 Muslims? nr was a monthly academic magazine introduced in 1951. It was owned by Said 

Ramadän, an active member of the Ikhwän. Qulb was invited by Said Ramaclän to be its editor and to 
take part in this Islamic and intellectual endeavour. Leading intellectuals and writers from all over the 
world were also invited to give their ideas and intellectual contributions to the magazine. See Khälidi, 
Madkhal, 40-41. 

248 Badmas L Yusuf, "The History of Ff Zilalil-Qur'an, " Islamic Quarterly (1997): 41: 86 
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Qutb's contributions to al-Muslimfin lasted for just under two years, for he 

made it clear that he wanted to concentrate on producing independently a complete 

Qur'anic commentary in the form of a book. Thus his articles in the journal ended 

with his commentary on chapter 2 "al-Baqüra", verse 103 in early 1952. 

The first volume of 7_ilal was published in October 1952, to be followed by 

other volumes. By the beginning of 1954 Qutb had produced 16 volumes. When he 

was gaoled for three months, from January to March 1954, Qutb produced from 

prison another two volumes, thus bringing Zilül the total to 18. After he was freed he 

did not produce any more further, because he was appointed chief editor of al- 

Muslimfrn. However, he did not stay out of prison long, for, a few month later, he and 

several other members of the Ikhwän were again imprisoned on the allegation of 

being part of a plot to assassinate President Jamal cAbd al-Näsir. This time he was 

sentenced to 15 years. Then he started writing the remaining volumes of Zilä1.249 

It is important to note that the first 16 volumes of Ziläl, produced before 

Qutb's imprisonment in 1954, discussed the beauty of the Qur'anic imagery. There is 

not much emphasis on shari a law and doctrine. This, however, changed gradually 

after his imprisonment, when the Qur'5n was studied as a dynamic text, capable of 

changing the whole structure of current society and offering solutions to the 

problems of the Muslim umma and its world, which was no longer Islamic. 250 He 

based the last three volumes of the first edition of Zildl on this new approach. 251 

Qutb's revised edition of Zilül, in which he used his new approach, appeared 

in 1953. He was able to revise only the first ten volumes of 2i1ä1, covering 

contemporary issues of society: belief, legislation, politics and economy. The 

249 Khälidi, Madkhal, 42-44 

250 Ibid., 48. For a detailed explanation of Qulb's view of the Qur'An as a method of movement (al- 

manhaj al-haraki) see Saläh ̀ Abd al-Fattäh al-Khälidi, al Manitaj al-ffaraki fi iIc l al-Qzir'an (Jedda: 
DAr al-Manära, 1986). 

251 Khälidi, Madkhal, 48. 
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remaining volumes, 11 to 27, could not be revised because of his illness and 
252 involvement with another trial, and then his execution in 1966. 

3.3 The Objectives ofZrla7 

Qutb's main objective in writing the 41d1 was to bring people back to the Qur'an by 

establishing their interest in the text. He therefore encouraged people to read the 

Qur'än not only to gain God's blessing but also to use its message as the source of 

guidance in facing the challenges of the modem age. From his observation, losing 

sight of the spirit of the Qur'än was the major factor that had led to a wide gap 

between the Muslims of his time and the Qur'an itself. Thus the Zildl Evas Qutb's 

attempt to show his readers how the Qur'än was the true guide for all human beings 

and the only system suitable for their lives in both mundane and religious matters. 

Such guidance would make sense only when the Qur'anic message was properly 

studied and followed in the same way as in the early days of Islam. Qutb's own 

experience in studying the Qur'an led him to feel favoured (n[ ma) by living in its 

shade, as he states in the introduction of , 
7. i1ä1: 

Life in the shade of the Qurän is a favour, only those who have tasted it will 
appreciate it. It is a favour that uplifts the life force, blesses and purifies it. 
Praise be to Allah; He has indeed granted me life in the shade of the Qur'an 
for a time. I have felt a taste of the favour which I never had before in my 
life. I have had a taste of this favour which uplifts, blesses and purifies the 
life force. 253 

Qutb had several other objectives in mind when writing the. i1ä1: 

1. clarifying the role of the human being as the vicegerent of God. 

2. teaching Muslims the Qur'anic principles. 

3. establishing a just and ethical society based on the Qur'an. 

4. establishing the shar7 a and ̀ ag7(1a as the basis of an Islamic system. 

252 Khilidi, Madkhal, 49. 

253 Qulb, 7i1ä1,1: 11. 
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5. exposing the fallacy of materialistic thought. 

1. The role of the human being as the vicegerent of God 

Like Qutb's earlier writings, questions of the universe, life and humankind were 

again stressed in Tiläl. The role of the human being as the vicegerent of God in this 

world was to worship God in the true sense, and organize his or her life according to 

the way of God (manhaj Allah). Humankind's relationship with the universe and all 

God's creatures in it was to be a co-operative one, based on a strong `agida in God 

and the imposition of God's order on this world. Qutb writes, for instance, in the 

introduction of Mal: 

I lived in the shade of the Qur'än, feeling the beautiful harmony between 
human actions as God wished them to be and the movement of this universe 
which God created... the human being is God's vicegerent on earth, and is 
human by virtue of having received God's breath from His spirit. 254 

2. Giving Muslims a Qur'anic education (tarbiyya Qur'äniyya) 

This included educating Muslims on how to acquire a good Muslim personality, 

knowing their role as Muslims and managing their lives in accordance with the 

teachings of the Qur'an. More importantly, they would soon begin to realize that 

following Qur'anic teachings enabled them to observe and measure their faith, so 

that it was in accordance with the God's command and His manhaj of life. 255 That is 

why in Ziläl one finds that the author's emphasis on the significance of faith (Iman) 

and its nature is paramount, owing to its strong influence on an individual's personal 

and social life. 

234 Qulb, 7iläl, 1: 11-12. See also, for instance, 1: 53,60; and 3: 1272. On QuIb's discussion of the 
harmony and conformity between human and the Universe, see for instance, 1: 17-18,421-422; 
2: 930-936; 4: 2094; and 6: 3492-3493. 

255 Khälidi, Madkhal, 103. 
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3. Establishing a just and ethical society based on the Qur'ffn 

As noted earlier, Qutb's interpretation of the Qur' in as the only true guide for human 

society was based on his own experiences and Qur'anic studies. 256 In his view, to 

translate the Qur'anic teachings into the reality of human society, politics and 

economics required the establishment of a just and ethical society governed by the 

Qur'än. Qutb discussed at length the first such Islamic society, established in 

Medina. He asserted that this was the society to be adopted as a model for Muslims 

of the modem age. Furthermore, his understanding of the revelation of the Qur'an 

itself was to establish such a society: 

This Qur'an was revealed to the heart of the Prophet of God - Peace Be 
Upon Him - so that he would thereby establish a community, found a state, 
organize a society. 257 

4. Sharfa and `aq. Fda as a basis of an Islamic system 

It was also the objective of Ziläl to clarify to Muslims the relationship between the 

shari a and `agida in Islam and the influence of `agida upon the implementation of 

law and all other human practices. Qutb stressed that a strong faith within a God- 

fearing soul constituted an important element in observing Islamic principles. 258 

Furthermore, the shari a of God would cease to function in human society unless 

there were God-fearing individuals who constantly remembered God and applied His 

laws to social, political and other aspect of human life. 

5. Exposing the fallacy of Materialistic thought 

7iläl also attempted to shed some light on the fallacy of materialistic thought in this 

modem age. From his experience of a society where materialistic values governed 

256 Quib, dlä1,1: 14-15. 

257 Ibid., 2: 875. 

258 Ibid., 3: 1384. 
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the human mind and conduct, Qutb concluded that such a philosophy was empty and 

against human nature. In his view, `agida in God as the Lord of the whole universe 

and the absolute authority was a strong vanguard for Muslims to protect themselves 

from a materialistic temptation. 

3.4 Qutb's approach in gla? 

Before considering Qutb's approaches in Ziläl, it is important to look back to Qutb's 

development of thought through three important stages. The first stage began with 

his literary work, in which he became a well-known literary critic between 1926 and 

1948. Later on, from 1948 to the early 1950s, he moved from literature to social 

criticism of the basic contradictions in Egyptian society, which he aspired to resolve. 

He found that Islam was the only solution to his country's socio-political problems 

and struggled, together with the Ikhwän, against the existing order until his 

imprisonment in 1954. 

The third stage began in prison and ended with his execution in 1966.259 He 

finally emerged as an Islamic ideologue whose main concern was to see human 

society under an Islamic government. To this end he produced a more radical and 

open criticism of those in authority. In his view, the lives of Muslims were no longer 

Islamic. Terms like jdhiliyya, jiliäd and the establishment of the Islamic society (al- 

nm jtama` al-Islanzi) and state (dawla) occupied most of his discussions. 260 Qutb's 

emphasis on those ideas perhaps reflects his personal ordeal of imprisonment and 

death sentence. 

As noted earlier, Qutb's interest in the Qur'an began only in 1939, when he 

started writing some articles on the artistic beauty of the Qur'an. This interest was 

followed by the publication of Tastivir in 1945 and Mashdhid al-Qiyäma in 1947. 

259 See Chapter One for details. 

260 For the discussion on jdhiliyya see for instance, Quib, Zildl, 1: 326; 3: 1559; and 4: 2012. On Ji/hnd, 
see for instace, 1: 184-185; 2: 741; 3: 1431,1435,1437,1439; 4: 2424-2425,2426; and 6: 3281,3285, 
3554. 
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While writing these two books, whose main theme was Qur'anic imagery, Qutb 

hoped that one day he could produce a complete Qur'anic exegesis on the artistic 

beauty of the Qur'an by following the direction of the theory that he had formed in 

Taswir, and Mashdhid al-Qiyäma. 261 Qutb wrote in Taswir for instance, on the 

important principle of Qur'anic commentary: 

Tacal-r is a pre-eminent tool in the Qur'anic method. It designates with 
sensual dramatization the image of intellectual meaning (al-ma`nd al- 
dhihn)i, psychological condition (al-häla a1-nafsiyya), perceptible events 
(a! -hddith al-mahstss), visible scene (al-mashhad a! -manzzir), human 
exemplar (a! -namüdhaj al-insüni) and human character (al-labf a al- 
bashariyya). These transform into an image similar to individual life (al- 
lraya a! -shdkhisa), a renewed action (a! -haraka al-mutajaddida). Therefore 
the intellectual meaning transforms into an action or movement (hai'a a)v 
haraka), the psychological condition (a! -häla al-nafsiyya) becomes visible 
or perceptible (lauha my mashhad), the human exemplar (al-namüdhaj a! - 
insdni) becomes a lively person (shäkhi4un hayyrun) and human nature (al- 
labf a al-bashariyya) becomes embodied or visible (mujassama man 'a). 2 2 

The above extract clearly indicates the method that Qutb intended to use for 

Qur'anic commentary. He believed that such an experience could deeply affect the 

human heart, as he himself has been affected while interpreting certain verses of the 

Qur'an. The literary beauty of the Qur'an, he argued, had decidedly persuaded Arab 

leaders to covert to Islam. 263 

Tacw7r had, therefore, added a new dimension to Qutb's study of the Qur'an, 

and its method was then employed in his coming thesis on Qur'anic studies. 264 

Qutb's plan was fulfilled when the first edition of Zilül appeared in 1952. Here the 

author clearly stated that the purpose of his work was to. express his appreciation of 

the artistic beauty of the Qur'än, similar to the method used in Ta. cwir. 265 

261 Khälidi, al Ma, haj al-Ilaraki, 15. 

262 Qutb, Tapir, 36. 

263 Ibid., 22. 

264 Khälidi, al-Mathaj al-Haraki, 15. 

265 Ibid., 18. 
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Since it was in 1951 when Qutb's articles on Qur'anic commentary began to 

appear in al-Muslimiin, it seems that Ziläl was began during his reorientation from 

literary critic to radical social activist representing the impoverished Egyptians. It 

was also during this year that Qutb joined the Ikhwän. Thus one question arises here: 

did the appearance of the Ziläl itself represent Qutb's new orientation, to justice and 

equal rights or his new discovery when studying the Qur'än from the artistic aspect? 

This question has created a difference of opinion among some scholars. Some 

consider that Qutb no longer studied the Qur'an from the artistic viewpoint. Rather, 

Qutb's commentary saw Islam as the solution to Egypt's problems. 266 However 

others considered that the focus on the artistic beauty of the Qur'an was Qutb's main 

purpose in writing the Zildl, independent of his ideological method (al-manhaj al- 

fikri) in interpreting its meanings. 267 

. 
In describing the historical background to the writing of Zilc 1, Khälidi notes 

that the first edition of Zildl published in 1952 initially represented Qutb's ideas and 

his experiences at that time. In other words Zildl was based on Qutb's personal 

appreciation of the literary beauty of the Qur'an, following a direction similar to that 

of Taswir and Mashähid al-Qiyäma. Khälidi further argues that Qutb did not ignore 

the ideological approach (al-manhaj al-fikri) in writing the first edition since such an 

approach had already occupied his mind following the publication of al-cAddla in 

1949. It was only in the revised edition of Zilal completed between 1953 and 1954 

that Qutb added a dynamic approach. 268 

Therefore it could be said that both artistic and ideological approaches (al- 

manhaj al jain li wa 7-ßkri) were important to Qutb in the first edition of 7. ilül. This 

266 See for instance Abu Rabi`, Intellectual Origins, 169. 

267 This is the view of Raja' al-Nugäsh in al-Hiläl, vol. 85,1977. See Khälidi, al Manhaj al-Ifaraki, 
18-20. 

268 Khalidi, al Manluj al-Ilaraki, 18. 
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was apparently due to the socio-political conditions in the country at that time, 

according to Qutb's statement in the introduction: 

Some people may regard it [the 7ilä1] as a kind of interpretation or a survey 
of the general Islamic principles as put forward by the Qur'an, or perhaps 
even as a study of the divine code of life and society shown in the Qur'an. 
But, none of these considerations has been my intended purpose. All I have 

tried to do is to write down the notions that occurred to me (khawütiri) while 
living in such shades [i. e. Ziläl al- Qur'an] 269 

Qutb's approach in his Ziläl differs from other tafsir in that, while 

interpreting the meaning of the Qur'än, he transported himself and his readers into an 

imaginary world similar to that of the early Muslims, who strove to follow the 

Revelation and apply its principles to their daily lives. In his view, only by living in 

such an environment could people truly understand the Qur'an and its message and 

be motivated to follow its guidance. Qutb said: 

There is only one model and method of returning to God, which is to replace 
one's entire lifestyle with that system as is found in the Qur'än.... and it was 
the Qur'än that established a new concept of existence, life, values and 
institutions. 270 

In his book, Khasä'is al-Tasawwur al-Islämi wa Mugawwamätuh, published in 1962, 

Qutb also stressed an effective means to understand and apply the message of the 

Qur'än 

To understand the implications of the Qur'an and the feelings inspired by it 
is not a question of knowing the words and phrases, what we usually call 
tafslr. It is to provide the self with an asset of the feelings, the realizations 
and the experiences which accompanied its revelation and accompanied the 
Muslim community as it received it in the heat of action. 271 

269 See Khdlidi, al-Manhaj al-Ilaraki, 24. See also Fayyad, The Study of Qtitb's Thought, 85. 

270 Qutb, Zildl, 1: 15-16. 

271 Sayyid Qulb, Khasd'is al-Tasawwur al-Isldni (Beirut: Dar al-Shuriiq, 1982), 7. 
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Thus Ziläl, influenced by this viewpoint, can be described as a dynamic 

(haraki) tafsfr. One often finds words like iha'at (inspiration) and zilrl (shade), 

which indicate the author's attempt to go beyond addressing the literal and general 

meaning and convey to his readers the reality of the occasion with all its excitement 

and appeal. Z'Z Perhaps this is the significance of Qutb's choice of title, T Zi1d1 al- 

Qrr'ün: that is, to convey feeling as well as meaning. 

These characteristics made Qutb's commentary thoroughly modem in its 

approach, in the sense that he attempted to show the Qur'än's relevance for all times 

and circumstances of human life. This differed from the traditional tafsir, which, 

incorporated ahjd'ith and philological studies where necessary to clarify 

interpretations of Qur'anic verses. In describing his method of Qur'anic commentary, 

Qutb said: 

The Qur'anic approach (al-manhaj al-Qur'äni) never presents the ideology 
in the form of a theory to be studied, for this is the knowledge that 
establishes nothing in the conscience or in life. It is "cold" knowledge that 
neither controls caprices (ahwd) nor frees one from the yoke of 
desires... Also it does not present studies in jurisprudence, the political and 
economic system, the natural and social sciences, or in any other form of 
knowledge. Rather it presents this religion as an ideology... moving (its 
believers) towards the realization of its practical contents from the moment 
it settles in the hearts and minds. 273 

The above was in agreement with °Abduh's view that the Qur'än was not 

primarily the source of Islamic law or dogmatics, nor an occasion for philologists to 

display their ingenuity, but the book from which Muslims ought to derive their ideas 

about this world and the world to come. 274 

We have therefore found that the modern tafsir, as exemplified by Qutb and 

cAbduh, attempts to demonstrate that the Qur'an is not a dead text comprehensible 

272 Fayyäd, Tue Study of Qnfb 's thought, 88. 

273 Qulb, 7i1ä1,3: 1399. 

274 Jansen, The Interpretation of the Koran, 24. 
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only to the learned, but a dynamic, living text, compatible with modernity and 

offering a lifestyle for Muslims to follow today while remaining true to their 

religious roots. In so doing, Qutb sometimes went beyond the approach of other 

modern mi fassirün and invited his readers into a kind of virtual reality similar to the 

environment in which the Qur'än was revealed. An example is his commentary on 

"Slira al-Fatl: " (48). Qutb states in the introduction to the Siira: 

Before we begin explaining the contents of the Süra and its significance, it 
would be better to look [first] into the nature of the event in which the Sara 
was revealed so that we can feel [ourselves] living in the environment in 

which all [the early generation of] Muslims lived and learnt lessons from 
this revelation of the Qur'än. 275 

Another important aspect of Qutb's approach in Ziläl was his great emphasis 

on interpreting the Qur'an using the Qur'an (tafsir al-Qur'an bi'l-Qur'an). This 

means that the Qur'an is sufficient to guide humankind and can be correctly 

understood solely through its own expression. Qutb reiterated his stand as follows: 

The practice in this Fildl is based on the principle that we shall not add 
anything to the issues concerning hidden things about which Allah is giving 
us just a speck [of information]. We shall therefore stop at [the information 

supplied] by the Qur'anic text and not go beyond that. It [the information so 
supplied] is, in itself, sufficient to establish the basics which Allah decided 
to reveal. 276 

The above statement does not mean that Qutb rejected the role of the Prophet's 

aliddith (traditions). Indeed, he often referred to the liadith not just to clarify the 

meaning of the Qur'än, but also because the liadith itself is one of the sources best 

fitted to an interpretation of the Qur'än. 277 The only source that Qutb excluded in the 

Zildl was biblical materials (Isrü iliyyüt) for his Qur'anic commentary. He explained: 

275 Qutb, T. ilül, 6: 3306. 

276 Ibid., 6: 3634. 

277 Salahudin Kafrawi, "Method of Interpretating the Qur'än: A Comparison of Sayyid QuIb and Bint 

al-Shäti, " Islamic Studies 37,1 (1998), 9. 
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I personally do not see any immediate necessity, in dealing with these 
fundamental subjects, to refer to any source other than the Qur'än, except 
the sayings of the Prophet since they constitute reports about the Qur'än. 
Any other opinion is insufficient, even if it is true, until the researcher (al- 
With) can convince [us] that he found it in this extraordinary book 
(Qur'an). 278 

As mentioned before, Qutb's approach to7. ilä1 shifted from artistic and 

ideological approaches (al-manhaj al jamäli wa'l-fikri) to a dynamic approach (al- 

rnanhaj al-haraki) during late 1953 and 1954. These periods, as we noted earlier, 

witnessed Qutb's active participation in the Ikhwän against the unjust government, 

resulting in his 15-year prison sentence beginning in 1954. The prison experience, in 

which he was tortured and isolated from the outside world, gave Qutb a new 

opportunity to study the Qur'an more closely and discover the pure source of Islam 

from its contents. In addition, this new life enabled him to find in the Qur'an and 

draw from it new guidelines for the modern world and the struggle to establish a just 

Muslim society. As Sivan writes: 

QuIb's [Qur'anic] ideas matured during his nine years in prison. The prison 
experience was to be, in effect, crucial in the making of most of the other 
New Radicals as well. 279 

According to Khälidi, Qutb's prison's experience enabled him to see the real 

condition of the Muslims around him. Besides the corrupt government ruling the 

Egyptians at the time, there were other factors contributing to his fate and that of the 

Ikhwdn. These included the weakness in the faith of the Muslims and the loss of the 

spirit of the Qur'än in their hearts. This was apparent from their unfounded support 

of the unjust government, despite knowing about its oppression of Islamic groups 

and their fellow Muslims in particular. 28° They did not truly understand the 

278 Qutb, Ziläl, 3: 1423. 

279 Sivan, Radical Islam, 25-30. 

280 Khälidi, al Manhaj al-flaraki, 28-29. 
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declaration of faith, "lä ildha illa'11äh" which asked them to act in accordance with 

the requirements of the faith. In other words, they had moved far away from the 

Islamic principles stipulated in the Qur'än, because they no longer lived in the 

spiritual atmosphere similar to that of the early generations of Muslim generation, in 

which the Qur'an was revealed. 281 

All these were, perhaps, the issues occupying Qutb's mind at that critical time 

which led him to concentrate on the role of the Qur'anic movement (al-Qur'än al- 

ijaraki) in solving the problems facing the Muslim Umma and the Egyptians in 

particular. In Qutb's view, the study of the Qur'an as a dynamic text had been 

successful, especially during the early years of Islam. At that time, the Qur'än had 

produced a generation of Muslims that not only studied the Qur'an as the source of 

religious guidance but also practised its teachings in their daily lives. 282 

As described earlier, Qutb managed to apply his new approach only in the 

last three volumes of the first edition of Zild1. However, in his revised edition of the 

full 7dä1, it included all these approaches: artistic, ideological and dynamic. 

Nevertheless, the artistic and ideological approaches became much less important, 

for he believed that emphasis on the aspects of Qur'anic movement was more 

successful in attracting his readers so that they would feel the Qur'än was really 

addressing them. As Tripp writes, Qutb's new dimension of thought led him believe 

that "the Qur'an had given mankind the means whereby it could re-invent itself in 

the mould intended by the Prophet and, through him, by God. "283 

Convinced by this new approach in Qur'anic commentary, Qutb also called 

on his readers and scholars in tafsir to follow in the same direction so that they could 

understand the true meaning of the Qur'än. As he said: 

281 Kh51idi, al-Mai ihaj al-Jfaraki, 29. 

282 See for instance, Qutb, Ziläl, 6: 3306-3316; and 4: 1866. 

283 Tripp, "Sayyid Qutb: The Political Vision, " 161. 
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This Qur'än will be appreciated only by those who are ready to enter into 
this war [against jühiliyya], and to struggle together in a situation similar to 
that in which it was revealed... and those who try to apply the Qur'anic 
meanings and its message while they are just sitting down, studying [its 
message] from the rhetorical and artistic points of view, will find themselves 
for removed from its nature because they are in a frozen state, from taking 
part in the real battle and movement. 284 

Furthermore, Qutb expressed in the introduction of the revised edition his 

happiness and satisfaction at having reached an absolute and final certainty: 

I emerged from this period of life - in the shade of the Qur'an - having 
arrived at an absolute and final certainty (yagin jdzim, hüsim): that there can 
be no good for this earth, no repose nor satisfaction for humanity, no 
edification, no blessing, no purity, and no harmony with the laws of the 
cosmos and the quintessence of life, except through a return to God. 285 

For Qutb "a return to God" had only one form and one way, that is, a return in every 

aspect of life to the way of God (manhaj Allah), which He had prescribed for 

humanity in the Qur'an: "This way is the sovereign power of this Book (talikim 

hadhä al-kitäb) in all of human life and the only source of appeal in the arbitration of 

the affairs of humanity. "286 

This new dimension to Qutb's thought brought him to the conclusion that the 

real struggle in his society was that between Islam on the one side and jähiliyya on 

the other side. This struggle was between those who wanted Islam to govern human 

life and those who rejected the sharfa of God, irrespective of their being Muslim or 

non-Muslim. Prison life also caused him clearly and painfully to see the Nasserite 

regime as jähili and the Muslims who supported the regime as living in jühiliyya, 

since the laws, morals and behaviour of society were based on jähili concepts 

propounded by the regime. As described earlier in Chapter One, the concept of 

jähiliyya became the main point of divergence between the thought of Qutb and that 

28; Qutb, Zi1äl, 4: 1866. 

285 Ibid., 1: 15. 

286 Ibid. 
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of al-Mawdüdi. Al-Mawdüdi considered only the political community - the ruling 

elite - is jähir. 287 

3.5. Conclusion 

As a whole, Zildl has attracted the attention of Muslim and some non-Muslim 

scholars from all over the world. Although it lacks discussions of jurisprudence, 

compared with other traditional tafasir, Zi1ül, with its author's distinctive approach to 

Qur'anic commentary, has the ability to awaken human consciousness and thus 

enjoys wide acceptance among various intellectual groups. That is why one will find 

that the book remains a ready reference for teachers, preachers, writers and sincere 

seekers of the truth all over the Muslim world. 

In Chapter Four, our discussion will be focused on the content of the Tilal 

especially Qutb's treatment of the social and political problems facing Egyptian 

society and the Muslim unima as a whole. There, we shall see how Qutb's approach 

and his method of interpreting the Qur'än were employed to understand the Qur'anic 

message and how he presented its relevance for resolving the current crisis and for 

establishing justice in all aspects of human life. 

287 On al-Mawdüdi's definition ofjähiliyya, see Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, 20 
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Chapter Four 

The Doctrinal Bases of Social Justice 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will discuss Qutb's notion of social justice as described in his Zilül. 

First, however, Qutb's understanding of the doctrinal concept (al-tasaivtivur al- 

i tiqüa7), including his analysis of the divinity (ulühiyya), supreme authority 

(rubzibiyya) and sovereignty (häkimiyya), will be studied, because from such belief 

he moved to expound his ideas on the Islamic way of life as a whole. 

In the earlier discussion of Qutb's socio-political thought as reflected in his 

writings prior to7_iläl, we found that his examination of a doctrinal concept deepened 

after joining the Ikhwän and after his exposure to al-Mawdüdi's and al-Bannä's 

thought. This could be seen, for example, in Qutb's work, al-Saläni al-`Älami, 

published a year before Zildl. In this work, Qutb tried to convince his readers that 

cagida had become a weapon strong enough to confront any evil desires that 

attempted to divert the individual from the right path. He also pointed out that the 

problems currently facing the Muslim uinma and Egyptian society in particular were 

due to a lack of proper understanding of the doctrinal concept of Islam itself. 

In Chapter Two we evaluated Qutb's Islamic writings (al-cAdäla, Mdrakat 

and al-Salüm al-`Älanzi) prior to . ildl. Although these works represented Qutb's 

Islamic thought on questions about °agida and doctrinal belief as a whole, they 

lacked detailed elaboration of God's attributes such as uh'rhiyya, rubübiyya and 

hükirnijya. These attributes constituted important elements in Qutb's understanding 

of the tawhid of God. 

This chapter will therefore focus on three important elements: a general 

discussion of the basic principles of the doctrinal concept of Islam, including the 

ultihiyya, rubiibiyya and lidkimiyya of God, and their effects on human life; the 

nature of social justice in Islam; and finally, the foundations of social justice. 
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4.2 The doctrinal concept (al-ta§awwur al-i iqAPT): Ulr iyya, Rubu-biyya and 

«äkimiyya of God 

Earlier, in Chapter Two of this study, Qutb called upon his fellow Muslims to return 

to Islam to find a solution to the current problems and to examine Islam's 

comprehensive philosophy of the universe, life and humankind. In his view, a clear 

understanding of the universe, including all the activities in the heavens and on the 

earth and the harmony between the cosmos and life, would lead Muslims to a deep 

appreciation of Islam as a religion of unity, encompassing all elements of life. Qutb 

stated in al-Salam al-`Älami, for example: 

Islam is the religion of unity. It is the unity of all existence; inanimate, plant, 
animal and human. All activities in the cosmos are included and integrated 
in this unity, whether they concern the rotation of planets or the working of 
human minds. Islam finds unity in planets when following their eternal law 
as well as in souls when responding to their natural inclinations to acquire 
knowledge and implement justice. 28 

More importantly, the knowledge of such a theory would make Muslims 

more aware of their true position in life and more appreciative of their Creator. Qutb 

further stated, "He is the One God who reigns over all beings and to Him they turn 

for refuge in this life and in the hereafter. "289 

It seems that Qutb's understanding of the unity of Islam (which comprises all 

aspects from a single particle to the most advanced species of sophisticated life and 

the oneness of God Who reigns over all His creatures) led him to conclude that a 

study of any subject from the Islamic point of view must begin by examining the 

appropriate comprehensive theory. Therefore, the study of social justice in Islam 

inevitably required an examination of Islam's comprehensive philosophy of the 

universe and humankind. Qutb wrote in al-`Adala: 

288 Qutb, Islam and Universal Peace, 5. 

289 Ibid., 6. 
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We cannot understand the nature of social justice in Islam until we first 
examine the general outline of Islamic theory on the subject of the universe, 
life and humankind. For social justice is only a branch of that great science 
to which all Islamic studies must refer. 290 

In Ziidl, questions of the theory of the universe, life and humankind seemed 

to be discussed by Qutb at greater length than in his earlier works. 291 This is 

particularly apparent in his analysis of Islam's general approach to human life and 

questions of social justice. Regarding the role of humankind, Qutb held the opinion 

that there was, by nature, a close relationship between human beings and the 

heavenly bodies. He maintained that human beings and the universe were integrated 

to work in harmony. 292 The basic principle was one of integration of humans and 

their fellow humans and the entire universe, and not one of war and mutual 

oppression. Thus, any form of unjust behaviour and wrongdoing in reality, 

contradictory to the unity of the universe, life and humankind. 293 

In the context of human life, Qutb realized that the unity emphasized in Islam 

would harmonize people's worship and their social relations. It would reconcile the 

spiritual and the material aspects of humankind, the spiritual and the economic 

aspects and this world and the afterlife. Thus, problems arising in society would not 

be resolved individually or in isolation from other problems because all parts of the 

religion were closely correlated. 294 

Islam is based on the principle of the oneness (taivliid) of God, for it is from 

Him that all life issues and unto Him that it returns. Therefore, the study of Islamic 

theory (previously mentioned), in Qutb's view, was a means of understanding the 

290 Qutb, al-`Adala, 21. 

291 For QuIb's discussion about the universe see for instance, Qutb, Ziläl, 1: 152,546; 4: 2052,2173, 
2230; and 6: 3792,3803,3865. On humankind's relationship with the universe, see for instance, Qutb, 
Ziläl, 5: 3090. 

292 Ibid., 3: 1270. See also 5: 3090. 

293 Ibid., 3: 1270-1275. 

294 Ibid., 2: 673. 
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principle of the tawhid of God, manifested in the phrase "la ildha Elld'lldh" - "There 

is no deity except Allah" (meaning that there is no one to be worshipped except 

God). 295 Qutb then explained in detail concepts such as the uliihiyya of God, His 

rubz7biyya and häkintiyya, convinced that a sound knowledge of them would 

strengthen the individual's belief in God. 

According to Qutb, the principle of understanding the tawliid of God did not 

just require knowing the phrase "lä iläha illa'lläh" in one's heart, but required the 

submission of the whole life of the individual to God. It required all human affairs, 

including the human ethical system (al-nizäm al-akhlägi), political system (al-ni? c nz 

al-siyäsi) and social system (al-ni; din al-ýtiniä i), with their foundations and 

components, to be derived (munbasiqa) from the ulilhiyya of God alone. 296 

Qutb laid particularly strong emphasis on the uhshiyya of God in Zildl, 

because he believed that it was the basis of all Islamic systems, doctrines, legislation 

and ritual. The tawhid of God as manifested in His ult uyya, Qutb maintained 

became the basis and centre of justice. He stated: 

When people begin to recognize their God and worship Him alone, and 
when people are freed from submission to their fellow man and their own 
desires, there emerges the Islamic system that upholds justice in accordance 
with God's command and establishes social justice in the name of God alone 
and not in any other form. 297 

Thus, as believers in the religion and in particular in the tativliid of God, it was a 

religious duty for individual Muslims to derive their values and standards, their 

legislation and morals from the tawliid of God. All institutions, economic and 

political, must be based on this principle. It Evas the focal point that distinguished 

Islamic society from other societies not based on the tawh7d. The ultimate infidelity 

295 Qutb, Ziläl, 2: 1005-1006. 

296 Ibid., 2: 1009-1010. 

297 Ibid., 2: 1008. 
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occurred when humans created a society and its laws independently of God. This, 

according to Qutb, constituted a breach in the tawe id of God, which was the centre of 

justice. 298 

Before Islam, the world had witnessed humans worshipping different gods 

and idols, such as during the jähiliyya period at Mecca. This jähir society also 

indulged in the so-called "worship of man by man. " Its people conferred the right of 

trusteeship over other human beings to individuals instead of God Almighty. Thus, 

Islam came to liberate the people and abolish all forms of slavery by human beings. 

It limited the total submission (`ubz7diyya inutlaga) on earth to the One God who 

controlled and sustained the entire universe and the life of all humankind. Qutb 

quoted from the Qur'an as follows: 

Do they seek for other than the religion of God? - while all creatures in the 
heavens and on the earth have, willingly or unwillingly, bowed to His will, 
and to Him shall all be brought back. 2 9 

One might ask, why does Qutb emphasise this doctrinal concept so strongly? 

And to what extent does it relate to social justice? Before we go further in discussing 

Qutb's notion of social justice and its characteristics, it is important to examine his 

personal view of this doctrinal belief. 

According to Qutb, Sz7ra 6 (al-An°ämn) clearly portrayed the significance of 

the true understanding of the doctrinal concept, ulzihiyya and rubzibiyya of God Both 

demanded that all Muslims give their total submission (°ibcda) to God alone, not to 

anyone else, and to adhere to His laws to liberate themselves from human 

298 Quib, 7ildl, 2: 1009. 

299 Qur'ä an, 3: 83. 
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enslavement and become the slaves of God. 300 Social justice could not be established 

in a society where slavery and the worship of man by his fellow man still existed. 301 

Islam did not advocate passive worship but, social reform or social revolution 

(ingildb ýtimä i). It aimed to abolish all rulership which demanded the worship of 

man by his fellow man. 302 Qutb explained that in such a society, people based their 

values and standards, their ethics and morals, their institutions, legislature and laws 

on their own ideas instead of God's laws. There were also individuals who asserted 

that they had precisely the attributes of uhihiyya, which belonged to God, and thus 

forced other people to worship them. Pharaoh was a typical example. 303 

The acceptance of the zdz71fyya of God, in Qutb's view, was the recognition 

(al-i`tiral) that Allah Evas the Creator of this universe, life and humankind, 

Administrator of the universe, Ruler, Legislator, Law-giver, and King Who ruled 

over human life. 304 He alone deserved to be worshipped, no one else. It was complete 

submission to and worship of God. Therefore, any deviation from the true 

understanding of the ult7hiyya of God, including its characteristics of rubtibiyya and 

häkimiyya would ruin the whole structure of human life, since it was not based on the 

true foundations. 

The rubübiyya of God, in Qutb's view, meant the recognition of God as 

Ruler, King and Legislator, Who ruled over every aspect of humankind. It also meant 

the abolition of other systems not based on the shari a of God. 305 Therefore, every 

one's social, political and economic activities governed by the shari a were 

manifestations of rubzibiyya. When people deviate from the shad a, they would be in 

300 Qutb, Zil171,2: 1005-1006. 

301 Ibid., 2: 1006. 

302 Ibid., 3: 1448. See also 1: 378-379. 

303 Ibid., 3: 1348. 

30' Ibid., 1: 385. See also 3: 1763. 

303 Ibid., 3: 1346. 
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the category of those who committed shirk. In this regard, Qutb's understanding of 

rubübiyya was confined to human affairs in the sense that human beings should 

accept that God was the Law-giver and the Legislator. They should act according to 

the shari a of God instead of following their desires or other man-made laws. For 

this reason, Qutb viewed the continual struggle between Islam and the jähiliyya as 

based on the rubirbiyya of God, since the rubirbiyya "is the question of religious 

belief and sovereignty, obedience and consent. "306 

In Qutb's view, the rubi7biyya of God and His hükimiyya307 (which also 

included in the overal meaning of rubtlbiyya) meant God's sovereignty and His reign 

over human affairs and were inseparable from His ulithiyya. 

For the link between the ultihryya of God and His rubz7biyya is like the root 
and its twigs where the rubübiyya becomes one of the characteristics of the 
uluhiyya of God. In other word, the characteristics of the uluhiyya of God 
can be described in terms of His nibübiyya, and His häkimiyya. 308 

It seems that Qutb's idea of the uhrhiyya of God, was derived from al- 

Mawdüdi's understanding of iläh and rabb in his famous book, Four basic Qur'anic 

Terms. The ula-hiyya of God and His rubübiyya, according to al-Mawdüdi, meant 

that: 

Allah alone is the Lord, Master, and Ruler Who is the Sovereign of the 
Universe, life and mankind. Everything that exists, whether animate or 
inanimate, is bound by the laws made by Him and is, to that extent, 
subservient and submissive to Him, willingly or unwillingly. 309 

306 Qutb, Ziläl, 4: 1910. 

307 The lidkimiyya of God and its effect on human affairs is discussed in more detail in Chapter Five 
under characteristics of an Islamic state. 

308 Qulb, Ziläl, 3: 1823. 

309 Mawdüdi, Four Basic Our anic Terms, 20-21. 
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If people had true understanding of ulz7hi)ya, rubzibiyya and häkintiyya, Qutb 

believed that they would be guided towards God, because they would soon realize 

the nature of existence, as well as their place and their goal in it. This is, of course, in 

line with Sfira 51 (al-Dhäriyät) verse 51, which states, "And I (Allah) created not the 

jinn and mankind except that they should worship Me (Alone). " 

Qutb interpreted this verse to mean that worship (`ibüda) was the main 

purpose of human creation in this world. Those who were not aware of that were 

living a meaningless life. They had no clear direction in their worldly activity in the 

sense that they should be striving for God's pleasure. 310 Furthermore, the unity 

between humankind and the rest of God's creation, including the jinn, was bound 

under the ulühiyya of God, when all those creatures worshipped the same God. 31 

In another instance, Qutb contended that the complete purification of human 

hearts from worshipping any but God alone would soon enable a just and sound 

society to be achieved. This was because only such a group of people, whose beliefs, 

worship and laws were completely free of servitude to anyone but God could create a 

Muslim community. 312 

Thus, Islam's approach to social justice was, according to Qutb, inseparable 

' from the all-embracing universal nature of this religion, including the concept of the 

ulühiyya of God, the universe, life and humankind. Since all aspects of the religion 

were closely correlated, it became impossible to understand human social and 

political affairs without referring to basic principle: tativliid, where all existence is 

issued directly from one comprehensive and absolute Will. 313 Verses 82 and 83 of 

Sara 36 (Yüsin) clearly demonstrated this, for they explained that everything was 

created by God's Will without any intermediary between the Creative Will and the 

310 Qujb, Zilnl, 6: 3387. 

311 Ibid., 6: 3387. 

312 Ibid., 2: 1011. 

313 Ibid., 2: 1006-1007. 
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created beings. There was no difficulty in God's creating all His creatures, the earth 

and the universe, for they had all been created in the same unified manner. 314 

With his strong belief in the tawhTd of God as the basis of human society, and 

the unity of all God's creation, Qutb proceeded to a detailed discussion on the nature 

of social justice and its characteristics in Islam. An analysis of Qutb's earlier 

discussion on the doctrinal concept of Islam suggests that his continued emphasis on 

the significance of observing the Islamic theory of the universe, life and humankind 

was intended to make people recognize the nature of the uli7hiyya and rubfibiyya of 

God and the belief that only by studying this theory would they know their Creator. 

4.3 Social justice: Its nature 

Qutb's firm belief in the tativhid of God and the unity of His creation was the basis 

from which he proceeded to address the entire range of human problems and apply 

solutions to them. 

Life, according to Qutb, should feature co-operation and integration between 

all human beings to create a just and sound society. Humans by nature loved peace 

and harmony: no one liked to be exploited, oppressed or dealt with unjustly by 

' others. Such behaviour was contradictory to Islamic principles. This meant that 

human-beings (al-nds) were by nature integrated and accountable to a permanent 

Divine Justice, following the harmony that existed in the rest of God's creation, such 

as the cosmos, the natural world and so on. Following this principle, Qutb 

maintained that establishing justice was the duty of all humankind, irrespective of 

belief. 315 

One may ask that if humans have a natural love of justice and peace, why do 

oppression and exploitation still exist? In this regard, Qutb realized that once God's 

program (manhaj) was ignored, and people followed their own desires instead of 

314 Qutb, 7i1ä!, 5: 2978. 

315 Ibid., 2: 688-689,775. 
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God's command, then oppression and conflict would be the result. This was because 

different people had different ways of thinking as long as they had no central 

guideline for reference. Only the tnanhaj of God was just to all humankind, since it 

was neither influenced by human desire, nor biased in favour of certain groups of 

people. The program itself came directly from the one Lord, "Who is God for all 

beings and [truly] nothing is hidden from Him, in the earth or in the heaven. , 316 Thus 

it was Divine Justice found within the manhaj of God which was perfect, eternal, 

irrespective of time and place, and designed for universal application to everyone. 317 

If we look at the history of humankind, it seems that people have always been 

in crucial need of justice in their lives. This can be seen, for instance, with the 

emergence of various theories and views by thinkers and philosophers on how to 

create a just socio-political order. Plato, for instance, defined justice as harmonious 

relationship between the various parts of the social organism. Every citizen, 

therefore, must do his duty in his appointed place, and do that for which his nature 

was best adapted. Plato thus envisaged an ideal but class-oriented society wherein 

people were naturally unequal, yet justice was a paramount virtue to be administered 

by the best men who could be trusted not to abuse their powers. This would mean 

. 
that justice was to be administered under the rule of men and not to be observed 

under the rule of Law. 318 

Aristotle's concept of justice was, on the other hand, rooted in equality and 

the just distribution of wealth within the community. This equality, in Aristotle's 

view, was to be based on merit and the level of contribution. This meant that the 

316 Quib, Zildl, 1: 379. See also Qur'än, 2: 284; and 3: 5 

317 Ibid., 2: 774,777. 

318 Plato, The Republic, trans. A. D. Lindsay (London: J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd, 1976), 119-121. See 
also, R. M. W. Dias, Jurispnide, rce, 5th edn. (London: Butterworth, 1985), 74. 
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people making the greatest contribution to their society would have the greatest share 

of monetary reward, honour and political off ice. 319 

There were also among Muslim scholars those who had suggested means of 

realizing social justice, like Ibn Khaldtin320 (d. 1408) and Ibn al-Azrag321 (d. 1491). 

According to Ibn Khaldün, justice was central in the social theory of society where 

its achievement was dependent on the application of the shari a law to human affairs. 

If the laws of a certain society had come to be disregarded, that society would be 

completely destroyed and demoralized. 322 Ibn al-Azraq, on the other hand, believed 

that the achievement of justice in human society would depend on rulers who took 

office because of its prestige and the power they could wield over their people. He 

believed that the ruled could play their role in prevailing upon their rulers to espouse 

justice by two means: firstly, by demonstrating that the evil consequences of injustice 

would undermine the rulers and lead to the destruction of their regime; and secondly, 

by convincing the rulers of the advantages to be obtained from a just government 

policy. 323 

Modernists like al-Afghäni and °Abduh also gave some thought to the ideal 

standard of justice. According to al-Afghani, only a society that possessed higher 

religion was capable of establishing and maintaining justice. With the spiritual and 

religious strength among members of the society, it was possible to observe and 

319 Aristotle, The Politics, trans. E. Barker (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1946), 129. On 
discussions of Aristotle's concept of justice see Edgar Bodenheimer, Jurisprudence, the Philosophy 
and Method of the Law (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962), 180. See also Majid Khadduri, 
The Islamic conception of Justice (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984), 174. 

320 His full name was `Abd al-Rahmän ibn Muhammad. He was born in Tunis on 27 May 1332. He 
served as a teacher, diplomat and judge throughout his life. Among his famous works were 
Prolegomena (al-Mugaddima) and the history of North-West Africa. See Khadduri, Islamic 
Conception of Justice, 182-189. 

321 His full name was Abü `Abd Allah ibn al-Azraq. He was born in Malaqa (Malaga), Spain in 1427 
and became a judge there before moving to Gharnäta (Granada) to become Chief Judge of Granada in 
Spain. See Khadduri, Islamic Conception of Justice, 190-191. 

322 Khadduri, Islamic Conception of Justice, 188-189. 

323 Ibid., 191. 
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check on rulers and restrain them from oppression and injustice. 324 'Abduh, on the 

other hand, believed that justice could be achieved by the judicial system, which 

would need continual reform to meet changing conditions. 325 Both al-Afghani and 

cAbduh to some extents, used reason as a basis for a system of justice which was 

comparable to Divine Justice. They also tried to conform to Western theories. 

The above views of Muslim scholars clearly show their belief that justice was 

a necessity in society. Though opinions and theories of its definition varied, all the 

scholars agreed that justice could be achieved by following the divine source. The 

debate arose over how Divine Justice should be realized on Earth and this reflected 

their different backgrounds (Ibn Khaldün and Ibn al-Azraq lived in an age when the 

Islamic community was in decadence). 326 

Qutb's approach to social justice could be considered a response not only to 

the social and political problems facing his society at that time (as described in 

Chapters One and Two), but also to the endless disputes among scholars in providing 

reliable criteria for measuring the level of justice in social order. Owing to the 

continuing decadence in the Muslim world and the failure of earlier scholars in 

reaching a permanent measurement of justice, Qutb chose to look for a solution in 

the roots of the religious doctrines described above. This can be seen from his 

statement that: 

With the passing of generation after generation after the miracle period (the 
Prophet's period), many libraries began to be filled with books on 
jurisprudence and law... many leaders started to speak about justice, and 
many tongues started to talk about its application... there were various 
theories, means and plans suggesting its full application but the only true 

324 Khadduri, Islamic Conception of Justice, 198-199. 

323 Ibid., 200. 

326 Ibid., 191. 
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means of realizing justice in human conscience and life is from within that 
manhaj of God. 32 

Qutb added that true justice was "justice by which the Muslim community dealt with 

God directly, free from any [human] passion or desire or interest. "328 

Qutb viewed Islam as the religion of justice because it took an open approach 

to it. Thus any means of achieving social justice would be recognized and upheld by 

Islam, unless, of course, the means themselves contravened Islamic principles. 

Justice should be the embodiment of God's Will and should not be influenced by any 

individual or group interest. 329 Therefore, it should be derived from the Islamic view 

of life, the universe and humankind, all united under God's Will and His Control. 

Justice would be achieved only in a society based solidly on a true understanding of 

such a doctrinal concept. 330 

Justice literally means "the putting of something in its rightful place, the 

place where it belongs. 031 Perhaps it was with this definition in mind that Qutb 

called upon his fellow Muslims and everyone else to return to the one belief (`agTda): 

a belief in the taivhid of God and His Justice, whereby everyone would be treated 

fairly without discrimination in colour, race, sex and so on. Elsewhere, Qutb referred 

tö justice in human society as being closely related to equality, in that it aimed to 

establish equilibrium in the distribution of rights and duties, advantages and burdens 

327 Qulb, Ziläl, 2: 777. In Qutb's earlier work, a1. cAddla, he had also stated the necessity of Muslims 
returning to their own resources in their search for social justice. They should not look into the views 
and writings of earlier philosophers of Islam like Ibn Sinä, Ibn Rushd or others whose ideas according 
to him, were nothing but a shadow of Greek philosophy. See Quib, al-`Addla, 22. For a detailed 
discussion about the influence of Greek philosophy on Muslim philosophers and scholars, see 
Khadduri, Islamic Conception of Justice, 78-105. 

328 Quib, 7ilä1,2: 774. 

329 Ibid., 2: 890. 

330 Ibid., 2: 1006. 

331 Ibid., 1: 379. 
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among the members of the community in their search for God's pleasure. 332 

Therefore, justice, in Qutb's view, was essentially a social concept. Its basis was 

social relations and would have little meaning when applied to an individual in 

isolation from society. 

According to Qutb, the centrality of justice to the value structure of Islam was 

portrayed clearly in the Qur'än. As God said: "We sent our Messengers (rusuland) 

with clear signs and sent down with them the Book and measure in order to establish 

justice among the people. "333 The phrase "our messengers" confirmed that justice 

had been the goal of all the scripture revealed to humankind. Furthermore, it was this 

justice that established a peaceful, co-operative and kind society, since it was 

administered in accordance with the manhaj of God and measured by its standards. 334 

Qutb further maintained that the "measurement" (al-m7zän) in the above verse was a 

Divine measurement (al-mizän al-11äM), that is, a permanent guideline for everyone: 

"Without this permanent Divine measurement (al-mizän al-Ilüh7) as part of the 

manhaj of God and His law (shari atuh), people will not genuinely achieve any 

justice. "335 

Here, Qutb was in agreement with Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 1350), who 

grasped the essence of the above Qur'anic declaration in his statement: "Justice is the 

supreme goal and objective of Islam. God has sent scriptures and messengers to 

establish justice among people... any path that leads to justice is an integral part of 

the religion and can never be against it. "336 Elsewhere, he said: 

332 Qu1b, 7ildl, 2: 1006-1007. 

333 Qur'än, 57: 25. 

334 Ibid., 6: 3494. 

335 Ibid. 

336 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, al-Tiiruq al-Ifuknriyya fi'l-Siyäsa al-Shar(`yya (Cairo: Mu'assasa al- 
`Arabiyya li'l-Tabä`a, 1961), 16. 
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The Law-Giver has not confined the ways and means that attain justice, nor 
any of its signs and indications, to the exclusion of other evidence... He 
declared justice as His overriding objective and also explained some of the 
means towards attaining it, but then commanded that it should be the basis 
generally of all adjudication and government. 337 

At this point, it would appear that Qutb's view of justice paralleled the view 

of Ibn Qayyim in that both placed more emphasis on the means of its establishing 

than on the meaning of its concept. 

According to Qutb, Islam required absolute justice (al-`adl al-mutlaq), 

regardless of differences in colour, sex, race and belief. This, was because it was 
based on the command of God. Therefore, Muslims must deal justly in all matters 

pertaining to human affairs, whether those of fellow Muslims or people of different 

religious beliefs. 338 In another instance, Qujb considered the administration of justice 

a trust from God to all His believers. He viewed the revelation of verse 58 of Sl ra 4 

(al-Nisä') as clearly asking the believers to be just not only among themselves but 

also to people of other religions. 339 Commenting on this verse, which says: "when 

you judge between men, you judge with justice, " Qutb argued that applying justice 

was a sign of belief in God and His messengers. This was because it required 

sacrifice, and might even cause personal loss or loss by parents and other relatives. 

For this reason, those who could cope with this burden and stand firmly for justice 

were surely among the true believers, for they had proved their faith (Iman). Owing 

to these people, Qutb stated, "justice and truth had been maintained in spite of the 

requirements for tremendous sacrifice on their part. Manipulation, exploitation and 

other acts of injustice were not condoned by these true believers. "340 

337 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,. r/an: al Muwagqi irr, ed. °Abd a1-Rahmän al-Wakil (Cairo: Dar al-Kutub 
at-Iladith, 1969), 4: 461-462. 

338 Qujb,, ' Ztlal, 2.689. 

339 Ibid., 2: 775. 

340 Ibid. 
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A question, however, does arise here: if Muslims are required to apply 

justice, since this is one of the characteristics of true believers in God, how is that 

justice to be upheld or measured? Did Islam merely require them to administer 

justice without rules or laws by which they should control their actions? In this 

regard, Qutb believed that it was the Divine measurement, manifested in the Qur'än 

and the Prophet's traditions, that Muslims were to follow so that their desires would 

not be able to cheat them and lead them astray. 341 Men's minds, Qutb added, were: 

always affected by various effects. There is nothing that can be called 
"human mentality", that which would lead to an absolute guideline [which 
all people can follow]. Instead, there is my mind, your mind, his mind and 
so and so... there must therefore be a permanent measurement to which all 
those minds could refer so that they will know the extent of wrong and right 
in terms of rules and perceptions... a permanent measurement in the sense 
that it would not be affected by desire and other influences. 342 

Elsewhere, Qutb maintained that the justice on which the Islamic system of 

life (manhaj al-hayd) was based was guaranteed by God, where every individual 

would be dealt with justly in accordance with His command. Therefore, hatred, anger 

and ill-feeling had no place here and could not be allowed to influence or prevent 

anyone from upholding justice and maintaining the truth. Such feelings existed only 

in a society based on man-made laws and very much influenced by human desires 

rather than an active search for the truth. 343 

Therefore, upholding justice was a duty for every Muslim before God. There 

was a clear command from God in the Qur'än: 

Say: My Lord hath commanded justice: and that ye set your whole selves (to 
Him) at every time and place of prayer, and call upon Him, making your 

331 Qutb, T_ildl, 2: 690-692; and 6: 3918. 

342 Ibid., 2: 690. 

343 Ibid., 2: 890. 
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devotion sincere as in His sight: such as He created you in the beginning, so 
shall you return. 344 

In this verse, though the command Evas directed at the Prophet, its substance 

was also directed at all Muslims. Moreover, rendering justice ranked as the most 

noble act of devotion next to belief in God, since it is the greatest of all duties 

entrusted to the Prophets and it is the strongest justification of the vicegerency 

(khilafa) of humankind on the earth. 345 

Despite his belief in the ability of Islamic justice in solving human problems, 

Qutb, as noted earlier, admitted that upholding justice was a difficult and 

burdensome duty. He realized that one should not be influenced by emotions, desires, 

family ties and love, because in doing so, one might be diverted from the truth. 346 

Justice was particularly difficult when they (the believers) had to apply it to their 

enemies. Verse 8 of Sura 5 (al-Ma'ida), according to Qutb, clearly prohibited the 

believers from feeling hatred even towards their enemies. Justice must be 

maintained, since it brought enormous benefits to both Muslims and non-Muslims 

and, more importantly, upholding justice indicated these true believers in God. 

Qutb's call for the establishment of justice, it might seem to be based more on 

a theoretical framework than on its applicability in practical human life. Therefore, 

his view was apparently no different from that of the early scholars who disagreed 

merely over a methodological failure to relate the theory of justice to practice. 347 

However, the following statement by Qutb, might clarify his stance on this point: 

absolute justice would not be achieved in human life, and its application 
could not be maintained (constantly) similar to that of the management of 
the universe.. [truly] this would not be achieved except by the 

34; Qur'an, 7: 29 

aas Quib, Ziläl, 1: 25-60. 

346 Ibid., 2: 776-777. 

347 Khadduri, Islamic Conception of Justice, 193. 
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implementation of the manhaj of God which He chose for human life 
explained in the Qur'än... otherwise there would be no fairness and justice 

... and there would be no integration of human activities into the universe 
nor co-operation between them. 348 

Qutb added: 

Islam is the religion of submission and obedience... it would not be 
considered a religion in the sight of God if it is merely a theory coming from 
the mind or merely an acknowledgement in the heart ... 

but such theory and 
recognition need to be stimulated into reality ... that is, an arbitration with the 
Inajnhaj of God in all human matters. 349 

Qutb also stated in Ma`älim that "this general call to liberate humankind on earth 

from all power that is not the power of God was not theoretical, philosophical nor 

passive ... 
it was dynamic, active and positive. "350 According to him, human history 

had shown that only when people followed the Qur'än and judged their lives in 

accordance with its teachings, would they feel the taste of justice. 

It was within the context of this belief that Qutb mentioned the state351 and 

the Muslim community as having an important role in achieving justice. Qutb 

maintained that, in addition to enforcing the shari a law, the state should provide its 

people with educational and employment opportunities and other facilities to enable 

them to lead independent lives. Each individual had the right to employment, 

accommodation, etc., which should be provided by the state because they were of 

great necessity (darfrriyyat) to human life. 352 

348 Qutb, Ziläl, 1: 379. 

349 Ibid., 1: 377. 

350 Sayyid Qutb, Ma`dlim, 67-Tariq (Cairo: DAr al-Shurüq, 1980), 68. 

351 A detailed discussion on the state and its objectives is given in Chapter Five on the practical 
dimension of social justice. 

352 Qutb, 7, ildJ, 2: 882. 
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While the state provided the facilities, the people, for their part, should strive 

hard for their own socio-economic well-being. This was because Islam attached great 

importance to hard work and lawful earnings. 353 Indeed, Islam condemned those who 

did nothing and remained idle. However, there were those who worked hard, but 

earned insufficient to meet their basic needs. Qutb believed that it was the 

responsibility of the state and the private sector to help the poor and needy people 

under the institution of zakät and other voluntary charity, 354 the basic principle being 

mutual love and respect and co-operation and solidarity between individuals and the 

community. Therefore anyone deviating from this principle, must be brought back to 

it by any means possible. It was more appropriate to follow the nrarnhaj of God in this 

universe. 

Qutb maintained that it was also the aim of the shari a law to bring deviants 

from the principle of justice back to the 'nanhaj of God. For example, Qutb regarded 

stealing as being a deviation from the principles of harmony and peace, because the 

thieves were really trying to make trouble in their society and usurp the rights of 

others. Qutb believed that they were more influenced by greed and selfishness than 

the fulfilment of their basic needs. Islam provided the means of fulfilling human 

rieeds either by working or by sharing the wealth of the rich through zakät and 

cadaga. The appropriate punishment, therefore, was inevitable to bring these people 

back to the manhaj of God. 355 This, according to Qutb was laid down in verse 38 of 

Sara 5 (al-Ma'ida), when God said, "As for the male and female thief, cut off their 

hands, a recompense for what they earned, punishment from Allah, and Allah is 

Mighty, Wise. "356 

353 Qutb, 7i! dl, 2: 882-883. 

354 Ibid. A detailed study of zakät and its institution is given in Chapter Five of this thesis under the 
heading of wealth and social equity. 

355 Qulb, 7ilä1,2: 883-885. 

356 Qur'än, 5: 38. 
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In Qutb's view, Islam's approach to social justice was all-embracing in that 

everything was taken into consideration to create a just society where all Muslims 

were gathered together as one community. To maintain unity and co-operation in that 

community, people had to know the laws by which they operated. It was, therefore, 

the law of God that could preserve this unity. Qutb interpreted verses 9 and 10 of 

Sz ra 49 (al-IJu jardt), for instance, to mean that love, co-operation and unity would 

become characteristic of the Muslim community. Though conflict and violence might 

erupt among the Muslims, it should be the exception, and those deviating from the 

truth should be restored to their proper place as Muslims. This is shown in Qutb's 

statement: "It becomes a [religious] obligation upon the Muslim summa to be just to 

all humankind, even though in doing so they may face difficulty and struggle. "357 

Qutb's statement is based on the following verse of the Qur'an: 

If two parties of the believers fight, put things right between them; then, if 
one of them is insolent to the other, fight the insolent one till he reverts to 
God's commandment. If he reverts, set things right between them equitably, 
and be just. 358 

Qutb's view of social justice was apparently derived from his belief in the 

Absolute justice of Islam within the manhaj of God, including the recognition of the 

tawhid of God, that is, His ulirhiyya, rubi7biyya and hükimiyya. The practical 

application of this manhaj to human society would not only achieve justice but also 

bring humankind into line with the rest of God's creation in this universe. Moreover, 

it was this justice, based on the taivhid of God, which 

1. treated human beings as individuals with liberty and equality as their birthright; 

357 Qutb, ZiIöl, 2: 852. 

358 Qur'än, 49: 9. 
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2. provided them with equal opportunities of developing their personalities and, 

more importantly, their talents so that they were better fitted to fill the situations 

to which they were entitled; 

3. regulated their relationship with society in such a manner that, far from being 

harmful to the interests of society, they made their own contribution to its moral 

values and welfare; 

4. freed the human spirit completely from the pressure of economics and the 

pressure of the authorities that controlled the sources of wealth; and 

5. created an absolute, balanced and harmonious unity and general solidarity 

between individuals and groups so that they could work together to build and 

develop their lives and direct them in accordance with the laws of God. This 

meant that both individuals and the community were given the freedom of life 

within the bounds of the manhaj. 

4.4 The Basis of Social Justice and its Objectives 

Islam established social justice on a social basis. This means that the Islamic theory 

of justice has a practical application to human society. It is not merely a religious 

theory in a world of shadow or verbally expressed without any relevance to the 

reality of human life. 

Earlier, we mentioned Qutb's emphasis on the need to look back to the 

Islamic teachings on the universe, life and humankind, and the tawhid of God, in 

particular, for he believed that all Islamic systems, doctrines, legislation and ritual 

were built on those fundamental ideas. For this reason, social justice, which 

constituted part of the Islamic way of life, must. be studied from that perspective, 

since the religion of Islam, Qutb stated: 

.. 
does not tackle life's problems in fragments, for it does not set up an 

independent principle to solve each individual problem. It makes from its 
comprehensive theory an axis around which all other problems revolve. 
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Thus, the different issues are linked, tightly or loosely, to the axis, and the 
whole complex forms a unified religious outlook. 359 

The basis of social justice is built on three important elements: (1) absolute 

freedom of conscience; (2) the complete equality of all human beings; and (3) 

solidarity. 

4.4.1 Freedom of Conscience 

Part of the basis on which Islam established its regulation for social justice was the 

freedom of the human conscience from all impulses within the human soul that might 

lead people to destruction. This was because a peaceful and harmonious life could be 

established only when people had successfully brought under control their inmost 

desires and protected them from being defeated by negative elements that Islam 

sought to abolish. These included associating other people or objects with God (shirk 

bi'lldh), greater attachment to families and other materialistic values than to God's 

blessings (mardätillah), and following the evil desires within the soul. 36° 

According to Qutb, freedom of the human conscience from associating others 

with God meant to be free from servitude and submission to anyone but God. Since 

God was the Creator of humankind and all other creation, He alone was to be 

worshipped and offered submission (`ubi7diyya). 361 Qutb regarded this form of shirk 

as including submission and obedience to those holding a special post in society, 

such as rulers. Islam, Qutb held, did not forbid Muslims to obey those in authority 

and to co-operate with them towards the betterment of their affairs. However, it 

strongly forbade any obedience to those in authority, which resulted in the slavery of 

man by man, since this contradicted the doctrinal concept of Islam mentioned 

359 Quib, Islam and Universal Peace, 5. 

360 Quib, 7ildl, 1: 373-375. See also 5: 2772-2773 and 6: 4002-4004. 

361 Ibid., 2: 1166. See also 3: 1240-1241. 
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earlier. 362 Qutb regarded verses 1-4 of Sara 112 (al-Ikhlüs) as being particularly 

relevant to the doctrinal concept since it concentrated on proclaiming the Oneness 

(tawhid) of God in His existence (tivt jtiduhu) and His actions (aj`dluhu). A deep 

understanding of and a firm belief in the doctrinal concept of Islam provided a strong 

force for people to restrain themselves from indulging in wrongdoing. They felt free 

to do as they wished so long as their deeds did not contradict Islamic principles and 

believed that nothing could be harmful unless by the Will of God. 363 

In Qutb's opinion, people generally agreed, irrespective of their religious 

belief, that God alone created everything in this universe. The question then arose: 

whose laws were to be followed in human society, those of God or those of humans? 

Qutb now realized that the shirk of the Arabs of the jahiliyya (before Islam) and that 

of the Pharaoh were mainly due to their rejection of the sovereignty (hükiniiyya) of 

God Who laid down laws for humankind to follow. 364 Therefore rejection of the 

thkimryya of God meant the rejection of His divinity (ulühiyya) of God because 

God's Izäkimiyya, in Qutb's view, was among the characteristics of his uhihiyya, as 

noted earlier iii this chapter. 

When humans could free themselves from these feelings of servitude and 

submission to any of God's servants, they found that they were no longer impeded by 

any obstacles between them and God. They no longer had doubts in their hearts 

about their actions, for they knew that no one could cause harm unless by the Will of 

God. Their consciences would impel them to do good deeds and prevent them from 

committing any wrongdoing, because they were aware of the presence of God Who 

was All-Knowing and All-Seing. 365 

362 Qutb, Z1M!, 3: 1445-1449. Chapter Five of this study discusses the form of obedience to the ruler 
according to the basic principles of the Islamic political system. 
363 Ibid., 6: 4003-4004. 

364 Ibid., 1: 492; and 3: 1353. 

365 Ibid., 6`4003. 
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From Qutb's understanding of the freedom of human conscience from those 

in authority, it seems that his calling for such a liberation was revolutionary. This can 

be seen from several statements in which he clearly indicated his endeavour to bring 

about the Islamic revolution to change the current condition of Muslim society. For 

example: 

The call of Islam to the oneness of God and a submission to Him alone is 
not a verbal question nor a merely theological doctrine like that of other 
religious beliefs. In fact, it is a call for a social revolution aimed at 
exterminating those trying to ascend the highest throne of the divinity, and 
enslave other people with their various forms of tricks and wiles. 366 

It [Islam] is a comprehensive system that seeks to abolish all false and unjust 
systems in the world and to replace them with a sound and moderate system 
which looks after all human welfare better than that of other systems. Under 
the system the individual will find himself safe and in peace from forms of 
tyranny and evil deeds. 367 

Here, Qutb's revolutionary ideology seems to have been engendered by the 

promotion of a superior value system based on a belief in the divinity of God. Every 

Muslim was to be convinced that it was only the shari a of God, that they needed to 

follow, since it was superior to the man-made systems known to the modern age. 

Muslims who understood this concept would be protected from becoming victims of 

those with superior power. This revolution, however, necessitated several processes 

and stages to bring about change in every aspect of human society. 

Commenting on Qutb's emphasis on the freedom of human conscience from 

submission to any but God alone, Haddad, for instance, believed that it was a call "to 

renounce defeatism and the feelings of subservience, irrelevance and inferiority 

which appear to be the by-products of European colonialism. "368 Furthermore, this 

366 Qutb, 7ildl, 3: 1448. 

367 Ibid., 3: 1449. 

368 Y. Y. Haddad, "The Qur'anic Justification for an Islamic Revolution: The View of Sayyid Qulb, " 
hie Middle Eart Journal (1983): 37: 20. 
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Islamic revolution in which Qutb calls for by urgency and necessity, "provides 

liberation from bondage to all alien ideologies, thus eliminating the feeling of 

subservience to others. , 369 However, such a revolution: 

involves the tranformation of individuals through commitment. Together, 
these individuals form the righteous janrü a (body of believers) who become 
the vehicle of redemption for the society. They seek through da`wa to alert 
the others of imminent dangers from hateful enemies that lurk scheming the 
destruction of society. They have absolute assurance of the truth of their 
mission and conviction of the justice of their cause, they are unwilling to be 
open to any alien ideas. The Qur'än is their guide. 370 

Freedom of human conscience in Qutb's view, also included its freedom from 

being influenced by materialism. According to Qutb, the expansion and the 

advancement of human life and civilization also caused people to overrate 

materialistic values. As a result individuals felt inferior to other people who had 

wealth and financial power in society. Therefore they felt disinclined to play an 

active part in public achievement because they believed that they had nothing of 

worth to offer and improve their position in society. This trend, Qutb maintained, 

would only weaken society itself, since wealth had become the measure of an 

individual's pride and respect in the public eye instead of good deeds and pity. In 

discussing the value of %vealth and other worldly pleasures in the sight of God, he 

quoted from the Qur'an as follows: 

Wealth and children are the adornment of the life of this world. But the good 
righteous deeds, that last, are better with your Lord for rewards and better in 

respect ofhope. 371 

369 Haddad, "The Qur'anic Justification, " 28. 

370 Ibid. 

371 Qur'an, 18: 46. 
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Qutb held the view that there was no prohibition in Islam for individual 

Muslims to earn wealth and enjoy other worldly pleasures. However, these pleasure 

should be confined to the limits permitted by the shari a so that they would not 

control the human mind and lead people astray. Therefore, Islam declared that only 

good deeds and pity were the best and most valuable investment in the sight of God, 

not the wealth that people sought. 372 

According to Qutb, worldly pleasures such as wealth, children, women and 

profitable business were created by God to test people's faith (imän) in Him. They 

were not created merely for enjoyment but to be sought and used in attaining God's 

pleasure and His blessings. 373 In his argument, Qutb referred to verse 131 of Sara 20 

(Talzä), which provided an important reminder for Muslims: 

And strain not your eyes in longing for the things We have given for 
enjoyment to various groups of them (polytheists and disbelieveers in the 
Oneness of Allah), the splendour of the life of this world, that We may test 
them thereby. But the provision (good reward in the hereafter) of your Lord 
is better and more lasting. 

Qutb interpreted this verse to mean that only God's blessings and His 

pleasure were the good reward for people in this world, since it was the permanent 

and best provision in the Hereafter. It was not a man's wealth, his children and his 

beloved women that would be brought together with him at the judgment before 

God, but his good deeds that arose from within his soul. Qutb likened the temporary 

pleasures of this world to plants, producing attractive flowers which would 

eventually wither, despite their beauty (wurd') and embellishment (zawwäq). 374 

Qutb also interpreted the above verse to mean that Islam did not deny the 

right of people to enjoy the bounty (ni ma) from God, since such enjoyment might 

372 Qutb, Ziläl, 4: 2272. 

33 Ibid., 4: 2357. 

374 Ibid. 
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strengthen their belief in Him. What Islam sought to achieve in human life was to 

liberate the human conscience from devoting one's life wholly to wealth or other 

worldly pleasures which would finally lead one to ignore religious teachings. Qutb 

stated: 

God has created pleasantness of life so that people can take benefit from it 
and they can work hard on this earth to achieve and ensure such pleasantness 
(in their lives). Thus life will develop and be brought up to date and the 
vicegerency of humankind on this earth will therefore be realized. Such 
things however (should be available to people on the condition that) their 
intention (wijhatuhum) in enjoying this wealth is for the hereafter (al- 
ükhira) and that they do not deviate from its way and become completely 
obsessed with the wealth so that they lose all sense of the responsibility that 
goes with it. The wealth in this case is one sort 7awnun) of the various 
tokens of appreciation from the Giver (al-Mun`ini). 3 s 

Qutb realized that the limits set by Islam on the earning of wealth was to 

ensure that people would not indulge in the practice of usury and other forms of 

economic transactions that exploited other people. He cited the story of Korah 

(Qärün) as the best example of how he (Qärün) has immersed himself in worldly 

pleasure, which finally led him to deviate from the path of God. The Qurän 

described the story as follows: 

Verily, Qärün (Korah) was of Miüsä's (Moses) people, but he behaved 
arrogantly towards them. And We gave him of the treasures, that of which 
the keys would have been a burden to a body of strong men. Remember 
when his people said to him: "Do not exult (with riches, being ungrateful to 
Allah). Verily Allah likes not those who exult (with riches, being ungrateful 
to Allah). "37 

In another verse the Qur'än described Qärün's response to his people's advice: 

He said: "This has been given to me only because of the knowledge I 
possess. " Did he not know that Allah had destroyed before him generations, 

375 Quib, Ziläl, 5: 2711. 

376 Qur'än, 28: 76. 
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men who were stronger than him in might and greater in the amount (of 
riches) they had collected? 377 

Qutb interpreted these two verses to mean that Qärün's disbelief was not 

because of his rejection of the ulcihiyya of God, but because of his arrogance with his 

wealth, which led him to say: "this has been given to me only because of the 

knowledge I possess. " He understood that he was free to spend the money as he liked 

without being bound by God's laws. 378 

Qärün's story also described how those who had a constant belief in God and 

followed His manhaj could avoid becoming obsessed with materialism: 

So he (Korah) went forth before his people in his pomp. Those who were 
desirous of the life of the world, said: "Ah, would that we had the like of 
what Qärün (Korah) has been given! Verily he is the owner of a great 
fortune. But those who had been given (religious) knowledge said: `Woe to 
you! The Reward of Allah (in the hereafter) is better for those who believe 
and do righteous good deeds. "379 

It seems, therefore, that Qutb's emphasis on the freedom of human 

conscience was his attempt to raise the Muslims' consciousness about their role in 

life and not to be victims of those who used their wealth and power only to exploit 

and oppress others. Qutb believed that once human honour and self-respect could be 

restored to their proper place and when the slavery of man by man no longer existed 

in human society, social justice based on equality between all human-beings could be 

established in human life in general and Muslim society in particular. 380 

377 Qur'än, 28: 78. 

378 Qutb, Zildl, 5: 2714. 

379 Qur'än, 28: 79-80. 

380 Qulb, Zi/äl, 3: 1449. 
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4.4.2 human Equality 

As already noted in Qutb's view of the freedom of human conscience, human 

equality existed only in a society whose members considered all servants of God to 

be equal and no one to be superior to another except in good deeds and piety. 

Therefore, it was necessary to establish such equality in the practicality of daily life. 

According to Qutb, equality in Islam meant the equality of rights and freedom 

under the sharf a law. There could be no noble blood nor despised people, since all 

humankind was created in the same way from dust and nutfa (male semen and 

discharged female ovum, that is, Adam's offspring). 381 There could be no 

discrimination between men and women since all had the same rights and 

responsibilities under the shari a of God. Arguing the concept of human equality as a 

religious duty, Qutb cited several verses of the Qur'än and the Prophet's ahüdith. 

Verse 1 of Serra 4 (al-Nisä ), for instance, states: 

O mankind! Be dutiful to your Lord, Who created you from a single person 
(Adam), and from him (Adam) He created his wife [I iawwa (Eve)], and 
from them both He created many men and women; and fear Allah through 
Whom you demand (your mutual rights), and (reverence) the wombs 
(kinship). Surely, Allah is ever an All-Watcher over you. 

Qutb interpreted this verse to mean that the origins of humankind were the same 

parents (Adam and Eve) and family. If people properly understood the implication of 

the verse in their lives, there should not exist the so-called class struggle and the 

division of individuals into different colours and races. 382 The verse also corrected 

the misinterpretation of the role of women in society, who had been regarded as 

useless and had become the cause of calamity and malice in the family. In reality, 

381 Qutb, 7i1ä1,5: 2932. On Qur'5n's repetition about the nature of the creation of humankind, see also 
Qur'an, 77: 20-23; 86: 5-7; and 35: 12. 

382 Quib, 7ilä1,1: 574. 
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women were created to be men's partners in life so that the relationship between both 

parties would extend to form a family and from the family would evolve a society. 383 

The Qur'an further explained the nature of the creation of humankind into 

male and female, into nations and tribes, so that they could co-operate with and 

befriend one another: 

O mankind! We have created you from a male and a female, and made you 
into nations and tribes, that you may know one another. Verily, the most 
honourable of you with Allah is that (believer) who has al-tagwd [i. e. he is 

one of the muttagan (the pious)]. Verily, Allah is All-Knowing, All- 
Aware. 384 

Qutb cited this verse to argue that it was the Creator of humankind who 

called upon people to co-operate and unite. Thus there was no reason for people to 

ignore this divine call, for differences in the colour of skin, languages and tribes 

should not be the basis of dispute. Such differences were purposely created by God 

so that people would come together to co-operate with and to know one another in 

faith and humanity. Moreover, it was not the sex, language, country of origin, and 

nationality that were taken into consideration in God's measurement (hisdb A11ah). 

Indeed, there was only one measurement of the value of human's kindness: "the most 

honourable among you with Allah is that (believer) who has al-tagwci (fear of 

God). , 385 Qutb also cited the Prophet's liadith, narrated by Muslim, which stressed 

the equality of all human beings: "You are all the progeny of Adam, and Adam 

himself was of earth. "386 

383 Qu b, TIIQl, 1: 574-575. 

38; Qur'an, 49: 13. 

385 Qutb, 7i1ä1,6: 3348. 

386 Ibid. On another occasion the Prophet said: "People are as equal as the teeth of a comb; there is no 
superiority of an Arab over a non-Arab except by virtue of piety. " See Muhammad `Abd al-Qadir Abü 
Faris, al-Ni? äm al-Siyäsi fr'1-Islam (Amman: Dar al-Furgän, 1989), 41. 
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In Qutb's view, Islam had guaranteed a complete equality between the sexes, 

particularly regarding religious duties, rights in wealth, ect. Therefore, no 

discrimination or preference was allowed in this regard, except in certain 

circumstances relating to natural and recognized capacities, skill or responsibilities, 

which did not affect the essential nature of the human situation of the two sexes. 

According to the Qur'An verse 7 Sfrra 4 (al-Nisä') which says, "Men shall have a 

portion of what their parents and their near relatives leave; and women shall have a 

portion of what their parents and their near relatives leave", Qutb argued that women, 

like men were given a right to wealth on the basis of their status as human beings, 

not because of the contribution both made to society. In jähiliyya society, this just 

distribution of wealth did not exist because one's right to wealth was based on one's 

contribution to and merit in society, such as on the battlefield and in production. 387 

One could ask if this equality could lead to inequality in inheritance, for the 

verse 11 of Süra 4 (al-Nisä') states, "Allah commands you as regards your children's 

(inheritance): to the male, a portion equal to that of two females. " Qutb argued that 

the preference given to the man, who received double the share of the woman's 

inheritance, was because of the financial responsibility he had to bear in life to 

support and look after his family. The woman, however, was not charged with this 

responsibility because she would receive financial support from her husband when 

she married. If she remained single, it would be the responsibility of her male 

relatives to support her. 388 The basic principle of equality in Islam, Qutb contended, 

was based on God's plan (al-manhaj al-rabbdni) that "considered the status of 

human beings first, since it was a fundamental value that united them in all matters! 

Then it looked into the reality of human's responsibilities in the family and 

society. "389 

387 Qulb, Zildl, 1: 588. 

388 Ibid., 1: 591. 

389 Ibid., 1: 588. 
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To maintain equality and justice between both men and women, Qutb 

asserted that Islam had provided guidelines for the functions and tasks which both 

sexes have to take on in life according to their mental and physical capabilities. This 

meant that the function of a woman, say, in the supervision of the family, bearing 

and rearing children and'pregnancy, was not because she was inferior or superior, but 

because she was more suited temperamentally, psychologically and physically to 

perform that role. As Qutb stated: 

God has created humankind as male and female (dhakaran wa undid), 
partners (zaivjayn) on the whole foundation (al-qä ida al-kulliyya) of 
establishing this universe, and He has provided for women roles, among 
which are that she conceive a pregnancy, deliver a (baby), breast feed and 
take care of the baby (as a result of her relationship with her husband)... in 
fact it is an important task and risky, and it is not easy, in that it requires 
great physical and mental preparation to fit her for the physical and mental 
rearing of children. Therefore, it is just for the man to deal with the affairs of 
society and manage the woman's affairs so that she can devote more 
attention to her task (described earlier), without at the same time being 
burdened with supporting herself and her child. 390 

Human equality in Islam also demanded the assurance of an individual's 

rights, respect and honour as a human being, irrespective of race, tribe, language and 

faith. This, again, returns to the basis of humankind as a whole who belongs to Adam 

and comes from dust. If Adam was honoured, then his children were all equal in 

every respect. Qutb believed that it was because of the honour and nobility of 

humankind 'that Islam prohibited insulting or slandering one another, since every 

individual had his or her own sancity, which should not be violated by others. Citing 

verse 12 of Sara 49 (al-tIujardt) which states: "Do not spy into one another's affairs, 

and do not indulge in backbiting against one another", Qutb argued that it "educates 

people in how to purify their feelings and consciences in a wonderful and effective 

way. 1,391 For a peaceful and harmonious society cannot be achieved if its members 

390 Qulb, Zildl, 2: 650. 

391 Ibid., 6: 3345. 
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still slander one another. This is because every person has his or her own honour and 

respect that should not be violated in any way. 392 

To maintain the principle of human equality, Islam also demanded that 

Muslims not be suspicious of other members of society, Muslim or non-Muslim. 

"Indeed, some types of suspicion are sinful. "393 According to Qutb, the prohibition in 

this verse was intended to correct the Muslims' minds and their perceptions of or 

feelings towards other members of society. They should not make suspicion the basis 

of their judgement of others, since most suspicions were not always true. Citing the 

Prophet's Itad tlz which said, "if you are suspicious (of someone), do not try to verify 

it", Qutb argued: "Humans will always be regarded as innocent; their rights, freedom 

and respect are protected until it is proved that they have committed sins. It is not 

enough (merely) to suspect them. "394 

According to Qutb, the above Islamic principles of human equality could not 

be found in other systems known to humankind in this modern age. He condemned 

so-called human freedom under the name of democracy, which had become the pride 

of the modern generation to bring justice and equality. Islam, Qutb contended, 

established the concept of equality by combining the fear of God (al-tagtiva) and the 

purification of human souls from all the evil desires described above. In fact these 

principles were the basis of all other Islamic principles regarding human society. 

Therefore they needed to be emphasized before discussing the implementation of the 

sharf a law and so on, because such a combination provided the individual with a 

sense of love and mercy towards other people. 395 

Therefore equality in Islam apparently sought to assure an individual's right, 

honour and freedom in society. No one would be allowed to violate another's 

392 Qulb, Ziläl, 6: 3346. 

393 Qur'än, 49: 12. 

394 Qutb, Ziläl, 6: 3345. 

395 Ibid., 6: 3345-3347. 
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sanctity, -since all human beings were originally equal, coming from the single soul 

(nafsun wahida) irrespective of their colour, race or even sex. In the sight of God, 

they distinguished only by their good deeds and piety. Qutb strongly emphasized 

these two important elements for he believed that they inspired mutual respect and 

positive feelings in society and made people aware of their personal and inviolable 

dignity. 

4.4.3 Social Solidarity 

Any discussion on social justice is incomplete without dealing with the co-operation 

between individuals and society to achieve peace and harmony. Therefore, Islam laid 

certain responsibilities on individuals and society of mutual social care or social 

solidarity (al-takaful al-ytimä i), the principles of which were mercy, love and 

unselfishness. 

In general, modem Muslim scholars viewed social solidarity as a social 

concept because it required co-operation between all members of society, whether 

individuals, groups, rulers or the ruled. All members were responsible for helping 

one another to promote the common welfare and prosperity of their society 

irrespective of their differences in sex, class and so on. 396 

According to Qutb, social solidarity was not limited to the relationship and 

co-operation between individuals and society. Rather, it embraced all aspects of 

human social life, including that of responsibility between the individual and his or 

her personal conscience, between the individual and his or her family, between the 

individual and other members of the community and between the nation (anima) and 

other nations. Only those inspired by faith (imcn) could appreciate the significance of 

this mutual social responsibility of helping their fellow men and women, which led 

396 See for instance cAbd Allah Nasih `Ulwän, al-Takdfid al-Ijtimä i fi'1-Islam (Cairo: Dar al-Saläm, 
1983), 15-16. See also, Muhammad Abü Zahra, al-Takäfirl al-Ijtimä i fi'l-Islam (Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al- 
`Arabi, 1991), 7. See also Hammudah Abdalati, Islam in Focus (Jedda: Al Madina Printing & 
Publication, 1987), 123-124. 
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to social justice. 397 That is why the Qur'an, while stressing the nature of mutual 

social responsibility, always began with "those who believe... " (alladhina imam{) to 

highlight how good moral conduct was characteristic of Muslim believers. 398 

The role of faith (Iman) also includes controlling the natural instinct (al- 

nnuy il al-fitriyya) of the human soul so that it will respond in accordance with the 

Shari a of God. Qutb's example of the division of wealth according to the Islamic 

law of inheritance clearly showed how Islam took into particular consideration 

human natural instincts. Feelings of love and compassion for his own family, for 

instance, would make a father put maximum effort into his work, since he knew that 

the fruit of his efforts would continue to benefit his children and grandchildren. 399 

On the other hand, a natural instinct which was not imbued with faith (irnän) 

and a feeling of direct contact with God would be easily defeated and influenced by 

evil desire (al-hawä). Faith was the only means of resistance. If people could protect 

their souls from evil desires, they would be regarded as successful in life. If they 

failed, that is, the evil desire managed to take control of their thoughts and everyday 

actions, they would be among those who became lost on their way to God. As the 

Qur'än stated: "Whosoever is guided, is only guided to his own gain, and whosoever 

goes astray, it is only to his own loss: thou art not a guardian over them. "40° 

The responsibility of individuals towards themselves was to control and guide 

their souls and call them to account when they went astray. According to Qutb, this 

was the first task for true believer, before he tried to guide members of their families 

and society to the path of God. 401 Qutb described this as a huge task in human life, 

397 Qulb's discussion on the role of faith as a driving force in influencing individual character toward a 
goodness and kindness to other fellow men can be seen in the followings: Qutb, Zildl, 1: 442-445; 
2: 773-775; 6: 3964-3970; and 5: 2822-2823. 

398See for instance Qur'än, 1: 177; 49: 10; 5: 2; and 3: 102-103. 

399 Qutb, 7iläl, 1: 587. 

40° Qur'5n, 39: 41 

401 Qutb, lildl, 6: 3619. 
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since people were struggling against the enemy (evil desire) within their own bodies. 

There was no other force driving people to destruction with its strong impulse 

towards tyranny and wrongdoing. 402 

Islam is a religion that takes account of all aspects of human life, including 

personal, social, economic and political relationships between people. It legislates 

that such relationships are to be conducted in accordance with God's command. In 

this regard, Islam does not allow its members to live in isolation from other people. 

A Muslim who believes in God and in what has been sent down through His Prophet 

is required to communicate with the people around him. He has to be sensitive to 

what happens to other members of his society. According to Qutb, before an 

individual Muslim looked at the outside world, he had to look first into his own 

family, because the family itself constituted the foundation of society as a whole and 

became the first preparation for a man before taking a part in the outside world 403 

A man's responsibility towards his family, as described earlier, meant that he 

must protect all his family members from deviating from God's path. Qutb quoted 

verse 6 of Sz7ra 66 (al-Tahrim) saying that, "0 you who believe! Ward off yourselves 

and your families against a Fire (Hell) whose fuel is men and stones. 404 Though the 

verse specifically referred to men as the heads of families who were responsible for 

their families' welfare, Qutb maintained that women also had a significant role in 

assisting their husbands towards creating a family life based on Islamic principles. 

Qutb realized that choosing a good partner in life was also vital, because it would 

help towards in educating members of the family onto the path to God, since both 

spouses already knew their role and task in family life. 405 

402 Qutb, ZiIöl, 2: 776-777. 

403 Ibid., 6: 3619. See also 2: 650. 

404 Qur'än, 66: 6. 

405 Quib, Tildl, 6: 3619. 
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Qutb also pointed out that family harmony could be established when both 

the husband and wife were prepared to help each other and bear any marital 

responsibility. This co-operation should, hdwever, be based on a just distribution of 

tasks so that both husband and wife could perform their responsibilities according to 

their capacities as created by God. It is therefore appropriate for the woman, who 

was biologically created with feelings of love and compassion, to look after the 

children and educate them to be a good Muslims. The man, who was biologically 

created by God with strength and toughness, was therefore suited to look after his 

wife and children and administer the family's life as a whole. 406 

Mutual responsibility between the individual and his family also includes a 

kind relationship between children and parents. In the following verse, the Qur'än is 

clearly ordering a Muslim to show respect to his parents: 

And to be good to parents, whether one or both of them attains old age with 
thee: say not to them "Fie", nor chide them, but speak to them respectful 
words, and lower to them the wing of humbleness out of mercy and say, 
"My Lord, have mercy upon them, as they raised me up when I was 
little. , 407 

Interpreting this verse, Qutb again stressed that treating parents with respect 

indicated a person's faith in God. This was because once faith occupied the heart, it 

must be followed by social and individual responsibilities that needed to be upheld 

by the believer, among which was respect for parents. 408 Moreover, showing respect 

for parents was a continuum of family life, for the children were repaying the 

sacrifice made by their parents in rearing them. It was not the repayment of wealth or 

money to the parents that Islam looked for, but love, mercy and compassion. 

406 QuIb, 7. ild1,2: 650-651. 

407 Qur'an, 17: 23-24. 

408 Quib, 7iläl, 4: 2221. 
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Qutb realized that respect for parents should begin when the children were 

still young age. Parents should first implant in their children the seeds of faith (imän) 

and show their compassion and love for them. By so doing, the children would grow 

up in a harmonious environment based on a strong belief in God. They would benefit 

from their parents' righteousness and inherit it in turn. Qutb's view of modem 

society, however, was that modem life itself made people look and think ahead and 

not backwards. In family life, people preferred to focus on the welfare of their wives 

and children instead of looking after their own parents, thus ignoring the latter. 

Therefore, it was only with a proper religious education implanted in children's 

minds that the relationship between children and parents could be strengthened. For 

children to become good Muslims, Qutb maintained, benefited not only the parents 

but also the whole of society and generations to come. 409 

Here one can see how Qutb linked the family's development with that of the 

community. In his view, a good family was not one living in isolation from the 

outside world but one that contributed to producing a good human personality (al- 

`unsur al-insani), which became one of the community's members. 410 

Turning to solidarity between individuals and Muslim society, Qutb linked its 

existence to a body. If one member were afflicted, the rest of the members also 

suffered. To support this point, he cited the Prophet: "In their mutual love, 

compassion and sympathy, the believers are like the body: if one member suffers the 

rest of the body responds with it in sleeplessness and fever. , 411 

The co-operation and solidarity among Muslims, whom the Qur'än described 

as "brothers" (iklnvün or iklnvah), 412 derived from a feeling within the soul that one 

was walking along the path to God (sunnat Allah). Therefore, one believed that 

4°9 Qutb, liläl, 4: 222 1. 

410 Ibid., 2: 650. 

411 Ibid., 1: 209. 

412 See the Qur'an, 49: 10. 
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whatever good deed one was doing was for the sake of God and not for other worldly 

rewards. 413 This was the criterion that distinguished Muslims from unbelievers, since 

the first was founded on °agida, which assembled all Muslims under one belief, 

irrespective of their race, culture and language, whereas the unbelievers had no 

divine elements in a true sense. 414 

Muslims' responsibility towards other members of society also included 

showing respect for them and avoiding negative attitudes such as suspecting and 

slandering other people. These attitudes, besides lowering a person's integrity and 

respect, also destroyed the whole of society itself since its members no longer felt 

mutual trust and respect. That is why Islam, according to Qutb, prohibited such 

attitudes, so that a life based on trust and respect could be established among the 

members of a Muslim community- 415 

Another principle applicable to Muslim life and responsibility in society 

concerned their position on receiving news from a liar (fäsiq). They were required to 

verify the news carefully so that they would not harm others in ignorance. 416 Verse 6 

of Süra 49 (al-hlt jarät) clearly reminds Muslim: 

O you who believe! If a fäsiq (liar) comes to you with any news, verify it, 
lest you should harm people in ignorance, and afterwards you regret what 
you have done. 

Qutb contended that the verse referred mainly to two groups of Muslims: 

those in authority and all Muslim believers. Those in authority should clearly verify 

news coming from the fasiq because any wrong judgement they made on its basis 

would seriously undermine their leadership and the community as a whole, since it 

413 Quib, 7. ildl, 1: 208. 

414 Ibid., 1: 209. 

als Ibid., 6: 3345. 

416 Qur'an, 49: 6. 
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concerned the implementation of the shari a law which sought to establish justice in 

human society. If the judgement were wrong, their credibility would be lost in the 

eyes of the public. 417 Qutb understood the verse to show the position of Muslims in 

such a situation and advise the appropriate response. Once unreliable news spread in 

society, it created doubt among everyone and their lives based on trust would 

collapse. That was why the word fäsiq is mentioned in the verse to differentiate its 

attributes from those of Muslim believers who enjoyed mutual trust. 418 

Co-operation and solidarity in the Muslim community includes the prevention 

of all forms of evil. Therefore, all its members, whether individuals or a group, are 

required to look after the welfare of fellow Muslims and bring them back to the right 

path if they have deviated from the truth. In fact, there is a saying of the Prophet 

which asks individual Muslims to act responsibly upon seeing wrongdoing: 

Whoever among you sees any wrong-doing, let him change it with his hand; 
if he cannot do that, let him change it with his tongue; if he cannot do that; 
let him change it with his heart; and that shows the weakest faith. 

Citing this hadith, Qutb contended that enjoining good and forbidding evil 

doing were attributes of the Muslim umma. If none of its members took on this 

responsibility, the so called umma Muslima (Muslim community) would no longer 

exist in a real sense (wz jz7dan hagiqiyyan). 419 Qutb saw that among the problems 

facing the Muslim umma of the modern age was that immorality and wrongdoing 

417 Chapter Five of this study discusses the position of the Muslim ruler or imam with regard to the 
implementation of the shanýa law. 

418 In general, most of the exegetes, among them, Ibn Kath-1r, al-TabarI and Qurtubi, have the view that 
the verse was revealed regarding an occasion when someone called al-Walid bin `Ugba was sent by 
the Prophet to Bani Mustalaq to convince them of the truth of Islam and they accepted it. However, in 
returning to the Prophet, al-Walid said that they (Bani Mustalaq) were preparing to fight the Prophet. 
Knowing the situation, the Prophet sent Khalid al-Walid to the tribe to get more information on what 
was happening and asked him not to be rush to attack them but to keep observing the real situation. 
Khalid al-Walid then sent his spy to investigate the truth and finally realized that they (Bani Mustalaq) 
accepted Islam and kept constant to its teachings. The Propeht was then informed of the real situation 
which contradicted what he had been told by al-Walid earlier. See Qulb,, 7_i1ä1,6: 3340-3341. 

419 Quib, Ziläl, 1: 448. 
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were personal matters and no one had the right to interfere. Furthermore, history 

showed that the religious scholars' silence regarding wrongdoing of some of the 

people was among the reasons for the destruction of the children of Israel: their state 

passed away and their cultural identity dissapeared. In describing the phenomenon, 

Qutb quoted the Prophet's tradition, narrated by Ibn Mascüd: 420 

"When the children of Israel fell into disobedience, their scholars (`ulamä') 
forbade them but they did not stop, so they sat with them and ate and drank 
with them (in their session), and God set them against each other and cursed 
them by the tongue of Däwüd, Sulayman and Jesus the son of 
Maryam...... (then the Prophet sat and rested his weight and said) "No, by 
Him in whose hand my soul is, not until they bend themselves to the 
truth., 421 

It seems that Qutb's personal ordeal together with that of other Ikhwan 

members and his experience of living under the Nasserite regime very much 

influenced his emphasis on this matter. Clearly, his experience of torture and 

oppression received little response from the public, many of whom kept silent and 

were afraid to react against wrongdoing on the part of the government. As Khälidi 

writes, Qutb's prison experience enabled him to see the real situation of his fellow 

Muslims in Egypt at that time. Many questions revolved in his mind: 

how can the enemy be united among them, irrespective of their class 
differences, in their efforts to combat the Islamic movement? Why were 
their officers so faithful in implementing the orders of their masters? Why 
did they repudiate sincere and honest people? Why did the masses surrender 
their innocent children to work with their enemy and let them be comrades 
with those inhumane (people)? And why did they then keep silent about 
their wrongdoing, such as oppressing and torturing (fellow men)? 422 

420 His full name was °Abd Allah ibn Mas`üd. He was one of the Prophet's companions who received 
a unique training in the household of the Prophet. He was under the guidance of the Prophet, adopted 
the latter's manner and followed his every trait until it was said of him, "He was the closest to the 
Prophet in character. " 

421 Qulb, Zilnl, 1: 448 

422 Khälidi, al-Maithaj al-Haraki, 28. See also Quib, Ziläl, 2: 949. 
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Besides making an effort to end wrongdoing, it is also the community's 

responsibility to look after the welfare of those members who are weak among its 

members and to protect them, as the Qur'än states: 

And what is wrong with you that you fight not in the Cause of Allah, and for 
those weak, ill-treated and oppressed among men, women, and children, 
whose cry is: "Our Lord! Rescue us from this town whose people are 
oppressors, and raise for us from You one who will protect, and raise for us 
from You one who will help. "423 

Interpreting this verse, Qutb saw that the protection given to these people was not 

based merely on family ties or blood relationship. More importantly, it was based on 

a similar faith and belief (Cagida) shared by both parties, since faith was the most 

valuable asset in a Muslim's life, compared with other tribulations (financial 

difficulties, and lose of honour, self and land). 424 

The protection of children, the weak and the sick ill person among men and 

women also meant providing financial support and general welfare. If orphans had 

no one to act as their guardians, for instance, then the community as a whole had to 

take responsibility for looking after them and their property until they reached the 

age of discretion, so no one would take advantage of their vulnerability. This 

property, however, was to be returned to the orphans once they reached the age of 

discretion (buh gh). 425 Such protection given by Islam to these people, Qutb 

contended, was not found in the jü12i1iyya society before the coming of Islam. In 

those days, the orphans, women and children had no place in the eyes of the jühiliyya 

community at a whole, since they did not make any contribution to the society such 

as taking part in battle, etc., and had nothing to be proud of. Islam, however, enabled 

423 Qur'an, 4: 75. 

424 Quib, 7, iläl, 2: 708. 

425 Ibid., 1: 586. 
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and permitted them to have a right to the wealth left by their parents and close 

family. 426 

The community's responsibility to these people was not limited to protecting 

their wealth. If they were poor, it Evas the community's responsibility to pay them the 

zakdt. 427 Qutb maintained that the state, which is discussed in Chapter Five, had an 

important role to play to ensure the effective management of zaküt according to the 

Shari a law. 428 

One can see here how Islam has recognized the concept of solidarity in the 

lives of Muslims by using all possible means to maintain stability and peace for all 

the community's members. For this reason, any attempt to destroy this solidarity by 

wrongdoing is prohibited and there is a severe punishment for those who commit 

these social crimes. The penalty for killing or wounding, for instance, has been laid 

down as an exact equivalent, as the Qur'an states: "free man for free man, slave for 

slave, female for female. "429 A similar principle applies to theft, which deserves a 

severe punishment since it is a crime against property. "As for the thief, man or 

woman, cut their hands as a recompense for what they have accumulated; a 

chastisement from Allah. "43o 

Interpreting these verses, Qutb contended that Islam sought to improve the 

personal character of individual Muslims by training their consciences to fear God 

and by emphasizing to them the means of earning wealth by working, not by stealing 

from and killing their fellow men and women. If they were experiencing financial 

difficulties and needed income support, there was the law which gave the poor and 

426 Quib, Zildl, 1: 586. 

427 A detailed explanation of zakät and those eligible for receiving it is discussed in wealth and social 
equity in Chapter Five. 

428 Qutb, T. i1ä1,1: 587. 

429 Qur'An, 2: 178. 

430 Ibid., 5: 38. 
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needy the right to the wealth of the rich through zakdt and other voluntary donations. 

Therefore, there was no reason for anyone to choose stealing and killing to satisfy his 

personal desires in this life. Thus a severe punishment for these people was 

appropriate, according to their evil doings. 431 

As a whole we found that Qutb's discussion on the concept of social 

solidarity in Islam saw faith (imän) as the most important element in establishing 

feelings of love and mercy in the human conscience towards other members of the 

community. This is because from faith generates good conduct and good deeds, since 

it is derived from a clear perception of life, and the purpose of one's existence in this 

world is to submit all one's life to God and follow His manhaj. 432 In addition, a firm 

faith (Fmän thäbit) in God acts as a means for individuals to differentiate between 

good and evil, since the community alone could not stand against widespread 

wrongdoing, which has wrought destruction in some areas. 433 

431 Qutb, Ziljl, 1: 164 and 2: 883. 

432 Ibid., 1: 447-448. 

433 Ibid., 1: 447. 
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Chapter Five 

The practical dimension of social justice in Islam 

5.1 Introduction 

After discussing the doctrine upon which all Islamic principles of life are based, 

including the uhihiyya of God, His rubz7biyya and cubt7diyya mutlaga (total 

obedience) to God, this study now focuses on the practical application of these 

concepts to human society. This includes the elements of the Islamic political 

system, the management of wealth and its role in achieving social equity, and, 

finally, the applications of Islam in regard to human relations. The study also 

particularly examine how Qutb's notion of the Islamic system of government and its 

economic policy were intended to solve the current social and economic disparities 

and create justice in human society. As he stated in al-`Adäla, for example: 

every discussion of social justice in Islam must accompany a discussion of 
government policy in Islam (siyasat al-lurkm ft'l-Islam), commensurate with 
the principle (qä ida) which we have just mentioned in a discussion of the 
nature of social justice. 434 

A similar emphasis was made by the author in ? iläl. Qutb considered it 

crucial for people to live peacefully and to protect their wealth and right of private 

ownership from abuse and invasion without their consent. Hence, the implementation 

of the slrari a law was one of Qutb's priorities, along with that of establishing a 

Muslim community (jamä at al-Muslim). He further believed that the shari a laws 

(al-ahkdm al-shar`iyya) would be effective only in an environment (bi'a) where 

there was an hninn or khalifa who applied the law legitimately along with the 

governed, who accepted its application to their social and economic affairs. That is 

why he used terms like Dar al-Isläni, Dur al-ijarb and Dawla Lslüntiyya, which are 

explained below. 

434 Qutb, al `Addla, 89. 
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An analysis of recent studies of Qutb's ideas suggests that little specific 

research had been done into Qutb's political and economic background as elaborated 

in Zildl. Mousalli, for instance, in his book, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism: The 

Ideological and Political Discourse of Sayyid Qutb, mentioned interesting questions 

of the nature of and grounds for political obligation and the establishment of an 

Islamic state. The author, however, paid little attention to the characteristics of an 

Islamic political system, which constitutes an important element of Islamic 

government. Instead, he limited his discussion to the shari a and Hakim iyya as bases 

of Qutb's political theory. 435 

Mahdi Fadlullah also devoted a chapter to Qutb's political thought. The 

discussion, however, was more of a historical background to Qutb's political 

development. Names like al-Afghani, cAbduh, Rashid Ridä and al-Bannä were 

highlighted to indicate their political influences on Qutb. 436 On questions of 

government, law, economy, and other aspects of politics, both Facilullah and 

Mousalli based their analysis mainly on Qutb's writings: al-°Addla, Ma`rakal, and 

Ma`älim. Only in a very few places do they quote Qutb's statements from the Zilül. 

Clearly those works, except Ma`alim, which was written after the Zilnl, represented 

Qutb's Islamic orientation, which was still developing over a period of years, as 

already discussed in Chapter Two of this study. It was in 7. ildl that Qutb most fully 

elaborated his ideas and related them. to their sacred source, as he saw it, in the 

Qur'an. Moreover, Qutb's long study of the Qur'an, coupled with his experience of 

living under the Nasserite regime, made him mature enough to discuss political and 

economic issues, as required in Islamic teachings. 

435 Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, 149-171. 

436 Mahdi Fagl A1l5h, Ma`a Sayyid Qutb fi Fikrihi al-Si)'üsi tiva'1-DinT (Beirut: Mu'assasa al-Risäla, 
1979), 81-92. 
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Nettler's article on Qutb's political interpretation of the Qur'an seems to have 

a good analysis about the author's political thought in 7ilal. 437 He focuses on Qutb's 

Qur'anic commentary as a response to the challenge of secularism and the post- 

colonial disarray of Islamic institutions, and should be regarded as a starting-point 

for examining Qutb's political theory in 7. i1ä1 itself. The discussion, however, is 

based mainly on Qutb's thematic introduction to Sl ra 5 (al-Ma'ida), with some 

references to certain parts of the Sara. This has been admitted by Nettler himself, 

when he notes that his study "might well even serve as a good general survey of 

Qutb's entire religious-political Islamic outlook. "438 Moreover, Nettler views Sara 5 

(al-Ma'ida) as representing an important theme on political Islam as well as Qutb's 

political discussion. 

Therefore, the present study examines Qutb's notion of a political system of 

Islam as described in Ziläl. This includes his view on the nature of the state, its 

characteristics, the role of the imam or khal fa and the governed (mahkfim), and the 

nature of shard. In addition, the study investigates Qutb's notions of the management 

of wealth including private ownership in Islam, the institution of zakät and the 

prohibition of usury (riba). 

5.2 The Political System of Islam 

5.2.1 The necessity of the state 

Before considering Qutb's views on political life and the state in particular, it 

would be useful first to look at some views from modern and classical scholars 

regarding Islamic polity and leadership, to assess their importance from the Islamic 

perspective. 

437 Ronald L. Nettler, "Guidelines for the Islamic community: Sayyid Quib's political interpretation of 
the Qur'än, "Journal of Political Ideologies 1: 2 (1996), 183-196. 

438 Ibid., 187. 
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Imäm al-Ghazal! (d. 1111), for instance, noted the integral relationship 

between the shar"i a and Islamic political life: 

You must know that the sIiari a is the foundation and the government is the 
guard. If something (that is, the government) has no foundation, it is bound 
to fall into ruins, and if something (that is, the shari a) has no guard, it will 
be lost and destroyed. 439 

This unity of religion and politics was also advocated by Hasan al-Bann (d. 1949), 

when he stressed in many of his speeches the authentic nature of Islamic political 

ideology and the measurement of the Muslims' faith as reflected in the 

implementation of those two principles, besides other elements of the Islamic way of 

life. Al-Bannä stated: 

Those who believe that the religion - or in other words, Islam - does not 
expound on politics (al-siydsa) or that politics is excluded from its themes, 
have surely committed an outrage upon themselves and their knowledge 
(ilmihi) about this religion (Islam). 440 

Questions on the Islamic political system were also discussed and debated by 

scholars of the past. Many books were produced by them on such concepts as 

khilafa, imdma, etc. Notwithstanding the variety of names and titles, these focused 

on the need for an Islamic state, including the role of imam in administering justice 

and providing security for all citizens, regardless of colour, race or belief. Among the 

well-known books are al-Ahkünz al-Sultdniyya by al-Mäwardi (d. 1058)) and al- 

Siyüsa al-Shar`iyya ft Icläh al-Rä i wa'1-Ra`iyya by Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328). Al- 

Mäwardi in his work al Ahkant al-Sultäniyya, for example said: 

439 AbU 115mid al-Ghazäl7, Ihyä"U1um al-Din (Cairo: Isa al-Sabi al-1lalabi wa Shurakä'uhu, n. d. ), 
1: 16. 

440 Jäbir Rizq, al-Da wwla na'l-Sij'äsa fi Fikr Ilasan al-Bafrnd (Mansura: Dar al-Wafa' Ii'1-Tibä a wa'I- 
Nashr, 1985), 82. 
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The institution of the imamate is prescribed to succeed prophethood as a 
means of protecting the din (religion) and of managing the affairs of this 
world... it is required by the shari a and not by reason. 44 

Ibn Taymiyya, on the other hand, stressed that the Islamic community and the 

Islamic state complemented each other. For this reason, he concluded: "It is a duty to 

consider the exercise of power to be one of the forms of religion, to be one of the acts 

by which man draws near to God. "442 

There are also scholars among non-Muslims who accept the fact that Islam 

has established fundamental principles of state politics, whose application throughout 

the centuries has been based on the clear understanding of them, interpreting them 

and being bound by them. Bernard Lewis, for instance, states: 

Islam was associated with power from the very beginning, from the first 
formative years of the Prophet and his immediate successors. This 
association between religion and power, community and polity, can already 
be seen in the Qur'an itself and in the other early religious tenets on which 
Muslims base their beliefs. 443 

In the words of Von Grunebaum one can also perceive his view of the unity of the 

Islamic way of life, where religion has an important role in determining the social 

and political affairs of the Muslim community. Von Grunebaum notes: 

The Companions of the Prophet were distinguished by the fact that they 
united religion, morals, strength and political ability. Their victory ushered 
in the best period of history, that of the rightly-guided Caliphs, with its 
perfect balance of religious and political, practical and spiritual aspirations 
and activities. Much for the benefit of mankind Islam began to exercise a 
growing influence on the direction in which mankind was moving. 
Consciously and unconsciously, the Islamic model formed views and 
attitudes in Christendom: standards of thought, law, the social order, and 
political organization were affected. In a sense, one could speak of a 

''4i Abu'l-Ilasan `Ali ibn Muhammad al-Mäwardi, al Ahkam al-Snltäniyya (Beirut: Där al-Kutub al- 
`llmiyya, 1985), 5. 

aal Al mad ibn `Abd al-Ilalim ibn Taymiyya, al-Si}'dsa al-Shar`iyya fi Isläh al-Rd 't wa'l-Ra`i}}'a 
(Alexandria: Dar al-Imän, n. d. ), 219. 

443 See Bernard Lewis, "The Return of Islam, " in Religion and Politics in the Middle East, ed. 
Michael Curtis (Boulder: Westview Press, 1981), 12. 
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universal movement towards Islam. The world would have been fortunate 
had this tendency continued. 444 

Doubtless to say that religion and politics are inseparable in the teachings of 

Islam since religious regulations, being related to the law and the administration of 

justice among the people according to God's command, could not be established 

without an authority to uphold God's commands and apply them to the reality of 

human life. This supports Ibn Taymiyya's statement: 

Authority over the affairs of the people is the greatest religious duty. In fact 
religion cannot be established at all without this authority because Allah has 
prescribed as a duty the enjoining of good (al-amr bil-ma`rz7J), the 
prohibition of evil (tiva'l-nahy 'an al-munkar) and the support of the 
oppressed. In the same way, all that He has prescribed in terms of fighting 
for His sake, the establishment of justice and the enforcement of the penal 
code cannot be implemented without power and authority. 445 

Following Ibn Taymiyya's view, al-Mawdüdi states that the realization of the 

objectives of the shari a is simply impossible without the agency of the state and the 

power that it commands. In his view: 

Any reform, which Islam wants to bring about, cannot be carried out merely 
by sermons. Political power is essential for their achievement; the struggle 
for obtaining control over the organs of the state when motivated by the urge 
to establish the religion and the Islamic sharf a and to enforce the Islamic 
injunctions, is not only permissible but is positively desirable and as such 
obligatory. 

446 

Although politics and religion are inseparable in the teachings of Islam - and 

the establishment of the first Islamic state in Medina by the Prophet (pbuh) 

confirmed this - there are Muslims who are still at the crossroads of political issues. 

They believe that Islam should not be associated with social and political affairs. 

444 G. E. Von Grunebaum, Modern Islam: The Search for Cultural ldentrly (Los Angeles: University 
of California Press, 1962), 184. 

445 Ibn Taymiyya, al-Si}äsa a1-Shar`iyyya, 218-219. 

446 Abü'l-A15 al-Mawdüdi, The Islamic Lmv and Constitution trans. Khurshid Ahmad (Lahore: 
Islamic Publications, 1980), 165. 
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This development is due to many reasons, among which are internal political factors 

within some Muslim countries which do not allow their people to do so or even to 

discuss the subject objectively and critically. There is also the rigidity affecting 

Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) which had closed the doors of ijtiliüd. 447 The third, and 

most important, is the tendency to imitate the West, which adheres to the principle of 

separation of church and state. 448 

In Egypt, a Muslim country influenced by Western politics, a tendency to 

separate religion and politics has been clearly apparent, especially during the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. There have arisen some Muslim rulers there who 

have imitated Western ideology in their government, which is commonly perceived 

by the fundamentalist groups, the Ikhwän in particular, as a secular government. 

Consequently, the administration of the country was based on man-made law instead 

of the shari a law. 

Therefore, Qutb's critical discussion on the need to establish an Islamic 

community (alanujtanza` al-Islänzi), leading to the creation of a state, was seen to 

break the deadlock, based on the belief that power wielded according to the shari a 

of God brought more modesty into politics and more attention to justice in human 

society. His personal experience of living in a society which tolerated oppression and 

exploitation of power by the authorities was seen to be clear evidence of why he later 

came to believe that only Islam could solve all these problems. That is why in many 

of his works terms like jähiliyya society and ? ulm (tyrants) are used to describe 

conditions at the time. 

4" It is individual reasoning on matters of law in particular. It consists in legislating on matters for 
which neither any explicit injunctions nor even precedents exist, subject, of course, to the general 
principles and precepts of the shari a. See for details, Mawdüdi, The Islamic 1mß' and Cotislitul/o n, 
76-80. 

49 ̀Arif Khalil Abü Id, Nizö111 al-II7lkni f '1-Islänt (Jordan: Där al-Nafä'is, 1996), 9-14. See also `Abd 
al-lIamid Mutawalli, al-Islam tiva Usul a1-I zzAin (Beirut: Maktaba al-Ilayah, 1966), 106-120. 
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5.2.2 Qutb's notion of the state 

In discussing Qutb's notion of the state in Islam, one needs to examine first 

the meaning of religion (al-din) and Islam from Qutb's point of view, since a clear 

understanding of these definitions would enable one to see the necessity of 

establishing an Islamic state. 

According to Qutb, al-din means true belief (al-i tigäd al-sahib), obedience 

(! da) and the derivation of all principles of life - such as what is permitted and what 

is forbidden - only from God, and governing one's life according to what God has 

revealed in the Qur'än, without any distortion or alteration. 449 Thus all matters 

concerning doctrinal belief, obedience to God's commands including the lawful 

(haläl) and the unlawful (haräm), and the organization of society and government are 

included under the rubric of religion. 450 

Elsewhere, Qutb characterized religion as a way of life sent down by God to 

organize human affairs, and to guide people to a true path. It is not a mere emotional 

belief, cut off from the actual domain of human life, but the implementation of what 

God has revealed in the Qur'an, including the enforcement of hudtid; 51, ta`zir452 etc., 

as laid down in the shari a law. 453 

Islam means submission (istisläm). Terminologically it means submission to 

God and a recognition of His attributes of uhihiyya such as having authority (sulfa) 

and Itakimiyya over all His creatures, and governing human life according to His 

shari a. 454 Therefore, Qutb believed Islam to be part of religion, since it meant the 

449 Quib, vilil, 2: 829. 

450 Ibid., 2: 841. 

451 Had (p1. huch-id) refers to penalties (prescribed in the Qur'än). 

452 7cr`zir refers to any penalty that is not prescribed in the Qur'an and its enforcement is dependent on 
the discretionary power of the judge. 

453 Quib, T, ildl, 2: 895. 

454 Ibid., 2: 828-829. 
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government (al-liukm) of one's life and the practical implementation of those 

religious principles. As Qutb emphasized: 

This is a religion (al-din), and a confession (al-igrär) of it is a faith (Fmän), 
and a complete government (according to those principles) is Islam. And 
those who do not govern (their lives) according to what God has revealed 
are unbelievers (küfirz n), iniquitous (zälinn7n) and evildoers ( sigtin) for 
they seek the jähiliyya government (instead of the Islamic government). For 
the true believers (mu'minim) and Muslims will not seek the jdhiliyya 

government (to rule their lives). 455 

According to Qutb, among the causes leading people to become unbelievers, 

iniquitous and evildoers was their rejection of practising what had been revealed by 

God in the Qur'an. Here, rejection of God's commands means rejecting God as the 

Law-Giver and the moral guide of humankind, and recognizing instead man-made 

laws to govern human life. 456 Nothing was more dangerous than rejecting God's 

attributes, including His häkin: iyya and status as a Law-Giver (mushri ), since such 

action would drive people away from His religion. That is why, in discussing the 

implementation of God's injunctions as revealed in the Qur'an, Qutb always 

reminded his readers of the danger of the subject, since ignoring some of these 

religious elements would mean a complete departure from religion. 457 

Qutb's concern with the application of shad a laws to human society is 

clearly evident here. Ignoring one part of the shard a would mean a departure from 

Islam, because Islam required the complete adherence to God's commands and 

injunctions, even their smallest aspects. 458 It included questions relating to cagida, 

°ibäda, and the formation of government. This is what Qutb tried to explain in his 

discussion of St7ra Al `Inrr"än, al-Nisi' and al-Ma'ida, which, he said, were 

455 Qulb, I. i/äl, 2: 825. 

456 Detailed discussion on God's attributes has been touched earlier in Chapter Four. 

457 For Qutb's discussion of the need to implement shah a law, see, for instance, Qutb, 2: 827, 
841 and 887-891. 

458 Ibid., 2: 827. 
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interrelated in emphasizing the objectives of the Qur'anic revelation to establish a 

Muslim community, found a state, and organize society on the basis of a true belief 

(cag7da) 459 All these were regarded as al-fiin, where it brought together human 

society as revealed in the Qur'än. Having a belief in those things is faith (irnän), and 

Islam governed them all. 

From the above definition of al-din and Islam, it could therefore be said that 

in Qutb's view, the establishment of a state was a religious duty, and this 

distinguished Islam from other religions. However, a question arises here: To what 

extent is the establishment of a state considered so important? Why is the state 

related to religion and Islam in the context of Qutb's discussion? 

Besides considering the establishment of a state as an indication of the 

Muslims' recognition of the uh7hiyya of God (by fulfilling religious requirement), 

Qutb saw that only through the state, would the application of shari a law be 

effective. In addition, the welfare of the people, including individual ownership (al- 

mulkiyya al fardiyya)460 could be preserved, irrespective of their race, nationality, 

and beliefs. Thus, the establishment of a state, in Qutb's view, was the means of 

ensuring adherence to His commands and injunctions in accordance with the Qur'än. 

If there was no state, God's commands and injunctions could not be implemented in 

human society. Qutb thus saw that once the state was established it became an 

obligation for its ruler or imüm to apply the shari a law since the power was already 

in his hand. Qutb's opinion on this point was similar to that of al-Ghazäli, Ibn 

Taymiyya and al-Mäwardi, mentioned earlier. However, he went further in 

explaining the meaning of this religious duty when he listed God's attributes like 

lidkiniiyya and rubtibiyya together as the basis of state administration. 

459 Qutb, 7i1ä1,2: 825. 

460 Individual ownership or private ownership is discussed in the subsequent topic under the heading 

of wealth and social equity. 
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One question arises here: how are those religious principles to be applied to 

the reality of human society according to Qutb's understanding of religion and 

Islam? How can Muslims practise their belief in this modern age which has built 

secular institutions "on the ruins of religion"? Qutb's view was that any questions on 

the enforcement of shari a laws (as such Inidi7d, gisüs and ta`zir) and other religious 

duties could be resolved only after the establishment of Islamic authority. And "this 

power of implementation (quwtivat al-tar fidh) exist (only) in a Muslim community 

within Islamic territory (Dar al-Islam). "461 

Qutb believed that the existence of a Muslim community would lead to the 

establishment of an Islamic state within Dar al-Islam. The state, according to him is 

a power representing the whole community to execute the shari a. This 

chronological discussion of Qutb's understanding is clearly stated as follows: 

The Qur'an was revealed to the heart of the Prophet - peace be upon him - 
that the Prophet through the Qur'an could establish a community, found a 
state, organize a society, educate minds, personalities and intellects, define 
the relations with that (Islamic) society and the relations of that (Islamic) 
state with other states, and the relations of that (Islamic) community with 
other communities. All would be linked: one strong bond would unite the 
different aspects, tying them to one source, to one authority, to one directing 
force - and that is religion, as it is in its reality with God, and as Muslims 
knew it in the days when they were Muslims! 46 

He commented elsewhere on this theory: 

Among people's rights are their right to eat, drink, wear (clothing) and have 
a shelter to live in... it therefore becomes the responsibility of the community 
or a state representing the community to provide them with those 
necessities, firstly, through work - so long as they are capable of working. 
And it becomes the state's responsibility to teach them how to work and 
provide them with all necessary means to find work and perform it easily. 463 

461 Qutb, 7i161,2: 873. 

462 Ibid., 2: 825. 

463 Ibid., 2: 882. 
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Therefore, Qutb believed that the establishment of a Muslim community 

leading to the creation of an Islamic state was essential because both indicated 

human submission to God as stated in the meaning of religion itself. 

It is important to notice that Qutb gave a very clear discussion on the 

necessity of an Islamic state at the beginning of his commentary on Stira al-Ma'ida, 

in which he first addressed questions on cagida and shari a, including 12udi7d, gisas, 

etc. Qutb ended the discussion with the need to establish a Muslim community and 

an Islamic state to put the `agida and shad a into practice. His treatment of this 

question, of course, differed from that of the traditional scholars'. In al-Siyäsa al- 

Shar°iyya, for instance, Ibn Taymiyya stressed that the establishment of an Islamic 

state was a religious duty without elaborating on the meaning of this religious duty. 

In addition, Ibn Taymiyya laid greater emphasis on the negative impact on human 

welfare if there was no Muslim authority to regulate society, such as the spread of 

injustice and social chaos. Regarding the goals of an Islamic state, he said: 

The greatest goal of the state is to enjoin good and forbid evil: for example, 
performance of prayer, payment of zaküt, fasting, truth, honesty, obedience 
to parents, good relations with kinsmen, good conduct within the household, 

with neighbours, etc. 464 

Qutb, on the other hand, emphasized the establishment of a Muslim 

community and Islamic state as a religious duty as manifested in the declaration Id 

i1aha illa'lläh, discussed in Chapter Four of this study. Rejecting this religious duty, 

in Qutb's view, not only distanced individuals from Islam, but also drove them into 

the arms of the evildoers or unbelievers. That is why he described the enemies of 

Islam not only as unbelievers, but also as people claiming to be Muslim. This is 

because true Muslims who believed in God and were willing to govern their lives 

according to the Qur'an would not follow certain religious duties and ignore others. 

464 Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyäsa al-Shar`i", a, 90-91. 
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In this regard, Qutb's departure from Ibn Taymiyya's views (as could be seen 

from the latter's al-Siynsa al-Shar`iyya) was perhaps, due to the different 

environments of the two scholars. Qutb's summons to the people to a religious 

teaching required a clear and detailed explanation of the doctrine so that Muslims 

would know how to put their religion into practice. This was not the situation during 

Ibn Taymiyya's lifetime, however, as can be perceived from his writing. 

As noted earlier, Qutb divided the world into two; Dar al-Islam (Islamic 

territory) and Dar al-Horb (un-Islamic territory). 465 Dar al-Islänt referred to any 

country whose government was based on the shat' la. It did not matter whether its 

population was wholly Muslim or a combination of Muslim and non-Muslim, so long 

as the ruler was a Muslim who executed the shari a of God. 466 Dar al-Narb on the 

other hand, referred to any country whose government Evas not based on the Shari a 

of God, even though all its citizens were Muslim. 467 This definition took the 

application of the shari a law as the main criterion to claim a society or a state as 

part of Dar al-Islänm, irrespective of whether the people living within its boundaries 

were all Muslim or non-Muslim. 

The state, in Qutb's view, existed within Dar al-Islam and not in Dar al- 

Harb. This was because the state was created to represent the Muslim community in 

executing the shad a law. There was no so-called state boundary or frontier. The 

only boundary known in Islam was faith and the practical application of the shad a 

of God. Otherwise such a state constituted part of Dar al-Narb. Qutb's definition 

also implied that only in Dar al-Islam would one find peace and harmony, since 

society and the economy were controlled by divine law. In addition, a person's right 

to private ownership and religious freedom would be preserved in such a state. 

465 Sometimes the term Dar al-ffarb is used to refer to non-Muslim territory. See, Akram niyä' al- 
`Umari, Madman Society at the Turne of the Prophet, trans. Hudä Khattäb (Hendon, VA: The 
International Institute of Islamic Thought, 1991). 

466 Qutb, Ziläl, 2: 873. See also 1: 375. 

467 Ibid., 2: 874. 
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Qutb maintained that the authority exercised by the state was not absolute. It 

was a trust (amäna) from God, and it was to be exercised in accordance with the 

terms laid down in the shari a to serve the welfare of all its citizens. This meant that 

the religious leader or imänr did not posses any real authority, for the source of 

authority was God. This was in line with the state's role representing the Muslim 

community in compiling its agenda to provide the people's basic necessities, which 

constituted their rights as citizens of the state. 468 

Qutb also believed that the creation of a Muslim community and an Islamic 

state paved the way to the establishment of the liäkimz)/ya of God on earth and 

eliminating all kinds of oppression and slavery of humans by humans. 469 Therefore 

those who asserted that they were Muslim and believed in God and His attributes 

were bound by these responsibilities throughout their lives. 470 

It could be said that the political system in Islam and other Islamic principles 

were a means to bring everyone, and the Muslim umma in particular, to observe 

God's commands in a true sense. At the same time it also guided society towards all 

individual and communal needs. In fact, there were numerous legal provisions that 

could not be implemented without the existence of a strong authority (sulfa) which 

could administer the society or the state with justice. 4' Therefore, the establishment 

of a state with a just government which obeyed God's commands was essential, 

because true reform, be it moral, social, economic or any other, could never be 

achieved while power was in the hands of corrupt people. 472 

468 Qutb, Ziläl, 2: 882. 

469 Ibid., 2: 887-889. 

470 Ibid., 2: 825-826. 

471 Ibid., 1: 601. 

472 Ibid., 2: 878-879. 
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5.3 Characteristics of an Islamic political system 

We have addressed generally the political system of Islam and its significance as part 

of a religious doctrine. We have also examined Qutb's political discourse, including 

his view on the need to establish a Muslim community and an Islamic state. Not 

surprisingly, Qutb's discussion on the nature of politics in Islam indicated his belief 

that Islam and politics were inseparable and the struggle to gain authority (su11a) was 

essential to enable people to follow God's manhaj. 473 

It appears that Qutb was on the same ground as some eminent Muslim 

scholars of the past who had strongly advocated that political power was necessary to 

enforce Islam fully in personal and social life. Scholars like al-Mäwardi, al-Ghazäll, 

and Ibn Taymiyya were of this opinion. The view of modem scholars, however, was 

that Qutb followed al-Mawdüdi's ideas, especially on the necessity of the state and 

its characteristics, such as hakimiyya and khiläfa government, which are discussed 

below. 

Both traditional and modem scholars outlined several characteristics and 

principles upon which the political system of Islam was based. However, our study 

suggests that in his discussion Qutb specifically emphasized only the major 

characteristics which, according to him, were the most essential elements applicable 

to Muslims of this modern age who were facing social and political disparity. Thus 

total submission to God and return to His commands regarding their social and 

political life were vital. Moreover, Qutb believed that it was on this very same basis 

that the Prophet (pbuh) himself had struggled throughout his life to bring his people 

to the right path. 

Qutb also held the view that the characteristics of Islamic politics (as listed 

below), were applicable in all circumstances of Muslims' lives, whether they were 

living in a society, a community or a state. This was because the purpose of human 

473 Quib, Zi/dl, 2: 696. 
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existence was to seek God's pleasure by following His commands and to be ready to 

accept Him as the Law-Giver Who had the right to direct His created beings to any 

path in line with His Will. 

Qutb's views on the characteristics of the Islamic political system are 

therefore discussed under the following headings: 

1. God's Sovereignty (Häkintiyyat Allah) 

2. Caliphate or Imamate Government (Hukuniat al-Khiläfa aw al-Imäma) 

3. Consultative Government (Hukümat al-Shi rü) 

4. Pledge of allegiance (Bayca) 

5. Obedience (Tä a) 

6. Justice and Equality (al-`Adl wa'l-Musdwd) 

5.3.1 God's Sovereignty (Iläkimiyyat Allah) 

The idea of God's sovereignty was widely stressed by Qutb in Zild1 during his 

discussion on the doctrinal concept (al-tasawivur al-i tigädi) as well as on questions 

regarding the socio-political aspects of Muslim society, including the establishment 

of the Muslim community and the Islamic state. To understand Qutb's reasons for 

emphasizing this idea, one needs to look back at Qutb's definition of religion and 

Islam described earlier. Qutb believed that Islam was a religion (din) of °agida and 

shari a where both should run parallel in Muslim life. Therefore, it was obligatory 

for every Muslim to believe in the sovereignty of God since it was one of His 

attributes and His ulühiyya. To put this belief into practice, individual Muslims had 

to refer to the shari a of God to govern their daily lives. 474 

If one analyses the terminology of modem political science, the word 

sovereignty means a complete suzerainty. Though it has numerous definitions, all 

474 Qulb, 7iläI, 2: 890,902. See also 4: 2526. 
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signify the highest governmental and legal authority of some sort. 475 Jean Bodin, for 

instance, regarded as perhaps the first scholar to have developed the concept of 

sovereignty in modern political thought, defined it (sovereignty) as the supreme 

owner of the state over citizens and subject, unrestrained by law. 476 Sovereignty has 

also been defined as the supreme political power in one whose acts are not subject to 

any other and whose will cannot be overridden. 477 

These definitions show that if a person or an institution is to be "sovereign", 

then it would follow that the word of that institution or person is law. A "sovereign" 

has also an undisputed right to impose orders on people living under his or her rule, 

who are under an absolute obligation to obey any command from him, willingly or 

unwillingly. 

Islam by its very nature, Qutb maintained, was opposed to the idea that an 

individual or community had full power to legislate or claim absolute, permanent 

sovereignty, because only God was sovereign over the entire universe and so had 

ultimate power. 478 This meant that in an Islamic society the political authority was 

subject to the divine laws (shari a). Thus, an Islamic state had neither the 

independence to conduct its foreign policies, nor did it have the exclusive right to lay 

down its domestic policies, for its authority is restrained by the shari a. Qutb 

commented on God's sovereignty, as follows: 

Authority belongs to God. It is exclusive to God in His uh7hiyya. Since the 
sovereignty is one of the characteristics of the uhihiyya of God, [therefore] 
whoever claims having such an attribute has indeed contested God's right to 
His uh7hhiyya. 479 

als Abu'l-A`15 al-Mawdüdi, First Principles of the Islamic State, trans. Khurshid Ahmad (Lahore: 
Islamic Publication Limited, 1974), 16. 

476 Ibid., 17. 

477 This is the view of Grotis, another scholar of Political Science. See Mawdüdi, First Principles of 
the Islamic State, 18. 

478 Qutb, Ziläl, 4: 1990. 

479 Ibid. 
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Qutb also declared: 

This religion is a universal declaration of human liberation on earth from 
bondage to people or to human desires... The declaration of God's 
sovereignty means: a comprehensive revolution against human governance 
in all its perceptions, forms, systems and conditions and total defiance 
against every condition on earth in which humans are sovereign - or to put it 
in other words, in which divinity belongs to humans... in which the source of 
power is human... making some the masters of others while ignoring God. 
This declaration means the removal of God's usurped sovereignty and its 

restoration to Him. 480 

Qu%b's idea of sovereignty clearly differed from modern Western political 

ideology in that to God alone belonged sovereignty and to Him alone belonged 

command. Thus no one had a right to claim this attribute of God. -Qutb's argument 

was based on several verses of the Qur'än, among which was verse 40 of Srrra 12 

(Yast 
, when God said: 

The command (or the judgment) is for none but Allah. He has commanded 
that you worship none but Him; that is the (true) straight religion, but most 
men know not. 

According to Qutb, this verse confirmed that command, judgment and obedience 

were among only God's attributes and were therefore not available for humans to 

claim. Anyone trying do so was surely guilty of disbelief (karfr) because he or she 

had contested God's right of sovereignty. 481 

Qutb described the subject of God's sovereignty as a very dangerous and 

sensitive issue. History has shown how messengers of God who were sent to their 

people were challenged while preaching their message. It was the idea of God's 

sovereignty that led to struggles between right and wrong and good and evil. The 

Prophet Muhammad's teachings, for instance, received great opposition from within 

his own tribe, not merely because of his call to recognize God as the only One who 

480 Qutb, Zrläl, 3: 1433. 

481 Ibid., 4: 1990. See also 1: 194. 
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had created all humankind, the universe etc. The main reason for their opposition, 

Qutb maintained, was the prophet's call to recognize God as the Law-Giver and His 

shari a as the only law to govern human life. 482 This was the crucial factor, since his 

opponents knew and understood that making the declaration the words "la ildha 

illa'llüh" (there is no god but Allah) required them to' give total obedience to God 

and follow His manhaj as stated in the Qur'än and the Sunna of the Prophet. As a 

result, the previous management of their social, political and economic affairs, based 

on exploitation and oppression of the weak and the poor, must be abandoned and 

replaced with a new system acceptable to God. When referring to this polytheism 

(shirk) of the Quraysh people, Qutb said that although they believed in the existence 

of God, Who controlled the universe etc., when it was a question of their social and 

economic activities, they legislated for their own convenience instead of following 

God's laws. 483 

The Prophet Moses (pbuh) experienced a similar struggle when he was sent 

to Pharaoh who had declared openly to his people that: "I am your lord, most 

high. "484 According to Qutb, the attribute of divinity claimed by Pharaoh did not 

mean a lord who created the universe and controlled all its activities. Pharaoh's claim 

to divinity was to indicate that he alone was the ruler who controlled law and order. 

No outside agency imposed any restrictions on his power to rule. 485 

It became clear that the major struggle between Islam and human society was 

over the question of "sovereignty", in which people began to misuse its meaning and 

claim for themselves an attribute which belonged to God alone. Qutb emphasized 

this fact and reminded his readers that the recognition of this sovereignty must 

therefore be manifested in the reality of human society. By doing so, people would 

482 Quib, ZIIQI, 3: 1217. 

483 Ibid., 3: 1761. 

484 Qur'än, 79: 24. 

485 Qu1b, 7i1ä1,3: 1353. 
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have fulfilled their duty as God's servants in that they showed total respect for God 

as their Master, and their Ruler (sultän). 486 Qutb further argued: 

The declaration of faith, "lü i1aha i/la'lhh", means that there is no god but 
Allah, and it also means that there is no master (häkim) but Allah and no 
legislator but Allah alone. 487 

Those who asserted that they were Muslim and recited the shahäda'488 but, in the 

reality of their daily lives, refused to recognize God as ruler and legislator, were 

among the polytheists (mushrikiin) according to Qutb, because "obedience and 

judgment in what God has revealed is Fmän and Islam. "489 There were various forms 

of shirk and that was one of them, as Qutb states: 

The polytheism (al-shirk) initially is the recognition of those other than God 
as having the characteristic of u/fihiyya... whether it is a belief that he can 
run the events and control all welfare-or giving to [people or things] other 
than God in his worship and vows etc., or in making laws other than those 
revealed by God to manage life. 490 

Two questions arise here: If sovereignty (liäkimfyya) resided in God alone 

and not in a person or human institution, what was the position of human beings on 

earth? Indeed, what was the position of a Muslim who had been selected by a 

majority of Muslims to lead the community and look after its welfare? In this regard 

Qutb maintained that the location of sovereignty in God meant that people were 

God's vicegerents on earth, and their mission in life was to establish and carry out 

the commands of the Sovereign. In the context of the state, this meant that the imam, 

486 Quib, Zildl, 2: 828. 

487 Ibid., 2: 705. For a detailed analysis of the declaration and its connection with the uli7hii3a of God, 

see Chapter Four. 

488 It is a testimony or a bearing witness that there is no god but Allah and Muhammad is God's 

messenger. 

489 Qutb, 7ilal, 2: 828. 

490 Ibid., 2: 1063. 
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or those in authority, had the power to lead their people and apply to them the shari a 

of God so long as they themselves believed in God's sovereignty and their authority 

aimed to enjoin right and forbid evil (al-antr bi'l-ma°rtif wa'l-nahy `ani'l-nzunkar), 

according to the Qur'änic teachings. This was because only in the command and 

shari a of God would people find justice in the real sense, since it was not influenced 

by any human desires. All people were equal and treated justly before the shari a of 

God. 491 QuIb based his arguments on the following verse of the Qur'an when God 

said: 

Those (Muslim rulers) who, if We give them power in the land, (they) enjoin 
Igdnrat as Salat [i. e. to perform the five compulsory congregational Salat 
(prayer)], to pay the Zakat and they enjoin al Ma`ruf (i. e. Islamic 
Monotheism and all that Islam orders one to do), and forbid al Munkar (i. e. 
disbelief, polytheism and all that Islam has forbidden) [i. e. they make the 
Qur'an the law of their country in every spheres of life]. And with Allah 

rests the end of (all) matters (of creatures). ̀39 

According to Qutb, the importance of emphasizing the idea of God's 

sovereignty, as part of Muslim belief and manifestation of faith was that it would 

combat any misunderstanding of Islam as a comprehensive religion, covering all 

aspects of Muslim life. In this modern age, with the tendency to imitate the Western 

way of life and thinking, there arose some Muslims who began to view Islam as a 

religion restricted only to emotional belief and ritualism. This misunderstanding of 

its true concept of worship (`ibäda) led those people to think that the meaning of 

`ibäda and its practices was limited to prayer, fasting and pilgrimage. They were not 

aware of other Islamic principles such as the necessity of establishing an Islamic 

state and the implementation of shat-fa law in all human social and economic affairs. 

Qutb rejected this misunderstanding, stating that Islam was a religion of 

da`wa (calling people) to worship God Alone. It was a servitude (`uubcidiyya) to God 

49' Qulb, 7. ilnl, 2: 929,948-951. See also 4: 2526. 

492 Qur'än, 22: 41. 
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alone, without any associates with His ulfrhiyya. This nature of servitude to God was 

different from the meaning of `ibada as understood in the jühiliyya, which merely 

limited its scope to performing rituals. 493 Thus, servitude to God required Muslims to 

bear in mind that there was only One God Who created everything. It is therefore His 

law that was to be followed and implemented in human life. 494 

Qutb further contended that with a strong belief that häkimiyya belonged to 

God alone, it was therefore logical that the shari a was the only law to be followed 

and implemented in human society instead of man-made laws. His argument was 

based on several Qur'anic verses, among which was verse 59 of Stara 4 (al Nisä'): 

O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger (Muliainmad 
pbuh), and those of you (Muslims) who are in authority. (And) if you differ 
in anything amongst yourselves, refer it to Allah and His Messenger (pbuh), 
if you believe in Allah and in the Last Day. That is better and more suitable 
for final determination. 

With regard to those who rejected God's command and ignored the shari a in their 

judgment, Qutb cited verse 60 of the same Sirra, describing their position in the sight 

of God 

Have you seen those (Hypocrites) who assert that they believe in that which 
has been sent down to you, and that which was sent down before you, and 
they wish to go for judgement (in their disputes) to the Tüghtit (false judges) 

whereas they have been ordered to reject them. But the Shaitdn (Satan) 
wishes to lead them far astray. 

Qutb argued that these verses provided two important principles for the 

Muslim utnina to follow: first, giving total obedience to God and His Messenger, 

and, secondly, making judgments (hukm) based on the Qur'an and the Sunna of the 

Prophet. 195 These are the two prerequisites of faith in God and His attributes of 

493 Qutb, Zilä1,1: 25,200. 

494 Ibid., 2: 828. 

495 Ibid., 2: 687. 
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u1h7hiyya. Therefore, those who intentionally declared their obedience to God and 

belief in His uh7hiyya while using other systems as the source of legislation, were 

surely indulging in disbelief (kifr). 496 

Another important principle to be derived from the above verses is that no 

one had the right to claim absolute, permanent and indivisible sovereignty, because 

God was the only sovereign over the entire universe and had all the attributes of 

ultimate power. This implied that political authority was also subject to God's law, 

which provided its basis. Human beings as God's vicegerents had only one choice: 

that of exercising God's law, since it was a trust (anzJna). The power of exercising 

this trust was given only to the imdm who was chosen or appointed with the consent 

of all members of the community to judge with justice. 497 

Therefore, it seems that the real holders of authority are the people, and the 

inzänz is appointed by the community only for exercising the authority vested in 

them. This, in fact, is the most significant step towards a representative government 

which is commissioned to carry out God's mandate. It also implies that the leader has 

a right to be obeyed, as the above verse describes, as long as he does not deviate 

from the basic instruction of the shari a. 

An analysis of Qutb's understanding of the nature of human beings as God's 

vicegerents suggests that he was influenced by the ideas of al-Mawdad who said: 

The proper kind of Government comes into existence only when man 
accepts the position that he is not an autonomous being who can do anything 
he likes or serves his interest. Rather, he is the khah-fa or vicegerent, he has 
to act as trustee and execute the will of Allah as revealed through His 
Prophets.. . The people who manage the affairs of the Muslim uunwma believe 
that they are responsible and answerable to Allah for the way in which they 
conduct the Government. They have been placed in the position of rulers, 
not to impose their own will on the people, treat them like slaves... They 
should believe, on the other hand, that this burden has been laid on them so 

496 Qutb, 7. ilä1,2: 687-688. 

497 Ibid., 2: 688-689. 
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that they may enforce justice and equity among the people by observing 
Divine laws and making others observe them. 498 

This statement shows that al-Mawdüdi held a similar view with Qutb that the 

political system of Islam was based on God's sovereignty, not man-made law. In 

addition, al-Mawdüdi himself clearly indicated that the legislative sovereignty of 

God must become the foundation of the Islamic state, which meant that: 

Allah is the Law-Giver and the moral guide of man, and it is incumbent on 
every citizen of the Islamic state who claims to be a follower of Islam to 
accept the moral guidance of Allah and obey the commands and injunctions 
of God in socio-economic and political life as laid down in the Holy Qur'An 

and the Sunna of the holy Prophet. 499 

One may ask that if both al-Mawdüdi and Qutb shared the view that the 

foundation of the political system of Islam must be based on God's sovereignty in 

the sense that God's shari a must govern human life, what did other traditional 

scholars or Muslim jurists think about this question? Did they acknowledge the 

relationship between God's sovereignty and the political system of Islam? In this 

regard, one must bear in mind that no such term as liakinriyya existed in the 

traditional scholars' discussions or writings, since it was not mentioned in the 

Qur'än. However, this does not mean that they ignored questions of judgment or the 

governing of human society in accordance with God's shall a. Ibn Kathir (d. 1372), 

for instance, said: 

all these ideas [as mentioned in Ganghis Khan's Yasa] are contradictory to 
the laws (shad a) of Allah, which were revealed to His servants among the 
Prophets, peace be upon them all. Therefore, whoever neglects the law of 
judgment revealed to Muhammad, son of cAbdullah, the last of all Prophets, 
and carries out a lawsuit based on other laws which had been abandoned, is 
surely a disbeliever; so what is the position of those who carry out a lawsuit 

498 Abü'l-A`15 al-Mawdüdi, Islamic State, trans. Mazheruddin Siddiqi (Karachi: Islamic Research 
Academy, 1986), 10. 

499 Ibid., 3. 
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based on al-Yana and give preference to it over God's law? Indeed, whoever 
does that is surely a disbeliever with the consent (ijmä) of all Muslims. 500 

Al-Mäwardi maintained that there were ten conditions regarding public 

affairs which are binding on the imam. They included (1) to guard the din as it was 

established in its original form; (2) to execute legal judgment between two 

contestants and bring them back to the path of God; and (3) to establish the add 

punishments to maintain justice: 

If the khalff a fulfils these people's rights, he has executed the claim of God, 
may He be Exalted, regarding the latter's rights and duties: in which case 
they (the people) have a duty to obey and support him as long as his state 
does not change. 50' 

However, as al-Mdwardi argued further, if the Inzänz deviated from the path of God, 

in that he "commits forbidden acts, pursues evil, is ruled by his lust and is subject to 

his passions, this counts as a moral deviation which excludes him from taking up the 

Imamate or from continuing on with it. "sot 

It seems that the idea of God's sovereignty, which implied judgment based on 

the shari a, was essential in governing the state or Muslim community, because it 

was closely related to obedience to God's command as a whole. Qutb's idea of God's 

sovereignty (fiükimiyyat Allah) as one of the characteristics of the Islamic political 

system was, therefore, not unusual in its discussion. Rather, this idea, which placed 

the Qur'än and Sunna of the Prophet as the highest sources of legislation by the 

government was generally in line with the views of some of the contemporary and 

traditional scholars regarding the reality of Islamic politics. The only distinguishing 

factor was Qutb's use of the term iuUkindyya, which was seen by many as a 

50° Abü'l-Fidd'al-I Iäfi? Ibn Kathir, al-Bidcya iva'l-Nihäya (Cairo: Där al-Iladith, 1998), 13: 119. See 
also Sivan, Radical Islam, 96-99. 

501 Mäwardi, al Ahkäm al-Stdtäniyya, 18. 

502 Ibid., 19 
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derivation from al-Mawdudi's thought. 503 Qutb's objective in emphasizing the 

sovereignty of God, and his mission to achieve justice in human society were similar 

to that of the traditional scholars, that is making the shari a of God the only basis of 

legislation (qä idat al-tashri ). Khalidi pointed this out in his writing, and said that 

Qutb's emphasis on the sovereignty of God followed the same line with that of the 

Muslim jurists' view when "they all were in agreement that the source of legislation 

in regard to human affairs is God. Therefore, Qutb was right in employing this 

Islamic term. ', 504 

The idea of God's sovereignty as one of His attributes as enunciated by Qutb, 

and its derivation from the declaration of faith "la iläha i/Ia'llä/i" (there is no god but 

Allah) seem to have been relevant to the Muslim society of the mid-twentieth 

century. Of course, Qutb's own experience of life in Egypt at that time led him to 

emphasize this idea as a means of solving the problems of his country. I say this 

because such an idea would at least wake up Muslims to the fact that their 7112än and 

Islam would not be complete unless they followed God's command in all walks of 

life. Moreover, any Muslims who declared their faith to God and His Prophet would 

not be considered true believers so long as they referred to other laws instead of the 

shad a of God to govern their lives. 

According to Qutb, once Muslims recognized the sovereignty of God and put 

it into practice, people claiming to be sovereign would no longer exist. More 

importantly, a belief in the sovereignty of God would constantly remind Muslims of 

their role as the servants of God, with no right to claim or exercise any right except 

in accord with what He had revealed to them. 

503 For al-Mawdüdi's ideas about God's sovereignty and his. influence on Qutb's thought, see the 
following: Khdlidi, 17, 't-Zilä1 al-Qur'an, 185; Mousalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism; Haddad, 
"Sayyid Qulb, " 89-90; Kepel, Muslim Extremism, 47-48. 

504 Khälidi, F Ziläl al-Our'nn, 185. See also M. Abü Sailik, Fikr Sayyid Qutb, ($an`ä': Maktaba D5r 
al-Quds, 1999), 48-51. 
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The feeling of human weakness before God has a positive influence on both 

the imam and the governed. The governed will choose only a person who obeys 

God's command to represent them. The imam, on the other hand, will always 

remember his being merely a trustee to exercise God's trust in accordance with His 

manhaj. Therefore, claims to absolute power will no longer be heard in human 

society, since all know that God's power overrules them. Thus peace and justice will 

be established. 

5.3.2 Caliphate (Khiläfa) or Imamate (Imäma) Government 

On many occasions in Ziläl, Qutb reminded Muslims of their role on this earth as 

God's vicegerents, honoured with many distinctions compared with the rest of God's 

creatures, among which were knowledge and desire. These two important elements, 

if properly managed in accordance with God's command, would make people 

superior even to His angels. But if they took the wrong path and indulged in 

evildoing, then their position would be even worse than that of animals in the sight of 

God. 505 

There are many verses of the Qur'an which mention the role of human beings 

as God's vicegerents on this earth. Among the best known is verse 30 of Si7ra 2 (al- 

Bagära): 

And (remember) when your Lord said to the angels: "Verily, I am going to 
place (mankind) generations after generations on earth, " They said: "Will 
You place therein those who will make mischief therein and shed blood, 
while we glorify You with praises and thanks and sanctify You. " He (Allah) 
said: "I know that which you do not know. " 

In interpreting this verse, early Qur'anic commentators and scholars like Ibn al- 

cAbbäs (d, 670)5°6 for instance, decided that the khal7fa referred to Prophet Adam and 

sos Qu1b, Ziläl, 1: 61. The Qur'än 7: 179 makes the very same point. 

506 Ibn al-`Abbäs was Prophet Muhammad's cousin. He was known for his mastery in Qur'anic 
commentary and lived from 619 to 670. 
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his descendants as successors to the previous generations which God had created on 

this earth. Hasan al-Basri (d. 728), 507 on the other hand, viewed the vicegerency of 

Prophet Adam and his descendants as their role as God's successors to settle the 

earth and to rule it justly in accordance with God's command. He did not relate this 

new creation of humankind to the previous generations. 508 

Qutb held the same opinion on the nature of the khalifa as that of Hasan al- 

Basri. This was because Qutb maintained that the concept of istihklaf (the 

appointment of human beings as God's vicegerents) on this earth referred to people's 

capability to develop their lives here and reform them in accordance with God's 

command. It also referred to their capability to realize (talrgiq) justice on this 

earth. 509 

Therefore, Qutb understood that the establishment of a khildfa government 

was necessary to achieve harmony throughout human society on this earth. To 

support his argument, Qutb included terms like reign (molk), triumph (ghalaba) and 

government in the meaning of al-istikhläf, so long as they were applied to the 

development of human society and the realization of the manhaj of God, which has 

been designed for the guidance of humans. 510 

In Qutb's view, the vicegerency of humankind entailed ruling this earth justly 

and making judgments in accordance with God's commands. The one who assumed 

this responsibility was known as the klzalifa or imäm. In describing the nature and 

responsibility of the khalifa, Qutb quoted verse 26 of Si'ara 38 (Sad) regarding 

Prophet David (Däwüd), who was both prophet and khalifa: 

507 His full name was Abü Said Ilasan a1-Basri. He was a sufi figure known for piety and uprightness 
who lived during the Umayyad period. 

508 Abu Ja`far Ibn Jarir al-Tabar , 
Tafsrr al-Tabar7 (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya, 1997), 1: 233- 

238. 

sog Qutb, T, iIäl, 4: 2529. 

510 Ibid., 4: 2529-2530. 
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O Däwüd (David) Verily We have placed you as a successor on the earth; so judge 

you between men in truth (and justice) and do not follow your desire-for it will 
mislead you from the Path of Allah. 511 

The vicegerency of human beings and their duty to rule this earth were also 

related to the management of-the universe. This meant that God created them and 

imposed upon them the divine duty (the role of khalifa) to carry out His commands 

so that their lives would run in parallel with the rest of God's creation. The creation 

of the sun and moon, for instance, clearly showed that they had been arranged in 

such a manner that precluded collisions. "And the sun runs its course for a period 

determined for it; that is the decree of (Him), the Exalted in Might, the All- 

Knowing. "512 Humans, as part of God's creation, were responsible for maintaining 

the harmony established by Him. This is because the justice required from those 

vicegerents of the earth (khulafä' al-ard ) in judging among their people, actually 

constituted part of the whole truth (al-haq al-kulli). 513 

That is why in discussing this question, Qutb always reminded Muslims to 

study carefully the Islamic theory about the universe, life and humankind and their 

correlation before discussing other human social relations, because Islam and all its 

doctrines, legislation and ritual were built on this fundamental idea. 514 Qutb's 

emphasis on a similar idea can be found in his early books, such as al-cAdäla and al- 

Saläm al-`Ä1am7, as already discussed in Chapter Two of this study. 

Looking to Qutb's political discussion in Ziläl, it seems that his emphasis on 

the Islamic theory of the universe and the vicegerency of humankind was to instruct 

Muslims in the basics of Islam, so that if they became khallfa or imam, they would 

have a clear understanding of their role. 

511 Qur'an, 38: 26. 

512 Ibid., 36: 40. 

513 Qujb, Ziläl, 5: 3019. 

514 Ibid., 1: 60. 
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How was it possible to handle the huge responsibility of successfully 

maintaining justice and harmony in this world comprising people of different colour, 

race, etc? This was the question that led Qutb to discuss the establishment of the so- 

called khiläfa government. The idea derived from the fact that it would be impossible 

for individuals (afrad) to implement God's command if they were small in number. 

A strong organization or a government was essential to look after human affairs and, 

more importantly, to represent them in executing the shada of God in a true sense. 

Therefore istikhläf in Qutb's view was important in an Islamic government because it 

derived from the basic purpose of human existence in this world, that is, to give total 

obedience to God by following His manhaj of life, which emphasized justice and 

harmony in human society and opposed all kinds of oppression and exploitation of 

other people. 515 

Since the government itself represented Muslims in executing God's 

command, the khahfa, who was selected to lead the government, held the same 

responsibility. The only difference between the kharfa and other Muslims was that 

the former had the power to enforce the shari a of God and punish those people who 

deviated from the right path and bring them back to the teachings of Islam. It was, 

therefore, this duty that made the khal fa or the imam eligible to be obeyed by all 

Muslims. As verse 59 of Sara 4 (al-Nisä') states: "0 you who believe! Obey Allah 

and obey the Messenger (Muhammad) and those of you (Muslims) who are in 

authority. " 

Citing this verse, Qutb argued that giving Obedience to the khalifa constituted 

a Qur'anic injuction. This was because after the Prophet there were only the Qur' in 

and his Sunda as the main sources of legislation for Muslim society. The khalifa's 

role was to implement the shari a of God as stated in the Qur'än and the Sunna so as 

to maintain obedience to God and His Prophet. In one of his statements Qutb 

stressed: "God sent His messengers to be obeyed (by their people) with His consent, 

515 Qutb, Ziläl, 4: 2529. 
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not to be disobeyed (by their people) on their instruction, nor to become merely 

preachers and spiritual leaders! 516 

Qutb sometimes used the term imüma to refer to those who led an Islamic 

government. The imam in his view was the one who led the people to the way of 

God, guided them to the right path and showed a good example to them in conduct 

and, more importantly, religious commitment. 517 The term imüma, according to 

Qutb, had three meanings: imäma al-risäla, imama al-khilafa and imama al-salät. He 

maintained that imäma al-risala and imüma al-khildfa were integrated, as 

exemplified by Prophet Muhammad and Prophet David who not only preached 

God's message but, at the same time, led their governments. After the Prophet, it 

became the responsibility of the khal fa or imäm among Muslims to continue this 

task through the enforcement of the shad a law, constant obedience to the Prophet 

and constant implementation of God's commands. 518 In support of this argument, 

Qutb cited verse 124 of Siira 2 (al-Bagdra): 

Verily, I am going to make you an Inrdrn for mankind. [Prophet Abraham] 
said, "And of my offspring (to make leaders). " (Allah) said, "My Covenant 
(Prophethood) does not include Mlinnin (polytheists and wrong-doers). " 

This verse, according to Qutb, clearly signified that only those who worked for 

justice and executed the shat"i a of God were eligible to be intünz, not those who 

oppressed other people. He also asserted that the most important criteria in 

appointing the imänt were religious commitment and readiness to be a just intäm, not 

that of family ties and blood relations. 519 

Qutb's emphasis on the above criteria derived from his belief that family ties 

and blood relations could not always guarantee a suitable leader if they were not 
516 Quib, 7i1ä!, 2: 695. 

517Ibid., 1: 112. 

518 Ibid., 2: 695-696. 

519 Ibid., 1: 112. See also 2: 949. 
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bound by `agida and a just administration. It might seem that Qutb's notion deviated 

from that of traditional scholars such as al-Mäwardi, who included in the criteria 

membership of "the family of Quraysh". However, an analysis of the current political 

situation in Muslim society suggested that Qutb's notion was more appropriate in the 

modem age. This was because the attraction of worldly pleasure could be strong 

enough to cause a leader to deviate from the truth. Qutb admitted this when he 

studied the current state of Muslim society: 

And this is what Prophet Abraham (Ibrähim), peace be upon him, was told. 
This is a [clear] covenant in its wording without any twist and vagueness. [It 
is] also decisive in dismissing [claims] among those who call themselves 
Muslims today. It also dismisses their unjust and immoral actions which 
diverged from God's path, and also their action in throwing away His 
shari a... And [even though] their declaration is for Islam, at the same time 
they set aside the Shari a of God and His manhaj from their lives. [Indeed] 
this is a false declaration which has no [true] basis of a covenant of God 
(`ahd Allah). 520 

Thus `agida and justice were the most important criteria for the imamate, so that any 

person coming to the post would be from among the God-fearing and ready to 

execute the shari a of God in human affairs. 

In regard to the way the kharfa or imam come into being, Qutb stressed that 

its appointment should be through the shiirä system. This was because the holder of 

that post represented the whole Muslim community to uphold God's command and 

put it into the practice. Therefore, the appointment was subject to the will of the 

people, whose duty would be to supervise and observe their leader's application of 

the shad a. Meanwhile, no belligerent act was to be permitted against the khal fa or 

inmüin provided that he did not deviate from the basic instructions of the sharf a. 521 

Since the government itself was based on slnirü and the imam was appointed 

by a majority of shi7rä members, Qutb rejected the emergence of another imam 

520 Quib, Ziläl, 1: 113. 

521 Ibid., 4: 1990. 
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within the same territory, assuming him to be a transgressor (bughä). This was 

because the role of the imäm was to maintain justice, unity and solidarity among the 

members of the community and also to look after their welfare. It would be 

impossible to do this job effectively if someone else claimed to be imnäm. In Islamic 

government, Qutb argued, once an imam had been selected to lead the Muslims and 

had been given a bay`a, no other person could hold the post. Rather, the transgressor 

was to be fought to bring him back to obey the one imain. Qutb cited the example of 

Imam °Al (who fought against dissentors at the battles of Camel and Siffin) to show 

that Islam permitted the intäin to act against troublemakers so long as he was in the 

right. Some of the Companions who supported the Imam's action took part in the 

battles, though there were some who did not participate. According to Qutb, their 

non-participation should not be seen as their disagreement with the Imam's opinion. 

There were also among these Companions some, who were still confused over 

whether the step taken by the Imam had been permitted by Islam or not. Qutb then 

came across a narration which stated that Ibn 'Umar regretted siding with the Imam, 

signifying that the Imam was in the right to fight against those who were disloyal to 

him. This was because his aim was to maintain justice, solidarity and brotherhood 

among all the members, since love, peace and co-operation had become attributes of 

an Islamic community. 522 

Since s/ulra was one of the principles of the khiläfa or imäma government, 

any matters concerning Muslims should be discussed first with the imam, who would 

then decide how to proceed. Therefore, Qutb maintained, it was forbidden for 

individual Muslims to hold a secret counsel without the imam's consent, considering 

such conduct as among Satan's attributes. The reason was that such an action was 

open to misinterpretation by some people and could thus create disunity among 

Muslims, even though it perhaps intended the betterment of Muslims in general. 

Moreover, it would arouse suspicion among Muslims, and destroy trust, which was 

522 QuIb, Ziläl, 6: 3343. 
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one of the most important elements in creating solidarity and brotherhood among all 

Muslims. 523 

Qutb was clearly describing the role of the imam as being the focal point to 

which everyone referred their problems. It is then for the imam to decide, after 

holding a counsel with the shi7rä members, what should be done to solve the 

problem. Indeed, there was a hadith forbidding Muslims to hold a secret counsel, 

even if there were three of them: "when there are three of you, do not hold a counsel 

between two of you without the attendance of the other member, because such 

conduct will make him sad. " This liadith should become the basic guideline for 

Muslims so that their community would remain strong because its members trusted 

one another without creating any confusion among them. 

Although the imam or khalifa had the authority to enjoin good, forbid evil 

and expect obedience, there were certain conditions to be fulfilled so as to maintain 

that right of obedience. Should the imäm or kharfa act contrary to God's commands, 

his appointment would be withdrown. According to Qutb, this was to ensure that the 

leader would always follow the will of the people who had selected him to represent 

them in fulfilling God's command. The post of imam did not mean that one could act 

freely in the administration of the state. Rather, the imam should always have the 

consent of the people that he might act in accordance with their desires, enjoining 

good and forbidding evil, part of the purpose of human existence on earth as God's 

vicegerents. 524 

Throughout his discussion on the khildfa or imäma, Qutb was apparently 

convinced that once this form of government had been established in Muslim 

community, many problems - such as social, political and economic disparities - 

would be solved. In administration of the government, for instance, Qutb found that 

there was no room for the khalifa or imam to act unjustly since the procedure of 
523 Quib, 7_iläl, 6: 3510. 

524 

Ibid. 
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appointment (shtirä) was such as to make the post-holder the best person to judge 

according to the shazl'a. Moreover, the concept of istikhlüf (the appointment of the 

kharfa) itself demanded that human beings were to accept guidance (al-hudä) only 

from God and were bound by His manhaj of life. Therefore, there was a choice of 

two paths: to accept God's commands or to follow Satan; there was no middle 

way. 525 

5.3.3 Consultative government (1ukinnat al-shwa) 

The institution of shisrä is considered one of the most important principles in the 

political system of Islam. History has shown that sht7rä played an important role in 

the political development of the early Islamic state in Medina. The Prophet (pbuh) 

himself continually consulted his Companions in almost all daily affairs of state, 

which proves that no one in Islam has absolute authority over the affairs of the 

Muslim community. Although the Prophet received direct commands from God 

concerning the governing of the state, he was still required to consult his people on 

the conduct of his government. This, of course, is in line with the verse 159 of Szira 3 

(al `Imrän), in which God clearly asked the Prophet to hold a counsel with other 

Muslims: "and consult them about the affairs. Then when you have taken a decision, 

put your trust in Allah, certainly, Allah loves those who put their trust (in Him). " 

Furthermore, many of the Prophet's aliafiith emphasized the importance of 

shard and its contribution towards just and sound decision-making, as one can see 

from the following hafiitlz, in which the Prophet is reported to have said, after the 

revelation of the above verse: 

Although Allah and His messenger are in no need of it (consultation), Allah 
has made it a mercy (ra/una) for my people; and whoever holds council 

525 Qulb, 1i1ä1,1: 61. See also 2: 888. 
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among them, lie will not be deprived of right guidance, and whoever 
neglects it will not be devoid of error. 526 

This shows how shard guides people to a right decision. There is no such feeling of 

uncertainty and scepticism over such a decision being made since everything is in 

accordance with what God has commanded, as He promised earlier: "when you have 

taken a decision, put your trust in Allah. " 

The institution of shisrä began during the Prophet's time. The first verse to be 

revealed about the subject was verse 38 of Stara 42 (al-Shrrrä), when God said: "And 

those who answer the call of their Lord, and perform al-, calät, and who [conduct] 

their affairs by mutual consultation, and who spend of what We have bestowed on 

them. "527 

In commenting on "who [conduct] their affairs by mutual consultation" in the 

verse, Qutb said: 

The expression denotes that all their affairs are discussed in council between 
them; it makes it a feature of their whole life 

... 
It is a Meccan text which 

existed before the establishment of the Islamic state; therefore this feature is 
more general and more comprehensive in the life of Muslims than state 
[matters]. It is a feature of the Islamic community in all circumstances, even 
if the state, in its particular sense, has not been established yet. 528 

This means that. shtird is a feature of the Islamic way of life in general and is 

not confined to political activities. Every Muslim should discuss with others the 

problems of every aspect of life. To do so, Muslims need to understand fully the 

necessity of shiirä and its position as one of the criteria of faith, so that mutual 

consultation will accord with Islamic principles. 529 

526 See cAbd al-Qädir `Awda, al-Isldn: ºi'a Awdä und al-Siyäsi»a (Beirut: Mu'assasa al-Risäla, 1997), 
194. 

527 Qtir'än, 42: 38. 

528 Qutb, Ziläl, 5: 3165. 

529 Ibid. 
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Qutb's statements seem to be in agreement with °A\vda who commented that 

the above verse signified the importance of shcirä in Muslim life, for its position had 

been mentioned together with performing prayer, which is an obligatory duty for 

every Muslim. 530 Though there was still no fully organized Muslim community or 

state in Mecca at that time, the Qur'än already regarded shit-rd as one of the criteria 

of faith. In other words, there would be no perfection of individuals' faith unless they 

53 used shiirä in their affairs. 1 

Shi7rä is an Arabic term derived from the verb shaivara, which originated 

from the root shdra. Shdra yashziru and shawrun mean "he exhibited or displayed 

[something]. " The Arabs said: shärat al-`asal which means he extracted honey [from 

its place], or shärat al-däbba iva shawratuha, he exhibited or displayed the bees for 

sale. 532 In technical terms, shiirä means extracting and evaluating the opinions of 

experienced people in certain affairs, with the aim of finding the couse of action 

closest to the truth. 533 

From these definitions it can be said that shiirä comprises consultation and 

evaluation of opinions by members of society to reach the best decision on their 

affairs. In politics, both the inräm and the governed are obliged to consult one 

another regarding administration of their state so that the decisions made are 

acceptable to all its citizens. 

530 His full name was `Abd al-Qädir `Awda. He was one of al-Bannä's disciples and had served many 
years as a judge and lawyer in the Egyptian government before joining the Ikhwän in 1940s and 
becoming one of the important figures of the organization. He wrote many books about Islam, among 
which were al-Isldni is Awda-`unä al-Siydsi»'a, al-Islamn wa Awdä und al-Qami, zi»'a, al Mä1 uw'1- 
Ifukm fi al-Islam and al-Tashri al-lind 1 al-Isidmi: mugäranan bi'l-gänuan al-wa f1. Among these 
works, al-Tashri al Jind 7 was the most widely referred to by scholars, including Quib. 

531 cAwda, al-Islam wa AW lä lind a1-Siyäsiyya, 193. 

532 Jamal al-Din Muhammad b. Mukarram al-Ansär ibn Manzür, Lisas al-`Arab (Beirut: Dar Sädir, 
1968), 4: 343-437. 

533 ̀Abd al-Iiamid Ismail al-Ansäri, al-S7uirä na Alliaruha f 'l-Dimngrdliyya (Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al- 
`Arabi, 1996), 4. 
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Although the Qur'än mentioned the shard during the Meccan period, its 

message was mainly to show that shz rd was one of the required characteristics of 

Muslim society, even if the Muslims comprised a small community without an 

established state yet. It was, however, during the Medinan period that shard was 

institutionalized and made obligatory for the Islamic government. According to 

Qutb, this happened after the battle of Uliud, which took place in the second year 

after the htira. 534 He cited an important lesson that could be drawn from this battle: 

the principle of shiirü was more important rather than its consequences. In addition, 

the Prophet's attitudes before and after the battle clearly showed that there was no 

time for hesitation and regret over a decision resulting from shtirä, since it was the 

outcome of the majority's views and accorded with Islamic principles. Once a 

decision was made, it had to be implemented. This had been shown by the Prophet, 

who, after holding council with his companions, entered his house and prepared 

himself for fighting the enemy outside Medina, even though he himself was of the 

opinion to stay in Medina and defend it from inside. 535 This was due to the fact that 

any decision resulting from shürd was a perfect decision and approved by the 

sharf a. In addition, the procedure of shiird - careful consideration (taglib) of various 

standpoints, and then selection of the best of all the courses of action (ittydhdt) 

suggested by the shore committee members - was so convincing in finding solutions 

among Muslims. 536 

534 Verse 159 of Siira 5 (Al `Inzrän) was revealed after the Prophet had engaged in the battle of Uhud 
upon the advice of his companions to fight the enemy outside Medina, even though he was of the 
opinion to stay in Medina and defend it from inside. The event strongly affected the Muslims who 
started to hold that shn7rä should not be practised since it gave unfavourable results as experienced by 
them at Ul)ud. This was because the battle showed that the Prophet's view was more correct. Despite 
this, after those events, God ordered the Prophet to ask forgiveness for his companions and consult 
with them on every matter in which shcirä was needed. This injunction was definite, leaving no room 
for any doubt that shtirä was one of Islam's highest values to which the Muslim umma should always 
and under all circumstances adhere. See Qulb, 7, ild/, 1: 501. 

535 Qutb, T. iläl, 1: 502-503. 

536 Ibid., 1: 502. 
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If the shi7rä decision represents the majority voice in the Islamic political 

system, how does it compare with Western democracy, where the majority voice is 

also taken into account in decision-making? Qutb contended that shiirä was instituted 

for the benefit of all Muslim affairs, where none of the shz rä committee members 

had a personal interest in every decision made. In addition, these committee 

members were not allowed to dispute decisions that had already been made and 

agreed to by the majority. This phenomenon, Qutb argued, did not happen under the 

democratic system, since the parliament's voice, represented the interests of some 

capitalists or other influential figures who already controlled the government and all 

the members of parliament. 537 Therefore, how could the public attain better 

protection from every decision made under the parliamentary system if its rights had 

been ignored in the interests of a particular group of people? 

Qutb's condemnation of Western democracy also derived from his belief that 

Islam had a comprehensive political system. Therefore, there was no need for 

Muslims to follow other human ideological systems, since they already had an 

identity or nationality of their own, which was Islam. As Muslims they were united 

not by race, geography, language, mutual interest, economics, or even culture, but by 

their commitment to follow the will of God in their lives. 

Qutb, however, did not give a detailed explanation of the procedure of shard 

and the selection of its committee members (ahl al-shürü), since he believed that 

once an Islamic community or state was established, it would not be difficult for 

Muslims to find eligible people to fill the posts. In addition, the procedure of shzirä 

itself was open to change and development. It was not "cast in an iron mould" but 

left to be decided by the circumstances of the community. 538 

In Qutb's view, the most important thing was to give Muslims a clear picture 

of the principles of Islam in regard to human society, to enable the establishment of a 

537 Qutb, 7. ild1,3: 1754. 

538 Ibid., 4: 2006-2007; and 5: 3165. 
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community whose members understood their role as Muslims. This is because every 

Islamic community and state ever established in this world began by calling people 

to Islam to save them from being continually misled in ignorance. 539 This approach 

was similar to that of al-Mawdüdi', who argued that the general principles of Islam 

must be explained first so that Muslims would not have a vague perception of their 

own religion. Al-Mawdüdi outlined two important facts that every Muslim should 

bear in mind: first, Islam was neither a religion mixed with other ideological beliefs 

nor the product of any human mind. It was a universal religion whose objective was 

to create and cultivate in humankind equality and Islamic attitudes. Secondly, the 

Islamic principles regarding every aspect of human society were interrelated on the 

basis of the tawhid of God. sao 

Although sha-rä was both a religious and legal obligation for Muslims, Qutb 

argued that there were still Muslims who knew nothing about this important Islamic 

principle. This situation, in his view, was due to their environment, which was no 

longer Islamic: 

This ignorant society in which we are living now is not a Muslim 
society ... There is neither the implementation of the Islamic system within it 
nor the enforcement of the specific laws of Islamic jurisprudence (abkam al- 
fighiyya) in the system. 541 

It was therefore difficult for such people to appreciate the importance of shtirä, and 

so a clear explanation given in stages was vital. 

Qutb pointed out that questions of the doctrinal concept (al-tasawwur al- 

it tigädi): uhihiyya, rubz biyya and häkimiyya no longer had priority in the minds of 

Muslims. As a result, it was not surprising to see people acting according to their 

539 Qutb, Zildl, 4: 2008. 

540 Abu'1-A`1ä al-Mawdiidi, Nazariyyat al-Islam a1-Siyäsiy)'a (Jedda: al-Där al-Sa`üdiyya, 1985), 11- 
12. 

541 Quib, Ziläl, 4: 2009. 
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personal- opinion, without taking that of other people into account. The situation 

became more dangerous when those in authority in a community or a state, began to 

follow their own desires in its administration, instead of listening to the opinion of 

the sht7rä committee members before making decision. That was the starting point 

that led to the emergence of the unjust ruler in human society. 542 

According to Qutb, the Islamic political system based on shtirä did not 

emerge from a vacuum. It came into being as a result of a well-trained and educated 

community, whose members had a strong faith in God. It was at this point that Qutb 

condemned some writers and scholars who, instead of emphasizing the importance of 

Dndn and other doctrinal concept as the basis for the creation of a Muslims 

community, tended to stress the importance of sha7rä in this jähili society. This 

attempt, Qutb maintained, was meaningless because the principle of sht7rü would not 

work effectively in a society based on un-Islamic principles, whose members knew 

nothing about that important element of Islamic governmental system and did not 

know how to choose a good leader to represent them. 543 Qutb also asked how the 

institution of shiirä could be put into practice if there were still people who knew 

nothing about its principles and objectives, and did not respect the views of other. 

Instead, these people knew only how to convince others that their views were the 

right ones. On the other hand, the institution of shard in Islam, was managed by 

Muslims who were knowledgeable, who knew how to respect and accept other 

people's opinions with the hope that such opinions would improve the welfare of the 

whole Muslim community. 

Qutb therefore listed the following positive consequences of the practice of 

. shtirü in the just government of a Muslim community or state: 544 

542 Qutb, Ziläl, 4: 2008-2009. 

543 Ibid., 4: 2009. 

544 Ibid., 4: 2008-2013. 
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1. There would no longer be unjust rulers since any one coming to be the i nmm 

would be from the most God-fearing. 

2. There would be the opportunity for the governed to advise the imam on matters 

pertaining to the administration of the state. Therefore, it would not be possible 

for the imam to use his power freely since there would be other s/nirü committee 

members observing the imam's administration and conduct. In addition, 

according to the bajfa made with the governed, it became the imam's duty to 

consult the shi rä committee members on matters concerning the administration 

of his government. 

3. Since shiirä was based on co-operation, brotherhood and solidarity among 

Muslims, it would therefore prevent the exploitation of power by the imdm, 

because any decision made by him represented the views of other people too. 

What was clear was that the principle of shtird signified that under an Islamic 

government there existed a means of a collective decision-making regarding the 

administration of the state. 

5.3.4 Pledge of allegiance (Bay°a) 

Bay`a is an Arabic word derived from the root bä a. Literally it means exchanging 

money for goods by mutual consent or giving the cost (of the goods) and receiving 

(in return) the priced goods. 545 As a technical term, bay`a has been defined in various 

ways. Ibn Khaldün, for instance, defined it as a commitment to give obedience to the 

ruler (waliy al-amr). 546 Bajfa was also defined as taking an oath to observe what has 

been prescribed in the Qur'an and the Sunna of the Prophet and to perform the duties 

required by them. 547 

545 Ibn Manzür, Lisen al-`Arab, 1: 299. 

546 Abu Id, Nizärn al-Huhn fi'1-Islam, 248. 

Sal This is a definition given by Ibn Ahmad al-Sanänl in his book al-Tathnria `a1ä al-Rmvrl al-Näärr. 
See Abü Id, Ni. -äm al-Ifukm fl'I-Islam, 248. 
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Ibn Khaldün's definition seems to be appropriate for our discussion here, 

because it refers to an agreement between two parties, the imam and the governed 

people, where the latter give their allegiance to the imam by striking their hands with 

his. They agree to accept him as their leader, to obey his orders and to work with him 

in protecting the state from its enemies. In fact, it was this kind of bay`a that the 

Medinan people made with the Prophet before his migration to Medina, when they 

accepted the Prophet (pbuh) as their religious and political leader and undertook to 

protect him from all his enemies. 548 

The importance of bay°a in an Islamic government has been specifically 

mentioned in the Qur'an and Sunna of the Prophet (pbuh), for example, verse 10 of 

Süra 48 (al-Fatlt): "Verily, those who give bay°a (pledge) to you (0 Muhammad) are 

giving bay`a to Allah. The Hand of Allah is over their hands". 

From the Sunna of the Prophet one finds that the Prophet himself practised 

this principle, when, before migrating to Medina, he made a bay`a with the people of 

that city, known as Bay`at al-`Agabat al-'t71ä and Baycat al-cAgabat al-thäni. In 

Medina, once the Islamic state had been established, the Prophet began to make a 

bay`a with its citizens, including the people of the books - the Jews and 

Christians. 549 This events prove that bay`a was an important element of an Islamic 

government since it indicated an agreement between the imam and the governed 

people to struggle together for the improvement in everyone's welfare. The imünz 

agreed to uphold God's'command in his administration and to look after the welfare 

of his people in accordance with the requirement of the shari a of God. The 

governed people, on the other hand, agreed to obey their imam and to sacrifice their 

energy, wealth etc. when they were required to do so, even in straitened 

circumstances. In this regard, the Prophet is reported to have said: 

s; $ Abu Id, Ni? äm al-Ihukm fi'I-Islam, 249-250. 

549 Abü Färis, al-Nizirrn al-Si}"äs7,302-303. 
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those who give a ba/a (pledge) to an imam, have given him their hand as a 
deal and their heart as an outcome. And they must obey him as far as 
possible. If someone attacks him (the Lnnm), then behead him. 550 

It is clear from the above principles of bay°a that the governed have to obey 

and assist the rmäm in maintaining and protecting the state from external and internal 

attacks and to struggle together with him, to maintain the unity of all members within 

their boundaries, Muslim and non-Muslim. 

According to Qutb, bay`a was an agreement or a contract in Muslim society 

between Muslims themselves or between Muslims and people of other religious 

beliefs. In the context of the government, Qutb viewed bajfa as an agreement 

between the imam and the governed, in which both agreed to work and co-operate for 

the betterment of their state and achieve God's blessings on all their affairs. The 

imam agreed to follow God's shari a in his government, and the governed agreed to 

obey and co-operate with imam. If the imp z deviated from the shada, by following 

his own desire instead of the Qur'an and the Sunna (in his administeration), he would 

lose the entitlement to obedience. Obedience was required only for righteous deeds 

(al-birr) and the fear of God (al-tagwd), not for any wrongdoing (ma`siyya) 551 

As already noted, the first bay`a ever made in the history of Islam was known 

as the bay°at al-`agaba, made between the Muslims and the Prophet before his 

migration. According to Qutb, it proved how Islam emphasized the principle of 

obedience and consent from the Muslims towards their leader even though they were 

only a small community. The bay`a made by Muslims to the Prophet in Mecca 

clearly showed this reality when they were ready to accept his leadership and obey 

him even though no form of government had been established. It also indicated that 

550 Sahib Muslim, in Abis Färis, al-Nizäm al-Siynsr, 303. 

551 Qu1b, 7, iidl, 4: 2191-2192,2226. See also 3: 1495. 
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the bay`a made was free from any force. Instead, it was conducted in peace and 

harmony, where both parties agreed to make the baya based on mutual trust. 552 

Qutb regarded the bay`at made by the Prophet with the Medinan people as 

political for the stability of their state. He described this form of allegiance as 

follows: 

Once he (the Prophet) put his hand on their hands for allegiance, he was 
actually representing God since whatever form of agreement someone made 
with the Prophet, this was really an agreement with God. 553 

Qutb further contended that it was God who controlled and determined 

human life. He alone recognized Islam to be a religion in this world and laid down 

appropriate laws (shard i) for Muslims to follow. The role of the Prophet was merely 

that of God's messenger, to call people back to the way of life prescribed by God and 

acknowledge Him as their Lord. This recognition of God's sovereignty would remain 

even after the death of the Prophet, because God was "the Eternal (bcrgin), the ever- 

lasting (hayyun), and would not die (lä yamiit). But Muhammad is just a human 

being (basyaran) who surely will die or be killed. , 554 For this reason, any bay°a 

between Muslims and the Prophet was really a ba/a between individuals and God, 

because the Prophet's words and actions represented the will of God. 555 

According to this understanding, Qutb therefore, regarded giving bay`a to 

those in authority among Muslims as a religious duty, so long as the imam agreed to 

follow the example of the Prophet in government. 

Since the principle of baya is an agreement between Muslims and God, Qutb 

rejected any fonn of bay`a with non-Muslim rulers holding authority in a Muslim 

community or state. This was because they did not fulfil the criteria of the shat' la, 

552 Qulb, Zi furl, 4: 2192. See also 6: 3552. 

553 Ibid., 5: 3320. 

554 Ibid. 

555 Ibid., 2: 836. See also 5: 3320. 
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mentioned earlier. Moreover, he wondered how non-Muslim rulers could follow the 

shari a of God if, from the very beginning, they had already rejected the talvl: id of 

God: His ulirhiyya, rzibübiyya and hükinziyya in regard to law. Furthermore, Qutb 

believed that giving ba/a to a non-Muslim ruler would mean that God's glory and 

honour could not be manifested in such a state because the Qur'än and the Sunna of 

the Prophet were no longer the source of its legislation. 556 

Therefore, giving the bay`a indicated the Muslim's fulfilment of their 

agreement (`ahd) with God, for they were obeying His command, such as struggling 

to enjoin right and forbid evil in their lives. Qutb regarded Muslims who broke their 

bay`a as having lost in all aspects of their lives because they had rejected God's great 

rewards which were bestowed upon those who were loyal to Him. Indeed, verse 10 

of Sfrra 48 (al-Falz) states: "whosoever breaks his pledge, breaks it only to his own 

harm. " Qutb argued that such people were really more concerned about themselves 

than in following God's command in all aspects of their lives. 557 Once the bay`a was 

given, Muslims were required to co-operate with the imäm in any circumstances, 

including going out to face the enemy for the security of their state. They knew that 

such a pledge was in reality an agreement with God, Whose reward was great for 

those who fulfilled it. Examples shown by the Prophet's companions clearly 

indicated that their commitment to obey the Prophet and to be ready to undertake any 

religious duties for the sake of God made them eligible to receive God's pleasure. 558 

The Qur'an clearly describes such people as follows: 

Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave the bay`a to 
you under the tree: He knew what was in their hearts, and He sent down al- 

556 QuIb, 7, ildl, 2: 780 and 908. 

557 The verse was revealed regarding a group of Muslims in Medina, who broke the bay`a they made 
with the Prophet when they feared to join the Prophet to meet the Quraysh people outside Medina, 
assuming that it might treaten their lives, should they come under attack. See Qulb, ZiläI, 6: 3321. 

" Qutb, Z1M1,6: 3321. 
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saknia (calmness and tranquillity) upon them, and He rewarded them with a 
close victory. 559 

Therefore, the principle of bay`a in Qutb's view was a divine agreement 

because it is given to God. However, it could be given only to the Prophet and those 

in authority among Muslims, who followed the Prophet's example in government. 

This was because they represented the will of God who witnessed the baj1a 560 

5.3.5 Obedience (Tai) 

Another important characteristic of the Islamic government is obedience (tä a) by the 

governed people to their imam. In this regard, obedience to the inmänr becomes 

obligatory once the governed have given their bay`'a to him. This concept is 

important because the existence of an Islamic state would be meaningless if its imam 

ruled justly according to the shari a law but there was no obedience from his people. 

According to Qutb, obedience to the imam constituted one of the religious 

obligations of every Muslim. The Qur'än first taught the Muslim ununa the particular 

importance of imän and Islam. Then it described the system for managing their lives 

in accordance with God's command, and how it differed from that based on 

jahiliyya. 561 Among the requirements of the iindn and Islam was obedience to those 

in authority among Muslims. 562 

The history of Islam shows that the early Muslims freely obeyed the Prophet, 

who was their leader and ruler. This was because they believed that obedience to the 

Prophet constituted one of the conditions of Iman and Islam itself. Ignoring this 

religious injunction would not only have prevented them from being true believers 

but also classed them with the liars in their declaration of faith. Qutb states: "those 

559 Qur'An, 48: 18. 

560 Qulb, 7i! ä1,6: 3325. See also 2: 836. 

561 Ibid., 2: 686. 

562 Ibid., 2: 686-687. 
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who seek their judgement from idols, away from the shari a of Allah, their claims (of 

being a Muslim) will not be accepted... because such claims are lies. "563 

The Qur'an describes the nature of obedience in Islam: it is not merely 

obedience to any imam or ruler without certain limitations and conditions. Rather, it 

teaches Muslims a true form of obedience that brings a peace and harmony to both 

the imam and his people. More importantly, such obedience is in line with the 

requirements of imdn and Islam regarding the government. Verse 59 of Sara 4 (al- 

Nisä) states: 

O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger (Muhammad) and 
those of you (Muslims) who are in authority. (And) if you differ in anything 
amongst yourselves, refer it to Allah and His Messenger, if you believe in 
Allah and in the last Day. That is better and more suitable for final 
determination. 

This verse shows that obedience to God and his Messenger has priority over 

obedience to those in authority among the Muslims. According to Qutb, this was 

because the share a of God in the teachings of the Qur'an and the Sunna of the 

Prophet was reliable, unchanging and applicable to Muslim society regardless of 

time and place. Both the Qur'än and the Sunna were there for reference by Muslims 

seeking God's guidance to solve problems that could not be solved with their own 

knowledge. 564 Moreover, by referring to the sharf a of God, Muslims would not lose 

their way in their search for the truth. 

Furthermore, Qutb believed that obeying God and His Messenger first 

showed the weakness of human beings who could not see their way clearly especially 

in chaotic circumstances. At such a time, human knowledge or reason (`ugirl), 

however brilliant it might be, would reach its limit in finding a definite solution to 

human problems. Therefore, it would be the role of the Qur'än and the Sunna of the 

363 QuIb, 7ildl, 2: 687. 

564 

IILbid. 
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Prophet to guide people and act as a final reference to unite everyone's opinion to 

reach an unanimous conclusion. 565 

According to Qutb, obedience to those in authority (zdi al-amr), as the above 

verse describes, was conditional and would depend on how far the imünm followed 

the shari a of God in his government. The relevant criteria, including the imam's 

own commitment to Islam and his fulfilment of all religious requirements, such as 

his obedience to God and His messenger and his duties as a Muslim leader. More 

importantly, he must recognize the sovereignty (liükiiniyya) of God as the absolute 

authority in the administration of his government by carrying out His shari a. 

However, the imam's right to obedience would cease if he did not fulfil those 

conditions. 

Qutb's argument was based on the early mentioned verse 59, which, did not 

repeat the word "! a a" when mentioning those in authority (uh- al-amr). This 

according to Qutb signified that obedience to those in authority was conditional in 

that they were obeyed not for their own sakes, but because they, like other Muslim 

believers, submitted to the authority of God, recognized His sovereignty and 

followed His sharf a. If these criteria were fulfilled, then the imam's right to 

obedience followed. 566 

Qutb cited several ahääith of the Prophet, which clearly showed that there 

was no absolute obedience to the command of the imämn. According to a hadith 

narrated by Yahyä al-Qattän, the Prophet said: "A Muslim must listen whether he 

likes it or not, unless he is commanded to disobey God; In that case he must neither 

listen nor obey. " Another hadith narrated by Umm al-Ilusayn also confirmed this, 

when the Prophet said: "Listen and obey, even if your governor is a slave (abd), so 

long as he governs you with the Book of God. "567 At this point, one would find that 

565 Quib, Zi1ä4 2: 690. 

566 Ibid., 2: 691. 

567 Ibid. 
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the imam's right to obedience existed when he followed the shari a of God and the 

Sunna of the Prophet. If he departed from either, he was no longer entitled to 

obedience. This was because a true Muslim believer, Qutb argued, was not one who 

claimed his faith in God, but then, in passing judgement (on their disputes), adopted 

a false judgement following his own desire. 568 In this respect, Qutb quoted verse 65 

of Stira 4 (al-Nisä '): 

But no, by your Lord, they can have no faith, until they make you (0 
Muhammad) judge in all disputes between them, and find in themselves no 
resistance against your decisions, and accept (them) with full submission. 

In another instance, Qutb believed that such a conduct would no doubt lead Muslims 

into shirk with God, as had happened to people in the past. Referring to the Jews (al- 

Yahird), Qutb argued that their following of the opinions of their rabbis instead of 

God's command to govern their lives was a clear example. Whatever the rabbis 

decided about the permitting (tah171) and prohibiting (tahr7m) of food etc. were 

accepted by the public as a rule to be followed. 569 

Qutb `s above discussion shows that both the imdm and the governed needed 

one another in the administration of the government. There would be no just imam if 

none of his people obeyed him. Nor could there be any justice for the governed and 

society as a whole if they are led by an unjust imam who knew only how to oppress 

and exploit people for his own economic and political interests. 

Another important principle to be derived from the above discussion was that 

the administration of an Islamic government was always overshadowed by God's 

shari a. If there was no specific guidance in the Qur'an and the Sunna on certain 

questions, then Muslims, in particular the infam, were permitted to resort to ytihäd as 

had been demonstrated by the Prophet and his companions. For this reason, there was 

568 Qutb, ZildI, 2: 687. 

569 Ibid., 2: 688. 
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no room for the imam to act freely in administrative matters, since he was always 

required to follow the mairhaj of God to govern human life as a whole. 570 This, in 

Qutb's view, accorded with verse 59 of Stüra 4 (al-Nisü'): "if you differ in anything 

amongst yourselves, refer it to Allah and His Messenger. " 

These were the Qur'änic teachings on the government: no one could claim 

sovereignty over other men since the sovereignty only belongs to God. Moreover, 

Qutb believed that this was what the Tmän and Islam required from every Muslim. It 

was a clear statement that, "there will be no true believers (mu'mintmn) unless they 

follow it (manhaj of God), and there will be no true Muslims unless they put such a 

'" manhaj into practice. 

5.3.6 Justice and Equality (al-`Adl wa'l Alusäwa7 

Other important characteristics of an Islamic government include justice and 

equality. In the previous discussion we touched upon Qutb's view of human equality 

in general, including the unity of the human race in origin and destiny, in rights and 

duties before the shari a law, with no preferences except those based on righteous 

works and piety. Here, the discussion focuses on how justice and equality are applied 

within the government and who should undertake the task of maintaining them. 

In the earlier discussion on the khilafa and imämna government, we mentioned 

Qutb's view regarding criteria to suit someone to the imam's post. Qutb held a view 

that the most important criteria were a strong belief in God and justice in 

administration. He also believed that these two criteria would guarantee a just 

government in the Islamic state. Thus the implementation of justice and equality was 

a religious duty for the imam, who would lose his right to the post if he did not fulfil 

that duty. In other words, the iinänt had to be just in his government because 

performing justice became one of the conditions of the post. If he deviated, his right 

570 Qutb, Zilä1,2: 691. 

571 Ibid., 2: 687. 
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to the post would cease. Justice on the part of the imam was also a religious duty in 

that it indicated the fulfilment of the ba/a that he gave to his people. Therefore any 

deviation would mean a breach of the agreement with the people and with God in 

particular. 

Islam clearly gives particular attention to justice in government and 

emphasizes the heavy responsibility borne by the iinäin. According to Qutb, the aim 

of the criteria attached to the imamate was to create peace and harmony for all 

members of the community. These strict conditions would at least make the imam 

feel responsible for leading his people to the right path, following God's command, 

since he would know that imamate itself was a trust that needed to be fulfilled in the 

right way. 

Qutb's discussion clearly showed that he believed the imam to play a vital 

role in maintaining justice and equality in the affairs of the people. Moreover, it was 

through the power (sulta) granted to the imam that enabled him to direct the affairs of 

his people in line with God's command. 572 

Qutb regarded the example of the Prophet throughout his life as a guide for 

the Muslim ruler or imdm of later generations in putting justice and equality into 

practice. In teaching equality for example, the Prophet used to practise it daily in 

both private and public life as a Muslim leader in Mecca and as the head of the 

Islamic state in Medina. On every religious occasion in Mecca, for example, the 

Prophet never ignored the poor and the slaves, who were always with him wherever 

he went. 573 

Besides the Qur' inic requirement for the administration of justice by 

Muslims, particularly the inrüm, history has shown that the Prophet and the four 

572 Qutb, Ziläl, 6: 3017. See also 1: 327. 

s" This personal conduct shown by the Prophet had made some Quraysh leaders feel hostile towards 
him and thus condemn him for being kind to those slaves and the needy, who were nothing in their 
eyes. There were among these leaders some who set a precedent by stating that if the slaves were 
ignored, they would be among the people who followed the Prophet and accepted Islam as their 
religion. See Abü Faris, al-Ni;. änr al-Siyäsi, 46. 
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caliphs made justice and equality part of their government. There was no 

discrimination in colour, family ties or race in their application of the shari a law. If 

it happened that someone might be treated leniently because he or she was related to 

the Prophet, then the Prophet himself warned his people that he could do nothing for 

that person who was in the hands of God: 

Oh, you Quraysh, I am of no avail to you apart from God, Oh sons of `Abd 

al-Manäf, I am of no avail to you apart from God, Oh `Abbäs, son of cAbd 

al-Manäf, I am of no avail to you apart from God, Oh, Säfiyya, aunt of the 
Messenger of God, I ain of no avail to you apart from God. 574 

This meant that no one was above the shad a law, not even the Prophet or his 

relatives. 

Justice in the administration- of the Islamic government also required the 

imam to be fair in passing judgment on his people and their activities. The shari a 

laws must be applied to everyone impartially, regardless of sex, colour, wealth, blood 

ties and even religious belief. Everyone became equal before the law. Verse 58 of 

Srrra 4 (al-Nisä'), "when you judge between men, you judge with justice" gives a 

general description of just judgment, applicable to anyone, according to Qutb, who 

was called a human being (insdn). 575 

Qutb maintained that the application of justice was not only a religious duty 

of the imüm; it also constituted a valuable attribute of a Muslim believer. Therefore, 

every Muslim, regardless of social status or personal circumstances was required in 

Islam to uphold justice, even to an enemy. Qutb based his argument on the following 

verse of the Qu'rän, when God said: 

O you who believe! Stand up firmly for Allah as just witnesses; and let not 
the enmity and hatred of others make you avoid justice. Be just: that is 

374 This is one of the Prophet's ahWith taken from Qutb, al-`Adäla, 53. 

575 Qutb, 7ilä1,2: 689. 
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nearer to piety; and fear Allah. Verily, Allah is Well-Acquainted with what 
you do. 57 

Qutb pointed out that only Islam emphasized justice as a religious duty for believers. 

It happened that during the Prophet's time, the Muslims living in Medina were asked 

to treat fairly the Quraysh who had opposed them and had once prevented them from 

performing worship in Mecca. 577 Qutb admitted that administering justice to those 

who had become the Muslims' enemy was not easy, since it required a total 

commitment to God's command and upholding His injunction without the influence 

of individual's desires. Therefore fear of God (tagwa) was the most useful means in 

achieving this justice in the sense that one acknowledged that God was monitoring 

what His servants were doing. 578 

Despite the fact that judgment according to the shari a laws becomes a 

religious duty on the part of those holding authority, Qutb's emphasis on the 

principle of justice and equality arose as a result of the personal experience of living 

under the existing authority of Egypt of the time. As already noted in the first and 

second chapter of this study, Qutb was frustrated with the way the government 

treated its people especially those masses living in poverty. He also criticized the 

privileged in society, "the aristocrats", for exploiting the people and for their 

snobbish attitudes towards the peasants and the masses. Turning to the application of 

the laws in the affairs of Egyptian people, Qutb saw that there was no justice and 

equality when it came to the enforcement of the laws. This could be seen, for 

instance, from the way the government conducted Qutb's trial and the trial of other 

Ikhwän members. Qutb had never been given a proper chance to defend himself in 

the trial. Also, he was not given the choice of his own lawyer. Instead, the authority 

chose one of its own lawyers to represent Qutb. This farcical trial, as Kepel wrote, 

576 Qur'5n, 5: 8. 

577 Qulb, 7, i1n1,2: 852. 

578 Ibid. 
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led to Qütb's imprisonment and sentence to twenty-five years hard labour. Again, 

after a summary trial in 1966, at which Qutb sat broken by prison torture (which he 

managed to denounce to the spectators of the court), he and two other Ikhwän 

members were sentenced to death. 579 

According to Qutb, the role of the intim in the Islamic state derived, in 

reality, from the role of humankind on the earth as God's vicegerent. In the context 

of a government administration, the imam represented the whole Muslim zm ina to 

enjoin the right (al-amr bi1-ma`ri j) and forbid the evil (al-naht' `ani'1-ntunkar). This 

meant that the intäin's role included working together with his people in realizing 

God's command and maintaining justice, brotherhood and goodness for all . 
580 

Moreover, the measurement of the imam's success in his job would depend on how 

ably he ensured that the governed were living in harmony and peace, loving each 

other and co-operating towards the betterment of their lives. 581 

Qutb believed that once justice and equality existed in a Muslim community 

and the state, many of the problems regarding human affairs could be solved. This 

was because calling people toward justice in their daily affairs could not be fully 

successful if there was no system that could impel people to realising such justice. It 

was therefore the imam's role to apply justice and equality and make this an 

obligatory duty to his people irrespective of their belief, race, colour and so on. This 

was because in establishing religious . 
duties, there were individuals who easily 

accepted God's command, merely by the call for them to observe religious duties 

imposed upon them. However there were other individuals who needed the 

enforcement of the shari a laws to drive them back to the observance of religious 

579 Kepel, Muslim Extremism, 41-42. 

ssu Qutb, lilal, 1: 327. 

581 Ibid., 6: 3343. 
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obligation. The execution of the shari a laws to bring these people back to the right 

path was therefore required. 582 

Justice on the part of the imärn also included justice in the enforcement of the 

shari a laws pertaining human transactions. In other words, it was the imamn's 

responsibility to monitor businesses run by people under his rule and ensure that they 

were in accord with Islamic teachings. In terms of economic activities, such as 

buying or selling, the imam had to make sure that there was no cheating with respect 

to pricing and measuring. This was because ignoring Islamic teachings in regard to 

business activities would show one's weakness of faith in God. Any attempt to 

separate the individual's business transactions from Islamic teachings Qutb held, was 

a jahili attribute. 583 

Another type of justice in the governmental system included justice in giving 

witness and judgment and not being influenced by family relations. According to 

Qutb, it was the nature of human beings to love their families and relatives. 

However, in giving judgment and bearing witness, such feelings had to be put aside, 

because telling the truth was better in God's sight. This was because seeking God's 

pleasure was the most fruitful business of a Muslim's life, not other worldly 

activities. 584 

Besides that, establishing justice in the governmental system was a religious 

obligation. In general, Qutb's view was in agreement with the views of other 

scholars. Imäm Fakhr al-R521 for instance writes: "They (scholars) have agreed that it 

becomes an obligation upon the ruler to rule with justice. "585 He based his statement 

on verse 90 of Süra 16 (al-Nail) when God said: 

582 Qulb, 7ildl, 2: 854. 

583 Ibid., 3: 1233. 

584 Ibid. 

585 Abn Färis, al-Nitäm al-Siyäsi fi 7-Lsläm, 47. 
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Verily, Allah enjoins (ya'muru) al-`Adl (justice) and al-Ihsdn (righteous 
deed), and giving help to kith and kin, and forbids al-Fahshd ' (the evil 
deeds), and al-Munkar (all that prohibited by Islamic laws), and al-Baghy 
(all kinds of oppression). He admonishes you, that you may take heed. 

The word `al Amr' found in the verse according to Fakhr al-Räzi, clearly 

signifies an obligatory command that need to be applied by those in authority among 

the Muslims. 586 

In the view of al-Mawdüdi, since the establishment of an Islamic state is a 

religious duty, it becomes the purpose and function of the state to maintain peace and 

order in the country and prevent people from wasting their energies in quarrelling 

etc. However, the real aim is to enforce the system of collective, social and economic 

justice prescribed in the Qur'än on human life as a whole. Al-Mawdüdi held the view 

that there are several means of bringing people to God's commands, sometimes 

through using the coercive power of the state, sometimes through educating people 

and sometimes by using the pressure of public opinion. 587 All these seem to be in 

agreement with Qutb's opinion mentioned earlier. 

If that is the case, there is no room for the intänt to act unjustly, even towards 

those who are his personal rivals or enemies. Qutb saw that the attitude exemplified 

by the Prophet's companions provided a good lesson. °Abdullah ibn Rawähah, for 

instance, while he was sent by the Prophet to the Jewish community in order to 

estimate their crop, performed his job justly even though (in doing so) he was 

unhappy with the Jews trying to bribe him with gold. Qutb described this event as a 

good lesson in showing how Muslims have to administer justice in the cause of God 

and uphold the rights of His creatures, even in doing so is against their own interest. 

This was clearly stated by °Abdulläh himself, who at the end, would be just to them 

for the sake of his love for the Prophet. The Qur'5n also instructed him to do so by 

586 Abü Färis, al-Nizdm a/-, Si)' sifi'1-Islam, 47. 

587 Mawdfldi, Islamic State, 15. 
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stating: ''And do not let hatred of any people dissuade you from dealing justly. Deal 

just, for that is closer to Godliness. , 588 

The establishment of the principle of justice would also eradicate many evil 

elements and problems in society and thus give the government more time to devote 

to taking care of the state's development and welfare. But, if individuals fail to 

maintain justice, it becomes the government's responsibility to interfere in order to 

establish and impose justice upon them as God said: 

Verily, we have sent our Messengers with clear signs, and revealed with 
them the Book and Scale (of judgement) so that people may be firm in 
justice, and we provided iron, wherein is mighty power and many uses for 
mankind, and that God shall know who will help Him and His Messengers 
in the unseen. 589 

Interpreting this verse, Qutb contended that it became the role of the 

messengers of God to establish justice among all human beings. In doing so, they 

were provided with the Book (al-kitäb) that they could refer to in solving problems 

facing them relating to laws and other religious duties. These messengers were also 

provided with a scale (mizän), that became the only guarantee for all humankind 

from violent conduct or other feelings of uncertainty while struggling with their 

internal desires which were influencing them towards wrongful conduct. With these 

two divine guides, Qutb held, humans would be guided in their struggle to administer 

justice throughout their lives. Without these two sources, they surely would lose their 

direction and stray far from divine guidance. Even if they were still well guided, such 

guidance would not remain for long since they had nothing to refer to when in need 

of it. 590 

588 Qutib, 7iln1,2: 776. 

589 Qur'Rn, 57: 25. 

590 Qutb, 7ilnl, 6: 3494. 
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In regard to the iron (hadid) described in the verse Qutb, however, did not 

give a detailed elaboration on its meaning. Instead, he believed that the term liadid 

was mentioned by God to show His all mighty power in bringing forth any means for 

the benefit of humankind. However, in the context of the current Muslims situation, 

Qutb saw that it might be possible to consider hadid as meaning a struggle (jihad) on 

the part of Muslims with their wealth and personal life in putting God's command 

into practise and establishing justice in their social affairs. 591 

By examining the views of scholars like Ibn Taymiyya and al-Mawdüdi for 

instance, one will find that both had interpreted hadid as a power to bring people to 

the right path. It is therefore a political power that can correct people so that they will 

be brought back to the guidance of God. As Ibn Taymiyya stated: 

The aim of commissioning the Prophets and of revealing the Books, 
therefore, is to have people administer justice in the cause of God and in the 
rights of His creatures. Thus lie who deviates from the Book shall be 

corrected by iron (force of arms). 592 

From the fact that political power becomes necessary in making people 

follow God's command, al-Mawdüdi saw that it is up to the Muslim authority to use 

any possible means which is thought to be appropriate to bring people to the right 

path. 593 Ibn Taymiyya, on the other hand, considered the use of force of arms as 

necessary in order to bring people back to the way of God. This force of arms, Ibn 

Taymiyya held, would only work once there is a proper leader who can give orders 

and organize a group of people who are ready to struggle for the sake of God. 594 

This, again, means that the establishment of a government under the imamate 

leadership is vital before any other means of bringing people to the right path. 

591 Qulb, Ziläl, 6: 3495. 

592 Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyäsa a/-Shar`iyya, 41. 

593 Mawdüdi, Islamic State, 15. 

594 Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siyüsa al-Shar`iyya, 41-42. 
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5.4 Wealth and social equity 

In the preceding discussion, we have mentioned Qutb's views on the necessity of 

establishing an Islamic state to bring God's command into practice. This includes the 

role of the inrüm or khalifa in executing the Shari a laws in order to maintain justice 

and equality in human affairs. Qutb also discussed the significance of shiirä in the 

governmental system of Islam and how it became a means of finding a solution to the 

problems facing the Muslim untma as a whole, besides strengthening the relationship 

between the imäzn and the governed. 

The following discussions will look into Qutb's notion of the economic 

system of Islam. His Islamic treatment of the subject of human economic affairs 

derives from the belief that Islam is a comprehensive system covering all aspects of 

human society. Therefore, any treatment of the social justice of Islam would not be 

complete without looking to the way in which Islam regards wealth and the 

suggested way of solving the economic crisis facing humankind as a whole and the 

Muslim people in particular. 

5.4.1 Nature of wealth 

Islam has provided an economic system for humankind that guarantees freedom of 

enterprise and private possession to its members. It is a system "not drawn in the 

light of arithmetical calculations and capacities of production alone. Rather, it is 

drawn and conceived in the light of a comprehensive system of morals and 

principles. "595 

In the teachings of Islam, God is the absolute owner of the Universe and 

whatever is in it. He is the Nourisher and the Master of all humankind. Only He can 

bestow upon them any rights of ownership and necessities in relation to wealth etc. 

In this regard, He can impose limitations and restrictions on their ownership, since 

everything belongs to Him alone. Man's power to dispose of worldly pleasures 

595 Abdalati, Islam infocus, 127. 
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therefore derives from his role as vicegerent and trustee. Qutb stated that since God 

is the Creator of the universe and all contained therein, the role of man is only to 

uphold the trust which God has conferred upon him as "vicegerent of man in the 

earth (khal7fat al-1nsän fi'l-ard). "596 According to Qutb, clarity on this question is 

vital as the human will soon realize that he is merely an agent appointed by God to 

administer His wealth in accordance with His manhaj and law. 597 

Qutb held that the Islamic principles relating to wealth and its expenditure 

have a significant bearing on human behavior. They made every individual Muslim 

ready to spend in the way of God and to contribute to worthy causes. Also, it made 

him responsive to the needs of his surrounding community, ready to do his bit and 

fulfil his sacred mission. 598 It saves him from the pit-falls of selfishness, greed and 

injustice. 599 This can be seen in the obligation of : akät and the prohibition of usury 

(ribä), as will be discussed in subsequent topics. 

Since wealth and property, including all of humankind, belongs to One God, 

Qutb maintained that the bounties of nature and worldly pleasures (wealth etc. ) 

should be accessible to all humans. Therefore, any human transactions that end up 

with the monopoly of wealth among the rich are prohibited. Moreover, these 

transactions are also in contradiction with the Islamic principle of the unity of 

humankind which postulates that: anything God has vouchsafed to humans should 

not become confined to a particular group of people or a privileged class, but should 

be for all of humanity. For this reason, the management of wealth and other 

economic activities become part of the whole human social system, with inter- 

relation between them. Thus, any means that leads to the accumulation of wealth in 

596 QUib, Ziläl, 1: 318. 

59' Ibid., 1: 318-319. 

598 Ibid., 1: 318. 

599 Ibid., 1: 319. 
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the hands of a few not only opposes the economic system prescribed, but also the 
600 

goal of social organization (al-tanzirr al-ijtimä i) as a whole. 

At this point, Qutb's ideas show that he tended to propagate the belief that 

whatever an individual Muslim possesses is not, in fact, his alone. Instead, all that he 

has is by way of trust, a `trust' vouchsafed by God and all that is spent must be in 

accordance with His command and within the limits prescribed by Him. As verse 7 

of Sara 57 (al-Hafid) states: "Believe in Allah and His apostle, and expend of that 

unto which He has made you stewards (mnustakhlafin fihi). "601 Citing this verse, Qutb 

argued that whatever individuals give or spend something is not theirs at all but the 

property of God. They act as trustees who give away what is due to others, fulfilling 

their duty according to the conditions imposed upon them by God. 602 

5.4.2 Ways of spending 

Having described briefly the fundamental concepts of wealth in Islam, we can turn to 

Qutb's views with regard to ways of spending as required by Islam. According to 

him, verses 261-274 of Sfrra 2 (al-Bagdra) have several important elements 

regarding the successful management of the economic system. In addition, the verses 

describe how the proper management of wealth can strengthen the sense of 

brotherhood and solidarity (takdful) among the Muslims. 603 The Qur'än says: 

The likeness of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah, is as the likeness 
of a grain (of corn); it grows seven ears, and each ear has a hundred grains. Allah 
gives manifold increase to whom He wills. And Allah is All-Sufficient for His 
creatures' needs, All-Knower. Those who spend their wealth in the Cause of Allah, 
and do not follow up their gifts with reminders of their generosity or with injury, 
their reward is with their Lord. On them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve. 60 

600 Qutb, Ziläl, 6: 3524. 

601 Qur'5n, 57: 7. 

602 Quib, Ziläl, 6: 3482. 

603Ibid., 1: 304-305. 

604 Qur'än, 2: 261-262. 
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According to Qutb, the significance of the above verse stems from the fact 

that it is valid and applicable at all times and situations. 605 Moreover, the 

development of human life from one generation to another and the influence of 

Western ideologies penetrating the Muslim mind inevitably makes the verse 

important. This phenomenon has a great impact on the individual's soul. Thus, 

continual repetition by the Qur'än on the subject of wealth and the nature of wealth 

in God's sight, aims to remind Muslims of their responsibilities, so that they will not 

deviate from the right path so easily in their pursuit of wealth. 606 In addition, the 

Qur'än teaches them how wealth which is in their hands can lead to a profitable 

outcome607 if properly managed in accordance with God's command. 608 

Qutb saw that the major problem facing the Muslims of the Modern age, who 

were sometimes involved in unhealthy economic transactions, arose from their lack 

of a proper understanding of the concept of wealth and its expenditure as provided by 

their religion. For this reason, there has emerged a new notion that whatever 

individuals possess is theirs and they can, therefore, spend it as they please and 

invest it in ways that give them a profitable return. That is why there are people who 

feel no guilt, cheat in their business transactions and indulge in usury (ribä) when 

providing income for themselves. It is also no surprise to see people who spend their 

wealth by donating to the poor so that they might be seen as generous in the eyes of 

the public. They do not notice that such. a donation is useless in the sight of God. All 

these types of expenditure might bring prosperity to the proprietor from one aspect 

but not the kind of prosperity which Islam seeks to achieve. Condemning these forms 

605 Qu1b, 7, iläl, 1: 304. 

606 Ibid., 1: 304-305. 

607 Profitable business here means the expenditure of wealth that gives profits to both proprietor and 
the recipient himself. By giving the wealth to others, it purifies the proprietor's souls from the feeling 
of selfishness, greediness and so on. With regard to the recipient, he will get benefits from such a 
wealth for his life. See Qutb, Ziläl, 1: 304. 

608 Quib, 7ildl, 1: 304. 
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of expenditure, Qutb argued that Islam has its own method of expenditure together 

with its own ethics (dddb). It is this ethical value that turns the giving of charity 

(cadaqa) into a profitable activity for both the proprietor and the receiver. On the part 

of the proprietor, yadaga trains his conscience to be free from greedy thoughts, 

selfishness etc. while those who receive the charity consider it useful for helping 

those in need. 609 

Qutb was convinced that Islamic teaching with regard to ways of expenditure 

could solve the existing financial problems facing Muslims of the Modem age. 

Believing the Qur'an to be a source of reference pertaining to human life, he argued 

that it is the Muslims' responsibility to repeat the golden age of the early Muslim 

generations who, successfully established a society based on tolerance and co- 

operation amongst its members. These Muslims had made the Qur'än their source of 

reference with whatever problems they faced. 610 Therefore, it becomes the task of 

Muslims of this generation to study the Qur'än, observe its messages and follow its 

teachings because the way the Qur'an instructs people of the past is the same, in the 

sense that it exposed to them the reality of wealth in God's sight, and how there is a 

huge reward for those who spend it in the way of God. 611 As a result, there emerged 

people like Abü Bakr, Uthmän and °Abd Rahmän ibn `Auf who were well known for 

their generosity and for their spending of almost all of their property for the sake of 

God. They liberated slaves, contributed a large amount of wealth in jihad etc. 

Besides that, Muslims have to maintain a clear perception of the concept of 

wealth as mentioned earlier, while they continually struggle against feelings of love 

for wealth itself. The Qur'än reminds Muslims and encourages them to do good 

deeds and they (individual Muslims) are required to make every effort to understand 

and follow its message. 

609 Qulb, Ziläl, 1: 304. 

610 Ibid., 1: 305. 

611 Ibid., 1: 305-306. 
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There must be a consciousness (within individual souls) that runs together 
with the Qur'an which comes to guide them.. . 

What is required is that the 
individual Muslim has to turn back to the Qur'än, to understand its messages 
in order to know what it requires him to do, as in the case of the first Muslim 
generation612 

By doing so, a godly society, as exemplified by the first generation, can be 

established again by modern Muslim generations. Moreover, Muslims of the modem 

age are, in reality, those who continue with the tasks left behind by those of the early 

generation whose purpose in this world was to uphold God's messages as revealed in 

the Qur'an. For this reason, Qutb believed that as long as the Qur'än is present, the 

door is always open for Muslims to establish a new society, based on the Qur'an as 

its guidance and to correct their current economic crisis. 613 

It is a distinctive feature of the Qur'än that it deals with the human 

conscience by taking into consideration the natural love for wealth and other worldly 

pleasures. For this reason, it does not detract from the value of wealth since wealth is 

one of the adornments of the present world. 614 According to Qutb the Qur'anic 

method of teaching is interesting from the point of view that it begins by encouraging 

individuals to spend their wealth as part of their worship of God, since it is God's 

promise to reward for doing so. Though the verses relate to rules that need to be 

followed pertaining to the expenditure of wealth, it does not begin by placing people 

under obligation. Rather, people are urged to spend moderately, depending on their 

capability. In addition, examples of people doing good deeds and their rewards are 

mentioned to show how profitable such deeds are in human society. This undeniably 

612 Quib, Zilöl, 1: 305. 

613 Ibid. 

614 Verse 46 of Süra 18 (al-Kaff clearly mentions the value of wealth in human life when God said: 
"Wealth and children are the adornment of the present world but the abiding things, the deeds of 
righteousness, are better with Allah in reward, and better in hope. " 
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has a great impact on the individual's conscience and thus successfully captivates his 

heart. 615 

It is important to notice that not all expenditures (if fäq) are recognized by 

Islam. In fact, there are certain criteria which are required to be followed by Muslims 

in order to gain God's pleasure. This is mentioned clearly in the following verse: 

Those who spend their wealth in the Cause of Allah, and do not follow up 
their gifts with reminders of their generosity or with injury, their reward is 

616 with their Lord. On them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve. 

From the above verse, it is found that the moral aspects become the most 

important requirements in Islamic teaching. The Qur'än does not probe into the 

amount of money or wealth spent but looks to the moral attributes of the proprietor 

or the benefactors. In this context, the good intention (liusn al-niyya) of the 

individuals is first taken into account. 617 For wealth which is spent for the sake of 

God with the intention (niyya) behind the spending not being the pursuit respect or 

the desire to be seen by others, there will be a reward from God. 618 Any types of 

spending which are out of personal interest and incur injury to the recipients, are not 

only useless but will lead to social destruction, as Caliph 'Umar once stated, "This is 

an example of a rich man who does good deeds out of obedience to Allah, and then 

Allah sends him Satan whereupon he commits sins till all his good deeds are lost. "619 

Moreover, such attitudes indicate clearly how wealth, which in reality 

belongs to God, has been exploited by certain groups of people for their own 

interests and manipulated for the oppression of the poor and needy. It thus again 

615 Qulb, 7ilä1,1: 306. 

616 Qur'an, 2: 262. 

617 Quib, 7iläl, 1: 313. 

618 Ibid., 1: 315. 

619Abü ̀Abd Allah Muhammad Ismäil al-Bukhäri, Sahib al-Bukhärl, trans. Muhammad Muhsin Khan 
(Lahore: Kazi Publications, n. d. ), 6: 48. 
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contradicts the objective of spending which Islam seeks to achieve; that is, to create a 

sense of brotherhood and solidarity (takdfirl) among the rich and the poor in 

society. 620 

At this point, one can see how Islam places great concern on wealth and the 

expenditure of wealth, since they constitute important elements in realizing a just 

society whose members co-operate with one another with a sense of brotherhood and 

responsibility towards each other. The Prophet (pbuh) is reported to have said, 

"Mankind are Allah's dependants, all of them, so the most beloved of them in the 

sight of Allah are those who are most beneficent to His people. "621 

Research scholars in the field of behavioral psychology, however, are of the 

opinion that the concept of expenditure (infäq) as propounded by Islam, where the 

rich are required to spend what is beyond their necessity on the poor and the needy, 

to some extent leads to emotional conflict for the recipients. In this context, they (the 

recipients) will always experience a feeling of weakness and inferiority before the 

rich and will possibly make efforts to be more superior to them. This phenomenon 

sooner or later leads to class struggles in the society. 622 Rejecting this view, Qutb 

contended that the class struggle only existed in a society that had lost its faith in 

God. He further maintained: 

this might be true in the societies of ignorance (a1-nn jama`ät al jähiliyyät), 
they are societies without the spirit (al-nils) of Islam and are not ruled by 
Islam. As for this religion, the problem will be solved from another angle. 
Islam instils in the individuals a feeling that wealth belongs to Allah. The 
wealth that is in the hands of the proprietors is Allah's wealth. This is the 
reality that requires no argument except from those who know-nothing about 
the nature of wealth. 623 

620 Qutb, ", 1. i1ä1,1: 307. 

621 Muhammad ibn `Abd AIMh Tabrizi, Mishkäl a1 Masäbih (Damascus: al-Maktab al-Islämi, 1961) 
2: 613. 

622 Qulb, 7i! ä1,1: 307. 

623 Ibid. 
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Looking to Qutb's argument on wealth, it seems that he in no way contradicts 

the Islamic concept of property as a whole. His ideas on and analysis of the function 

of wealth in strengthening the relationship between the rich and the poor lies firmly 

within the Islamic framework. For a clear example of this, let us look to the 

institution of _aküt and its contribution to Muslim society. Here, one can see Qutb's 

ideas at work. As for the objective of the institution of zakat and its obligation, it not 

only purifies the property of the contributor but also purifies his heart from 

selfishness and greed. In return, it purifies the heart of the recipient from uneasiness, 

envy and jealousy. It fosters goodwill in his heart and warm wishes for the 

contributor. As a result, society at large will purify and free itself from class warfare, 

ill feelings, distrust and corruption. 624 

Despite encouraging individual Muslims to spend their wealth in the way of 

God, Qutb contended that Islam sets certain rules and conditions for doing so. This 

means that proprietors have no right to spend their money or handle their possessions 

in whatever way they please. Indeed, they are always reminded of the fact that God is 

the Real Provider and Actual Possessor. 625 

The declaration regarding rules of expenditure is clearly stated in Qur'än in 

verses 26-30 of Sz7ra 17 (al-Isrä) when God said: 

And render to the kindred their due rights, as (also) to those who want, and to the 
wayfarer. But squander not (your wealth) in the manner of a spendthrift. Verily, 
spendthrifts are brothers of the Evil Ones, and the Evil One is to his Lord (Himself) 
ungrateful. 

God further states: 

Make not your hand tied (like a niggard's) to our neck, nor stretch it forth to 
its utmost reach (like a foolish spendthrift); lest you become rebuked and 
destitute. Verily your Lord does provide sustenance in abundance for whom 

624 Abdalati, Islam in Focus, 95-96. 

625 Detailed discussion on individual ownership will follow in the subsequent topic. 
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He please, and He provides in a just measure. For He does know and regard 
all His servants. 

According to Qutb, the above verses provide rules pertaining to the spending 

of wealth. How much wealth is spent is not the point. The most important thing is 

spending (iilfäq) in accordance with God's command and fulfilling the real purpose 

of existence in this world which is the true worship of God. 626 This includes the 

rights of kinsman, the poor, and the wayfarer whose needs are to be fulfilled by the 

rich. In other words, these indigents and needy have a share in what is possessed 

within lawful boundaries. 

For the meaning of spendthrift in these verses, Qutb quoted a definition given 

by Ibn Mas'iid and Ibn °Abbäs, that is "any type of spending which is not in the right 

way. "627 This might include wealth which is spent in a large or small amount on what 

God has prohibited, for example alcoholic beverages, drugs, gold and silver utensils 

or it might include the squandering it on things which are of no benefit either to 

oneself or others. Qutb held, however, that if the money is used wholly in the right 

way, the spender is not to be considered in the category of spendthrift since the 

purpose of his spending is for the sake of God. Qutb based his argument on 

Mujähid's who stated: "If a man spends all his possession in the right way, he is not 

regarded as a spendthrift. But if he spends even a half bushel (of the possession) in a 

wrong way, he is a spendthrift. "1628 

From one angle, Qutb's view seems to be in contradiction with the view 

given by modem scholars like al-Qara jä äi629 for example. According to the latter, 

626 QuIb, 7iläl, 4: 2222. 

627 Ibid. 

628 Ibid. 

629 Born in 1926, Yfisuf al-Qaradäwi grew up in a religious family background. He graduated from al- 
Azhar University in Cairo and later became one of the leading Azharite scholars. He joined the 
Ikhwän al-Muslimen during his primary education in his hometown, Taniä. Al-Qaradäwi's 

affililiation with the Ikhwän led to his detention several times in 1949, the period from 1954 to 1956 

and in 1962. He authored more than forty books such as al-Halal %Ia'1-I1aräm fr'l-Islam (1960), Figh 

al-Zakdt (1969) and al-Sanwa al-Islginiyya bay'na al Jzthz d nW1-Tatarrl f (1984). 
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giving away so much in charity that one has nothing left for the necessities of life 

also constitutes wasting of wealth. 630 Al-Qaradawi's opinion is based on several 

liafiith of the Prophet (pbuh) among which the Prophet is reported to have said, "The 

best charity is that which leaves you self-sufficient. "631 In another instance, Jäbir bin 

°Abdullah narrated: 

Once when we were with the Messenger of Allah (pbuh), a man came with a lump of 
gold as large as an egg and said, "0 Messenger of Allah, take it as charity; by Allah, 
this is all I possess. " The Prophet (pbuh) turned away from him. The man came 
around in front of the Prophet (pbuh), whereupon the Prophet (pbuh) said angrily, 
"Give it to me, " and taking the piece of gold from him threw it toward him in such a 
way that, had it hit him, it would have been painful to him. He then said, "One of 
you brings me his wealth while lie possesses nothing else, and then he sits down and 
begs from people. Charity is that which leaves you self-sufficient. Take this back; 

we have no need of it. 632 

Nevertheless, a clear explanation of this is important in order to avoid any 

confusion. In fact, Qutb's viewpoints and arguments on wealth and its expenditure 

are neither contradictory to al-Qaradä-%vi's opinion nor to the Prophet's liadith 

mentioned earlier. Rather, his statements included a quotation of Mujähid's view, 

referring mainly to the wasteful spending of wealth. Since wastefulness and 

extravagance in spending are prohibited in Islam, Qutb held that it is the Muslims 

responsibility to fight this and eliminate the existence of such spending totally. In 

this regard, Qutb maintained that the spending of the whole of one's property in the 

right way is better than any extravagance. He therefore illustrated how Islam takes a 

very hateful stance on such spendthrift attitudes. In terms of the spending limit, he 

had a similar view to al-Qaradäwi as is clearly manifested in the following statement: 

630 Yüsuf al-Qaraclawi, The Lmwf d and The Prohibited in Islam, trans. Kamal El-Helbawy, M. 
Moinuddin Siddiqui and Syed Shukry (Kuwait: Salimiah, 1993), 333, 

631 Ibid., 334. 

632 Ibid. 
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"Anything (wealth) that is beyond the (standard) individual necessity, not including 

that which contributes to a luxurious life-style, is permissible for spending. "633 

This is the way Islam looks at wealth and how it needs to be managed in 

accordance with God's rules. Both misers and spendthrifts of wealth are regarded as 

weak-minded persons who do not really understand the true nature of wealth and 

thus do not spend it in the proper way. For this reason, Qutb held, Islam puts much 

emphasis on the proper management of wealth, giving the community the right to 

manage the properties of individuals who squander their possessions. The Qur'än has 

stressed this by saying: 

Do not give your wealth, which Allah has made a means of support for you, 
to the weak-minded, but feed and clothe them from it and speak to them 
words of kindness. 634 

This verse clearly shows how God refers to the wealth of the weak-minded as "your 

wealth, " since the wealth of the individual is also the wealth of the Muslims 

community as a whole. 

Interpreting the above verse, Qutb believed that lack of understanding of the 

role of wealth and its function is one of the major problems resulting in the 

destruction of the Muslim society, since wealth itself was circulated among the rich 

who ignored the rights of the poor and needy who were entitled to have a share of it. 

As a result, it detracted from the real objective of wealth, that of a means of 

establishing a just society based on solidarity and cooperation between its members. 

5.4.3 Ownership in Islam (al-mulkiyya alfardiyya) 

As mentioned before, the purpose of the economic system set out by Islam is to 

create a just society that stands against all kinds of exploitation and oppression 

633 QuIb, Zilal, 1: 231. 

63ý Qur'än, 4: 5. 
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among its members. In this context, the existence of the system makes sure that 

every single aspect of human transactions is in accordance with God's rules. Thus, 

no one has full rights over his possessions since these belong to God alone. 

Despite the rules and regulations imposed upon individual Muslims 

pertaining to their management of wealth, Islam does recognize private ownership 

(mdkiyya fardiyya). This means that whatever the individual makes or earns through 

lawful means is regarded as his own possession and is sacred. Any violation of it, 

whether secret or open, is prohibited. According to Qutb, the right to property which 

Islam has permitted to the individual is a "trust"635 which requires fulfillment in a 

way recognized by the sharf a. In this regard, though the individual has a right to 

enjoy his possessions he is still bound by some limitations and conditions, especially 

in relation to its acquisition (wasilat al-tamalluk), development (wasilat al-tanmiyya) 

and expenditure (wasilat al-in q). 636 Without such limitations, Qutb believed that 

people would be easily influenced by their own desires and thus involved themselves 

in wasteful spendings. 

As for the acquisition of wealth by the private individual Qutb, like other 

Muslim scholars, maintained that it must be through means recognized by the 

shari a. He outlined several means of acquisition which Islam has permitted, such as 

securing possession of unowned uncultivated land and making it cultivable, hunting, 

inheritance, commerce, working for another for a wage, etc. Apart from these 

limitations on property rights, the owner must also be competent enough to exercise 

his rights of control. According to Qutb, if the owner is capable of fulfilling the 

conditions which Islam has imposed on him, his possessions are sacred and no one 

635 Quib's idea on this derives from his view on the man's role as the vicegerent and trustee in relation 
to the wealth which is in reality belongs to God. In this regard, He can bestow upon humankind any 
rights of ownership and impose any limitations and restrictions on their ownership. See Qutb, al- 
`A(/ä! a, 94-95. 

636 Qulb, Z löl, 1: 585. 
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can violate his rights. If not, he is no longer a trustee of the wealth and the right of 

ownership returns back to the community or Muslim umma. 

For man is virtually the community's agent in relation to his property and 
that his tenure of it is more like employment than ownership, and that 
ownership in general is fundamentally the right of the community and that 
the community has this as a delegation (nnustakhrlafah fl/hi) from God, Who 
is the only true owner of anything. 637 

Qutb included the weak-minded (al-sufahü) who squander their wealth and 

the orphans under the category of those who need special attention from the 

community. This is because the properties which are in their hands, in reality, belong 

to the Muslim umma as a whole. They are only given rights to it in order that wealth 

can be in constant circulation and not accumulated in the hands of a few. In that way, 

the greater would be the degree of prosperity in society. However, if they are 

incapable of making use of their wealth in the right way, Qutb held that the wealth 

must be returned to members of the community who will take responsibility for it. 

With regard to this situation, priority is given to those having family ties with the 

orphan. 638 

Qutb's treatment showed that he tended to regard the ownership of property 

as a social function too. In addition, he described how Islam treated the question of 

private ownership by considering the individuals' problem as the community's 

problem: all members have to co-operate with one another in solving it. Qutb's 

argument is based on verse 5 of Scira 4 (AI-Nisü) when God said: 

Do not give your wealth, which Allah has made a means of support for you, 
to the weak-minded, but feed and clothe them from it and speak to them 
words of kindness. 

637 Quib, al-CAdila, 129. 

638 Qutb, Zllal, 1: 585. 
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With regard to the way of managing the weak-minded and orphan's property 

God said: 

And try orphans (as regards their intelligence) until they reach the age of 
marriage; if then you find sound judgement in them, release their property to 
them, but consume it not wastefully, and hastily fearing that they should 
grow up, and whoever (amongst guardians) is rich, he should take no wages, 
but if he poor, let him have for himself what is just and reasonable 
(according to his labour). And when you release their property to them take 
witness in their presence; and Allah is All-Sufficient in taking account. 639 

It is important to note that the community's right to the individual's wealth as 

enunciated by Qutb here is not a new issue nor a manifestation of the communist 

ideology, as one may assume. Rather, it runs along side the Islamic economic 

principles that aim to establish a society whose members co-operate with one 

another. Al-Qaradäwi stated that the reason for giving the Muslim community a right 

to manage the properties of the weak-minded is in line with Islam as the religion of 

justice and moderation. 64° Moreover, God will not let His wealth be managed by 

those who have no skill in controlling the wealth and spend it wastefully. They are in 

contradiction to His command: "Do not give your wealth, which Allah has made a 

means of support for you, to the weak-minded. " As for the weak-minded, they not 

only squander their wealth but, to some extent, spend it as they please on what God 

has prohibited. As a result, the wealth is of no benefit to the owner or to others. 64' 

In another instance, Qutb held that the community's right to individual's possessions 

is one means to combat extravagant spending and more importantly makes sure that 

God's wealth is not retained by a particular group of people, circulating only 

between them, with the rest having no access to it. 642 

639 Qur'än, 4: 6. 

640 Qarag5wi, The Laufu1 and the prohibited in Islam, 333. 

641 Ibid. 

642 Qutb, 7ild1,6: 3524-3525. 
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According to Qutb, the way Islam establishes this concept (ownership of 

wealth), is not based on the individual's status or sex. Every individual has rights to 

the possessions they have acquired through lawful means. This means that men and 

women have the same rights to wealth without any discrimination. In the past this 

phenomenon would not happen, since women had no place in society. They were 

transferred from one person to another like goods in the Arab society of the jühilt 

period. Nevertheless, Qutb maintained that the seeds of a jähili society still exist in 

the modern era when womens' rights have been put aside as a sign of respect given 

to men. The transference of the entire property into the hands of the first son in the 

case of the parents' death, and the requirement of the husband's permission, even in 

transactions involving the women's own wealth, are among the phenomenon that 

clearly eliminate womens' rights. 

Islam, Qutb argued, gives full respect to women by considering whatever 

they earn through lawful means as theirs. Other's interference, including the 

husbands' interference with their possession, is prohibited except in the case 

permission granted by the owner to do so. Qutb viewed verse 229 of Srlra 2 (al- 

Bagära) having a clear explanation on this issue when God said: 

And it is not lawful for you (men) to take back (from your wives) any of 
your Mahr (bridal-money given by the husband to his wife at the time of 
marriage) which you have given them. 

Therefore, if the husband is forbidden from taking back anything which he has given 

as a gift to his wife, it becomes more inappropriate for him to take whatever belongs 

to the wife (which is acquired through her own works). 643 

This is the way Islam treats the question of wealth. Despite some limitations 

imposed in the management of wealth, Islam acknowledges man's nature and his 

necessities. In this regard, it does not require what is beyond one's capacity. The 

643 Quib, 7i/6l, 2: 646. 
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basic principle is justice for all members of society in terms of opportunity to get 

access to God's wealth. For this reason, Islam's stance is one of repugnance if wealth 

is circulated exclusively amongst a particular group of people. 

Qutb laid down several characteristics making Islam distinct from other 

systems and ideologies in relation to the management of wealth. Firstly, it is the only 

system from God. Secondly, it is the only system that takes into account the spiritual 

and material needs of the human being. In other words, it balances such aspects as 

spiritual and material needs, individual and community rights, and the contributor 

and the recipient's rights with regard to financial transactions. Thirdly, it is a just 

system in harmony with natural human instincts. Fourthly, it is the only system that 

runs in harmony with the nature of the existence of the universe. 644 

According to Qutb, such characteristics would not even be found in the 

capitalist system since capitalism depends more on usury (rfbä) and monopoly 

(ihtikdr) transactions for its survival. 645 There are some modern scholars who agree 

with Qutb's opinions. In comparing both the Islamic and capitalist view on the 

concept of private ownership, °Ulwän, a contemporary scholar from Saudi Arabia, 

concluded that the free market economy run by the capitalist system, will create class 

divisions since the capitalists only know how to feed themselves and are unconscious 

of the necessities of fellow members. 646 More precisely, the system will cause each 

of its members to be a victim of uncertainty and thus lead to exploitation of one 

particular group of another. This is because each member wants more and more 

money, more and more means with which to acquire more and more wealth. Islam, 

on the other hand, permits a right to private ownership on the basis that every 

individual is encouraged to work and has authority to earn, invest and spend. Yet in 

644 Qutb, 7ilä/, 6: 3525. 

645 Ibid. 

646 ̀Ulwän, al-Takäfzil al-Ijtin1R 1f 7-Is/äm, 26. 
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doing so-, he is guided by the limitations set by God in order to save him from going 

astray. 647 

5.4.4 The Zakät Institution 

5.4.4.1 The obligation of zakät 

As mentioned earlier, Islam has provided certain rules regarding wealth and its 

expenditure. For this reason, one is no longer free to spend his possessions as he 

pleases since there is the community's right to take into consideration. This requires 

his attention in order to maintain the balance of opportunity and right to God's 

wealth. 

In the preceding discussion, we also discussed nature and types of spending 

(i, /2iq) for the God's sake, including obligatory alms and voluntary alms known as 

zakat and ; mdaga, and how Islam emphasises these since they lead to great reward 

from God. 

Here, the discussion will focus on Qutb's views on zakdt and its contribution 

to creating an ideal society whereby every member of the society co-operates and 

helps each other on the basis of the belief that all wealth belongs to God and should 

not be circulated among a certain group of people with the rest having no access to it. 

This has been explained by Qutb saying that, "God is the Owner of wealth, Who 

gives man a right to ownership with conditions among which is giving (it ') a zakdt 

payment. "648 

According to Qutb, zakät constituted one of the five pillars of Islam. 

Therefore, any individual Muslim who reached a certain stage649 in his life and 

647 ̀Ulwän, al-Takäfiil al-Ijtinra{i fi'I-Islam 
, 28. 

648 Qulb, ildl, 1: 161. 

649In general the Muslim jurists (Shäfii, Hanafi, Mäliki and 11anbali) agreed that zaknt is obligated on 
those who are Muslim, bargh (sexually mature), `ägil (rational), freeman and having possession 
which, at the end of the year, exceeds the certain limit fixed by the local authority. See `Abdulläh 
Näsili cUlwAn, Alikdrn al-Zaki t (Cairo: Där al-Saläm li'l-TibA a wa'1-Nashr, 1986), 11-16. 
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whose property remained in his possession for one complete year and reached a 

certain limit (termed nisäb in Islamic jurisprudence), was obliged to pay : aka[ to its 

due recipients, stipulated by the Qur'än. 650 The Qur'än states: 

The alms (zaküt) are only for the poor, and the needy, and those who collect 
them, and those whose hearts are to be reconciled, and to free the captives, 
and the debtors, and for the cause of Allah, and for the wayfarer; a duty 
imposed by Allah. 65' 

For this reason, any withholding of : akut is heresy and unbelief. 652 

Qutb defined zakat as literally meaning "purity" (tahära). It purifies both the 

heart and property of the proprietor. It purifies his heart from niggardliness and greed 

and his property from any unlawful retain or pursuits. This means that by paying 

zakdt, where a certain percentage of the individual's wealth has been distributed to 

its due beneficiaries, the remaining portions of his property will becomes permitted 

(lialdl) and pure, nobody can claim his right on them unless in a state of necessity 

(hälät al-jar1Ira). 653 In technical terms, zakät is a fulfilment (ivafä') of the social 

duty which God has made an obligatory claim on the property of the wealthy in 

favour of the poor. 654 In another instance, Qutb said zakät is also a right ordained by 

virtue of the share a, applied to possessions according to a specific accounting. 

Anyone, for instance, who at the end of the year is in possession of approximately 

650 Quib, Ziläl, 1: 312. 

651 Qur'an, 9: 60. 

652 It did happen during Caliph Abü Bakr's time when he said regarding those refusing to pay zakät: "I 
swear by Allah that if they were to refuse me a female kid (sheep or camel or cow) which they used to 
pay to God's Messenger, I would fight with them over the refusal of it. " See Abü `Abdilläh 
Muhammad Ismäil al-BukhRri, Kitäb al-Jämt` al-, yalrih, ed. M. Ludofl Krehl (Leiden: Brill, 1862), 
354. 

653 Qutb, Ziläl, 4: 2455. 

654 Ibid., 1: 161. 
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twenty pounds (Egyptian pound in Qutb's day) or more, is obligated to pay zakät at 

the rate of two and one-half percent . 
655 

Qutb's definitions were similar to that of the traditional scholars' view. Al- 

Tabari (d. 923), when interpreting verse 103 of Sara 9 (al-Tawba), viewed zakät as a 

means of purity, saying that despite the Qur'anic injunction on the enforcement of 

zakät in the Muslim society, there are another important aspects resulting from its 

obligation, such as purification of the Muslim heart from the dirtiness of sin and the 

raising of him from the vile attitudes of hypocrites to the ranks of those who are 

sincere and honest in their deeds. 656 

At this point, the only thing which differentiates zakät from other voluntary 

alms (sadaga etc. ) is its obligation upon individual Muslims who are well off (al- 

gädirirn), possessing the specific amount as mentioned above. The latter is merely a 

voluntary contribution from someone to someone else, without any obligation or 

specific time. 657 

Zakdt was made an obligatory duty in the second year of H jra, just after the 

establishment of the Islamic State in Medina. According to Qutb, although it became 

obligatory during the early Medinan phase of the Prophet's da`1va mission, -akät's 

significance had already been mentioned by the Qur'än during the Meccan phase. 658 

Verse 7 of Stara 41 (Fussildt) for example, clarifies this when God said, "Those who 

give not the : akut and they are disbelievers in the hereafter. " 

In interpreting this verse, Qutb held the view that the word zakät meant a 

social duty and was applicable to all time. Though : akut as described in this verse 

was not yet imposed in Mecca as an obligation, its importance had already been 

stated by the Qur'än to the new Muslim converts at Mecca. They had been exposed 

655 Qutb, Zil71,3: 1669. 

656 Tabari, Tafrir al-Tabari, 6: 463. 

657 Qutb, 7i1ä1,1: 319. 

658 Ibid., 5: 3109. 
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to such ä term as a voluntary contribution entrusted to human conscience without any 

accounting. It was however at Medina that zaküt had been made an obligatory duty 

upon every Muslim with a detailed explanation as to its obligation, including its 

specific beneficiaries. 659 

At this point, one discovers that the way Islam treats the human conscience 

and interest in its social and economic system began in the Meccan era. Though its 

treatment was in terms of encouragement for voluntary expenditure rather than in 

terms of force, its impact was inevitably great upon the individual's conscience, 

especially after the establishment of the Islamic State in Medina, where most of 

God's injunctions were gradually revealed. Qutb admitted the reality of this when he 

saw that most of the Qur'anic verses revealed in Mecca, despite their emphasis on 

`agidat al-tawhid, aimed at cleansing the human conscience, from aspects of greed 

and covetousness of wealth. He therefore, saw that verses 24 and 25 of Süra 70 (al- 

Ma`drij) and verse 7 of Srtra 41 (Fusyildt) having two aims, firstly to purify 

Muslims' hearts from the above aspects and secondly to distinguish Islamic social 

and economic transactions from the usurious transactions that were spread widely 

among the Quraysh people (of that time). 660 

The significance of zaküt also stems from the fact that its obligation had 

already being imposed as the principle ordinance of the religion of every Prophet 

before Islam. The Qur'an clearly descibes how : akut had been enjoined on the 

Prophet Jesus (Isä), when the Jesus said to his people: "And He has made me 

blessed wheresoever I be, and has enjoined on me Salt (prayer), and Zakät, as long 

as I live. 35661 In interpreting this verse 31 of Si7ra 19 (Maryam), Qutb maintained that 

the obligation of : akat upon the Prophet Jesus. (pbuh) clearly indicated that God's 

659 Qu1b, 7ilül, 5: 3109. 

660 Ibid., 5: 3111. 

661 Qur'än, 19: 31. Of Prophet Abraham, it is in the Qur'an, 21: 7273. Prophet Ismäil is also spoken of 
a giving the same commandment to his followers, Qur'än, 19: 55-56. Prophet Moses also received 
such a commandment as described in the Qur'än 7: 157; and 5: 12. 
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messengers were enjoined with a similar message: total submission (°ubiidiyya) to 

God which includes the performing of prayer (salüt), and the paying zakrt. 662 

It is interesting to note that, Qutb, in his treatment on zakät, had put more 

emphasis on aspects of the training of the individual's conscience than on how to 

make people pay zaküt through the enforcement of Shari a laws etc. In other words, 

he saw that in order to call people to their religious duty, it was appropriate to give a 

proper explanation first, of the significance of _-aküt and its benefits to both the payer 

and the recipient. In his view, the enforcement of laws would only be necessary once 

it was established that the first means was still unable to attract people to this 

religious duty. This can be seen from his view-point when interpreting verse 12 of 

Sara 5 (al-Ma'ida) in which God said: 

Indeed Allah took the covenant from the Children of Israel (Jews), and We 
appointed twelve leaders among them. And Allah said: "I am with you if 

you perform prayer (salät) and give zaküt and believe in My Messengers; 
honour and assist them, and lend a good loan to Allah, verily, I will expiate 
your sins and admit you to Gardens under which rivers flow (in Paradise). 

In interpreting the words "if you perform salat and give zaküt", scholars like 

al-Tabari, 663 and Rashid Ridä 64 took the view that they relate to the obligation of 

zakdt which God has imposed upon the Muslim anima as a whole in the sense that 

they must take from their wealth or property when paying zaküt in order that the 

payment will purify their heart from greed and miserliness. Qutb on the other hand, 

saw that to "give : akät" in the above verse referred to one's obedience to God and 

his recognition of God's bounty (ni ma) bestowed upon him. One knows that the 

property in one's hand is merely a trust from God that needs to be properly managed 

and spent, which includes paying zakdt to those eligible for it. In so doing, solidarity 

662 Quib, Zil 1,4: 2308. 

663 Tabail, Tafsir al-Tabari, 4: 492. 

664 Rig5, Tafsir al-Qur'an al-ffakim, 6: 280. 
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and brotherhood among Muslims will be strengthened and economic disparity can be 

solved. 665 

Arguing the significance of zakät and its benefits upon individual Muslims, 

Qutb further contended that there was a great reward from God to those who fulfill 

such a religious duty. For this reason, any individual Muslims who performed this 

social duty, with a feeling that it is part of his responsibility towards his fellow 

Muslims and fulfilling his religious ordinance, God will bestow upon him a great 

reward. 666 More importantly, he will be ranked among those who are successful in 

their lives. 667 Qutb further held the view that the most important success of human 

life in this world is his success against Satan's temptation and his confidence (thiga) 

in God's promise and rewards on whatever good deeds done in this world. 668 

According to Qutb, history had shown that only those people who sacrified 

their energy and wealth for the God's sake would be successful in their lives. In this 

regard, a real success in Muslim life does not necessarily means his success of 

accumulating and gaining wealth as much as he can, but his success in the sense that 

he is able to get rid of feelings of stinginess and superiority from manipulating his 

souls. Interpreting verse 24 and 25 of Sz ra 70 (al-Ma°ärij), Qutb describes these 

people as those having a feeling that whatever property in their possession is God's 

wealth which need to be distributed among its beneficiaries. In this regard, they have 

allotted a certain amount of wealth to the beggar and those whose means of living 

669 has been straitened. 

665 Qutb, Ziläl, 2: 858. 

666 Ibid., 1: 307. 

667 In Sülra al MMu mimair, God has promised with a successful endings for His servants who obey His 
command. See Qur'än, 23: 1-11. 

668 Qu1b, . iläl, 4: 2455. 

669 Ibid., 6: 3699-3700. 
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5.4.4.2 Property on which zakät is payable and its rate 

In Qutb's view, though commands concerning zakat were revealed during the 

Meccan phase, details of its significance and obligation were only given after the 

establishment of the Islamic State in Medina. 670 

As mentioned earlier, zakät is imposed only on individual Muslims who, at 

the end of the year, are in possession of a property which has reached its fzisäb. In 

this regard, he must give zakdt at the minimum rate of two and one-half percent. 

Qutb however held that in a time of dart rat (necessities), such amounts would 

differ. 671 

According to Qutb, the main prescriptions regarding zakät are as follows. 

Only Muslims pay zakät and on the following kinds of property: 

1. field crops which are planted for food; 

2. fruits, grapes and dates which are particularly mentioned in the Prophet's 

ahadith; 

3. animals like camels, cattle, sheep, and goats; 

4. gold and silver; and 

5. merchandise. 

These prescriptions are in accordance with the Shafiite school. The rate for these 

properties will differ according to the type of property. 672 Generally this will be on 

the following basis; zaküt on crops, i. e, tithe (`ushr) or half of the tithe (nisial-`ushr) 

collected from crops and fruits. 673 Since these are seasonal, zakdt is only paid at the 

time of harvest. Zaküt on animals is payable based on their monetary value. Zaküt on 

670 Quib, 7r1ä1,5: 3109. 

671 Ibid., 4: 2355. 

672 Ibid., 3: 1669. 

673 Ibid., 1: 310. 
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merchandise is estimated in terms of gold and silver and there is also zakät on the 

two precious metals, gold and silver. 674 

Since zakdt is a social duty, Qutb maintained that the state which implements 

the shari a laws must play its role in collecting zakät from those who are well off 

based on the rates mentioned and must also ensure that the laws are enforced. 

Besides zakdt, Qutb held that the state could also impose new taxes if they thought 

that such taxation could contribute towards maintaining the welfare of all the 

members of society. 675 

However, Qutb's opinion here seems to be in contradiction with one of his 

other statements in which he said that after payment of zakdt, a man has no monetary 

obligations to the state, and the state has no right to charge any new amount except 

under the necessities condition (Cdarz7rat). 676 The issue of whether the state can 

impose new taxes above zakät is a very controversial one and there are different 

opinions from the classical scholars regarding it. This is because these scholars (al- 

Mäwardi and Ibn Taymiyya for instance) take a different view with regard to one of 

the Prophet's aliädith which states: "There is no right to a person's wealth other than 

the zakdt. " Quoting this lzadith, al-Mäwardi disputed that there are financial 

obligations upon Muslims other than zaküt. 677 His view was in contradiction to Ibn 

Taymiyya, who adopted the view that there are obligations other than zakät. 

According to Ibn Taymiyya, the state may impose other financial obligations upon 

Muslims apart from zakät. His opinion was clearly manifested in the following 

statement: "People should help each other in matters of food, clothing and shelter; 

674 Qutb, liläl, 1: 329. See also 1: 310. 

675 Ibid., 1: 316-318. 

676 Ibid., 4: 2455. 

677 Mawardi, al-Abkam al-Sulhniyya, 134. 
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and the state authority should take this responsibility and he can oblige them to do 

it. "678 

It seems at this point that Qutb's stance lies between these two extremes (al- 

Mäwardi and Ibn Taymiyya). He considered that it was the duty of the state to strive 

for the economic progress of the people, provide social security and reduce 

disparities in the distribution of the public wealth. In his view, only the state which 

implements the sharfa law has the right to impose any new form of social duty upon 

its members. Such an enforcement must be for the welfare (maslalra) of the whole 

nation (umma) and must not be in contradiction with the basic Islamic principle, 

"wealth should not circulate among a certain group of people while the rest have no 

access to it. "679 

5.4.4.3 Those eligible for receiving zakä 

The Qur'an clearly classifies the recipients ofzakdt as follows: 

As vdagat are only for the Fugard ' (poor), and al-Masäkln (needy), and the 
officials appointed over them, and those whose hearts are made to incline to 
truth (towards Islam), and captives, and those in debt, and in the way of 
Allah, and the way-farer; an ordinance from Allah, and Allah is All-Knower, 
All-Wise. 680 

Here, although the verse begins with the word cadagnt, in the context of the 

rest of its discussion it is clear that zaküt is being discussed. At the end of the verse, 

God clearly states that what is said is an ordinance from Him and thus a direct 

responsibility to Him is implied. 

678 Abmad ibn `Abd al-fialim ibn Taymiyya, Majmci Falawd Slmykh al-Islam (Riyadh: Ma1Hbi` al- 
Riyäd, 1963), 29: 194. 

679 Qutb, 
, 
7. i1ä1,2: 858-859. 

680 Qur'5n, 9: 60. 
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In interpreting this verse, Qutb reminds Muslims not to question the 

distribution of zakät to those mentioned recipients since it is an ordinance from God 

Who is knowing and Wise. 68' In this regard, neither the Prophet (pbuh) nor the 

owner of wealth himself has the right to choose anyone he pleases for receiving 

zaküt, as it is a Divine injunction that requires its implementation according to His 

commands. 682 

The recipient of zakät is one who has nothing to meet his daily necessities as 

a result of his weakness or inability to work and make some earnings. For this 

reason, zakiit is not distributed to the rich and those who are capable of working or 

making sufficient earnings for their basic needs. Qutb cited the Prophet's hafiith 

where the Prophet is reported to have said (to his companions coming to him asking 

for their share from zakät): "If both of you are in need of it, I will distribute it (to 

both of you) and there is no share for the rich and those who are capable of making a 

living. "683 

According to Qutb, there are, however, certain circumstances in which zakät 

is payable to these people, such as in case of those who are stranded (during their 

travel) in a foreign land and are in need of help to go back to their home. 694 Here, 

681 Qutb, Ziläl, 3: 1668. With regard to the distribution of zakät, there is a tradition narrated by Abü 
Said al-Khudr7. During the Prophet's time, when a group of people negated the way zakat was 
distributed by the Prophet. One of them openly called for a distributive justice by saying, "O 
Messenger of Allah! Let there be justice". The Prophet (pbuh) said, "Woe to you! Am I not of all the 
people of the earth the most entitled to fear Allah? " Then that man went away. Khalid bin al-'Valid 
said, "0 Messenger of Allah! Shall I chop his neck ofi? " The Prophet (pbuh) said, "No, may be he 
offers prayers. " Khalid said, "Numerous are those who offer prayers and say by their tongues what is 

not in their hearts. " The Prophet (pbuh) said, "I have not been ordered (by Allah) to search the heart 
of the people or cut open their bellies". See Bukhziri, $alrih al-ifukhan , 5: 448. See also Qutb, 78äl, 
3: 1667. 

682 Qutb, 7_ilül, 3: 1668. 

6$3 Narrated by Alimad, Abü Däwüd and al-Nasä'i. See Qulb, 
, 
7, f1ä1,3: 1669. 

684 All four schools of law (Shafli, Maliki, Hanafi and Hambali) agreed that the due recipients ofzakät 
include those who are employed to collect zakdt, the new Muslim convert, those who are struggling in 
God's cause and Muslim travellers who are stranded in a foreign land, even if any of them are rich. 
See cUlwän, Allkdin al-Zak-it, 72-73. 
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Islam permits them to be among the due recipients even though they are rich and 

have sufficient health for life. 685 

It should be noted, however, that the principle set by Islam in regard to 

wealth is that it should not circulate only among the rich while the rest have no 

access to it. For this reason, the institution of. akat is found to be one of the means of 

eradicating such a phenomenon. Giving the poor a priority over the rest in receiving 

zakdt, not only eradicates poverty but, at the same time, lets the wealth be kept in 

constant circulation. The more the wealth or money in circulation, the greater the 

degree of prosperity is. Qutb had also noted in al-°Adüla that: 

the existence of wealth in the hands of a larger number causes this wealth to 
be spent on the necessities of life of this large number so that the demand for 
goods increases and from this arises greater production and this results in 
full packets for the workers. Thus the wheel of life, work, production and 
consumption makes its natural and fruitful circuit. 686 

With regard to the Qur'anic classification of the due recipient where the poor 

and needy are put in the first place over the rest, Qutb believed, there is a great 

reason behind this which can only be understood within the context of human life 

itself. He further contended that it is a natural process for an individual to pay zakät 

at the end of a certain year while in the following year to be among the due recipients 

of zakdt as a result of specific reasons such as having possessions less than the 

statutory amount for zakät or being involved in debt. In this context, zakät acts as a 

social assurance for them in order to free them from such pressing situations. 

At this point, the function of zakät is not only to give the deprived (°äjiz) a 

right to share in the wealth of those who are well off (al-gädirin), but in a wider 

sense, it acts as a social guarantee or insurance in case of unexpected circumstances 

685 QuIb, Zilä1,3: 1670. 

686 Quib, al4eidäla, 110-111. 
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causing members of the society to be in need of financial assistance in order to 

relieve their distress or other liabilities incurred whilst under trying circumstances. 

The poor (frgarä) are those who possess something, but it is little. The 

needy (masäkin) on the other hand, are those whose condition is similar to the poor 

but they are not recognised by society as being impoverished. In this regard it might 

be that others may give them something in charity, and they will not beg from 

people. 687 

It should be remembered that apart from a priority given to the above 

mentioned group in receiving zaküt, Islam hates to see any individual Muslims live 

in idleness and depend on others' compassion. Rather, Islam encourages them to 

work in order to get what they need as long as they are capable of doing this. 

Otherwise, it becomes the state's responsibility to protect the weak and to care for 

and defend their interests. At this stage, Qutb maintained that zakät plays its role as a 

social duty whenever the State which is entrusted to observe the institution, makes it 

as an obligatory claim on the property of the wealthy in favour of the poor. Qutb 

stetes: 

Islam establish the life of its members on the basis that everyone is given 
opportunity to work and earn money, and distributing the public wealth 
among them rightly and justly between the work and reward... but there are 
certain circumstances where sadaqa has to play its role in order to solve the 
class difference among the individual members of the community (r inma)688 

Qutb also has a view that the function of zakat as a social duty is not only 

limited to giving the poor a share to the property of the wealthy689, but in a wider 

sense, it aims at implanting the sense of responsibility among the latter to take care 

of the welfare of other fellow Muslims who live around him. 

6$7 Qulb, Zildl, 3: 1669. 

688 Ibid., 3: 1668. 

689 The wealthy here refers specifically to those whose property remain in their possession for a year 
and its values reaches a certain limit called nisäb. 
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On the whole, the institution of fakut was regarded by Qutb as the most 

important aspect of the Islamic social and economic system. The State that 

implemented the sharf a law would have to play its role in seeing that it was 

implemented properly. In this regard, Qutb maintained that implanting a sense of 

responsibility in the individuals' conscience was vital in helping fellow Muslims. In 

the light of these two means, Qutb believed that a sound and just society could be 

established. 

5.4.5 Usury (riba) and its prohibition 

As mentioned earlier, Islam places much concern on wealth and its social equity. 

Wealth should not be misused by being circulated only amongst a small group of 

people whilst the welfare of the whole community, in particular the poor and the 

needy, is ignored. Since wealth is "the bounty of God (facll Allah)" and "good 

(khayrits expenditure must be in such a way that it brings peace and prosperity to 

the owner and the whole community at large. 690 For this reason, any kind of 

expenditure or investment that grows several-fold exclusively in the hands of a 

particular group whilst the rest have nothing, is prohibited by Islam. 

In the Qur'än, there are many verses condemning such activities. It is 

suggested that only the expenditures which seek the pleasure of God, and "establish 

credit with God, so that God may repay you manifold, " are those which are rightful 

and will profit you and the people living around you. 691 Our previous discussion on 

wealth and its spending has suggested this and suggested how successful such 

individuals are in the sight of God. 

It becomes the objective of the teachings of Islam to ensure justice and 

eliminate exploitation in transactions pertaining to wealth and expenditure. With 

regard to individual business transactions, for instance, there is a clear statement 

69o Fazlur Rahman, Major Themes of the Chrr'an (Chicago: $ibliotheca Islamica, 1980), 39. 

691 Ibid., 40. 
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from the Qur'an concluding that all sources of unjustified enrichment (akl al-amwül 

bi'1-bätil) are prohibited. Verse 188 of Sfa"a 2 (al-Bagära) states: "And eat up not 

one another's property unjustly, nor give bribery to the rulers that you may 

knowingly eat up a part of the property of others sinfully. " At another place the 

Qur'än says: 

0 you who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves unjustly 
except if it be a trade amongst you, by mutual consent. And do not kill 

yourselves (nor kill one another). Surely, Allah is Most Merciful to you. 692 

From the above verses one can clearly see how the Qur'än has laid down 

principles whereby Muslims, individually or collectively know, or can at least 

deduce what constitutes a wrongful or rightful way of earning or gaining property 

from others. According to Qutb, the words "akl al-amwül bi'l-bätiP are applicable to 

all wrongful sources of earning or acquiring wealth: bribery, gambling and all 

fraudulent businesses and monetary practices. All of these are prohibited by Islam. In 

this regard ribä represents, in the Islamic value system, a prominent source of 

unjustified advantage. 693 Moreover, its practice opposes the Islamic principle on 

wealth acquisition highlighted earlier. 

The question of riba and its prohibition constitutes one of the most important 

issues raised by Qutb in Zilä1. In his detailed account on usurious transaction, we 

found that he referred to al-Mawdüdi's ideas on the Islamic economic system (the 

nature of usurious transaction in particular). This can be seen from Qutb's statements 

in which, several times over, he recommended his readers to read al-Mawdndi's 

Economic principles Between Islam and Other Contemporary Systems and al-Riba. 

His intention was for his readers to gain a deeper understanding of the principles of 

692 Qur'an 4: 29. 

693 Qutb, 7i1ä1,2: 639. 
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the Islamic economic system, as well as an understanding of the implications drawn 

from God's prohibition of riba. 694 

With regard to the issue of usurious transaction, Qutb took a cautious stance 

where he considered any human transaction and expenditure of wealth that deviates 

from the religious rules to be of no benefit to the proprietor. Rather, it may lead him 

to become engulfed in immoral transactions, particularly usurious practices. 

Qutb's interpretation of verse 39 of Sara 30 (al-Rinn) contained some 

important points for consideration. For example, one can see how Qutb stood with 

regard to usury when he asked Muslims to keep themselves away from anything 

related to usury. The Qur'än states: 

And that which you give in gift (to others), in order that it may increase 
(your wealth by expecting to get a better one in return) from other people's 
property, has no increase with Allah; but that which you give in zaktrt 
seeking Allah's Countenance, then those they shall have manifold increase. 

Generally, most of the exegetes, including al-Tabani695 and Ibn Kathir696 took 

the view that the verse was revealed about one form of usury and explained how it 

deprived wealth from getting God's blessings. Furthermore, indulging in this form of 

usury would be of no benefit to the proprietor himself. This usury however was 

permissible since it did not involve an exploitation of other people's rights and so on. 

According to Qutb, though the verse did not prohibit this form of usury like that 

associated with the modem ages, such a means of increasing money was not a good 

way of seeking God's Countenance (wajl: Allah) and should be avoided. The type of 

expenditure that will raise one's wealth manifold is zaküt, where the contributor 

expects nothing, but is seeking God's Countenance. 697 

69; Qutb, 7ilä1,1: 321-332. 

695 Tabari, Tafsir al-Tabari, 10: 187-189. 

696 clmäd al-Din Abü'I-Fidä' Ismail ibn Kathir al-Qurshi al-Dimashgi, Tafsir al-Qnr'dn a1-`A#m 
(Beirut: Mu'assasa al-Rayyän, 1996), 3: 571. 

697 Qutb, 7ilä1,5: 2772. 
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Qutb's approach to usury and its practices hence took the form of total 

avoidance. He believed that usury not only destroyed man's honour, but the whole 

community at large. This is clear from his statement, "usurious transactions 

(`ainalryyat al-ribä) expose forms of ugliness and unsightliness, dullness within the 

heart, deterioration in society and corruption of the earth and [lastly] the destruction 

of the whole of mankind. 698 

5.4.5.1 Islamic injunction 

Before considering what the Qur'an lays down with regard to this issue, it is 

important to look into the modem economic systems that control the world, we may 

then understand the wisdom behind the prohibition of usury in Islam. In this regard, 

Qutb referred to the capitalist and communist systems which, in his view, were 

influential in the running of world economic affairs. 699 

According to Qutb, the capitalist system is founded on the basis that man is 

the owner of what he earns. Therefore, man has full rights in spending and 

developing his property or capital as he pleases without limitations or conditions. In 

the end, however, this creates an economic imbalance, which divides society into a 

class system with one group living a luxurious lifestyle while the others live in 

poverty. 700 The imbalance worsens when the capital owners start to set up financial 

and banking institutions in order to gain more and more money through channels 

such as the lending of money with interest and so on. This phenomenon, according to 

Qutb, is the starting point of their exploitation of wealth and their profiting at the cost 

of others. This happens in todays' economic transactions. Qutb saw a clear example 

of this in the transaction between the capital owner and those working in commerce 

and industry: the first always makes profit from usurious interest imposed upon the 

698 Qu1b, Zilal, 1: 318. 

699 Ibid., 1: 320. 

700 Ibid., 1: 319-320. See also 2: 639. 
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latter's incomes. In this regard, as a creditor, the capital owner strives to get the 

highest interest he can, even though this will cause the overall decline of industrial 

and economic production, production which is in the communities interest (li sälili 

al jamähir). 701 

In order to retain their control over the public interest, they also exploit the 

media; newspapers become tools in spreading the capitalist ideology. As a result, 

people start to believe that the capitalist system is the only system capable of 

bringing development and progress to mankind. 702 

Communism, on the other hand, arose as a reaction to the capitalist system. 

Its economic structure, although seeming to be backing the welfare of the public 

interest in order to establish distributive justice, completely denies the spiritual 

aspects essential in human life. In his book NaInv Muytama` Islänii, Qutb severely 

condemned communism stating that such an ideology, though possibly solving 

economic disparity, denied religious belief and will lead people in the wrong 

direction. Qutb wrote: 703 

in view of the fact that man, after being able to satisfy `starvation of the 
body (jasad)', will find himself in need of a goal which is greater than these 
enjoyments, and in need of a connection with the universe that comprise of 
environment, and in need of `agida in strength that is greater than (the 
strength) of human being. 704 

In addition to its denial of religious beliefs, there is another aspect that 

demonstrates the faults in the system. While Islam permits private ownership with 

certain conditions and limitations, communism claims that all sources of production 

of wealth are the common property of society and individuals have no right to 

701 Quib, 7i1d1,2: 639. 

702 Ibid., 1: 320. See also for detail, QuIb's work, Ma`rakat al-Islam ua'1-Ra'smäliyya.. 

703 Sayyid Qulb, Naht Mi jtanra` Islams (Cairo: DAr al-Shurüq, 1993), 25. 

704 Ibid., 29. 
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possession of property or its control. This is, in fact, at odds with human nature. Man 

is created to love wealth and to utilize its prosperity. 705 

These are phenomenon of the modem age based on materialistic thinking. 

According to Qutb, aside from those who believe in development and progress, there 

are people who contemplate gaining profit at the expense of others without 

consideration for or sensitivity towards their rights. The usurious practices in the 

capitalist system are an example of this. 706 This exploitation is one of the major 

phenomena which opposes the Islamic economic principle. This principle maintains 

that nobody has the right to profit at the cost of others. Verses 29 and 30 of Sara 4 

(al-Nisä') state: 

O you who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves unjustly 
except it be a trade amongst you, by mutual consent. And do not kill 
yourselves (nor kill one another). Surely, Allah is Most Merciful to you; and 
whoever commits that through aggression and injustice, We shall cast him 
into the Fire, and that is easy for Allah. 

At this point it is possible to consider Qutb's rejection of both the capitalist 

and communist systems based on his conviction that both systems are unable to solve 

the existing economic disparities facing society. This is due to the fact that they are 

both materialistic in nature and lack spiritual and ethical values in their agendas. 

Islam, on the other hand, bases its economic structure on the belief that God 

is the Creator and the Owner of everything. 707 In addition to faith, ethical values such 

as solidarity, cooperation and kindness between members of society are emphasized. 

This means that there is no exploitation and monopoly over others' rights to wealth. 

The obligation of : akat as a social duty and the encouragement of sadaga as 

described earlier are means of establishing such goodwill. 

705 Qutb, Ziläl, 1: 319. 

706 Ibid., 1: 320-321. 

707 Ibid., 1: 318. 
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According to Qutb, it is upon the foundations of faith in God, co-operation 

and solidarity among members of society, that Islam stresses the individual's 

conscience in order that he does not lose his direction in dealing with his fellow men 

with regard to wealth and its development. Those who break this principle are 

considered as cruel (zülim) to themselves and the community as a whole. 708 

Qutb took the view that ribd (usury) is the major cause of exploitation and 

oppression in human society. It is also a basis for social destruction, since it destroys 

the individual's character, his religious belief and his economic foundation. 709 Its 

prohibition is thus inevitable in a just society as has been exemplified by the early 

Muslim generations. More importantly, the negative aspects of riba are clearly 

contradictory to the Islamic principle described above. 

5.4.5.2 Prohibition of Usury (Ribs) 

Qutb maintained that the prohibition of ribs has a strong relationship with the nature 

of its practice and its impact upon society and the individual. This implies that the 

prohibition of ribä is due to the negative consequences for society that arise from its 

practice. 

The economic system of Islam is based on a clear foundation and doctrinal 

conception (al-tasativwur al-f tigädi). Man, who is God's vicegerent in this world, is 

responsible in upholding God's command in accordance with His shall 'a. Man's 

recognition of the ulühiyya and Oi kiniiyya of God, as already discussed in the 

preceding chapter, requires him to follow the shari a of God in governing his affairs 

and economic activities. For this reason, there is no room or reason for man to 

choose other systems to govern his life, since everything has been perfectly and 

completely prescribed for him. Qutb maintained that laws and systems other than 

God's law, which some people insist on following, will not be recognised by Islam. 

708 Qutb, Tiläl, 1: 319. 

709 Ibid., 1: 318. 
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In this regard, usurious practice is unexceptional since it is derived from the doctrine 

that completely denies the Islamic principles on wealth and its expenditure 

mentioned earlier. 710 

In the Qur'an, the prohibition of riba is clearly affiliated with cadaqa 

(almsgiving), where cadaga is the giving away of wealth without expecting a return. 

Ribä, however, destroys all sympathetic affection and the spirit of co-operation and 

harmony. 71' Moreover, the way the money is earned is unlawful and involves the 

exploitation of others: the owner of capital gaining profit without work and without 

risk. 712 

Besides the exploitation and oppression resulting from such a transaction, 

Qutb maintained that ribä also causes great problems to the individual's personal 

expenses. There is no benediction from God upon money earned through riba. 

Rather, God denounces the usurers and their expenditures. 713 How, therefore, can a 

Muslim who declares his total obedience to God and follows His commands, utilise 

such forbidden money when supporting himself and his family? In this regard, Qutb 

wrote that "there is no obedience (; ä a) to Allah and to His Prophet in a society that 

bases its system on the usurious system (al-ni-äni al-ribawi), and there is no 

obedience to Allah and to His Prophet in the heart of those eating ribü... "714 

At this point the Islamic attitude to riba is clear and unambiguous. The 

relevant Qur'anic verses on ribü prohibition leave us in no doubt whatsoever. There 

is, however, the example of the individual Muslim who, instead of obeying a clear 

command from God, has lost his hold on Islamic principles and their economic 

implications. Qutb stated that, despite the economic problems of the world, faith 

Flo Qutb, ri1ä1,1: 318-319. 

711 Ibid., 1: 318. 

7t2Ibid., 1: 320. 

713 Ibid., 1: 318. 

714 Ibid., 1: 474. 
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(imän) is the most important factor in influencing the individual's actions. In this 

context, it is impossible to consider those involved in ribä transaction as true 

believers since the measurement of faith is not merely by that which is said but is 

also by actions confirming that which is said. There would be no such riba eating 

(akl al-ribä), therefore, amongst those who are afraid of God and His punishment in 

the hereafter. 715 

The Qur'anic injunctions about ribd are found in the following verses when 

God said: 

Those who devour Ribü (usury) will not stand except like the standing of a 
person beaten by Satan leading him to insanity. That is because they say: 
`Trading is only like Ribü (usury), ' whereas Allah has permitted trading and 
forbidden Ribd (usury). So whosoever receives an admonition from his Lord 
and stops eating Ribä (usury) shall not be punished for the past; his case is 
for Allah (to judge); but whoever returns ! to Ribd (usury)], such are the 
dwellers of the Fire-they will abide therein.? 6 

Again, in the same Sara God reminds Muslims about ribä: "Allah will destroy Ribd 

(usury) and will give increase for yadagdt (deeds of charity, alms, etc. ) And Allah 

likes not the disbelievers, sinners. , 717 

In interpreting these verses, Qutb reminds Muslims about the negative 

consequences derived from riba transactions and the severe punishment from God in 

the hereafter for those taking riba as a means of increasing their wealth. According to 

him, the way the Qur'an describes the condition of people taking riba should make 

sense to those concerned and have a great impact upon them because, in reality 

(hagiqa wägi a), they are not as happy as one might assume. 718 QuIb wonders how 

these people can live peacefully and happily if the way in which they live is not 

715 Qu1b, Zildl, 1: 474. 

716 Qur'an, 2: 275. 

717 Ibid., 2: 276. 

718 Qutb, Ziläl, 1: 326. 
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recognized as lawful by God and His Prophet? 719 It is clear that they are cursed by 

God and His Prophet as Jabir720 reports that, "The Prophet of God (pbuh) cursed the 

one who consumes ribä (usury), his deputy, the scribe and the witness, and said: 

They are equal. i721 

It is interesting how Qutb related the above verses with the contemporary 

human life. In interpreting the word standing (qiyam), for instance, he attached a 

relationship with the existing situation to it by referring to those who practiced 

usurious transactions. He believed that their condition is likely to be the same as that 

described in the verse. He goes further in maintaining that their situation is 

confirmed in the subsequent verses in which God declare war upon them. 722 

In describing the range of connotations of ribä, Qutb wrote that the term itself 

encompasses all types of interest, large or small percentages, resulting from late 

payment (ribä al-nasi'a) or due to unequal exchange of the same commodity (rfba 

al fadl). It also includes every loan carrying benefit etc.; the text includes all these 

kinds. 723 At this point, it can be said that the term "al-ribä", as expressed in the 

Qur'än, covers usury as well as the interest associated with modern economics. It 

also covers some cases of barter which involve unequal exchange in terms of 

quantity or time of delivery. Qutb cited one of the Prophet's ahäfiith which states: 

gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for barley, date for 
date and salt for salt be exchanged, the same thing for the same thing, in 
equal quantity and hand to hand; one who has demanded extra or paid extra, 
he has indulged in riba. 724 

719 Qutb, 7ilä1,1: 324. 

720 He was one of the Prophet's (pbuh) companions. 

721 Narrated by Muslim, Al mad, Abü Däwüd and Turmizi. See Qutb, 7ildl, 1: 326. 

722 Quib, 7, ild1,1: 324. 

723 Ibid., 1: 325. 

724 Ibid. 
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There is no doubt, therefore, about the prohibition of riba al-nasi'a because 

of the `increase' associated with it resulting from late payment. Moreover, the 

interest itself is agreed upon so as to guarantee the lender extra return in case of the 

late payment of the loan or debt. With regard to riba al facll, Qutb maintained that its 

prohibition is due to the way it works which is similar to riba al-nasi'a: in riba al- 

facll, in the exchange of similar items, one party demands more of one commodity in 

exchange for the other (for example one party demanding two poor quality apples in 

exchange for one better quality apple). In order to avoid this, the Prophet (pbuh) 

asked those involved in such a transaction to firstly sell their commodity for money 

and then buy the other commodity with that money. Provided that such a transaction 

takes place at once in the tradition of the Prophet: hand by hand (yadan bi yadin). 725 

It would seem, from Qutb's description of ribä al-nasi'a and riba al fadl, that 

he followed al-Mawdüdi's view on the subject. In explaining the nature of ribä, al- 

Mawdudi believed that the term ribä refers to any kind of loan (money, food or 

anything else) that may earn interest. He has therefore divided riba into two 

categories: riba al-nasi'a and ribä al fag?. Ribci al-nasi'a, according to al-Mawdüdi, 

is a specified increase in return for postponement of, or waiting for, payment of a 

debt. Ribä al fag?, on the other hand, is something extra benefitting one of the parties 

involved in the exchange of the same commodity. 726 

Turning to the implications of usurious practice in the socio-economic affairs 

of society, Qutb believed that such a practice will, without doubt, cause estrangement 

between members of society, in particular the lender and the borrower. 727 How can a 

good relationship be maintained between two parties if one side always seeks to 

profit from the money lent to the other, the latter always being burdened with high 

interest? This phenomenon will remain unresolved if the lender or the owner of the 

725 Qutb, Ziläl, 1: 325. 

726 Abü'I-A`Ia al-Mawdüidi, al-Ribd (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, n. d. ), 90-91. 

727 QuIb, I, i1äl, 1: 321. 
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capital believes that he is unaccountable to God for his methods of gaining and 

increasing his wealth. 728 And there is no law (tashri) that controls the whole 

economic structure and phenomena such as exploitation and monopoly over the 

needy. Qutb wrote that: "The imam is responsible, - once the Islamic society is 

established - to fight against those who are persistent (in their practice) in the 

usurious system, and violate God's command even though they claim themselves 

Muslims. "729 

This is one aspect of the implications arising as a result of usurious practice. 

What would happen to a society where the usurious system (al-nizäm al-ribawi) has 

become the basis of economic transaction? Qutb recognized that the Prophet's 

tradition, mentioned earlier, has aspects whereby condemnation is not just limited to 

lender and borrower but to all members of society. Moreover, they all deserve God's 

condemnation and being denied His mercy due to their being involved in such 

activities by passively allowing such behaviour. 730 

At this point, it is found that Qutb's stance on usury and its prohibition was 

clearly outlined and in line with Islamic economic principle. Moreover, he believed 

that the reasons behind such a practice being prohibited were not only on account of 

riba bringing chaos to society, but more importantly because the system itself was in 

contradiction to the manhaj of God: the system guaranteeing human well-being in 

this world and in the hereafter. 

Furthermore, he contended that there were Western scholars who realized the 

negative elements of usury and recognised their destructive potential. Among those 

scholars were Dr. Schacht, former director of the German Reichsbank who stated 

that: 
In a theoretical mathematical exercise it became clear that all the wealth in 
the world was in the process of going to a very small number of the usurers. 

728 Quib, Zilal, 1: 319. 

729 Ibid., 1: 331. 

730 Ibid. 
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This is because the usurious creditors always profit from every operation, 
while the debtors are exposed to profit and loss. It follows from this that all 
the wealth must finally - on a mathematical calculation-find its way to the 
one who always profits. And this theory is on its way to being demonstrated 
completely, since most of the wealth in the world now is owned-really-by a 
few thousand people. As for all property owners, including factory owners, 
who borrow from banks and the workers an others, they are but hirelings 
who work for the owners of wealth, and the fruits of their toil are reaped by 
those few thousand. 731 

Realising this, Qutb concluded that any kind of transaction that has usurious 

aspects, small or large, is prohibited. Indeed, the usurers deserve God's 

condemnation. Moreover, this prohibition is not only limited to the type of ribä 

practiced in the jähiliyya period, as manifested in both ribd nasi'a and ribä fach, but 

encompasses all fraudulent devices that did not come directly under the definition of 

rfbd. It also encompasses all those owners of wealth who intend to profit from their 

wealth by exploiting others. 732 

Despite the Qur'änic order on the prohibition of rfba, Qutb maintained that 

the door is always open for individuals to repent and return back to the right path. 

However, those who continue, inspite of the warning (of its destructive potential) 

from the Qur'an, are the dwellers of the Fire in the hereafter. 733 That is why, in 

another verse, these people are considered enemies of God and His messenger. The 

Qur'än states: 

O ye who believe! Fear Allah, and give up What remains of your demand 
from riba if ye are indeed believers. But if you do it not, then take notice of 
war from Allah and His Messenger; and if you repent, then you shall have 
your capital; neither shall you make the debtor suffer loss nor shall be made 
to suffer loss. 734 

731 Qutb, Zildl, 1: 321. 

"Z Ibid., 1: 325. 

"' Ibid., 1: 327. See also Qur'An, 2: 275. 

734 Qur'än, 2: 278-279. 
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Qutb saw how relevant this verse was to the existing situation facing society 

as a result of usurious practice. In his view, the declaration of war against the usurers 

is appropriate since, in reality, those usurers are the instigators of war, exploiting 

wealth and gaining profits on the backs of others. 735 Their practices not only damage 

the harmonious environment and human solidarity which Islam has established 

through its social and economic principles (zakät, yadaga, etc. ), but they circulate 

their wealth amongst themselves in such a way that the other members of society 

only have access to it with a high interest burden imposed on them. 736 

Since feelings of covetousness, greediness and stinginess are those which 

lead individuals to usurious practice, Qutb held the opinion that fear of God (tagwü)) 

becomes a strong weapon within the soul against usury. If such an internal weapon is 

not established, the enforcement of law is inevitable in driving those lenders and 

borrowers back to the right path as exemplified by the Prophet and his companions in 

administering their government. 737 

In order to achieve tagwü, one needs to repent of his sins and ask God's 

forgiveness. This repentance includes an internal struggle within the soul against lust 

for money, greediness and selfishness since all these attitudes contribute in leading 

" one to usurious involvement. A 

� Quit), 71/al, 1: 33 1. 

7,36 Ibid., 1: 329-331. 

'" Ibid., 1: 330-331. 

738 Ibid., 1: 477. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Sayyid Qutb was one of the most important Muslim figures of the twentieth century. 

His fame stems from the fact that his writings have influenced modern Muslim 

generations and have inspired numerous revivalist movements throughout the 

Muslim world in their struggles to reform Muslim life in accordance with Qur'anic 

teachings. 

Qutb came from a religious family background. His exposure to political 

struggle can be traced to childhood experience whereby his house became a meeting 

place for the Nationalist movement that struggled for Egyptian independence from 

British rule. Qutb's interest in this political struggle and his concern for the pressing 

social, economic and political problems facing his country intensified during his stay 

in Cairo. His years in Cairo witnessed him coming under the influence of al-°Agqäd, 

a journalist, literary critic and Wafd party member. Under al-°Agqäd's influence, 

Qutb devoted almost twenty-five years to being a literary critic and proponent of the 

Western democratic ideology and literature. 

Qutb's interest in Islam and his emergence as an Islamic writer began in the 

middle of the 1940s. Among the main reasons behind Qutb's change from poet, 

educator and literary critic to committed Muslim were the following: 

1. The continuing social, economic and political problems facing Egyptian society 

at that time. These problems worsened after World War II, resulting in the 

country entering a period of increased violence and chaos, the gap between the 

rich and the poor, already substantial, being further enlarged. This phenomenon 

brought Qutb to Islam in order to find a solution for existing problems 

2. The Qur'än's influence on Qutb, having devoted almost eight years to the study 

of its literature and imagery. These studies convinced him that the Qur'än and its 

messages were relevant to the Muslims' current situation and contained the 

solution, therefore, to the existing social problems. 
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3. Qutb's disenchantment with the West, after witnessing their continuing 

interference in the political and economic affairs of Egypt. His rejection of the 

West became more prominent during his stay in America. This time abroad 

enabled him to see the materialistic thinking of Western people and their life- 

style for what is was. It led him to the complete conviction that only the Islamic 

way of life was viable in this century. ' Both the outburst of joy from the 

Americans at al-Bannä's assassination and the West's continuing support of 

oppression implemented by the Egyptian authorities to undermine Islamic groups 

such as the Iklnvän accelerated Qutb's interest in the struggle for the Islamic 

cause. 

The years between 1948 and 1952 witnessed the appearance of Qutb's 

Islamic works including al-`Adäla al-IjtrmR iyya (1949), AMa`rakat al-Islam wa'1- 

Ra'sntäliyya and al-Saläm al-`Alarm wa'1-Islam (1951), and fei dlä1 al-Qur'an 

(1952), all of which signified his Islamic orientation. Out of all of these works, Zild1 

was the most comprehensive: it tackled all the issues in more detail, approaching 

topics such as society, politics and economy on the basis of the Qur'an. Moreover, 

the year Zilül was written, there were new developments in QuIb's thought after his 

joining the Ikhwän and his exposure to such influences as al-Banna and al-Mawdüdi. 

That was why, in his treatment of social and political questions in Zfldl, terms like 

jühiliyya, hükimiyya, and manhaj appear widely. These terms were a reflection of 

Qutb's new development resulting from the above influences and his prison 

experience. 

Qutb's joining the Ikhwän in late 1951 and his struggle alongside the Ikhwän 

members belied his position as merely a social thinker and writer whose concerns lay 

only with dissecting theoretical ideas. Instead, his activities with the Ikhwän and his 

struggle to establish Islamic social justice in Egyptian society clearly showed that he 

was a sincere thinker who saw that something must be done to solve existing 
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problem s. 'He believed that the application of Qur'anic messages in human life was 

necessary, since this signified one's faith (7män) in God and one's obedience (Islam) 

to His command. Therefore, such involvement in the Ikhwän's activities, including 

its struggle against the unjust establishment ending up with his imprisonment and 

execution in 1966, clearly signified sincerity in his belief that Islam should govern 

Muslim affairs instead of man-made ideologies. 

The emergence of the "social justice" theme in Qutb's thought can only be 

understood 'within the context of the prevailing conditions in Egypt. In this regard, 

QuIb, like the fellow scholars of his time, saw that "something must be done" to 

solve prevailing problems. Social justice derived from the Qur'anic teaching must, 

therefore, be established in society. He tried to justify this notion of social justice in 

Islamic terms using Qur'anic verses as sources of reference, instead of adhering to 

human ideologies such as socialism and communism. Qutb explained that social 

justice is all embracing in the sense that it includes justice in all aspects of human 

life, spiritual and material, and is not merely limited to economic justice. Human 

beings have to be just towards themselves, their families and their communities. This 

must begin with the purification of human hearts from the worship of anything but 

God alone. Only from such a group of people, whose beliefs are completely free of 

servitude to anyone but God, can a new community whose social, political and 

economic affairs based on the sharf a of God be established. For justice, co- 

operation and integration between human beings constitute part of the existing justice 

and unity in the rest of God's creations in this universe. 

Social justice in Islam is, therefore, derived from the absolute justice of 

Islam, and is applicable to all aspects of human affairs, political systems, social 

relations, and economic foundations. It has no reference to foreign ideologies that do 

not underpin their principles with Divine law. The way Qutb understood the Qur'an 

and the approaches he employed in studying its messages along with the experience 
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of living in the `jühiliyyu society" surrounding him, made his treatment of social 

problems in his society vary from some of his contemporaries. This could be seen for 

example, from his commentary on certain verses of the Qur'än with regard to social 

and political issues. Qutb maintained that justice in human social affairs is for all 

people irrespective of religious belief, race and nationality. It is God's direct 

command and is not influenced by human desire or group interests. The need to 

establish justice, therefore, becomes a religious duty upon every individual Muslim 

because the implementation of justice itself indicates one's faith in God and in His 

attributes: ulahhivva, rubt7biyya and Itükimiyva. 

Since Islam is a comprehensive system dealing with all aspects of life, Qutb, 

therefore, believed that Islamic social justice must also take into account all human 

affairs from the individual's moral character and his ability for compassion to 

questions relating to the Islamic political system and the management of the 

economy, including wealth and ways of spending it. Omitting any aspect relating to 

human affairs would mean a defect in the means of establishing social justice. 

The significance of an Islamic political system, including its governmental 

principles, stems from the fact that its establishment become a religious duty, and 

one of the means of observing God's shari a. This means that the realization of 

Islamic justice in society not only depends on the individual's conscience but also 

requires the enforcement of the shari a law executed exclusively by the imam of the 

state. In addition, Qutb believed, the application of the shari a law indicates people's 

recognition of God's sovereignty (häkiniiyya) in that God is the Law-Giver and 

Legislator. 

Throughout his justification of how Muslims should conduct their 

government and life, Qutb extensively used the Qur'än. He tried to interpret and 

relate its verses to principles of a governmental system, this, he believed, could bring 

justice in the governmental administration, a justice founded on recognition of the 
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taw zd of God. Qutb outlined six main characteristics of an Islamic political systems: 

God's sovereignty (häkimiyyat Allah), Caliphate (Khiläfa) or Imamate (Lnärnna) 

government, Consultative (Shc7rä) government, Justice and Equality (al-`Adl tiva'I- 

Musüwa), Pledge (Ba/a) and Obedience (Tää). 

Besides its foundation on the tawlrid of God, the governmental system of 

Islam or the state is co-operative in the sense that both the imänt and the governed 

people consult one another, seeking God's pleasure. Since the Qur'an does not 

specify a particular method of shflrä, Qutb left the method of arriving at such a 

consensus to be determined by the needs of the age. The imam's position is 

conditional to his administering the state justly and executing the sliari a law. The 

governed people have to obey the imdm so long as he observes shari a in his 

administration. If the imam deviates, the governed people's duty of obedience ceases. 

This consultative government aims at ensuring justice and eliminating the abuse of 

political power on the part of the imam or ruler. 

In his treatment of wealth and social equity, Qutb took the view that 

economic justice would only exist when individuals believed that wealth belongs to 

God and their ownership of wealth is merely trusteeship. By understanding this 

position, the individual will take on the responsibility of spending his wealth in the 

right way and will be ready to share it with others who also have a right to God's 

wealth. Qutb affirmed that Islam recognises private ownership in the sense that 

whatever the individual makes or earns through lawful means is regarded as his own 

possession. This private ownership is however, bound by certain limitations, for 

example, the individual must not be involved in wasteful spending. 

According to Qutb there are two means of accruing wealth; 1) any type of 

work which is not contradictory to principles laid down by the shari a and 2) 

inheritance. Thus, robbing, gambling, usury, deceit, hoarding and monopolising of 
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resources are prohibited and any individuals indulging in such activities deserve 

punishment. 

In regard to the payment of zakät as a social and religious duty upon 

individual Muslims, Qutb's treatment of the subject took an explanatory form. He 

believed that educating people about zalcät and the reason for its obligation and the 

reward one would get from God would result in firmer intentions among people to 

pay zakät and perform this religious duty. It is on this point that Qutb's interpretation 

of some verses on zakät differed from other scholars like Tabari and Rashid Ridä for 

instance. The point of divergence between Qutb and those two scholars was mainly 

on the subject of the current Muslim generation. Qulb maintained that the current 

phenomenon of Muslims' and their indulgence in an un-Islamic way of life was the 

main reason why a new approach must be employed, one that would bring them back 

to God's manhaj: the payment ofzakdt and observance of His other commands. 

Our analysis of Qutb's treatment of social and political issues and his effort to 

call Muslims back to the manhaj of God revealed that he was of the conviction that 

an Islamic community could be established again if people would fulfil exactly the 

demands of the Qur'an. The only thing to do was to call people to refresh their mind 

and to live their lives in accordance with the Qur'anic teachings. A dynamic figh (al- 

figh al-haraki), therefore, became Qutb's priority, rather than figh of papers (flqh al- 

aivrfq) in his calling for observance of the shari a of God. In the context of the 

current situation, Qutb saw that figh of paper, one that is full of juristic arguments, 

would have little impact in bringing people to the numhaj of God. He believed that it 

would indulge the individuals in juristic arguments instead of impelling their hearts 

to follow God's command. Since the modern society in which Muslims were living 

was no longer Islamic, a new approach that concentrated on how to understand the 

Qur'anic messages and made them relevant to modern society was vital. It is 

therefore figh Izaraki that would enable Muslims to run their lives in line with the 
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teachings of the Qur'an, whose messages are applicable and suitable for all times and 

all places. This was the main reason behind Qutb's devoting little discussion to 

juristic questions as is particularly apparent in his treatment of : akät, shz7ra and so 

on. The following statement from Qutb would clarify his stance with regard to frgh 

themes: 

These three verses (Qur'än 4: 7,8 and 176) contain the principles of the 
science of inheritance. But as for details the Surma has taken care and the 
jurists (fugahä) have also explained application of these principles. It is not 
for us to dwell on detail and application; the place for that is the books of 
frgh. We shall be contented, in Q1ä1, with the explanation of these verses and 
comment on the basis of the Islamic system contained therein. Details 
should be obtained from Figh Book. 79 

One has to note that Qutb's avoidance of figh themes and its juristic 

arguments in much of his discussions does not imply his total rejection of 

figh, which is basic to any meaningful and acceptable acts of °ib9da that a 

Muslim may embark on. Rather, he took the view that once an Islamic 

community and state were established, and once people knew exactly what 

their faith demanded of them, a need to delve intofiqh questions would arise 

in order to provide for the needs of the emerging Muslim community. 

Looking to the overall discussion of Ziläl and Qutb's effort in 

describing the foundations that Muslims have to follow in realizing social 

justice, we find that Qutb did not perceive militancy as the only means of 

achieving his ideas, the opposite being claimed by Sivan. 74° Rather, Qutb 

preferred to employ an educational approach to human conscience believing 

that to be the best way of bringing people back to the munhaj of God. This is 

because with the fear of God in their hearts, individuals will not only refrain 

from committing wrongs in public, but will also behave appropriately in 

79 Quib, , iläl, 2: 590. 

740 Sivan, Radical Islam, 87-95. 
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private since they know that God sees all His servant's deeds and actions 

wherever they are. To Qutb, the observance of the shat-fa law with its full 

use of force is the final solution, if that is the only means left in bringing 

people to right path. In this regard, it was the state's responsibility to enforce 

the shari a law to its people. 

Describing Qutb's approach in inviting fellow Muslims to follow 

God's command through his writings Muhammad Qutb explained that Qutb 

had not intended to promote physical violence in his calls for action, but 

rather had intended to exhort Muslims to make a consciouss effort to defend 

and promote their faith. 74' 

Qutb's call for social justice as found in . 7,70, was, in reality, his call 

to Islam as a dynamic practice in all aspects of Muslim life. This was in line 

with the first coming of Islam: the abolishment of slavery of man by man and 

the turning of people to one God whose justice is for all of His creation 

without bias to human desire or any particular group interests. Qutb's 

sincerity and his commitment to see God's justice established through His 

shada had been exemplified by his continuous writing, and his call to people 

to follow the manhaj of God. This was the struggle that finally came to an 

end with his execution. Describing Qutb's sincerity, Mousalli writes that his 

(Qutb's) execution demonstrated the level of sacrifice and sincerity of one 

who dies for a cause: 

Their belief cannot be questioned, supposedly. And being a martyr in Islam 
is one of the highest ranks of belief and worship, and Qutb, in the eyes of 
fundamentalists and others, paid the price for his belief. "Z 

741 Tripp, "Sayyid Qulb: The Political Vision, " 177. 

742 M6usalli, Radical Islamic Fui, dwncnlallsm, 244. 
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By looking into Qutb's socio-political discussions in Zrlü1, it can be said with 

certainty that he Evas a genuine Muslim reformer. His solutions for the social, 

political and economic inequalities between Muslims and his suggestions regarding 

the necessity of establishing Islamic social justice were clearly successful. This can 

be seen for example, from the increase in numbers of Muslims from various 

intellectual backgrounds in Egypt who were interested in reading the l1ä1 and were 

greatly influenced by its author. This was among the main reasons behind the 

government of Egypt curbing Qutb's influence by executing him in 1966. 

Qutb's response to the socio-political problems of his time began with his 

investigation into the roots of the problems. He tried to find solutions by considering 

whatever means available to him. This included his looking into some Western 

ideologies. His return to Islam, therefore, was not sudden. In fact, his interest in the 

justice of Islam as a means of solving the current problems developed only after his 

realisation that the available ideologies, capitalism and communism in particular, 

could not successfully provide an effective means of establishing social justice in 

human society. These chronological stages of Qutb's intellectual development and 

his continuous efforts in finding solutions to the current problems enabled him to 

discover "what really needed to be done" to his own society. AI-`Addla (1949), 

Ma`rakat (1951) and al-Salänt al-cAlami (1951) were among books written by Qutb 

in providing some Islamic solutions. Qutb, however, was still undergoing the process 

of learning about Islam in greater detail while producing these works. This is why 

one might find these three books lacking in discussions that relate to the concept of 

social justice. Al-`Adäla did provide a general concept of social justice, Ma`rakat 

exposed the real hurdles in attaining justice and 01-Saläm al-`, ilami stressed the 

significance of `ag7da as the basis of social justice. There was no single book, 

however, that discussed all these elements in sufficient detail. That was why these 

books, in particular, a1=`Addla received criticism from some modern writers like W 
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Cantwell Smith and A Mousalli. It was only when Kildl was produced that Qutb 

discussed the idea of social justice in more detail when the contemporary issues were 

discussed on the basis of cagida. He greatly elaborated on his early ideas and when 

supporting his argument, he considered the views of scholars like al-Tabari, Ibn 

Kathir and al-Mawdüdi, previously unmentioned in early works. 

Therefore, it is from these discussions in 7ilc l that Qutb's true personality is 

revealed. Those who want to study Qutb's ideas should look into Zildl. It is more 

relevant than his earlier work as it illustrates the thinking of a more mature Qutb 

having experienced the effects of his socio-political environment and his long search 

for the truth of his religion. In this context, Ziläl is a necessary reading in 

understanding Qutb's concept of social justice and one should not limit oneself to 

Qutb's earlier works: al-`Adäla, Ma'rakat and al-Salüm al-`Älanri. 
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